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RETURN OF THE VICTORIOUS GERMANS.
Photogravure from a painting by Paul Thumann.

Ha! there comes he, with swe^t, with blood of Romans,
And with dust of the fight all stained! Oh, never

Saw I Hermann so lovely!

Never snch iire in his eyes!

Rest thee, while from thy brow I wipe the big drops,

And the blood from thy cheek!—that cheek, how glowing!

Hermann! Hermann! Thusnelda

Never so loved thee before. —Khpstock.
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CHARLES KINGSLEY

(1819-1875)

>N THE autumn of 1849, in the midst of the famous Chartist

movement in England, there appeared a book, a romance,
which excited the enthusiasm of all « Young England" and

kindled afresh the spirit of revolt against class oppression. It was
called 'Alton Locke*; and was the story of a young London tailor,

who, filled with yearnings, poetical and political, which his situation

rendered hopeless, joined the Chartists, shared their failure, and in

despair quitted England for the New World, only to die on reaching

the promised land.

All his misery and failure are ascribed

to the brutal indifference of the rich and
well-taught to the n^eds and aspirations of

the workingman. When it became known
that the author, Charles Kingsley, was a

clergyman of the established church, a man
of ancient family; that he had been forbid-

den by the Bishop of London to preach in

that city on account of a sermon embody-
ing radical sentiments; and that he was
suffering social ostracism and newspaper

attack for the stand he had taken, party

enthusiasm burned still higher. He became
the knight-errant, the chosen hero, of the

movement known as * Christian Socialism.

»

Charles Kingsley was born in Dartmoori Devon, England, the 13th

of June, 1 8 19. He took honors at Cambridge, was ordained, and in

1 84 1 became in turn curate and rector of the church at Eversley,

Hampshire, where he lived and died; varying his duty only when
in residence as canon at Chester and Westminster, or at Cambridge

where he was a professor of modern history in 1861-9. With the

exception of two short holidays in the West Indies and America, and
two trips on the Continent, his external life saw few changes. But

the peace was outward only.

As long as there was evil in the world he stood up to fight it;

head downwards he charged at every red rag of doctrine, either

in defense or offense. He attacked political economy, competition,

the laws of gravitation, the Manchester school, the cholera, Bishop

Colenso, and Cardinal Newman. On the other hand, he pleaded the

Charles Kingsley
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cause of the undefended, from the oppression of Indian widows or

the preservation of village greens to the struggles of the Australian

canned-meat industry, the success of which, he maintained, would

settle the food question forever.

The key to Kingsley's mental development must be sought in his

emotional history. His youth was passed in a Devon parish, of which

his father, an old-fashioned parson and keen sportsman, was rector.

The boy rode to hounds as soon as he could sit a horse, and was

a devoted naturalist before he was old enough to know the scientific

name of a single specimen of his collection. His love of nature, so

rare a quality in children, "had the intensity," said Mr. Stephen, "and
the absorbing power of a sensual appetite. He gave himself up to

the pure emotion as a luxuriant nature abandons itself to physical

gratification.

"

On reaching manhood, the strength of his sympathies and the

vigor of his perceptions threw him headlong into the revolt of the

time against oppression and wrong. But Kingsley was as far as Dis-

raeli from being a democrat, and as sincere ki defending a social

and religious hierarchy. His politics were in fact those of the great

statesman's Coningsby,— a "Young England" Tory who denounces

social wrongs and provides the workingman with good clothes, good

food, and amusements, but will listen to no revolutionary remedy to

destroy the evil.

His fighting propensity left a mark on the time and its literature.

It formulated the creed that pluck and Bible texts would regenerate

the world ; and it created the " muscular Christian " who strutted

through the pages of most of the novels of the day, from Bulwer
with his < Kenelm Chillingly ' to the waxwork Sir Galahads of the

Misses Wetherell. Kingsley disliked the cult, and denied that he was
responsible for it; but it became to him a sort of Frankenstein's

monster, growing till it assumed the proportions of strength-worship

-and the elevation of physical over moral force.

A passionate Protestant, he was deeply affected by the agitation in

the English Church known as the "Oxford Movement," and the spirit

of what was called " Manichasism," or the principle which placed the

monkish over the domestic virtues. He had a theory that the love

of woman is the guide of the intellect, and that the love of nature

teaches the theory of the universe. Elizabeth in the < Saint's Tra-

gedy,' the heroines in 'Westward Ho!' Hypatia, Grace in < Two Years
Ago,' are the saving influences of the men of these books. Lancelot

in 'Yeast' designs a great allegorical drawing, which sets forth the

influence of the feminine charm on every variety of human being.

"The picture," says a reviewer in Cornhill, "could hardly be put on
canvas; but it would be a perfect frontispiece to Kingsley's works."
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The stories < Yeast' and "Alton Locke,' written on the same
theme and in the same year, are both clumsily constructed and un-
even; and fifty years later, lack the interest they excited when their

topics were^ new and immediate. Kingsley has the tendency to

preach, common to all novelists with a purpose. The power of these

books is in their intense feeling and sincerity, and the genuine force

of their attack upon injustice. And there are scenes in < Yeast,' such
as the village feast, and the death of old Harry Verney the game-
keeper; and in/ Alton Locke,' such as the Chartist rising in the

country, — as bold as anything in English fiction. 'Alton Locke ' is

the more sustained efEort, the more ambitious conception; but Car-

lyle describes it as a "vivid creation, still left half chaotic.'' But of

Kingsley's masterpiece in the way of character, the old Scotchman
Mackaye, he says, "My invaluable countryman in this book is nearly

perfect."

Kingsley's historical novels are in a different strain. The further

he removes his story from his own time, the more pictorial the pres-

entation. His freshness and vigor seize upon the reader; the roots

of feeling strike down into the heart of life. The desert scenes in

'Hypatia,' the thrilling tragedy of the death of the martyr, which if

bad history is admirable fiction, the sea-fight in ' Westward Ho !
' an

epic "not of dull prose but of the thunder roll of Homer's verse,"

stir the blood and mock criticism. Concerning the history and the

theology the general reader does not concern himself. The genius

of the author has already possessed him. Raphael, Wulf, and Amal—
beings begot of fancy, dwelling in an unreal time^— are more alive

than modern photographic realism makes the latest realistic hero.

No writer in the language has shown a greater power of descrip-

tion than Kingsley. Landscape, beast, and bird are invested with

poetic charm. He is as close an observer as John Burroughs, and as

great an artist as Turner in painting grand effects of sea and sky.

There is no elaboration of detail, no exaggeration, in his glimpses of

the fens of Devon and the cliffs of Lundy. The writing is alive ; the

man tells what he has seen ; we have the atmospheric effect and the

dramatic character. "In one of his pictures of Cornwall," says Mr.

Leslie Stephen, " we can tell the time of day and the state of the

weather, as if he were a meteorologist."

The verdict of time has placed Kingsley among the minor poets.

Great things were expected of the author of * The Saint's Tragedy.

'

'Andromeda'— the most successful attempt in the language in the

use of hexameter verse— fulfilled these expectations in a measure.

But his genius was not equal to a sustained flight. He will be best

remembered by those short dramatic lyrics which he sang in meas-

ures approaching perfection.
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Kingsley's is a character easy to criticize. He had a feminine

side, which in a truly feminine fashion admired force, however

exerted ; a side which is responsible for that " muscular Christianity

"

whose paternity he denied. In his role of reformer his vehemence
and impetuosity stood him in good stead; but impatience like his is

the enemy of the grave and noble style. Though not profoundly

learned, he had wide and varied information. He came near being a

great preacher, for he chose living topics; and he had the gift of

clothing in picturesque imagery an abstract truth, fir^t perceived per-

haps by a more original mind. He wrote one really great story,

'Hypatia'; and five brilliant ones: 'Yeast,* 'Alton Locke,' 'Hereward

the Wake,' 'Westward Ho!' and 'Two Years Ago.' His 'Water-

Babies' is one of the few perfect fairy stories in the language. Even
its moralities cannot wither it, nor its educational intention stale its

infinite variety. He had the lyric quality and the poet's heart. Had
he devoted himself to his favorite pursuit, he would have been a

famous naturalist. And from his first published work to his prema-
ture death he was a distinct moral force in England.

THE MERRY LARK WAS UP AND SINGING

THE merry, merry lark was up and singing.

And the hare was out and feeding on the lea,

And the merry, merry bells below were ringing.

When my child's laugh rang through me.

Now the hare is snatched and dead beside the snow-yard,

And the lark beside the dreary winter sea;

And my baby in his cradle in the church-yard

Waiteth there until the bells bring me.

THE DEAD CHURCH

WILD, wild wind, wilt thou never cease thy sighing?
Dark, dark night, wilt thou never wear away?

Cold, cold church, in thy death-sleep lying,

Thy Lent is past, thy Passion here, but not thine Easter Day.

Peace, faint heart, though the night be dark and sighing;

Rest, fair corpse, where thy Lord himself hath lain.

Weep, dear Lord, where thy bride is lying:

Thy tears shall wake her frozen limbs to life and health
again.
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THE SANDS OF DEE
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**/^~\ Mary, go and call the cattle home,

\_J And call the cattle home,
And call the cattle home,

Across the sands of Dee:»

The western wind was wild and dank wi' foam,

And all alone w^nt she.

The western tide crept up along the sand,

And o'er and o'er the sand,

And round and round the sand.

As far as eye could see

:

The rolling mist came down and hid the land,

And never home came she.

"Oh! is it weed, or fish, or floating hair—
A tress o' golden hair,

A drowned maiden's hair.

Above the nets at sea ?
"

Was ne'er a salmon yet that shone so fair

Among the stakes on Dee.

They rowed her in across the rolling foam,

The cruel crawling foam.

The cruel hungry foam.

To her grave beside the sea:

But still the boatmen hear her call the cattle home,
Across the sands of Dee!

YOUTH AND AGE

WHEN all the world is young, lad, and everything is green.

And every goose a swan, lad, and every lass a queen.

Then boot, lad, and horse, lad, and round the world away,

And go it while you're young, lad;— each dog must have his day.

When all the world gets old, lad, and all the trees turn brown,

And all the jests get stale, lad, and all the wheels run down,

Then hie back to thy hame, lad,— the maimed and sick among:
Thank God! if then you find one face you loved when you were

young.
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A MYTH

A- FLOATING, a-floating

Across the sleeping sea,

All night I heard a singing bird

Upon the topmost tree.

«0h, came you from the isles of Greece

Or from the banks of Seine;

Or off some tree in forests free,

Which fringe the western main?"

«I came not off the Old World,

Nor yet from off the New;

But I am one of the birds of God
Which sing the whole night through."

«Oh, sing and wake the dawning—
Oh,' whistle for the wind

:

The night is long, the current strong,

My boat it lags behind."

"The current sweeps the Old World,

The current sweeps the New:
The wind will blow, the dawn will glow,

Ere thou hast sailed them through."

o

LONGINGS

From <The Saint's Tragedy >

h! that we two were Maying

Down the stream of the soft spring breeze;

Like children with violets playing

In the shade of the whispering trees.

Oh! that we two sat dreaming

On the sward of some sheep-trimmed down.

Watching the white mist steaming

Over river and mead and town.

Oh ! that we two lay sleeping

In our nest in the church-yard sod;

With our limbs at rest on the quiet earth's breast.

And our souls at home with God.
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ANDROMEDA AND THE SEA-NYMPHS

From < Andromeda >

AWED by her own rash words she was still, and her eyes to the

seaward

Looked for an answer of wrath: far off in the heart of the dark-

ness,

Bright white mists rose slowly;, beneath them the wandering ocean

Glimmered and flowed to the deepest abyss; and the knees of the

maiden

Trembled and sank in her fear, as afar, like a dawn in the midnight.

Rose from their seaweed chamber the choir of the mystical sea-

maids.

Onward toward her they came, and her heart beat loud at their

coming.

Watching the bliss of the gods, as wakened the cliffs with their

laughter.

Onward they came in their joy, and before them the roll of the

surges

Sank, as the breeze sank dead, into smooth green foam-flecked mar-

ble.

Awed; and the crags of the cliff and the pines of the mountain were
silent.

Onward they came in their joy, and around them the lamps of the

sea-nymphs.

Myriad fiery globes, swam panting and heaving; and rainbows.

Crimson and azure and emerald, were broken in star-showers, light-

ing

Far through the wine-dark depths of the crystal, the gardens of Ne-

reus,

Coral and sea-fan and tangle, the blooms and the palms of the ocean.

Onward they came in their joy, more white than the foam which

they scattered.

Laughing and singing, and tossing and twining, while eager, the Tri-

tons

Blinded with kisses their eyes, unreproved, and above them in wor-

ship

Hovered the terns, and the sea-gulls swept past them on silvery

pinions

Echoing softly their laughter; around them the wantoning dolphins

Sighed as they plunged, full of love; and. the great sea-horses which

bore them

Curved up their crests in their pride to the delicate arms of the

maiden,
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Pawing the spray into gems, till the fiery rainfall, unharming.

Sparkled and gleamed on the limbs of the nymphs, and the coils of

the mermen.
Onward they went in their joy, bathed round with the fiery coolness,

Needing nor sun nor moon, self-lighted, immortal: but others.

Pitiful, floated in silence apart; in their bosoms the sea-boys.

Slain by the wrath of the seas, swept down by the anger of Nereus:

Hapless, whom never again on strand or on quay shall their mothers

Welcome with garlands and vows to the temple, but wearily pining

Gaze over island and bay for the sails of the sunken; they heedless

Sleep in soft bosoms forever, and dream of the surge and the sea-

maids.

Onward they passed in their joy; on their brows neither sorrow nor

anger

;

Self-sufilcing as gods, never heeding the woe of the maiden.

A FAREWELL

My
FAIREST child, I have no song to give you,

—

No lark could pipe to skies so dull and gray;

Yet, ere we part, one lesson I can leave you
For every day:

Be good, sweet maid, and let who will be clever;

Do noble things, not dream them, all day long:

And so make life, death, and that vast forever

One grand, sweet song.

WAITING FOR THE ARMADA
From < Westward Ho!>

SEE those five talking earnestly, in the centre of a ring, which
longs to overhear and yet is too respectful to approach close.

Those soft long eyes and pointed chin you recognize already:

they are Walter Raleigh's. The fair young man in the fiame-

colored doublet, whose arm is round Raleigh's neck, is Lord
Sheffield; opposite them stands, by the side of Sir Richard Gren-

ville, a man as stately even as he,— Lord Sheffield's uncle, the

Lord Charles Howard of feffingham, Lord High Admiral of Eng-

land; next to him is his son-in-law, Sir Robert Southwell, captain

of the Elizabeth Jonas: but who is that short, sturdy, plainly
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dressed man, who stands with legs a Httle apart and hands

behind his back, looking np, with keen gray eyes, into the face of

each speaker ? His cap is in his hands, so you can see the bul-

let head of crisp brown hair and the wrinkled forehead, as well

as the high cheek-bones, the short square face, the broad temples,

the thick lips which are yet firm as granite. A coarse plebeian

stamp of man: yet the whole figure and attitude are that of

boundless determination, self-possession, energy; and when at

last he speaks a few blunt words, all eyes are turned respectfully

upon him,— for his name is Francis Drake.

A burly, grizzled elder, in greasy sea-stained garments con-

trasting oddly with the huge gold chain about his neck, waddles

up, as if he had been born and had lived ever since in a gale of

wind at sea. The upper half of his sharp dogged visage seems

of brick-red leather, the lower of badger's fur; and as he claps

Drake on the back, and with broad Devon twang shouts, " Be
you a-coming to drink your wine, Francis Drake, or be you not ?

— saving your presence, my Lord;'' the Lord High Admiral only

laughs, and bids Drake go and drink his wine: for John Haw-
kins, Admiral of the Port, is the Patriarch of Plymouth seamen,

if Drake be their hero, and says and does pretty much what

he likes in any company on earth; not to mention that to-day's

prospect of an Armageddon fight has shaken him altogether out

of his usual crabbed reserve, and made him overflow with loqua-

cious good-humor, even to his rival Drake.

So they push through the crowd, wherein is many another

man whom one would gladly have spoken with, face to face on

earth. Martin Frobisher and John Davis are sitting, on that

bench, smoking tobacco from long silver pipes; and by them are

Fenton and Withrington, who have both tried to follow Drake's

path round the world, and failed, though by no fault of their

own. The man who pledges them better luck next time is

George Fenner, known to "the seven Portugals"; Leicester's pet,

and captain of the galleon which Elizabeth bought of him. That

short prim man in the huge yellow ruff, with sharp chin, minute

imperial, and self-satisfied smile, is Richard Hawkins, the Com-
plete Seaman, Admiral John's hereafter famous and hapless son.

The elder who is talking with him is his good uncle William,

whose monument still stands, or should stand, in Deptford

Church; for Admiral John set it up there but one year after this

time, and on it recorded how he was "A worshiper of the true
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religion, an especial benefactor of poor sailors, a most just arbiter

in most difficult causes, and of a singular faith, piety, and pru-

dence." That, and the fact that he got creditably through some

sharp work at Porto Rico, is all I know of William Hawkins;

but if you or I, reader, can have as much or half as much said

of us when we have to follow him, we shall have no reason to

complain.

There is John Drake, Sir Francis's brother, ancestor of the

present stock of Drakes; and there is George, his nephew, a man
not over-wise, who has been round the world with Amyas; and

there is Amyas himself, talking to one who answers him with

fierce curt sentences,— Captain Barker of Bristol, brother of the

hapless Andrew Barker who found John Oxenham's guns, and

owing to a mutiny among his men perished by the Spaniards in

Honduras twelve years ago. Barker is now captain of the Vic-

tory, one of the Queen's best ships; and he has his accounts to

settle with the Dons, as Amyas has: so they are both growling

together in a corner, while all the rest are as merry as the flies

upon the vine above their heads.

But who is the aged man who sits upon a bench, against

the sunny south wall of the tavern, his long white beard flow-

ing almost to his waist, his hands upon his knees, his palsied

head moving slowly from side to side, to catch the scraps of dis-

course of the passing captains ? . . . It is old Martin Cockrem,

father of the ancient host, aged himself beyond the years of

men, who can recollect the bells of Plymouth ringing for the

coronation of Henry the Eighth, and who was the first English-

man, perhaps, who ever set foot on the soil of the New World.

There he sits, like an old Druid Tor of primeval granite amid
the tall wheat and rich clover crops of a modern farm. He has

seen the death of old Europe and the birth-throes of the new:

Go to him, and question him; for his senses are quick as ever,

and just now the old man seems uneasy. He is peering with

rheumy eyes through the groups, and seems listening for a well-

known voice. . . .

« Long life ? Iss, fegs, I reckon, long enough already! Why,
I mind the beginning of it all, I do. I mind when there wasn't

a master mariner to Plymouth that thought there was aught
west of the Land's End except herrings. Why, they held then,

pure wratches, that if you sailed right west away far enough,
you'd surely come to the edge, and fall over cleve. Iss

—
'twas
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dark parts round here, till Captain Will arose; and the first of it

I mind was inside the bar of San Lucar, and he and I were boys

about a ten year old, aboord of a Dartmouth ship, and went for

wine; and there come in over the bar he that was the beginning

of it all."

« Columbus ?

»

" Iss, fegs, he did, not a pistol-shot from us ; and I saw mun
stand on the poop, so plain as I see you: no great shakes of a

man to look to neither; there's a sight better here, to plase me:

and we was disappointed, we lads, for we surely expected to see

mun with a goolden crown on, and a sceptre to a's hand, we did,

and the ship o' mun all over like Solomon's temple for gloory.

And I mind that same year, too, seeing Vasco da Gama, as was

going out over the bar, when he found the Bona Speranza, and

sailed round it to the Indies. Ah, that was the making of they

rascally Portingals, it was! . . . And our crew told what they

seen and heerd; but nobody minded sich things. 'Twas dark

parts and Popish, then; and nobody knowed nothing, nor got no

schooling, nor cared for nothing, but scrattling up and down
alongshore like to prawns in a pule. Iss, sitting in darkness, we
was, and the shadow of death, till the day-spring from on high

arose, and shined upon us poor out-o'-the-way folk— the Lord

be praised ! And now, look to mun ! " and he waved his hand

all round—-"look to mun! Look to the works of the- Lord!

Look to the captains! Oh blessed sight! And one's been to

the Brazils, and one to the Indies, and the Spanish Main, and

the Northwest, and the Rooshias, and the Chinas, and up the

Straits, and round the Cape, and round the world of God too,

bless his holy name; and I seed the beginning of it; and I'll see

the end of it too, I will! I was bom into the old times, but I'll

see the wondrous works of -the new yet, I will! I'll see they

bloody Spaniards swept off the seas before I die, if my old eyes

can reach so far as outside the Sound. I shall, I knows it. I

says my prayers for it every night: don't I, Mary? You'll bate

mun, sure as Judgment, you'll bate mun! The Lord '11 fight for

ye. Nothing'll stand against ye. I've seed it all along— ever

since I was with young master to the Honduras. They can't

bide the push of us! You'll bate mun off the face of the seas,

and be masters of the round world, and all that therein is. And
then I'll just turn my old face to the wall, and depart in peace,

according to His word."
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A PURITAN CRUSADER

From < Plays and Puritans *

SURELY these Puritans were dramatic enough, poetic enough,

picturesque enough. We do not speak of such fanatics as

Balfour of Burley, or any other extravagant person whom it

may have suited Walter Scott to take as a typical personage.

We speak of the average Puritan nobleman, gentleman, merchant,

or farmer: and hold him to have been a picturesque and poetical

man,— a man of higher imagination and deeper feeling than the

average of court poets; and a man of sound taste also. What
is to be said about his opinions about the stage has been seen

already; but it seems to have escaped most persons' notice, that

either all England is grown very foolish, or the Puritan opinions

on several matters have been justified by time.

On the matter of the stage, the world has certainly come over

to their way of thinking. Few highly educated men now think it

worth while to go to see any play, and that exactly for the same
reasons as the Puritans put forward; and still fewer highly edu-

cated men think it worth while to write plays, finding that since

the grosser excitements of the imagination have become forbidden

themes there is really very little to write about.

But in the matter of dress and of manners, the Puritan tri-

umph has been complete. Even their worst enemies have come
over to their side, and "the whirligig of time has brought its

revenges.

"

Most of their canons of taste have become those of all

England. High-Churchmen, who still call them Roundheads and
Cropped-ears, go about rounder-headed and closer cropt than they

ever went. They held it more rational to cut the hair to a com-
fortable length than to wear effeminate curls down the back:

we cut ours much shorter than they ever did. They held (with

the Spaniards, then the finest gentlemen in the world) that sad

(that is, dark) colors— above all, black— were the fittest for all

stately and earnest gentlemen: we all, from the Tractarian to the

Anythingarian, are exactly of the same opinion. They held that

lace, perfumes, and jewelry on a man were marks of unmanly fop-

pishness and vanity: so hold the finest gentlemen in England
now. They thought it equally absurd and sinful for a man to

carry his income on his back, and bedizen himself out in reds,

blues, and greens, ribbons, knots, slashes, and "treble, quadruple,
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daedalian ruffs, built up on iron and timber, which have more
arches in them for pride than London Bridge for use "

: we, if we
met such a ruffed and ruffled worthy as used to swagger by doz-

ens up and down Paul's Walk, not knowing how to get a dinner,

much less to pay his tailor, should look on him as firstly a fool,

and secondly a swindler; while if we met an old Puritan, we
should consider him a man gracefully and picturesquely dressed,

but withal in the most perfect sobriety of good taste: and when
we discovered (as we probably should), over and above, that the

harlequin cavalier had a box of salve and a pair of dice in one

pocket, a pack of cards and a few pawnbrokers' duplicates in the

other; that his thoughts were altogether of citizens' wives and

their too easy virtue; and that he could not open his mouth

without a dozen oaths,— then we should consider the Puritan

(even though he did quote Scripture somewhat through his nose)

as the gentleman; and the courtier as a most offensive specimen

of the "snob triumphant," glorying in his shame. The picture

is not ours, nor even the Puritan's. It is Bishop Hall's, Bishop

Earle's; it is Beaumont's, Fletcher's, Jonson's, Shakespeare's,— the

picture which every dramatist, as well as satirist, has drawn of

the " gallant " of the seventeenth century. No one can read those

writers honestly without seeing that the Puritan and not the

Cavalier conception of what a British gentleman should be, is

the one accepted by the whole nation at this day.

In applying the same canon to the dress of women, they were

wrong. As in other matters, they had hold of one pole of a

double truth, and erred in applying it exclusively to all cases.

But there are two things to be said for them: first, that the

dress of that day was palpably an incentive to the profligacy of

that day, and therefore had to be protested against; while in

these more moral times, ornaments and fashions may be harm-

lessly used which then could not be used without harm. Next,

it is undeniable that sober dressing is more and more becoming

the fashion among well-bred women; and that among them too

the Puritan canons are gaining ground.

We have just said that the Puritans held too exclusively to

one pole of a double truth. They did so, no doubt, in their

hatred of the drama. Their belief that human relations were,

if not exactly sinful, at least altogether carnal and unspiritual,

prevented their conceiving the possibility of any truly Christian

drama; and led them at times into strange and sad errors, like
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that New England ukase of Cotton Mather's, who is said to have

punished the woman who should kiss her infant on the Sabbath

day.* Yet their extravagances on this point were but the honest

revulsion from other extravagances on the opposite side. If the

undistinguishing and immoral Autotheism of the playwrights, and

the luxury and heathendom of the higher classes, first in Italy

and then in England, were the natural revolt of the human mind
against the Manichaeism of monkery, then the severity and exclus-

iveness of Puritanism was a natural and necessary revolt against

that luxury and immorality; a protest for man's God-given superi-

ority over nature, against that Naturalism which threatened to

end in sheer animalism. While Italian prelates have found an

apologist in Mr. Roscoe, and English playwrights in Mr. Gifford,

the old Puritans—who felt and asserted, however extravagantly,

that there was an eternal law which was above all Borgias and

Machiavels, Stuarts and Fletchers— have surely a right to a fair

trial. If they went too far in their contempt for humanity,

certainly no one interfered to set them right. The Anglicans of

that time, who held intrinsically the same anthropologic notions,

and yet wanted the courage and sincerity to carry them out as

honestly, neither could nor would throw any light upon the con-

troversy. .

But as for these Puritans having been merely the sour, nar-

row, inhuman persons they are vulgarly supposed to have been,

credat Judceus. There were sour and narrow men among them;

so there were in the opposite party. No Puritan could have had
less poetry in him, less taste, less feeling, than Laud himself.

But is there no poetry save words ? no drama save that which
is presented on the stage ? Is this glorious earth, and the souls

of living men, mere prose as long as '' carent vate sacro,^^ who
will forsooth do them the honor to make poetry out of a little of

them (and of how little!) by translating them into words, which
he himself, just in proportion as he is a good poet, will confess

to be clumsy, tawdry, ineffectual ? Was there no poetry in these

Puritans because they wrote no poetry ? We do not mean now
the unwritten tragedy of the battle psalm and the charge; but

simple idyllic poetry and quiet home drama,— love poetry of

the heart and the hearth, and the beauties of every-day human
life. Take the most commonplace of them: was Zeal-for-Truth

* Of course neither this supposed enactment nor the other « Blue Laws

»

ever existed, being pure inventions of a revengeful Loyalist. — Eo.
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Thoresby of Thoresby Rise in Deeping Fen, because his father

had thought fit to give him an ugly and silly name, the less of a

noble lad ? Did his name prevent his being six feet high ? Were
his shoulders the less broad for it, his cheeks the less ruddy for

it ? He wore his flaxen hair of the same length that every one
now wears his, instead of letting it hang half-way to his waist in

essenced curls; but was he therefore the less of a true Viking's

son, bold-hearted as his sea-roving ancestors who won the Dane-
lagh by Canute's side, and settled there on Thoresby Rise, to grow
wheat and breed horses, generation succeeding generation, in the

old moated grange? He carried a Bible in his jack-boot; but did

that prevent him, as Oliver rode past him with an approving

smile on Naseby field, thinking himself a very handsome fellow,

with his mustache and imperial, and bright-red coat, and cuirass

well polished, in spite of many a dint, as he sate his father's

great black horse as gracefully and firmly as any long-locked and
essenced cavalier in front of him ? Or did it prevent him think-

ing too, for a moment, with a throb of the heart, that sweet

Cousin Patience far away at home, could she but see him, might

have the same opinion of him as he had of himself ? Was he

the worse for the thought ? He was certainly not the worse for

checking it the next instant, with manly shame for letting such
" carnal vanities " rise in his heart while he was " doing the Lord's

work " in the teeth of death and hell ; but was there no poetry in

him then ? No poetry in him, five minutes after, as the long

rapier swung round his head, redder and redder at every sweep ?

We are befooled by names. Call him Crusader instead of Round-

head, and he seems at once (granting him only sincerity, which

he had, and that of a right awful kind) as complete a knight-

errant as ever watched and prayed, ere putting on his spurs, in

fantastic Gothic chapel, beneath " storied windows richly dight.

"

Was there no poetry in him, either, half an hour afterwards, as he

lay bleeding across the corpse of the gallant horse, waiting for

his turn with the surgeon, and fumbled for the Bible in his boot,

and tried to hum a psalm, and thought of Cousin Patience, and

his father, and his mother, and how they would hear at least

that he had played the man in Israel that day, and resisted unto

blood, striving against sin and the Man of Sin ?

And was there no poetry in him too, as he came wearied

along Thoresby dike, in the quiet autumn eve, home to the house

of his forefathers; and saw afar off the knot of tall poplars rising

XV—540
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over the broad misty flat, and the one great abele tossing its

sheets of silver in the dying gusts, and knew that they stood

before his father's door ? Who can tell all the pretty child

memories which flitted across his brain at that sight, and made
him forget that he was a wounded cripple ? There is the dike

where he and his brothers snared the great pike which stole the

ducklings—how many years ago?— while pretty little Patience

stood by trembling, and shrieked at each snap of the brute's wide

jaws; and there, down that long dark lode, ruffling with crimson

in the sunset breeze, he and his brothers skated home in triumph

with Patience when his uncle died. What a day that was! when
in the clear bright winter noon they laid the gate upon the ice,

and tied the beef-bones under the four corners, and packed little

Patience on it!— How pretty she looked, though her eyes were

red with weeping, as she peeped out from among the heap of

blankets and horse-hides; and how merrily their long fen-runners

whistled along the ice-lane, between the high bank of sighing

reed, at a pace like the race-horse's, to the dear old home among
the poplar-trees. And now he was going home to meet her after

a mighty victory, a deliverance from heaven; second only in his

eyes to that Red Sea one. Was there no poetry in his heart at

that thought ? Did not the glowing sunset, and the reed-beds

which it transfigured before him into sheets of golden flame, seem
tokens that the glory of God was going before him in his path ?

Did not the sweet clamor of the wild-fowl, gathering for one rich

paean ere they sank into rest, seem to him as God's bells chiming
him home in triumph, with peals sweeter and bolder than those

of Lincoln or Peterborough steeple-house ? Did not the very
lapwing, as she tumbled softly wailing before him, as she did

years ago, seem to welcome the wanderer home in the name of

heaven ?

Fair Patience, too— though she was a Puritan, yet did not

her cheek flush, her eyes grow dim, like any other girl's, as she

saw far off the red coat, like a sliding spark of fire, coming slowly

along the strait fen-bank, and fled up-stairs into her chamber to

pray, half that it might be, half that it might not be he ? Was
there no happy storm of human tears and human laughter when
he entered the court-yard gate ? Did not the old dog lick his

Puritan hand as lovingly as if it had been a Cavalier's ? Did not

lads and lasses run out shouting ? Did not the old yeoman father

hug him, weep over him, hold him at arm's-length, and hug him
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again, as heartily as any other John Bull; even though the next

moment he called all to kneel down and thank Him who had
sent his boy home again, after bestowing on him the grace to

bind kings in chains and nobles with links of iron, and contend

to death for the faith delivered to the saints ? And did not Zeal-

for-Truth look about as wistfully for Patience as any other man
would have done; longing to see her, yet not daring even to ask

for her ? And when she came down at last, was she the less

lovely in his eyes because she came, not flaunting with bare

bosom, in tawdry finery and paint, but shrouded close in coif and

pinner, hiding from all the world beauty which was there still,

but was meant for one alone, and that only if God willed, in

God's good time ? And was there no faltering of their voices, no

light in their eyes, no trembling pressure of their hands, which

said more, and was more— ay, and more beautiful in the sight

of Him who made them— than all Herrick's Dianemes, Waller's

Saccharissas, flames, darts, posies, love-knots, anagrams, and the

rest of the insincere cant of the court ? What if Zeal-for-Truth

had never strung two rhymes together in his life ? Did not his

heart go for inspiration to a loftier Helicon, when it whispered to

itself, "My love, my dove, my undefiled, is but one," than if he

had filled pages with sonnets about Venuses and Cupids, love-

sick shepherds and cruel nymphs ?

And was there no poetry— true idyllic poetry, as of Longfel-

low's 'Evangeline' itself-^ in that trip round the old farm next

morning; when Zeal-for-Truth, after looking over every heifer

and peeping into every sty, would needs canter down by his

father's side to the horse-fen, with his arm in a sling; while the

partridges whirred up before them, and the lurchers flashed like

gray snakes after the hare, and the colts came whinnying round,

with staring eyes and streaming manes; and the two chatted

on in the same sober business-like English tone, alternately of

" the Lord's great dealings " by General Cromwell, the pride of

all honest fen-men, and the price of troop-horses at the next

Homcastle fair ?

Poetry in those old Puritans ? Why not ? They were men
of like passions with ourselves. They loved, they married, they

brought up children; they feared, they sinned, they sorrowed,

they fought— they conquered. There was poetry enough in

them, be sure, though they acted it like men instead of singing

it like birds.
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THE SALMON RIVER

From the < Water-Babies >

AND then, on the evening of a very hot day, he saw a sight.

He had been very stupid all day, and so had the trout;

for they would not move an inch to take a fly, though there

were thousands on the water, but lay dozing at the bottom under

the shade of the stones; and Tom lay dozing too, and was glad

to cuddle their smooth, cool sides, for the water was quite warm

and unpleasant.

But toward evening it grew suddenly dark; and Tom looked

up and saw a blanket of black clouds lying right across the

valley above his head, resting on the crags right and left. He
felt not quite frightened, but very still; for everything was still.

There was not a whisper of wind nor a chirp of a bird to be

heard; and next a few great drops of rain fell plop into the

water, and one hit Tom on the nose, and made him pop his head

down quickly enough.

And then the thunder roared, and the lightning flashed, and

leaped across Vendale and back again, from cloud to cloud and

cliff to cliff, till the very rocks in the stream seemed to shake;

and Tom looked up at it through the water, and thought it the

finest thing he ever saw in his life.

But out of the water he dared not put his head; for the rain

came down by bucketfuls, and the hail hammered like shot on

the stream, and churned it into foam; and soon the stream rose

and rushed down, higher and higher and fouler and fouler, full

of beetles, and sticks and straws, and worms and addle-eggs, and

wood-lice and leeches, and odds and ends, and omnium-gatherums,

and this, that, and the other, enough to fill nine museums.

Tom could hardly stand against the stream, and hid behind a

rock. But the trout did not; for out they rushed from among
the stones, and began gobbling the beetles and leeches in the

most greedy and quarrelsome way; and swimming about with

great worms hanging out of their mouth's, tugging and kicking

to get them away from each other.

And now, by the flashes of the lightning, Tom saw a new
sight,— all the bottom of the stream alive with great eels, turn-

ing and twisting along, all down-stream and away. They had

been hiding for weeks past in the cracks of the rocks, and in

burrows in the mud; and Tom had hardly ever seen them, except
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now and then at night; but now they were all out, and went

hurrying past him so fiercely and wildly that he was quite fright-

ened. And as they hurried past he could hear them say to each

other, "We miist run, we must run. What a jolly thunder-storm!

Down to the sea, down to the sea !

"

And then the otter came by with all her brood, twining and

sweeping along as fast as the eels themselves; and she spied Tom
as she came by, and said:—

"Now is your time, eft, if you want to see the world. Come
along, children, never mind those nasty eels: we shall breakfast

on salmon to-morrow. Down to the sea, down to the sea !

"

Then came a flash brighter than all the rest; and by the light

of it— in the thousandth part of a second they were gone again,

but he had seen them, he was certain of it— three beautiful

little white girls, with their arms twined round each other's

necks, floating down the torrent as they sang, " Down to the sea,

down to the sea !

"

" Oh, stay ! Wait for me !
*' cried Tom ; but they were gone

;

yet he could hear their voices clear and sweet through the roar

of thunder and water and wind, singing as they died away,
" Down to the sea !

"

" Down to the sea ? " said Tom :
" everything is going to the

sea, and I will go too. Good-by, trout." But the trout were so

busy gobbling worms that they never turned to answer him; so

that Tom was spared the pain of bidding them farewell.

And now, down the rushing stream, guided by the bright

flashes of the storm; past tall birch-fringed rocks, which shone

out one moment as clear as day, and the next were dark as

night; past dark hovers under swirling banks, from which great

trout rushed out on Tom, thinking him to be good to eat, and

turned back sulkily, for the fairies sent them home again with a.

tremendous scolding for daring to meddle with a water-baby; on

through narrow strids and roaring cataracts, where Tom was

deafened and blinded for a moment by the rushing waters; along

deep reaches, where the white water-lilies tossed and flapped

beneath the wind and hail; past sleeping villages, under dark-

bridge arches, and away and away to the sea. And Tom could

not stop, and did not care to stop: he would see the great world

below, and the salmon and the breakers and the wide, wide sea.

And when the daylight came, Tom found himself out in the

salmon river.
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And what sort of a river was it ? Was it like an Irish stream

.

winding through the brown bogs, where the wild ducks squatter

up from among the white water-lilies, and the curlews flit to and

fro, crying, « Tullie-wheep, mind your sheep, » and Dennis tells

you strange stories of the Peishtamore, the great bogy- snake

which lies in the black peat pools, among the old pine stems, and

puts his head out at night to snap at the cattle as they come

down to drink ? But you must not believe all that Dennis tells

you, mind; for if you ask him—
" Is there a salmon here, do you think, Dennis ?

"

"Is it salmon, thin, your Honor manes? Salmon? Cart-loads

it is of thim, thin, an' ridgmens, shouldthering ache ither out of

water, av ye'd but the luck to see thim."

Then you fish the pool all over, and never get a rise.

" But there can't be a salmon here, Dennis ! and if you'll but

think, if one had come up last tide, he'd be gone to the higher

pools by now."
" Sure, thin, and your Honor's the thrue fisherman, and un-

derstands it all like a book. Why, ye spake as if ye'd known the

wather a thousand years! As I said, how could there be a fish

hcire at all, just now ?

"

* But you said just now they were shouldering each other out

of water."

And then Dennis will look up at you with his handsome,

sly, soft, sleepy, good-natured, untrustable, Irish gray eye, and

answer with the prettiest smile:—
" Sure, and didn't I think your Honor would like a pleasant

-answer ?

"

So you must not trust Dennis, because he is in the habit of

giving pleasant answers; but instead of being angry with him,

you must remember that he is a poor Paddy, and knows no bet-

.ter: so you must just burst out laughing; and then he will burst

out laughing too, and slave for you, and trot about after you,

and show you good sport if he can,— for he is an affectionate fel-

low, and as fond of sport as you are,— and if he can't, tell you

fibs instead, a hundred an hour; and wonder all the while why
poor ould Ireland does not prosper like England and Scotland

and some other places, Vi'here folk have taken up a ridiculous

fancy that honesty is the best policy.

Or was it like a Welsh salmon river, which is remarkable

chiefly (at least, till this last year) for containing no salmon, as
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they have been all poached out by the enlighted peasantry, to

prevent the Cythrawl Sassenach (which means you, my little dear,

your kith and kin, and signifies much the same as the Chinese

Fan Quel) from coming bothering into Wales, with good tackle

and ready money, and civilization and common honesty, and other

like things of which the Cymry stand in no need whatsoever ?

Or was it such a salmon stream as I trust you will see among
the Hampshire water-meadows before your hairs are gray, under

the wise new fishing-laws— when Winchester apprentices shall

covenant, as they did three hundred years ago, not to be made
to eat salmon more than three days a week, and fresh-run fish

shall be as plentiful under Salisbury spire as they are in Holly-

hole at Christchurch ; in the good time coming, when folks shall

see that of all Heaven's gifts of food, the one to be protected

most carefully is that worthy gentleman salmon, who is generous

enough to go down to the sea weighing five ounces, and to come
back next year weighing five pounds, without having cost the

soil or the State one farthing?

Or was it like a Scotch stream such as Arthur Clough drew

in his * Bothie ' ?—
« Where over a ledge of granite

Into a granite basin the amber torrent descended. . . .

Beautiful there for the color derived from green rocks under;

Beautiful most of all, where beads of foam uprising

Mingle their clouds of white with the delicate hue of the still-

ness. . r. .

ClifE over cliff for its sides, with rowan and pendent birch

boughs." . . .

Ah, my little man, when you are a big man, and fish such

a stream as that, you will hardly care, I think, whether she be

roaring down in full spate, like coffee covered with scald cream,

while the fish are swirling at your fly as an oar-blade swirls in

a boat-race, or flashing up the cataract like silver arrows, out

of the fiercest of the foam; or whether the fall be dwindled to

a single thread, and the shingle below be as white and dusty as a

turnpike road, while the salmon huddle together in one dark

cloud in the clear amber pool, sleeping away their time till the

rain creeps back again off the sea You will not care much, if

you have eyes and brains; for you will lay down your rod con-

tentedly, and drink in at your eyes the beauty of that glorious

place, and listen to the water-ouzel piping on the stones, and
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watch the yellow roes come down to drink and look up at you

with their great soft, trustful eyes, as much as to say, "You
could not have the heart to shoot at us." And then, if you have

sense, you will turn and talk to the great giant of a giUy who
lies basking on the stone beside you. He will tell you no fibs,

my little man, for he is a Scotchman, and fears God; and as you

talk with him you will be surprised more and more at his knowl-

edge, his sense, his humor, his courtesy; and you will find out—
unless you have found it out before— that a man may learn

from his Bible to be a more thorough gentleman than if he had

been brought up in all the drawing-rooms in London.

No. It was none of these, the salmon stream at Harthover.

It was such a stream as you see in dear old Bewick— Bewick,

who was born and bred upon them. A full hundred yards broad

it was, sliding on from broad pool to broad shallow, and broad

shallow to broad pool, over great fields of shingle, under oak and

ash coverts, past low cliffs of sandstone, past green meadows and

fair parks, and a great house of gray stone, and brown moors

above, and here and there against the sky the smoking chimney

of a colliery. You must look at Bewick to see just what it was

like, for he has drawn it a hundred times with the care and the

love of a true north-countryman; and even if you do not care

about the salmon river, you ought like all good boys to know
your Bewick.

At least, so old Sir John used to say; and very sensibly he

put it too, as he was wont to do:—
" If they want to describe a finished young gentleman in

France, I hear, they say of him, <I1 sait son Rabelais.' But if I

want to describe one in England, I say, *He knows his Bewick.*

And I think that is the higher compliment.*
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RUDYARD KIPLING

(1 865-)

^UDYARD Kipling, still a young man in the early thirties, is a

dominant figure and force in current English literature. He
has passed successfully through the preliminary stages of

uncritical popularity to receive the most careful critical- consideration

as story-teller and poet. He has brought a new and striking person-

ality into the literature of the day : with a splendid vigor, breadth,

and directness he has given literary expression to entirely fresh and

interesting phases of the life in wide regions of the English-speaking

peoples; and he has with a noble realism proved in his work the

possibility, to genius, of using the practical rushing late nineteenth

century— with its machinery, science-worship, and struggle for place

— as rich material for imaginative treatment in literature. In a fairly

epic way he has constituted himself, in song and story, the chronicler

and minstrel of the far-scattered colonial English.

Kipling's birth, education, and early experience were such as to

qualify him for his elected work in the world. He was bom in

Christmas week, 1865, in Bombay, a city he has celebrated in verse:

«A thousand mills roar through me where I glean

All races from all lands.*

His father, Mr. Lockwood Kipling, is a cultured writer, art teacher,

and illustrator, who has used his talent in making pictures and deco-

rations for the " In Black and White " standard edition of his son's

works, published by the Scribners in New York in 1897. Rudyard's

school-life was passed in England, giving him the opportunity to see

the Britisher in his native island. Then, when he was but seventeen,

came the return to India for rough-and-ready journalistic work, as

sub-editor of the Lahore Civil and Military Gazette,— with all its

necessity of close observation and inevitable assimilation of that life.

Kipling took the shortest cut to the writer's trade; namely, he wrote

daily and under pressure. Some of his best tales— notably 'The

Man Who Would Be King'— vividly present this newspaper experi-

ence, which was indubitably a good thing for a man like, Kipling.

Meanwhile, in the intervals of supplying mere prosaic "copy," for

which there was a loud call in the composing-room, he was doing
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what many another hard-worked newspaper man has done before

him. turning out stories and verses— which were quickly caught up

by the press and circulated through East India. Then Kipling, in

1886, having attained to man's estate in years, had bound up in

rough fashion in his office a small volume of his verse :
" a lean

oblong docket, wire-stitched, to imitate a D. O. government envelope,

printed on one side only, bound in brown paper and secured with red

tape.* And this bard's bantling had a good sale thereabouts; and as

he himself puts it, " at last the book came to London with a gilt

top and a stiff back. " Its subsequent history is not private : few first

volumes have had so cordial a reception. The Indian stories too,

'Plain Tales from the Hills' (1888), were collected in book shape,

eagerly read by the writer's local clientele, and found a continually

widening public. Kipling's verse and prose were of honestest birth:

sprung from local experience, his writings appealed primarily to a

local audience; but possessing the essential qualities and interests,

the work proved acceptable to anybody on earth capable of being

moved by the earnest, truthful, forcible portrayal of life in words.

When * Plain Tales from the Hills > appeared as a book, it was seen

to be the manifesto of a new talent. The vitality, distinction, new-

ness of theme, the pathos, drama, and humor of the work, set it clean

aside from anything else contemporaneous in fiction of the short-

story kind. The defects in the earlier books were an occasional

abuse of the technical in word or allusion, and a young-man cynicism,

appearing especially in the Gadsby series,— a mood soon sloughed oflE

by the maturer Kipling. But the merits were of the overpowering

sort, and the dynamic force of the tales was beyond question. That
a man but little more than twenty should have written them made
the performance spectacular. In the use of plain Biblical language

and the selection of realistic themes there was something of the

audacity and immediateness of journalism; but the result almost

always justified the method.

The tales found in the volumes— about a dozen in number—
published between 1886 and 1895, are of several kinds. Some treat

pathetic, realistic, or weirdly sombre situations, either of native or

soldier life : a class containing some masterpieces, of which < The Man
Who Would Be King,> <The Strange Ride of Morrowbie Jukes, > < The
Mark of the Beast, > < Without Benefit of Clergy,' 'The Phantom Rick-

shaw,' and 'Beyond the Pale' are illustrations. Another division, of

which 'Wee Willie Winkie' is the type, grouped in the book 'Wee
Willie Winkie and Other Stories' (1888), deals with children, and
exhibits a very winning aspect of the author. Still another contains

the humorous cycle personified in the inimitable triad Mulvaney,
Ortheris, and Learoyd, brought into an artistic unity by their common
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lot as British-Indian privates (with Dinah Shadd as a minor deity),

one of the most spontaneous and successful of Kipling's ventures.

The three sharply differentiated individualities have a reality as tan-

gible as Dumas's Guardsmen. The range and variety of the stories

under these heads furnish an emphatic testimonial to Kipling's many-
sidedness. The successive volumes of short stories, from < Plain

Tales' to 'Many Inventions* in 1893, have only strengthened the

feeling made by his debut. The work has been prevailingly, though

by no means exclusively, inspired by Anglo-Indian motives;— one

such exception as the superbly imaginative psychologic study, 'A
Disturber of Traffic,' indicates his independence of any prescribed

place or subject. Kipling went to England in 1889, and a little later

settled in the United States, where he married Miss Balestier, the

sister of his friend Wolcott Balestier, with whom he collaborated in

the novel <The Naulakha'; a name he afterwards gave to the sightly

house he has built in Brattleboro, Vermont. His English and Ameri-

can experience has entered into and somewhat conditioned his fiction,

which so far however has made its most distinct impression when it

has come out of the East. But whatever the material of the art, the

Kiplingesque attributes are pretty steadily present : a sinewy vernac-

ular strength and beauty of diction; a wonderful power to see and to

represent with bold synthetic effect; and a deep, broad, brotherly

apprehension of the large fundamental passions and interests of

humanity. If one had to name off-hand the qualities most noticeable

in Kipling's short stories, one would say, strength and democratic

sympathy.

Having done short-story work of so much power and flexibility,

Kipling in 1894 produced that unique and wonderful series of animal

fables, *The Jungle Book'; a 'Second Jungle Book' following in 1895.

Here was an absolutely fresh handling of the beast-epic,— a theme
familiar since the Middle Ages. But Kipling's attitude is new: the

beast kind are considered from their own side of the fence, and man
is an inferior rather than superior race. The writer's marvelous com-
prehension of animal life, and his equally marvelous technical knowl-

edge of the Indian beast haunts, combine to give to what might

have been grotesquely imaginative the realism of a latter-day annal

;

and a rich ethical suggestion covers it like an atmosphere. Kipling

has given no plainer proof of his rightful claim to greatness than

these Jungle fables. His Mowgli is a creation as definite as any of

.lEsop's; and its note of sympathy has a modernness which appeals to

the present-day reader.

The essays in full-length fiction also call for attention ; though this

work is, up to the present, minor. In 1890 appeared 'The Light that

Failed ' ; a novelette which certainly possesses strength of description
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and characterization, with some very dramatic scenes, but which does

not strike one as having the form germane to the writer's genius.

•The Naulakha' (1892) is a very readable novel, the second part of

which, where the scene shifts from the western United States to

India, and some gruesomely powerful situations are well handled,

Kipling is responsible for. The book as a whole is not close-knit

enough nor homogeneous enough to make it an impressive piece of

sustained art-work. Nor, judging Kipling by the high standard set

by his own short tales, can the < Captains Courageous' (1897J—

a

spirited narrative of the Gloucester (Massachusetts) fishermen, and

the first long study of American life he has made (the short story

'The Walking Delegate' also used a piquant American subject)—be

ranked among his major works. In a word, Kipling has so far

found his authentic prose utterance in the short-story form.

It remains to speak of his poetry, which is now seen to be one of the

most important outcomes of his literary genius. Readers of Kipling's

short stories were early attracted by the snatches of verse myste-

riously prefixed thereto and ascribed to imaginary sources. These

fragments were sometimes startling for power and felicity in the

pathetic, dramatic, and satiric veins. But before long the books pf

verse which appeared were a notification— if any were needed, for

Kipling is a prose poet in much of his fiction— that the virile young

Anglo-Indian must be reckoned with both as singer and sayer. ' De-

partmental Ditties and Other Verses' (1891), 'Barrack-Room Ballads

and Other Verses' (1892), and 'The Seven Seas' (1896), are collections

of steadily ascending worth and importance. Kipling has come to his

position as poet later and more slowly than was the case with his

fiction; but his seat will be quite as secure, for recognition among
the judicious is now general and hearty. His first appeal was as a

maker of rollicking rhymes, in which the common British soldier in

his picturesque variations was hymned and limned. Kipling became
the barrack-room bard whose seamy heroes, Danny Deever, Tommy
Atkins, Bill 'Awkins, and their likes, were drawn in their habits as

they lived, in their dramatic virtues and equally dramatic sins. The
zest, the high-heartedness, and the infectious lilt of these verses were
such as to commend them not only to the military of many lands,

but to the great international "democracy of civilians who love vital

literature. The accent was caught, the epic of the rank-and-file

revealed.

Had Kipling done no more than the barrack-room songs, he would
have won place as a verse-writer; but his flight has been freer and
higher. In his latest poetic utterance he has published himself as the

"bard of the greater Britain," the uncrowned laureate of the whole
English-speaking folk wherever established. He has shown himself
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the strongest living ballad-writer of the tongue. Tennyson, shortly

before his death, wrote Kipling concerning ' The Ballad of East and
West ' that it was the finest thing of the kind in English verse. < The
English Flag,> < The Last Chantey, > <A Song of the English, > <McAn-
drew's Hymn,' *The Native Born,*— such pieces as these could come
only from a man of puissant power. Kipling has seized, with superb

courage and strong grasp, upon contemporaneous motives whose
connotation is what we call practical, even vulgar; and as only the

largely endowed, truly called poet can, has lifted the bald subject into

the higher realms of imaginative thought and feeHng. This is the

truest of all idealism, because it stands four-square upon fact. A
horny-handed and sin-seared skipper, a lawless soldier with a light-o'-

love in every port, a cattle-keeper on shipboard, an engineer amidst

his oily engines, are put before us so that we recognize them as lov-

able fellow-creatures, responsive to the "thousandfold thrill of life."

An electric cable, a steam-engine, a banjo, or a mess-room toast offer

occasion for song; and lo, they are converted by the alchemy of the

imagination until they become a type and an illumination of the red-

blooded life of human kind. The ability to achieve this is a crowning

characteristic and merit of Rudyard Kipling's poetry.

It is unnecessary to ask if Kipling's American residence will more
and more color his work. Where he finds his stimulus is immaterial,

so long as the resulting literature is good. His is a restless spirit,

- with the adventure quest in the blood, implied in the short compact

figure and the thin alert face, out of which keen eyes behind glasses

peer forth at the human show. He likes to exchange at short notice

the New England hills for the London club or the Indian bungalow.

It is enough to be sure he will follow the Terentian injunction,

surveying men and morals widely and closely and deeming nothing

human alien to his interest. Prophecy concerning his literary work
still to come is likewise foolish. The conventional remark that he

has shown great promise, with the implied postponement of full

accomplishment to the limbo of a dim imaginary future, is not appli-

cable to a Kipling. Already his promise has become performance : he

has done enough to display his genius and define his place with the

few modern English authors of originality, force, and superlative gift.

He is an answer in the concrete to the dyspeptic query, "What is

the end of the present century doing in literature ?

"
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WITHOUT BENEFIT OF CLERGY

From Harper's Weekly, by permission of Harper & Brothers

« T-\ UT if it be a girl ?

"

|j « Lord of my life, it cannot be ! I have prayed for so

many nights, and sent gifts to Sheikh, Badl's shrine so

often, that I know God will give us a son— a man-child that

shall grow into a man. Think of this and be glad. My mother

shall be his mother till I can take him again, and the mullah of

the Pattan Mosque shall cast his nativity— God send he be bom
in an auspicious hour!— and then and then thou wilt never

Weary of me, thy slave."

" Since when hast thou been a slave, my queen ?

"

"Since the beginning— till this mercy came to me. How
could I be sure of thy love when I knew that I had been bought

with silver ?

"

*Nay, that was the dowry. I paid it to thy mother."

"And she has buried it, and sits upon it all day long like a

hen. What talk is yours of dowry ? I was bought as though I

had been a Lucknow dancing-girl instead of a child."

"Art thou sorry for the sale ?

"

"I have sorrowed; but to-.day I am glad. Thou wilt never

cease to love me now ? Answer, my king.

"

" Never— never. No.

"

" Not even though the mem-log— the white women of thy own
blood— love thee? And remember, I have watched them driving

in the evening; they are very fair."

" I have seen fire-balloons by the hundred ; I have seen the

moon, and— then I saw no more fire-balloons."

Ameera clapped her hands and laughed. "Very good talk,"

she said. Then, with an assumption of greats stateliness, "It is

enough. Thou hast my permission to depart— if thou wilt."

The man did not move. He was sitting on a low red-lac-

quered couch, in a room furnished only with a blue-and-white

floor-cloth, some rugs, and a very complete collection of native

cushions. At his feet sat a woman of sixteen, and sbe was ail-

but all the world in his eyes. By every rule and law she should

have been otherwise; for he was an Englishman and she a Mus-

sulman's daughter, bought two years before from her mother,

who being left without money, would have sold Ameera, shriek-

ing, to the Prince of Darkness, if the price had been sufficient.
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It was a contract entered into with a light heart. But even
before the girl had reached her bloom she came to fill the greater

portion of John Holden's life. For her and the withered hag, her

mother, he had taken a little house overlooking the great red-

walled city, and found, when the marigolds had sprung up by the

well in the court-yard, and Ameera had established herself accord-

ing to her own ideas of comfort, and her mother had ceased

grumbling at the inadequacy of the cooking-places, the distance

from the daily market, and matters of housekeeping in general,

that the house was to him his home. Any one could enter his

bachelor's bungalow by day or night, and the life that he led

there Vas an unlovely one. In the house in the city, his feet

only could pass beyond the outer court-yard to the women's rooms;

and when the big wooden gate was bolted behind him he was

king in his own territory, with Ameera for queen. And there

was going to be added to his kingdom a third person, whose

arrival Holden felt inclined to resent. It interfered with his

perfect happiness. It disarranged the orderly peace of the house

that was his own. But Ameera was wild with delight at the

thought of it, and her mother not less so. The love of a man,

and particularly a white man, was at the best an inconstant

affair; but it might, both women argued, be held fast by a baby's

hands. "And then," Ameera would always say—'"then he will

never care for the white mem-log. I hate them all— I hate them
all."

"• He will go back to his own people in time, *' said the mother

;

"but by the blessing of God, that time is yet afar off."

Holden sat silent on the couch, thinking of the future, and

his thoughts were not pleasant. The drawbacks of a double life

are manifold. The government, with singular care, had ordered

him out of the station for a fortnight on special duty, in the

place of a man who was watching by the bedside of a sick wife.

The verbal notification of the transfer had been edged by a

cheerful remark that Holden ought to think himself lucky in

being a bachelor and a free man. He came to break the news

to Ameera.
" It is not good, " she said slowly, " but it is not all bad.

There is my mother here, and no harm will come to me— unless

indeed I die of pure joy. Go thou to thy work, and think no

troublesome thoughts. When the days are done, I believe— nay,

I am sure. And— and then I shall lay him in thy arms, and
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thou wilt love me forever. The train goes to-night— at mid-

night, is it not ? Go now, and do not let thy heart be heavy by
cause of me. But thou wilt not delay in returning! Thou wilt

not stay on the road to talk to the bold white -mem-log! Come
back to me swiftly, my life !

"

As he left the court-yard to reach his horse, that was tethered

to the gate-post, Holden spoke to the white-haired old watchman
who guarded the house, and bade him under certain contingen-

cies dispatch the fiUed-up telegraph form that Holden gave him.

It was all that could be done; and with the sensations of a man
who has attended his own funeral, Holden went away by the

night mail to his exile. Every hour of the day he dreaded the

arrival of the telegram, and every hour of the night he pictured

to himself the death of Ameera. In consequence, his work for

the State was not of first-rate quality, nor was his temper towards

his colleagues of the most amiable. The fortnight ended with-

out a sign from his home; and torn to pieces by his anxieties,

Holden returned to be swallowed up for two precious hours by a

dinner at the club, wherein he heard, as a man hears in a swoon,

voices telling him how execrably he had performed the other

man's duties, and how he had endeared himself to all his asso-

ciates. Then he fled on horseback ' through the night with his

heart in his mouth. There was no answer at first to his blows

on the gate; and he had just wheeled his horse round to kick it

in, when Pir Khan appeared with a lantern and held his stirrup.

" Has aught occurred ? " said Holden.
" The news does not come from my mouth, Protector of the

Poor, but— '* He held out his shaking hand, as befitted the-

bearer of good news who is entitled to a reward.

Holden hurried through the court-yard. A light burned in

the upper room. His horse -neighed in the gateway, and he

heard a pin-pointed wail that sent all the blood into the apple of

his throat. It was a new voice, but it did not prove that Ameera
was alive.

* Who is there ? " he called up the narrow brick staircase.

There was a cry of delight from Ameera, and then the voice

of her mother, tremulous with old age and pride :
" We be two

women and— the— man— thy son."

On the threshold of the room Holden stepped on a naked
dagger that was laid there to avert ill-luck, and it broke at the

hilt under his impatient heel.
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" God is great !
" cooed Ameera in the half-light. " Thou hast

taken his misfortunes on thy head."

"Ay, but how is it with thee, life of my life ? Old woman,
how is it with her ?

'*

" She has forgotten her sufferings for joy that the child is

bom. There is no harm; but speak softly," said the mother.
** It only needed thy presence to make me all well, " said

Ameera. " My king, thou hast been very long away. What gifts

hast thou for me ? Ah ! ah ! It is I that bring gifts this time.

Look, my life, look ! Was there ever such a babe ? Nay, I am
too weak even to clear my arm from him."

"Rest, then, and do not talk. I am here, bachherV [little

woman].

"Well said; for there is a bond and a heel-rope \peecharee'\

between us now that nothing can break. Look— canst thou see

in this light ? He is without spot or blemish. Never was such

a man-child. Ya illah ! he shall be a pundit— no, a trooper of

the Queen. And my life, dost thou love me as well as ever,

though I am faint and sick and worn ? Answer truly. ^*

" Yea. I love as I have loved, with all my soul. Lie still,

pearl, and rest."

"Then do not go. Sit by my side here— so. Mother, the

lord of this house needs a cushion. Bring it." There was an

almost imperceptible movement on the part of the new life that

lay in the hollow of Ameera's arm. "Aho !

" she said, her voice

breaking with love. " The babe is a champion from his birth.

He is kicking me in the side with mighty kicks. Was there ever

such a babe ? And he is ours to us— thine and mine. Put thy

hand on his head; but carefully, for he is very young, and men
are unskilled in such matters."

Very cautiously Holden touched with the tips of his fingers

the downy head.

"He is of the Faith," said Ameera; "for, lying here in the

night-watches, I whispered the Call to Prayer and the Profession

of Faith into his ears. And it is most marvelous that he was

born upon a Friday, as I was born. Be careful of him, my life;

but he can almost grip with his hands."

Holden found one helpless little hand that closed feebly on

his finger. And the clutch ran through his limbs till it settled

about his heart. Till then his sole thought had been for Ameera.

He began to realize that there was some one else in the world,

XV—541
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but he could not feel that it was a veritable son with a soul. He
sat down to think, and Ameera dozed lightly.

*' Get hence, sahib, " said her mother, under her breath. " It

is not good that she should find you here on waking. She must

be still.

»

" I go, " said Holden submissively. " Here be rupees. See

that my baba gets fat and finds all that he needs."

The chink of the silver roused Ameera. "I am his mother,

and no hireling," she said weakly. "Shall I look to him more or

less for the sake of money ? Mother, give it back. I have borne

my lord a son."

The deep sleep of weakness came upon her almost before the

sentence was completed. Holden went down to the court-yard

very softly, with his heart at ease. Pir Khan, the old watchman,

was chuckling with delight.

"This house is now complete," he said; and without fur-

ther comment thrust into Holden's hands the hilt of a sabre

worn many years ago, when Pir Khan served the Queen in the

police.

The bleat of a tethered goat came from the well-curb.

" There be two, " said Pir Khan— " two goats of the best. I

bought them, and they cost much money; and since there is no

birth-party assembled, their flesh will be all mine. Strike craft-

ily, sahib. 'Tis an ill-balanced sabre at the best. Wait till they

raise their heads from cropping the marigolds."

"And why ? " said Holden, bewildered.

" For the birth sacrifice. What else ? Otherwise the child,

being unguarded from fate, may die. The Protector of the Poor

knows the fitting words to be said."

Holden had learned them once, with little thought that he

would ever say them in earnest. The touch of the cold sabre

hilt in his palm turned suddenly to the clinging grip of the child

up-stairs,— the child that was his own son,— and a dread of loss

filled him.

" Strike ! " said Pir Khan. " Never life came into the world

but life was paid for it. See, the goats have raised their heads.

Now ! With a drawing cut !

"

Hardly knowing what he did, Holden cut twice as he mut-

tered the Mohammedan prayer that runs, "Almighty! In place

of this my son I offer life for life, blood for blood, head for

head, bone for bone, hair for hair, skin for skin." The waiting
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horse snorted and bounded in his pickets at the smell of the raw
blood that spurted over Holden's riding-boots.

" Well smitten !
" said Pir Khan, wiping the sabre. "A swords-

man was lost in thee. Go with a light heart, heaven-born. I

am thy servant, and the servant of thy son. May the Pres-

ence live a thousand years, and— the flesh of the goats is all

mine ?

"

Pir Khan drew back richer by a month's pay. Holden swung
himself into the saddle, and rode off through the low-hanging

wood smoke of the evening. He was full of riotous exultation,

alternating with a vast vague tenderness directed towards no

particular object, that made him choke as he bent over the neck

of his uneasy horse. "I never felt like this in my life," he

thought. " I'll go to the club and pull myself together."

A game of pool was beginning, and the room was full of

men. Holden entered, eager to get to the light and the com-

pany of his fellows, singing at the top of his voice,

—

" * In Baltimore a-walking, a lady I did meet. > "

" Did you ? " said the club secretary from his corner. " Did

she happen to tell you that your boots were wringing wet ?

Great goodness, man, it's blood !

"

" Bosh !
" said Holden, picking his cue from the rack. '' May

I cut in ? It's dew. I've been riding through high crops. My
faith! my boots are in a mess, though!

* * And if it be a girl, she shall wear a wedding-ring

;

And if it be a boy, he shall fight for his king;

With his dirk, and his cap, and his little jacket blue,

He shall walk the quarter-deck— '
"

" Yellow on blue— green next player, " said the marker mo-

notonously.

"*He shall walk the quarter-deck*—am I green, marker?—
* He shall walk the quarter-deck '— ouch ! that's a bad shot !

—
* as his daddy used to do !

*

"

" I don't see that you have anything to crow about, " said a

zealous junior civilian acidly. " The government is not exactly

pleased with your work when you relieved Sanders."

" Does that mean a wigging from headquarters ? " said Holden,

with an abstracted smile. "I think I can stand it."
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The talk beat up round the ever-fresh subject of each man's

work, and steadied Holden till it was time to go to his dark,

empty bungalow, where his butler received him as one who
knew all his affairs. Holden remained awake for the greater

part of the night, and his dreams were pleasant ones.

" How OLD is he now ?

"

" Ya illah ! What a man's question ! He is ail-but six weeks

old; and on this night I go up to the house-top with thee, my
life, to count the stars. For that is auspicious. And he was

bom on a Friday, under the sign of the Sun, and it has been

told to me that he will outlive us both and get wealth. Can we
wish for aught better, beloved ?

"

" There is nothing better. Let us go up to the roof, and thou

shalt count the stars— but a few only, for the sky is heavy with

cloud.

"

"The winter rains are late, and maybe they come out of sea-

son. Come, before all the stars are hid. I have put on my rich-

est jewels."

"Thou hast forgotten the best of all."

"Ai! Ours. He comes also. He has never yet seen the

skies.

"

Ameera climbed the narrow staircase that led to the flat roof.

The child, placid and unwinking, lay in the hollow of her right

arm, gorgeous in silver-fringed muslin, with a small skull-cap on

his head. Ameera wore all that she valued most: the diamond

nose-stud that takes the place of the Western patch in drawing

attention to the curve of the nostril, the gold ornament in the

centre of the forehead studded with tallow-drop emeralds and

flawed rubies, the heavy circlet of beaten gold that was fastened

round her neck by the softness of the pure metal, and the chink-

ing curb-patterned silver anklets hanging low over the rosy

ankle-bone. She was dressed in jade-green muslin, as befitted a

daughter of the Faith, and from shoulder to elbow and elbow to

wrist ran bracelets of silver tied with floss silk; frail glass ban-

gles slipped over the wrist in proof of the slenderness of the

hand,— and certain heavy gold bracelets that had no part in

her country's ornaments, btit since they were Holden's gift, and

fastened with a cunning European snap, delighted her immensely.

They sat down by the low white parapet of the roof, over-

looking the city and its lights.
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"They are happy down there,* said Ameera. « But I do not

think that they are as happy as we. Nor do I think the white

mem-log are as happy. And thou ?

"

"I know they are not."

" How dost thou know ?
"

*' They give their children over to the nurses.

"

" I have never seen that, " said Ameera, with a sigh ;
" nor

do I wish to see. Ahi ! "— she dropped her head on Holden's

shoulder— "I have counted forty stars, and I am tired. Look
at the child, love of my life. He is counting too."

The baby was staring with round eyes at the dark of the

heavens. Ameera placed him in Holden's arms, and he lay there

without a cry.

'* What shall we call him among ourselves ? " she said.

" Look ! Art thou ever tired of looking ? He carries thy very

eyes! But the mouth— "

" Is thine, most dear. Who should know better than I ?

"

" 'Tis such a feeble mouth. Oh, so small ! And yet it holds

my heart between its lips. Give him to me now. He has been

too long away."
" Nay, let him lie : he has not yet begun to cry.

"

" When he cries thou wilt give him back, eh ? What a man
of mankind thou art! If he cried he were only the dearer to

me. But, my life, what little name shall we give him ?

"

The small body lay close to Holden's heart. It was utterly

helpless and very soft. He scarcely dared to breathe for fear of

crushing it. The caged green parrot, that is regarded as a sort

of guardian spirit in most native households, moved on its perch

and fluttered a drowsy wing.

"There is the answer," said Holden. "Mian Mittu has

spoken. He shall be the parrot. When he is ready he will talk

mightily and run about. Mian Mittu is the parrot in thy— in

the Mussulman tongue, is it not ?

"

" Why put me so far off ? " said Ameera fretfully. "• Let it be

like unto some English name— but not wholly. For he is mine."

"Then call him Tota, for that is likest English."

"Ay, Tota ! and that is still the parrot. Forgive me, my lord,

for a minute ago; but in truth he is too little to wear all the

weight of Mian Mittu for name. He shall be Tota— our Tota

to us. Hearest thou, O small one? Littlest, thou art Tota."

She touched the child's cheek, and he waking wailed, and it

was necessary to return him to his mother, who soothed him
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with the wonderful rhyme of "-Ard koko, Ja rd koko!'" which

says :

—

"Oh, crow! Go, crow! Baby's sleeping sound.

And the wild plums grow in the jungle, only a penny a pound.

Only a penny a pound, Baba— orly a penny a pound."

Reassured many times as to the price of those plums, Tota

cuddled himself down to sleep. The two sleek white well-bullocks

in the court-yard were steadily chewing the cud of their evening

meal; old Pir Khan squatted at the head of Holden's horse, his

police sabre across his knees, pulling drowsily at a big water-

pipe that croaked like a bull-frog in a pond. Ahieera's mother

sat spinning in the lower veranda, and the wooden gate was shut

and barred. The music of a marriage procession came to the

roof above the gentle hum of the city, and a string of flying-

foxes crossed the face of the low moon.

"I have prayed," said Ameera after a long pause, with her

chin in her hand— "I have prayed two things. First, that I may
die in thy stead, if thy death is demanded; and in the second,

that I may die in the place of the child. I have prayed to the

Prophet and to Beebee Miriam. Thinkest thou either will hear ?
'*

"From thy lips who would not hear the lightest word?"
" I asked for straight talk, and thou hast given me sweet talk.

Will my prayers be heard ?

"

"How can I say? God is very good."

"Of that I am not sure. Listen now. When I die or the

child dies, what is thy fate ? Living, thou wilt return to the

bold white mem-log, for kind calls to kind."

"Not always."

"With a woman, no. With a man it is otherwise. Thou wilt

in this life, later on, go back to thine own folk. That I could

almost endure, for I should be dead. But in thy very death

thou wilt be taken away to a strange place and a paradise that

I do not know."
" Will it be paradise ?

"

"Surely; for what God would harm thee? But we two—

I

and the child— shall be elsewhere; and we cannot come to thee,

nor canst thou come to us. In the old days, before the child

was born, I did not think of these things; but now I think of

them perpetually. It is very hard talk."

" It will fall as it will fall. To-morrow we do not know, but

to-day and love we know well. Surely we are happy now,"
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" So happy that it were well to make our happiness assured.

And thy Beebee Miriam should listen to me; for she is also a

woman. But then she would envy me. It is not seemly for

men to worship a woman."
Holden laughed aloud at Ameera's little spasm of jealousy.

" Is it not seemly ? Why didst thou not turn me from wor-

ship of thee then ?

"

"Thou a worshiper! And of me! My king, for all thy sweet

words, well I know that I am thy servant and thy slave, and the

dust under thy feet. And I would not have it otherwise. See !

*

Before Holden could prevent her she stooped forward and

touched his feet; recovering herself with a little laugh, she hugged
Tota closer to her bosom. Then, almost savagely:—

" Is it true that the bold white mem-log live for three times

the length of my life ? Is it true that they make their marriages

not before they are old women ?

"

"They marry as do others—when they are women."
" That I know ; but they wed when they are twenty-five. Is

that true?"

"That is true."

" Ya illah ! At twenty-five ! Who would of his own will take

a wife even of eighteen ? She is a woman— aging every hour.

Twenty-five! I shall be an old woman at that age, and— those

mem-log remain young forever. How I hate them !

"

" What have they to do with us ?

"

" I cannot tell. I know only that there may now be alive

on this earth a woman ten years older than I, who may come to

thee and take thy love ten years after I am an old woman,
gray-headed, and the nurse of Tota's son. That is unjust and

evil. They should die too."

" Now for all thy years thou art a child, and shalt be picked

up and carried down the staircase."

"Tota! Have a care for Tota, my lord! Thou at least art as

foolish as any babe !
" Ameera tucked Tota out of harm's way in

the hollow of her neck, and was carried down-stairs, laughing, in

Holden's arms, while Tota opened his eyes and smiled after the

manner of the lesser angels.

He was a silent infant; and almost before Holden could real-

ize that he was in the world, developed into a small gold-colored

godling, and unquestioned despot of the house overlooking the

city. Those were nionths of absolute happiness to Holden and
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Ameera,— happiness withdrawn from the world, shut in behind

the wooden gate that Pir Khan guarded. By day Kolden did his

work, with an immense pity for such as were not so fortunate as

himself, and a sympathy for small children that amazed and

amused many mothers at the little station gatherings. At night-

fall he returned to Ameera— Ameera full of the wondrous doings

of Tota: how he had been seen to clap his hands together and

move his fingers with intention and purpose, which was manifestly

a miracle; how later he had of his 'own initiative crawled out of

his low bedstead on to the floor, and swayed on both feet for the

space of three breaths.

"And they were long breaths, for my heart stood still with

delight," said Ameera.

Then he took the beasts into his councils,— the well-bullocks,

the little gray squirrels, the mongoose that lived in a hole near

the well, • and especially Mian Mittu, the parrot, whose tail he

grievously pulled, and Mian Mittu screamed till Ameera and
Holden arrived.

«Oh, villain! Child of strength! This to thy brother on the

house-top! Tobah, tobah ! Fie! fie! But I know a charm to

make him wise as Suleiman and Aflatoun. Now look," said

Ameera. She drew from an embroidered bag a handful of

almonds. " See ! we count seven. In the name of God !

"

She placed Mian Mittu, very angry and ruffled, on the top of

his cage; and seating herself between the babe and the bird,

cracked and peeled an almond less white than her teeth. " This

is a true charm, my life: and do not laugh. See! I give the

parrot one half, and Tota the other." Mian Mittu, with careful

beak, took his share from between Ameera's lips, and she kissed

the other half into the mouth of the child, who ate it slowly,

with wondering eyes. "This I will do each day of seven, and
without doubt he who is ours will be a bold speaker and wise.

Eh, Tota, what wilt thou be when thou art a man and I am
gray-headed?" Tota tucked his fat legs into adorable creases.

He could crawl, but he was not going to waste the spring of his

youth in idle speech. He wanted Mian Mittu's tail to tweak.

When he advanced to the dignity of a silver belt,— which,

with a magic square engraved on silver and hung round his neck,

made up the greater part of his clothing,--he staggered on a

perilous journey down the garden to Pir Khan, and proffered him
all his jewels in exchange for one little ride on Holden's horse,
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He had seen his mother's mother chaffering with peddlers in the

veranda. Pir Khan wept, set the untried feet on his own gray-

head in sign of fealty, and brought the bold adventurer to his

mother's arms, vowing that Tota would be a leader of men ere

his beard was grown.

One hot evening, while he sat on the roof between his father

and mother, watching the never-ending warfare of the kites that

the city boys flew, he demanded a kite of his own, with Pir

Khan to fly it, because he had a fear of dealing with anything

larger than himself; and when Holden called him a "spark," he

rose to his feet and answered slowly, in defense of his new-found

individuality: "^Hum 'park nahin hai. Hum adnii haV^ (I am
no spark, but a man).

The protest made Holden choke, and devote himself very seri-

ously to a consideration of Tota's future.

He need hardly have taken the trouble. The delight of that

life was too perfect to endure. Therefore it was taken away,

as many things are taken away in India, suddenly and without

warning. The little lord of the house, as Pir Khan called him,

grew sorrowful and complained of pains, who had never known
the meaning of pain. Ameera, wild with terror, watched him
through the night, and in the dawning of the second day the life

was shaken out of him by fever ^—-the seasonal autumn fever.

It seemed altogether impossible that he could die; and neither

Ameera nor Holden at first believed the evidence of the body on

the bedstead. Then Ameera beat her head against the wall, and

would have flung herself down the well in the garden, had Hol-

den not restrained her by main force.

One mercy only was granted to Holden. He rode to his office

in broad daylight, and found waiting him an unusually heavy

mail that demanded concentrated attention and hard work. He
was not, however, alive to this kindness of the gods.

The first shock of a bullet is no more than a brisk pinch.

The wrecked body does not send in its protest to the soul till

ten or fifteen seconds later. Then comes thirst, throbbing and

agony, and a ridjculous amount of screaming. Holden realized

his pain slowly, exactly as he had realized his happiness; and

with the same imperious necessity for hiding all trace of it. In

the beginning he only felt that there had been a loss, and that
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we must make no protestations of delight, but go softly under-

neath the stars, lest God find us out. Is that not good talk,

worthless one ?
'*

She had shifted the accent of the word that means "beloved,"

in proof of the sincerity of her purpose. But the kiss that fol-

lowed the new christening was a thing that any deity might have

envied. They went about henceforward saying, " It is naught—
it is naught," and hoping that all the Powers heard.

The Powers were busy on other things. They had allowed

thirty million people four years of plenty, wherein men fed well

and the crops were certain, and the birth-rate rose year by

year; the districts reported a purely agricultural population vary-

ing from nine hundred to two thousand to the square mile of

the overburdened earth. It was time to make room. A.nd the

Member for Lower Tooting, wandering about India in top-hat

and frock-coat, talked largely of the benefits of British rule, and

suggested as the one thing needful the establishment of a duly

qualified electoral system, and a general bestowal of the franchise.

His long-suffering hosts smiled and made him welcome; and

when he paused to admire, with pretty picked words, the blos-

som of the blood-red dhak-tree, that had flowered untimely for a

sign of the sickness that was coming, they smiled more than ever.

It was the Deputy Commissioner of Kot-Kumharsen, staying

at the club for a day, who lightly told a tale that made Holden's

blood run cold as he overheard the end.

" He won't bother any one any more. Never saw a man so

astonished in my life. By Jove! I thought he meant to ask a

question in the House about it. Fellow-passenger in his ship—
dined next him— bowled over by cholera, and died in eighteen

hours. You needn't laugh, you fellows. The Member for Lower
Tooting is awfully angry about it; but he's more scared. I think

he's going to take his enlightened self out of India."

"I'd give a good deal if he were knocked over. It might

keep a few vestrymen of his kidney to their parish. But what's

this about cholera? It's full early for anything of that kind,"

said a warden of an unprofitable salt-lick.

« Dun'no'," said the Deputy Commissioner, reflectively. "We've
got locusts with us. There's sporadic cholera all along the north

— at least, we're calling it sporadic for decency's sake. The
spring crops are short in five districts, and nobody seems to
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know where the' winter rains are. It's nearly March now. I

don't want to scare anybody, but it seems to me that Nature's

going to audit her accounts with a big red pencil this summer."

"Just when I wanted to take leave, too," said a voice across

the room.
" There won't be much leave this year ; but there ought to be

a great deal of promotion. I've come in to persuade the govern-

ment to put my pet canal on the list of famine-relief works.

It's an ill wind that blows no good. I shall get that canal

finished at last."

"Is it the old programme, then," said Holden,— "famine,

fever, and cholera ?

"

" Oh no ! Only local scarcity and an unusual prevalence of

seasonal sickness. You'll find it all in the reports if you live

till next year. You're a lucky chap. You haven't got a wife to

put out of harm's way. The hill stations ought to be full of

women this year."

" I think you're inclined to exaggerate the talk in the bazars, "

said a young civilian in the secretariat. "Now I have observed—

"

"I daresay you have," said the Deputy Commissioner, "but

you've a great deal more to observe, my son. In the mean
time I wish to observe to you— " And he drew him aside to

discuss the construction of the canal that was so dear to his

heart.

Holden went to his bungalow, and began to understand that

he was not alone in the world; and also that he was afraid for

the sake of another, which is the most soul-satisfying fear known
to man.

Two months later, as the Deputy had foretold. Nature began

to audit her accounts with a red pencil. On the heels of the

spring reapings came a cry for bread, and the Government,

which had decreed that no man should die of want, sent wheat.

Then came the cholera from all four quarters of the compass.

It struck a pilgrim gathering of half a million at a sacred shrine.

Many died at the feet of their god; the others broke, and ran

over the face of the land, carrying the pestilence with them. It

smote a walled city, and killed two hundred a day. The people

crowded the trains, hanging on to the foot-boards and squatting

on the roofs of the carriages; and the cholera followed them, for

at each station they dragged out the dead and the dying on the

platforms reeking of lime-wash and carbolic acid. They died by
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the roadside, and the horses of the Englishmen shied at the

corpses in the grass. The rains did not come, and the earth

turned to iron lest man should escape by hiding in her. The

EngUsh sent their wives away to the Hills, and went about their

work; coming forward as they were bidden to fill the gaps in

the iighting line. Holden, sick with fear of losing his chiefest

treasure on earth, had done his best to persuade Ameera to go

away with her mother to the Himalayas.

« Why should I go ? " said she one evening on the roof.

"There is sickness, and the people are dying, and all the

white mem-log have gone."

"All of them ?

»

"All— unless perhaps there remain some old scald-head who
vexes her husband's heart by running risk of death."

" Nay : who stays is my sister, and thou must not abuse her,

for I will be a scald-head too. I am glad all the bold white

niem.-log are gone."

" Do I speak to a woman or a babe ? Go to the Hills, and I

will see to it that thou goest like a queen's daughter. Think,

child. In a red-lacquered bullock-cart, veiled and curtained, with

brass peacocks upon the pole and red-cloth hangings. I will send

two orderlies for guard, and— "

" Peace ! Thou art the babe in speaking thus. What use are

those toys to me ? He would have patted the bullocks and played

with the housings. For his sake, perhaps— thou hast made me
very English— I might have gone. Now I will not. Let the

mem-log run."

" Their husbands are sending them, beloved.

"

"Very good talk. Since when hast thou been my husband

to tell me what to do ? I have but borne thee a son. Thou art

only all the desire of my soul to me. How shall I depart when
I know that if evil befall thee by the breadth of so much as

my littlest finger-nail— is not that small ?— I should be aware

of it though I were in Paradise. And here, this summer thou

mayst die— ai, janee, die!— and in dying they might call to tend

thee a white woman, and she would rob me in the last of thy

love.

"

" But love is not born in a moment, or on a death-bed.

"

" What dost thou know of love, stone-heart ? She would take

thy thanks at least; and by God and the Prophet, and Beebee

Miriam the mother of thy Prophet, that I will never endure.
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My lord and my love, let there be no more foolish talk of going

away. Where thou art, I am. It is enough." She put an arm

round his neck and a hand on his mouth.

There are not many happinesses so complete as those that are

snatched under the shadow of the sword. They sat together and

laughed, calling each other openly by every pet name that could

move the wrath of the gods. The city below them was locked

up in its own torments. Sulphur-fires blazed in the streets; the

conches in the Hindu temples screamed and bellowed, for the

gods were inattentive in those days. There was a service in the

great Mohammedan shrine, and the call to prayer from the min-

arets was almost unceasing. They heard the wailing. in the houses

of the dead, and once the shriek of a mother who had lost a

child and was calling for its return. In the gray dawn they saw

the dead borne out through the city gates, each litter with its

own little knot of mourners. Wherefore they kissed each other

and shivered.

It was a red and heavy audit; for the land was very sick,

and needed a little breathing-space ere the torrent of cheap life

should flood it anew. The children of immature fathers and

undeveloped mothers made no resistance. They were cowed and

sat still; waiting till the sword should be sheathed in November,

if it were so willed. There were gaps among the English, but

the gaps were filled. The work of superintending famine relief,

cholera sheds, medicine distribution, and what little sanitation was

possible, went forward because it was so ordered.

Holden had been told to hold himself in readiness to move
to replace the next man who should fall. There were twelve

hours in each day when he could not see Ameera; and she

might die in three. He was considering what his pain would be

if he could not see her for three months, or if she died out of

his sight. He was absolutely certain that her death would be

demanded: so certain that when he looked up from the tele-

gram and saw Pir Khan breathless in the doorway, he laughed

aloud. "And— ?" said he.

« When there is a cry in the night and the spirit flutters into

the throat, who has a charm that will restore ? Come swiftly,

heaven-born. It is the Black Cholera."

Holden galloped to his home. The sky was heavy with

clouds, for the long-deferred rains were at hand, and the heat
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was Stifling. Ameera's mother met him in the court-yard, whim-

pering, " She is dying. She is nursing herself into death. She

is all but dead. What shall I do, sahib ?

"

Ameera was lying in the room in which Tota had been born.

She made no sign when Holden entered; because the human soul

is a very lonely thing, and when it is getting ready to go away,

hides itself in a misty borderland where the living may not

follow. The Black Cholera does its work quietly and without

explanation. Ameera was being thrust out of life as though the

Angel of Death had himself put his hand upon her. The quick

breathing seemed to show that she was either afraid or in pain,

but neither eyes nor raouth gave any answer to Holden's kisses.

There was nothing to be said or done. Holden could only wait

and suffer. The first drops of the rain began to fall on the roof,

and he could hear shouts of joy in the parched city.

The soul came back a little, and the lips moved. Holden

bent down to listen. * Keep nothing of mine," said Ameera.

"Take no hair from my head. She would make thee bum it

later on. That flame I should feel. Lower! Stoop lower!

Remember only that I was thine and bore thee a son. Though
thou wed a white woman to-morrow, the pleasure of taking in

thy arms thy first son is taken from thee forever. Remember
me when thy son is born— the one that shall carry thy name
before all men. His misfortunes be on my head. I bear wit-

ness— I bear witness"— the lips were forming the words on his

ear— "that there is no God but— thee, beloved."

Then she died. Holden sat still, and thought of any kind was

taken from him till he heard Ameera's mother lift the curtain.

" Is she dead, sahib ?

"

«She is dead."

"Then I will mourn, and afterwards take an inventory of the

furniture in this house; for that will be mine. The sahib does

not mean to resume it ? It is so little, so very little, sahib, and

I am an old woman. I would like to lie softly."

" For the mercy of God, be silent awhile ! Go out and mourn
where I Cannot hear."

" Sahib, she will be buried in four hours.

"

" I know the custom. I shall go ere she is taken away. That
matter is in thy hands. Look to it that the bed— on which—
on which— she lies— "
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"Aha! That beautiful red-lacquered bed. I have long de.

sired— "

"— That the bed is left here untouched for my disposal.

All else in the house is thine. Hire a cart, take everything, go

hence; and before sunrise let there be nothing in this house but

that which I have ordered thee to respect.*

" I am an old woman. I would stay at least for the days of

mourning, and the rains have just broken. Whither shall I go ?
'*

" What is that to me ? My order is that there is a going.

The house-gear is worth a thousand rupees, and my orderly shall

bring thee a hundred rupees to-night.'*

"That is very little. Think of the cart-hire."

" It shall be nothing unless thou goest, and with speed. O
woman, get hence, and leave me to my dead !

"

The mother shuffled down the staircase; and in her anxiety to

take stock of the house-fittings forgot to mourn. Holden stayed

by Ameera's side, and the rain roared on the roof. He could

not think connectedly by reason of the noise, though he made
many attempts to do so. Then four sheeted ghosts glided drip-

ping into the room and stared at him through their veils. They
were the washers of the dead. Holden left the room, and went

out to his horse. He had come in a dead, stifling calm, through

ankle-deep dust. He found the court-yard a rain-lashed pond

alive with frogs; a torrent of yellow water ran under the gate,

and a roaring wind drove the bolts of the rain like buckshot

against the mud walls. Pir Khan was shivering in his little hut

by the gate, and the horse was stamping uneasily in the water.

"I have been told the sahib's order, *' said he. "It is well.

This house is now desolate. I go also, for my monkey face

would be a reminder of that which has been. Concerning the

bed, I will bring that to thy house yonder in the morning. But

remember, sahib, it will be to thee as a knife turned in a green

wound. I go upon a pilgrimage, and I will take no money. 1

have grown fat in the protection of the Presence, whose sorrow

is my sorrow. For the last time I hold his stirrup."

He touched Holden's foot with both hands, and the horse

sprang out into the road, where the creaking bamboos were

whipping the sky and all the frogs were chuckling. Holden could

not see for the rain in his face. He put his hands before his

eyes and muttered, " Oh, you brute ! You utter brute !

"

XV—542
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The news of his trouble was already in his bungalow. He
read the knowledge in his butler's eyes when Ahmed Khan

brought in food, and for the first and last time in his life laid a

hand upon his master's shoulder, saying, "Eat, sahib, eat. Meat

is good against sorrow. I also have known. Moreover, the

shadows come and go, sahib. The shadows come and go. These

be curried eggs."

Holden could neither eat nor sleep. The heavens sent down

eight inches of rain in that night and scoured the earth clean.

The waters tore down walls, broke roads, and washed open the

shallow graves in the Mohammedan burying-ground. All next

day it rained, and Holden sat still in his house considering his

sorrow. On the morning of the third day he received a tele-

gram which said only— " Ricketts, Myndonie. Dying. Holden

relieve. Immediate." Then he thbught that before he departed

he would look at the house wherein he had been master and

lord. There was a break in the weather. The rank earth

steamed with vapor, and Holden was vermilion from head to heel

with the prickly-heat born of sultry moisture.

He found that the rains had torn down the mud pillars of the

gateway, and the heavy wooden gate that had guarded his life

hung drunkenly from one hinge. There was grass three inches

high in the court-yard; Pir Khan's lodge was empty and the

sodden thatch sagged between the beams. A gray squirrel was

in possession of the veranda, as if the house had been- untenanted

for thirty years instead of three days. Ameera's mother had re-

moved everything except some mildewed matting. The tick-tick

of the little scorpions as they hurried across the floor was the

only sound in the house. Ameera's room and that other one

where Tota had lived were heavy with mildew; and the narrow

staircase leading to the roof was streaked and stained with rain-

borne mud. Holden saw all these things, and came out again;

to meet in the road Durga Dass, his landlord,— portly, affable,

clothed in white muslin, and driving a C-spring buggy.' He was

overlooking his property, to see how the roofs withstood the

stress of the first rains.

" I have heard, " said he, * you will not take this place any

more, sahib ?

"

"What are you going to do with it?"

" Perhaps I shall let it again.

"
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"Then I will keep it on while I am away."

Durga Dass was silent for some time. "You shall not take

it on, sahib," he said. "When I was a young man I also—
But to-day I am a member of the Municipality. Ho! ho! No.

When the birds have gone, what need to keep the nest ? I will

have it pulled down: the timber will sell for something always.

It shall be pulled down, and the Municipality shall make a road

across, as they desire, from the burning-ghat to the city wall.

So that no man may say where this house stood."

« FUZZY WUZZY»

(Soudan Expeditionary Force)

We've fought with many men acrost the seas,

An' some of 'em was brave an' some was not:

The Paythan an' the Zulu an' Burmese

;

But the Fuzzy was the finest o' the lot.

We never got a ha'porth's change of 'im:

'E squatted in the scrub an' 'ocked our 'orses,

'E cut our sentries up at Suah'm,

An' 'e played the cat an' banjo with our forces.

So 'ere's to you, Fuzzy-Wuzzy, at your 'ome

in the Sowdan;

You're a pore benighted 'eathen but a first-

class fightin' man;
We gives you your certifikit, an' if you want

it signed

We'll come an' 'ave a romp with you when-

ever you're inclined.

We took our chanst among the Kyber 'ills,

The Boers knocked us silly at a mile;

The Burman guv us Irrewaddy chills,

An' a Zulu i?npi dished us up in style:

But all we ever got from such as they

Was pop to what the Fuzzy made us swaller;

We 'eld our bloomin' own, the papers say,

But man for man the Fuzzy knocked us 'oiler.

Then 'ere's ^o you, Fuzzy-Wuzzy, an' the missis

and the kid;

Our orders was to break you, an' of course we
went an' did.
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We sloshed you with Martinis, an' it wasn't

'ardly fair;

But for all the odds aigin you, Fuzzy-Wuz, you

bruk the square.

'E 'asn't got no papers of 'is owni

'E 'asn't got no medals nor rewards,

So we must certify the skill 'e's shown

In usin' of 'is long two-'anded swords:

When 'e's 'oppin' in an' out among the bush

With 'is coffin-'eaded shield an' shovel-spear,

A 'appy day with Fuzzy on the rush

Will last a 'ealthy Tommy for a year.

So 'era's to you. Fuzzy-Wuzzy, an' your friends

which is no more;

If we 'adn't lost some messmates we would

'elp you to deplore:

But give an' take's the gospel, an' we'll call

the bargain fair,

—

For if you 'ave lost more than us, you crum-

pled up the square

!

'E rushes at the smoke when we let drive.

An', before we know, 'e's 'ackin' at our 'ead;

'E's all 'ot sand an' ginger when alive.

An' 'e's generally shammin' when 'e's dead.

'E's a daisy, 'e's a ducky, 'e's a lamb

!

'E's a injia-rubber idiot on the spree;

'E's the on'y thing that doesn't care a damn
For a Regiment o' British Infantree!

So 'era's to you, Fuzzy-Wuzzy, at your 'ome

in the Sowdan

;

You're a pore benighted 'eathen but a first-

class fightin' man;
An' 'era's to you, Fuzzy-Wuzzy, with your

'ayrick 'ead of 'air—
You big black boundin' beggar— for you bruk

a British square!
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DANNY DEEVER

HAT are the bugles blowin' for ? " said Files-on-Parade.

«To turn you. out, to turn you out," the Color-Sergeant said.

« What makes you look so white, so white ? " said Files-on-

Parade.

* I'm dreadin' what I've got to watch," the Color-Sergeant

said.

For they're hangin' Danny Deever, you can 'ear the Dead March
play.

The regiment's in 'ollow square— they're hangin' him to-day;

They've taken of his buttons off an' cut his stripes away.

An' they're hangin' Danny Deever in the mornin'.

« What makes the rear-rank breathe so 'ard ? " said Files-on-Parade.

"It's bitter cold, it's bitter cold," the Color-Sergeant said.

" What makes that front-rank man fall down ? " says Files-on-Parade.

"A touch of sun, a touch of sun," the Color-Sergeant said.

They are hangin' Danny Deever, they are marchin' of 'im round.

They 'ave 'alted Danny Deever by 'is coffin on the ground;

An' 'e'll swing in 'arf a minute for a sneakin' shootin' hound—
Oh, they're hangin' Danny Deever in the mornin'.

"'Is cot was right-'and cot to mine," said Files-on-Parade.
"
'E's sleepin' out an' far to-night," the Color-Sergeant said.

"I've drunk -'is beer a score o' times," said Files-on-Parade.
"
'E's drinkin' bitter beer alone," the Color-Sergeant said.

They are hangin' Danny Deever, you must mark 'im to 'is place.

For 'e shot a comrade sleepin'— you must look 'im in the face

;

Nine 'undred of 'is county an' the regiment's disgrace,

While they're hangin' Danny Deever in the mornin'.

"What's that so black agin the sun?" said Files-on-Parade.

"It's Danny fightin' 'ard for life," the Color-Sergeant said.

"What's that that whimpers over'ead?" said Files-on-Parade.

"It's Danny's soul that's passin' now," the Color-Sergeant said.

For they're done with Danny Deever, you can 'ear the quick-

step play;

The regiment's in column, an' they're marchin' us away;

Ho! the young recruits are shakin', an' they'll want their beer

to-day,

After hangin' Danny Deever in the mornin'.
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MANDALAY

BY THE old Moulmein Pagoda, lookin' eastward to the sea,

There's a Burma girl a-settin', an' I know she thinks o' me;

For the wind is in the palm-trees, an' the temple-bells they

say,

—

« Come you back, you British soldier ; come you back to Mandalay !

»

Come you back to Mandalay,

Where the old Flotilla lay:

Can't you 'ear their paddles chunkin' from Rangoon to Mandalay?

Oh, the road to Mandalay,

Where the flyin'-fishes play.

An' the dawn comes up like thunder outer China 'crost the Bay

'Er petticut was yaller an' 'er little cap was green.

An' 'er name was Supi-yaw-lat— jes' the same as Theebaw's Queen;

An' I seed her fust a-smokin' of a whackin' white cheroot.

An' a-wastin' Christian kisses on a 'eathen idol's foot:

Bloomin' idol made o' mud—
Wot they called the Great Gawd Budd

—

Plucky lot she cared for idols when I kissed 'er where she stud!

On the road to Mandalay— (etc.)

When the mist was on the rice-fields an' the sun was droppin' slow,

She'd git 'er little banjo an' she'd sing "•Kulla-lo-lo
!

'"

With 'er arm upon my shoulder an' her cheek agin my cheek

We useter watch the steamers an' the hathis pilin' teak.

Elephints a-pilin' teak

In the sludgy, squdgy creek.

Where the silence 'ung that 'eavy you was 'arf afraid to speak!

On the road to Mandalay— (etc.)

But that's all shove be'ind me— long ago an' fur away.

An' there ain't no busses ruhnin' from the Bank to Mandalay;

An' I'm learnin' 'ere in London what the ten-yeat sodger tells:

"If you've 'card the East a-callin', you won't never 'eed naught else."

No! you won't 'eed nothin' else

But them spicy garlic smells

An' the sunshine an' the palm-trees an' the tinkly temple-bells)

On the road to Mandalay— (etc.)

I am sick o' wastin' leather on these gritty pavin'-stones.

An' the blasted Henglish drizzle wakes the fever in my bones;

Though I walks with fifty 'ousemaids outer Chelsea to the Strand,

An' they talks a lot o' lovin'— but wot do they understand?
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Beefy face an' grubby 'and—
Law ! wot do they understand ?

I've a neater, sweeter maiden in a cleaner, greener land!

On the road to Mandalay— (etc.)

Ship me somewheres east of Suez, where the best is like the worst,

Where there aren't no Ten Commandments an' a man can raise <

thirst

;

For the temple-bells are callin', an' it's there that I would be —
By the old Moulmein Pagoda, lookin' lazy at the sea—

On the road to Mandalay,

Where the old Flotilla lay.

With our sick beneath the awnings when we went to Mandalay!

Oh, the road to Mandalay,

Where the flyin'-fishes play,

An' the dawn comes up like thunder outer China 'crost the Bay!

THE GALLEY-SLAVE

OH, GALLANT was our galley, from her carven steering-wheel

To her figure-head of silver and her beak of hammered steel;

The leg-bar chafed the ankle, and we gasped for cooler air.

But no galley on the water with our galley could compare

!

Our bulkheads bulged with cotton and our masts were stepped in

gold.

We ran a mighty merchandise of niggers in the hold;

The white foam spun behind us, and the black shark swam below.

As we gripped the kicking sweep-head and we made that galley go.

It was merry in the galley, for we reveled now and then—
If they wore us down like cattle, faith, we fought and loved like men!

As we snatched her through the water, so we snatched a minute's

bliss.

And the mutter of the dying never spoiled the lovers' kiss.

Our women and our children toiled beside us in the dark;

They died, we filed their fetters, and we heaved them to the shark

—

We heaved them to the fishes; but so fast the galley sped.

We had only time to envy, for we could not mourn, our dead.

Bear witness, once my comrades, what a hard-bit gang were we—
The servants of the sweep-head, but the masters of the sea!
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By the hands that drove her forward as she plunged and yawed and

sheered,

Woman, Man, or God or Devil, was there anything we feared ?

Was it storm ? Our fathers faced it, and a wilder never blew

;

Earth that waited for the wreckage watched the galley struggle

through.

Burning noon or choking midnight. Sickness, Sorrow, Parting, Death ?

Nay, our very babes would mock you, had they time for idle breath.

But to-day I leave the galley, and another takes my place

;

There's my name upon the deck-beam— let it stand a little space.

I am free— to watch my messmates beating out to open main,

Free of all that Life can offer— save to handle sweep again.

By the brand upon my shoulder, by the gall of clinging steel.

By the welt the whips have left me, by the scars that never heal;

By eyes grown old with staring through the sun-wash on the brine,

I am paid in full for service— would that service still were mine!

Yet they talk of times and seasons and of woe the years bring forth,

Of our galley swamped and shattered in the rollers of the North.

When the niggers break the hatches, and the decks are gay with

gore.

And a craven-hearted pilot crams her crashing on the shore.

She will need no half-mast signal, minute-gun, or rocket-flare;

When the cry for help goes seaward, she will find her servants there.

Battered chain-gangs of the orlop, grizzled drafts of years gone by,

To the bench that broke their manhood, they shall lash themselves

and die.

Hale and crippled, young and aged, paid, deserted, shipped away

—

Palace, cot, and lazaretto shall make up the tale that day,

When the skies are black above them, and the decks ablaze beneath.

And the top-men clear the raffle with their clasp-knives in their

teeth.

It may be that Fate will give me life and leave to row once more—
Set some strong man free for fighting as I take awhile his oar.

But to-day I leave the galley. Shall I curse her service, then?
God be thanked— whate'er comes after, I have lived and toiled with

Men!
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HEINRICH VON KLEIST

(1777-1811)

BY CHARLES HARVEY GENUNG

JEINRICH VON Kleist is a tragic figure; an unliappy man born

in an unhappy time. Endowed with supreme poetic powers

which in a more fortunate age raight have made him chief

among the poets of Germany, he stood beneath the overmastering

shadow of Shakespeare; he was hampered by the dominating genius

of Goethe and Schiller; he was embittered by the neglect of his

contemporaries, and finally was crushed by the ignominy of national

disaster and disgrace. Born of a noble family, Kleist fell heir to all

the inconveniences of rank; he was poor,

but precluded by birth from any except a

military or an official career. At strife with

himself, richly gifted for one calling but

obliged to adopt another, he consumed the

energy of his younger years in an endeavor

to attain a clear intellectual vision. It was

the same struggle that took Alfieri's youth-

ful strength, and caused Byron to bid fare-

well to his native land. But when at last

Kleist had almost worked out his spiritual

problem and had' discovered the true sources

of his strength, his country's liberties were

crushed at Jena. "More deeply than most

of his contemporaries,* says Kuno Francke,

«did Kleist feel the agony of an age which saw the creation of cen-

turies sink into dust." And national dishonor followed close upon

military defeat. Although the distant mutterings were already audible

of the storm which was to sweep the French from German soil, Kleist

was destined never to see the glorious outcome of that struggle.

Hopeless but resigned, he fell by his own hand before the national

uprising had taken shape. In less than two years after his death,

the ultimate triumph of Germany had become assured by the victory

at Leipsic. It was on the anniversary of Kleist's birthday that the

battle was won. He would have^been thirty-six years old.

The story of Kleist's life may be briefly told. He was born on

October i8th, 1777, at Frankfort-on-the-Oder. An orphan at eleven.

VON
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he was educated by a clergyman in Berlin, and at the age of sixteen

entered the guards and served in the Rhine campaign. When he

left the army he took up the study of law, and obtained a position in

the civil service which he lost after the battle of Jena. It was then

that his genius was developed, and the next five years were those of

his greatest productivity; but meanwhile an ignominious peace de-

stroyed all his hopes for Germany. The despair of the poet without

an audience, and of the patriot without a country, brought him to

his last act. With Henriette Vogel, the high-strung wife of a Berlin

merchant, he went to Potsdam; and in accordance with their romantic

agreement, on November 21st, 181 1, he shot first her and then him-

self. A simple stone marks' the spot where the greatest of Prussian

poets lies buried.

The works which Kleist has left behind are of the highest import-

ance in German literature. His dramas hold the stage to-day beside

those of Goethe, of Schiller, and of Lessing. The characters he has

created have become indispensable members of that immortal com-

pany which peoples the imagination of the German race. Potentially

he was the greatest dramatist that Germany has produced. Although

he grew up among the extravagances of the Romantic school, Kleist

was a realist. He had indeed sought in the realms of fancy, relief

from the oppressive reality, and so it is that upon his most real-

istic pictures there falls a ray of weird light from dreamland; but

as in all great works of art, realistic treatment is combined with ideal

thought, so in Kleist. Each figure, each event, embodied itself before

him in its actual material form; and what he saw he was able to

draw with a firm and sure hand. His characters move with heavy
tread; they are robust living creatures: but they pursue high aims,

are moved by noble impulses, and are significant of lofty thoughts

that can find expression only in symbols. If they are sometimes
lightly clad in romantic garb, these garments are but transparent

robes from the Erlking's chest, which only heighten the convincing

reality of the figures they enwrap. Kleist's power of plastic present-

ation was not surpassed by either Goethe^ or Schiller. He painted

"the thing as he saw it, for the God of things as they are."

Fate was the dominant note in Kleist's philosophy. The strands

of his destiny were woven by the Norns, and no effort of the will

could break the rope by which they had bound him. In all his

.works this inevitable succession of events reappears. It is fate not

as a force from without but as a power from within, placed there at

birth, relentless, from which there is no ultimate escape; even the

struggle against it is only a part of the predestined plan, foredoomed
to defeat. So Kleist struggled; so his characters struggle, but with

this difference: these win a spiritual triumph, none ends as he ended.
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The poet saw the way, but the Prussian nobleman could not follow

The characters in his dramas are involved without fault of their own
in their tragic situations. In ' Das Kathchen von Heilbronn ' (Kitty

of Heilbronn) it is love, represented as an irresistible possession of

the soul, that takes the form of fate. Not cruelty nor insult can

shake Kathchen in her childlike devotion. So in the wonderland of

' Penthesilea, ' in which the whole genius of Kleist is revealed, the

heroine is relentlessly impelled to kill the man she loves, for the

queen of the Amazons may not know love ; then, by no act of vio-

lence but by a supreme effort of the will, she joins her lover in death.

In the * Prince of Homburg ' fate takes the form of military discipline

and obedience. The prince secures his spiritual triumph by recogniz-

ing at last the justice of the death sentence, and by urging its exe-

cution. It was the failure of this play to obtain a hearing that put

the last bitter drop into the poet's cup of sorrow. This and the

* Hermannsschlacht > (Hermann's Battle) were not published until after

Kleist's death, and they are his greatest works. The < Battle of Her-

mann* is the embodiment of exuberant joy at the thought that now
all other considerations may be laid aside, and that pitiless ven-

geance may at last be exacted. Kleist firmly believed in the ultimate

overthrow of French domination, and he symbolized his belief in the

splendid figure of the old Teutonic hero who threw off the Roman
yoke. This is the most joyous note that Kleist ever struck. In all

else the tragedy of his own life threw its shadow upon his work.

Nothing in his external circumstances served to assist him in the

attainment of his true ambition. Only one of his plays ever received

so much as a respectful hearing during his lifetime; and for fifty

years he lay in a forgotten grave.

One comedy appears in the brief list of Kleist's works :
* Der

Zerbrochene Krug> (The Broken Jug). It is the most compact and

effective one-act comedy in German literature. This vivid picture of

a village judge sitting in judgment upon a crime which he has him-

self committed has been likened to a Dutch ^^enre piece; its popu-

larity is undiminished to-day. In prose narration also Kleist showed

himself a supreme master; and his masterpiece is < Michael Kohlhaas,*

a tale of popular rebellion in the sixteenth century. It moves before

the reader with the stern vividness of actual event. Kohlhaas's keen

sense of justice, at first a virtue and guaranty of good citizenship,

makes him at last a rebel and a scourge. It is a story of the most

substantial realism ; but this ordinary horse-dealer is at heart an

idealist, carrying within him the picture of an impossible world in

which absolute justice reigns. His acts are the inevitable outgrowth

of this ideal. The tale is told with thrilling simplicity, objectivity,

and strength ; there are no superfluous trappings of historical romance

;

the characters triumph by their own force.
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Slowly Kleist has won the place which he is destined to occupy in

German literature, and to which the aged Wieland long ago assigned

him,—beside Goethe whom he revered and Schiller from whom he

revolted. As in the case of Byron, the imagination cannot refrain

from the futile inquiry: What might he not have achieved, had he

lived past the crisis? With the dawn of a happier time, Kleist's

genius might, so far at least as the drama is concerned, have made

good his audacious boast that he would one day tear the laurels from

Goethe's brow.

MICHAEL KOHLHAAS

Translated by Francis Lloyd and William Newton

ABOUT the middle of the sixteenth century there lived on the

banks of the Havel a horse-dealer named Michael Kohl-

haas. He was the son of a schoolmaster, and was distin-

guished as at once the most right-feeling and most terrible man
of his time. Up to his thirtieth year, he might have been selected

as the model of a perfect citizen. In the village in which he

dwelt, and which still bears his name, he possessed a farm, from

the produce of which, together with His business, he derived a

tranquil subsistence; he had several children, whom he brought

up in the fear of God and the love of diligence and truth; and

there was not one among his neighbors who was not witness

either to his generosity or to his unswerving sense of justice. In

a word, had he not carried to excess one virtue, posterity would
have blessed his memory. Unluckily, however, his love of just-

ice made him a robber and a murderer.

One day he started from home with a drove of young horses,

all in high condition, with which he hoped to do great things

at the fair he was about to visit; he rode on, thinking what use

he would make of his gains, both in future investments and in

little additions to the pleasures of the moment, and was lost in

thought as he came to that part of the road which runs parallel

with the Elbe: when just beneath a noble Saxon castle, his horse

shied at a turnpike which in his previous journeys he had never

encountered. He pulled up amid the pouring rain, and called
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the pikeman, who soon presented his sulky visage at the win-
dow; the horse-dealer desired him to open.

" Where on earth has this rained from ? » he asked, as the

man made his appearance after a leisurely delay.

"It is a royal patent," the man replied as he opened the gate,

* lately granted to my Lord Wenzel von Tronka."
« Indeed, » said Kohlhaas :

" is Wenzel the name ? " and with

that he gazed at the castle, whose glistening towers commanded
the plain.

"What! is the old lord dead?» he asked.

" Dead of apoplexy, " the pikeman answered, as he threw wide
the gate.

"Well, well, it's a bad job," Kohlhaas replied: "he was a fine

old fellow— a man that loved to see business, and lent a help-

ing hand where it was needed. I remember he had a stone

causeway built outside the village, because a mare of mine slipped

there once and broke her leg.— Well, what's to pay?" he in-

quired, as he extracted the pence the old man demanded, from
beneath his storm-tossed mantle. "Ay, old man," he added, as

he caught an exhortation to haste, 'mid curses against the weather,
" if the wood that gate is made of were still growing in the

forest, it would be better for both you and me." And therewith

he handed him the money, and essayed to proceed on his jour-

ney. He had but just passed the gate, when a loud cry of

"Hold hard there, you horse-dealer!" came ringing from the

tower; turning, he saw the castellan hastily close a window and
hurry down the decline.

" Well, what's up now ? " thought Kohlhaas, checking his cav-

alcade; the steward did not leave him long in doubt, but but-

toning his vest over his ample .person and thrusting his head

cornerwise against the wind, he inquired for his passport.

" Passport ? " repeated Kohlhaas ; as far as he knew he had no

idea that he had one, but if he would have the kindness to tell

him what on earth it was, he might perchance be provided with it.

The castellan eyed him askance, and gruffly replied that with-

out a government passport no horse-dealer could carry his cattle

over the frontier.

Kohlhaas assured him that he had already crossed the frontier

seventeen times without a line of writing by him, and that he

had taken the trouble to study every by-law that concerned his

business; further, that he was persuaded that there must be some
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mistake. Then, with a polite gesture, he begged the man to

bethink himself, as he had a long day's journey before him and

did not wish to be frivolously delayed. The castellan grinned,

and said that if he had got through seventeen times he would

not find it so easy the eighteenth; adding, with a certain irony,

that the order had been issued to fit just this case. To further

questioning, he answered that he must either buy the passport on

the spot or go where he came from. The horse-dealer, who be-

gan to be angry about these illegal exactions, after a little reflec-

tion dismounted, saying that he . would himself have a talk with

my Lord of Tronka about the matter. He then betook himself

to the castle, whither the castellan followed him, mumbling about

skinflints and the good it did them to lighten their purses; and

they both entered the hall, each measuring the other with angry

glances.

It happened that my lord was feasting with sundry pleasant

friends, and that a roar of laughter, starting at the bidding of

some joke, met Kohlhaas as he pressed forward to prefer his

complaint. My lord leaned back and asked him what he wanted,

and the knights when they caught sight of the stranger held

their peace; but he had hardly got out a word or two of his

business when the whole gang shouted, " Horses ! where are

they ? " And without further ado, they rose from their seats and

ran to the windows to see them. Catching sight of the sleek-

coated drove, they needed not the proposal of my lord to betake

themselves with lightning speed into the court-yard below, where

castellan, steward, valet, and groom crowded around to survey

the animals. The rain had ceased, and they regarded them at

their ease. One praised the sorrel with the star, another admired

the chestnut brown, and a third petted the flea-bitten roan; and

all agreed that the brutes were lithe-limbed as stags, and that

none better had been bred in the country. Kohlhaas laughed

gayly, and said the horses were no better than the knights who
were to ride them; and with that he bade them make an offer

for them. My lord, who had taken a great fancy to the sorrel

stallion, inquired the price; and at the same time the steward

pressed him to purchase a pair of horses, as he was short of

cattle on the farm. But when the dealer named his terms, the

knights found that he wished to sell his wares too dear; and my
lord bade him seek out the Round Table and manage matters

with King Arthur, if he valued his stock so highly. Kohlhaas,
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observing the castellan and the steward exchanging whispers,

the while they threw telling glances on the steeds, did his best

to drive a bargain. He had some vague presentiment; turning

to my lord he said,— " I bought these animals six months ago for

twenty-five gold florins: give me thirty and they are yours."

The knights, standing beside my lord, expressed their plain

opinion that the horses were worth so much at least: but the

nobleman hinted that he would give the money for the stallions

but not for the geldings; however, he turned his back and made
as though he would return to the castle. Kohlhaas took his

horse's bridle and called to him that perhaps the next time he

came that way they would manage the matter better; and with

a parting salute he was about to betake himself on his journey.

He had scarcely placed his foot in the stirrup, when the cas-

tellan stepped from the group and bade him heed what had been

intimated; namely, that he could not proceed without a passport.

Kohlhaas turned to his Lordship and asked if this were the

case, adding that if it were so, it would altogether break up his

business. The nobleman appeared put out and confused, but an-

swered, «Ay, Kohlhaas, you must get yourself a passport: talk it

over with the castellan, and get you gone.'*

And with this he turned on his heel as though it were no
concern of his. Kohlhaas replied that he was not the man to

play fast and loose with the law—-that when he reached Dresden

he would get the passport at the government office; but that for

this once, having had no notice, he would beg to be allowed to

proceed.

"Well," said my lord, as a fresh gust of wind buffeted his

meagre limbs, "let the poor devil .pass."

Turning away, he called to his guests to accompany him; and

was about to re-enter the castle when the castellan, following him
up, insisted that the man should leave some pledge of his good

faith, either in money or goods. My lord stood in the doorway

and seemed to reflect. Kohlhaas inquired what sum would be

required of him, whereon the steward muttered something about

it being better that the horses themselves should be left. The
castellan caught the words and cried:—

"Yes! good! that's just to the purpose: when he gets his

passport he can return and fetch them at his leisure."

Kohlhaas, annoyed at so shameless a demand, reiterated that

the sole object of his journey was the sale of these very horses;

but the nobleman, who with chattering teeth and garments folded
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closely about him was caught by a gust that drove a whole

deluge of rain and hail through the arched entrance, beat a

hasty retreat, crying, " Let him leave the horses if he will ; but if

not, back through the turnpike with him, in God's name."

The horse-dealer, seeing that it was a case of might against

right, determined to give way; and detaching from the rest the

pair of geldings, led them to a stable pointed out by the castel-

lan. Leaving his groom Herse in charge, he bade him take

good care of them; and accompanying his instructions with a

well-filled purse, he resumed his journey with the rest of the

drove. Reflecting as he jogged along towards Leipsic (where

he was minded to be present at the fair), it struck him that per-

haps after all the Saxon government had forbidden the import of

horses, with a view to encourage breeding within the frontier.

Having transacted his business in Leipsic, he rode on to

Dresden, where in one of the suburbs he possessed a house

which he made his headquarters whenever he visited the petty

markets in the neighborhood. Almost on the first moment of his

arrival he hurried to the chancellor's office; where one of the

counselors (of whom, by-the-by, he knew several) at once con-

firmed his first instinctive suspicion, giving his word that there

was not the faintest foundation for the story. he had been told.

Kohlhaas laughed heartily at what he called the practical joke

of my lord-of-skin-and-bone ; and having obtained a certificate

from the counselors, who seemed only half pleased, he turned his

attention to other matters. After a while, having disposed satis-

factorily of what horses he had with him, he started in the best

of humors for Castle Tronka, without any bitterer feeling than

that of the sorrow common to all mortals. Arrived at the front-

ier, the castellan examined his certificate, but made no comment;
and in answer to the dealer's inquiry as to whether he could now
have his horses, he grunted that he might go into the court-yard

and fetch them himself. Crossing the yard, Kohlhaas was sadly

grieved to learn that for sundry misdemeanors his servant Herse
had been first flogged and then fairly hunted from the castle : he

asked the lad who told him what these misdemeanors had been,

and who had looked after the geldings meanwhile; but could get

nothing out of him, but « Do' know sir; do' know, sir." With
his heart full of an evil presentiment, he went and opened the

stable to -v^hich he was directed: but what was his amazement at

finding, instead of two sleek, well-fed animals, a yoke of jades of

no more value than so much carrion; creatures with bones like
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hat-pegs, with mane and tail twisted into ropes, with in fact all

that could go to make up an epitome of brute suffering. The
wretched animals greeted Kohlhaas with a faint neigh: and he,

roused to the fiercest passion, demanded loudly how this had come
about; the lad, who was standing near, replied that it was all

right, that they had been fed regularly, but that as it was harvest-

time and they were short of draught-horses, they had taken a

turn with the others in the fields. Kohlhaas vented a string of

curses against what he called "planned villainy"; but bethinking

himself of his helplessness, he swallowed his wrath, and prepared

to leave the castle with the horses. The castellan, however, who
had heard him at a distance, came forward and asked what was
the matter.

« Matter ! " roared Kohlhaas :
" who gave my Lord of Tronka

permission to use my geldings in his fields? Look here," he

added, vainly trying with his whip to arouse some sign of life in

the worn-out animals, "was it a man or a beast that brought

them to this?"

The castellan, with arms akimbo, stared him impudently in the

face.

"You blackguard, you; you twopenny rascal! thank God you
have the jades there at all with their legs under them." Who
was to tend them when his groom had taken leg-bail ? he should

like to know; or was it likely his master was going to find keep

and stabling for nothing ? Then raising his voice, he wound up
with— " Make no bones about it ; take the brutes and march, or

I'll turn the dogs loose and make matters smooth in no time."

The dealer's heart beat hard against his doublet, impelling

him to roll the pot-bellied scoundrel in the mud, that he might

grind his brazen face under his heel. He was not yet satisfied,

however; the balance wavered, for his sense of justice, delicate

as a jeweler's scale, weighed right and wrong to the uttermost

atom. Nevertheless, he gulped down both wrath and railing

together, and—-passing his fingers through the tangled manes of

the poor creatures—he asked with softened voice for what fault

his groom had been dismissed the castle. The castellan answered,

because the fellow had given himself airs in the stable-yard: had

objected to a necessary change of stables, and had insisted that

the steeds of two noblemen who came on a visit to the castle

should pass the night on the high-road, while his horses were

snugly housed within.

XV—543
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Kohlhaas would have given the value of the horses to have

had his man at hand, to compare his tale with that of the brag-

gart castellan. He stood there in a brown study, mechanically

disentangling each hair, when suddenly the scene changed, and

Lord Wenzel of Tronka dashed in hot from the chase, followed

by a cavalcade of knights, hounds, and horse-boys. The dogs set

up so fierce a howl when they caught sight of the stranger that

they were hardly silenced by the whips of the knights. My
lord reined in and asked what the matter might be; where-

upon the castellan took up his parable, and— while maliciously

distorting the facts— began complaining of the uproar the dealer

had made because his horses had been put to work a little on

the farm, adding with scornful glee that the fellow had even

refused to acknowledge them as his own.

"Those, most noble lord, are not my horses," broke in Kohl-

haas. "Those are not the horses I left here worth thirty gold

florins apiece. I demand back my steeds sound and well-condi-

tioned. "

My lord paled before his glance; but recovering, sprang from

the saddle and said, " If the cursed rogue won't take 'em as they

are, he may leave 'em! Hey, Hans! hey, Gunther! '* he cried,

as he beat the dust out of his breeches, "get up some wine, you

lazy oafs;" and then ascended the stairs with the whole party.

Kohlhaas said he would rather call a knacker and leave the

pair to rot on a dunghill than take them to Kohlhaasenbriick

as they were; and there he left them without once looking back,

and swinging himself into the saddle, he took the road with a

parting assurance that he would soon find a way to get justice

done.

He had already struck spurs for Dresden, when the thought

of the accusation that had been brought against his groom at the

castle made him draw rein and ride at a foot-pace: and he had

not gone half a mile before it grew upon him so much that he

turned his horse's head and made for Kohlhaasenbriick, minded

first to hear his servant's account of the matter; for experience

whispered in his ear that he knew the world too well to expect

perfection in anybody. He reflected that possibly the man had

gone wrong somehow, and in that case it would be better to

put up with the loss as a proper consequence of his folly; but

another voice, as loud as, but more emphatic than, that of expe-

rience, kept saying to him that if the thing should prove to be a
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planned trick, it was his duty to strive with his whole strength

for redress of his own wrong and for the future security of oth-

ers. As he rode along and heard at every wayside inn of the

villanies constantly practiced against those whose ill fate led them
by the Castle of Tronka, this latter thought absorbed him more
and more fully, so as almost to shut out entirely that noble doubt

which still prompted hesitation.

On arriving at Kohlhaasenbrilck, he had no sooner embraced

his faithful wife and kissed the crowing children that clung around

him, than he inquired after his groom Herse, asking whether

anything had been seen of him.

"Mercy on us!" his wife cried: "only think, it's but a fort-

night since he came back to us in a fearful plight, with scarcely

a sound place in his body, and hardly able to draw breath for

his wounds; we got him to bed and there he lay spitting blood:

and when we inquired the why and wherefore, he told us a story

of which none of us could make head or tail;—how he had been

left at Castle Tronka with some horses, had been shamefully mal-

treated and compelled to fly the place; that the nags were still

there, for they would not let him lay a finger upon them."
" Indeed ? " said Kohlhaas, laying aside his mantle ;

" and is he

all right again now ?

"

"He spits blood yet," she answered; "but he is getting

stronger. I was just going to send a man to the castle to look

after the horses till you came,— for I knew Herse too well to

doubt his word, especially as he has so much to show for it, and

I could not think for a moment that he had done anything with

his charge,— but the poor fellow begged and prayed me not to

risk any one in that den of thieves, saying it was better to lose

the horses altogether than sacrifice a life for them."

" Is he in bed still ? " asked Kohlhaas, leisurely divesting him-

self of his neckcloth.

" No : he manages now to get about the yard a bit in the day-

time," she answered. "You will see that the man has not lied:

not a day passes but we hear of some wanton outrage or other

on those whose way lies by Castle Tronka, and this is one of

them."

"I must inquire further before I agree with you," Kohlhaas

replied. "Go, Lizzy: bring him here if he's up."

He sat down in his arm-chair; while his wife, delighted with

a calmness she so little expected, made haste to fetch the groom.
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"Now tell me, pray,'* said Kohlhaas, when his wife re-entered

with the man, "what mischief you were up to at the castle.

I have reason to be not over well pleased with you."

The servant's pallid face flushed hotly at these words, and he

remained silent for a moment.

"You are right, master," he said at last: "for as Providence

would have it, I had a tinder-box with me with which I was

going to burn out the thieves; but just as I was striking the

flint, I heard the cry of a child within, and threw the match into

the Elbe. May God's lightning blast them, methought: 'tis his

business, not mine."

Kohlhaas looked at him with amazement, and said, "But tell

me, how did you manage to get turned out of the castle ?

"

"All on account of a foolish trick of mine," the man answered,

wiping the sweat from his brow; "but it's no use crying over

spilt milk. I would not have the horses racked to death at field-

work; I said they were too young, and had never been trained

to go in the traces."

Kohlhaas, concealing his confusion as he might, corrected him
in this, reminding him that they had been awhile in harness last

spring, and added:— "As you were a sort of guest at the castle,

it was your duty to do what lay in your power to satisfy them,

and you might well have lent a helping hand when they were

hard pressed to get in the harvest."

"That is just what I did, master," Herse answered. "When
I saw what wry faces they made, I thought after all it would not

kill the nags; and so, on the third morning, I harnessed them
and brought in three loads of wheat."

Kohlhaas, whose heart was in his mouth, looked down and
said,/* I heard no account of that, Herse;" but the latter assured'

him it was true.

"What they took in such bad part was that I wouldn't put

the horses in again at midday before they had had their feed;

and besides that, I wouldn't listen to the castellan and the stew-

ard, who wished me to give up the nags to them, and pocket for

myself the money you gave me for their expenses. I turned my
back on them and told them they might go further afield."

"But this," said Kohlhaas, "was not the reason why they

drove you from the castle ?

"

"God forbid!" the man cried, "I did worse. One evening
two knights came on a visit, and when I found their horses in
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the Stable, and mine tethered to the rail outside, I asked the

castellan where I should house them: he pointed to a pig-sty, a

filthy hovel of mud and wattles, built up against the inner wall."

"You mean," broke in Kohlhaas, "that it was a stable in such

a wretched condition that it looked more like a pig-sty."

" It was a pig-sty, master ! " Herse answered ;
" nothing more

and nothing less. I could hardly stand upright in it, and the

pigs ran in and out between my legs."

"Perhaps," said Kohlhaas, "there was no room elsewhere;

and of course, a knight's steed has a right to be the better

housed."

" The stable was a trifle small, " the groom answered, lowering

his voice; "there were altogether seven knights at the castle:

but if you had been master there, you would have made room

by packing the steeds a little closer. I said I should go into the

village and hire a stable; but the steward said he would not let

the nags out of his sight, and bade me on my life not attempt

to move them from the yard."

"Well," said Kohlhaas, "what did you do then?"

"As the steward told me the two knights were only passing

visitors, and would be gone in the morning, I led the horses into

the pig-sty; but the next day went by and they were still there,

and the day following I heard that the gentlemen thought of

staying several weeks."

" I daresay, " said Kohlhaas, " the pig-sty wasn't so bad as you

fancied it was when you first put your nose in."

" That's true, " the man answered :
" when I had swept it out and

put it to rights a bit, it was so-so, and I gave the girl a groschen

to shift for the pigs elsewhere. I managed to let the nags stand

upright in the daytime by taking off the loose boards, and of a

night, you know, I put them on again: the poor things stuck

their necks through the roof like a pair of geese, and looked

about for home or some other place where they would be better

off."

"Well now," said Kohlhaas, "why on earth did they drive you

from the castle ?

"

"Master, I'll tell you plainly," the groom answered: "because

they would be rid of me; for so long as I was by they couldn't

have their will with the brutes and worry 'em to death. In

the servants' hall, the court-yard, and everywhere, they made wry

faces at me; and as I took no heed, but let them twist their jaws
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out of joint if they chose, they picked a quarrel with me on pur-

pose and drove me out.-"

« But why ? " said Kohlhaas ;
" they must have had some cause

for what they did."

"Of course they had, master," answered Herse, "and a most

righteous one too. On the second evening of their stay in the

pig-sty the horses were in a pretty pickle ; so I mounted one and

was taking them to the pond, when just as I got through the gate

and was turning into the road, I heard a great noise from the

servants' hall, and out marched castellan, steward, dogs, and

servants all together, yelling and shouting like mad. ' Stop the

scoundrel!' cried one; 'Have at the thief!' shrieked another: and

when the gate-keeper placed himself in my path, I asked him

and the wild pack that came howling around me, what the

devil was up? *Up!' roared the castellan, seizing my horse's

bridle: * where are you taking those brutes, you rascal?' and with

that he gripped me by the throat. I replied, 'Why, in the name
of all that's holy, to the pond of course. Do you think that

I-— ?' 'To the pond, eh?' the fellow cried: 'I'll teach you, you

thief, to go swimming along the road to Kohlhaasenbriick !

' and

thereupon he and the steward, with a savage wrench, tore me
from the saddle, and I measured my whole length in the mud.

I got up cursing them body and soul. I had left harness and

horse-cloths and a bundle of linen of my own in the stable, but

they did not mind that; and while the steward led the horses

back, the castellan and servants laid on me with whips and cudg-

els, and beat me till I fell half dead beneath the archway. When
I came to myself a bit and called out, ' You thieving dogs, what

have you done with my horses ? ' the castellan shouted, ' Out of

the place with you !

' and calling the hounds by name, he set a

round dozen of them yelping and tearing at me. I broke a pale

or something from the fence, and laid three of them dead at my
feet; but just as I was giving way from loss of blood and the

fearful agony, a shrill whistle called the hounds back into the

court-yard, the wings of the gates flew to, the bolts were drawn,

and I sank down fainting on the high-road."

Kohlhaas, who had grown very pale, said with a kind of

forced humor, " I fancy after all, Herse, it wasn't so much against

the grain with thee to leave the place ; " and seeing that his

servant remained silent, with downcast look and flushed face he

continued, " Come, let's have the truth : methinks the pig-sty didn't
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suit you; you had a sneaking preference for the stable here at

home ?

"

" Damnation !
" cried Herse. * Why, the harness-cloths and

linen are there in the sty now: don't you think if I had wanted

to run for it, I would have brought with me the three rix-florins

I hid behind the manger wrapped in a red silk handkerchief?

By God! to hear you talk so makes me long to have in my hand

again the tinder-box I threw away."

"Never mind that," answered the dealer: "I am not against

thee; look here, I believe word for word all that you've said, and

I'd take the sacrament on each syllable; I am sorry too that you

have had such hard measure in my service. Come, get you to

bed, Herse; ask for a bottle of wine and make yourself easy, for

I will undertake to procure you justice."

He rose from his seat, and going to his desk, made out a

list of the articles left behind by the groom in the sty, specify-

ing their value and adding the man's estimate of the expenses

attendant on his illness; this done, he gave him his hand and

dismissed him to his rest.

He talked over the whole matter with his wife Elizabeth, and

made no secret of his intention to strain every nerve to obtain

full redress; an|i when he had put the matter in a clear light,

he was overjoyed to find that she heartily agreed with him. She

said indeed that some day, perhaps, travelers less gifted with

forbearance than he might happen upon the castle; that it was

a good work before God and man to put a speedy end to such

villainies; and that she herself would know where to find the

costs of the suit if her husband would take immediate action.

Kohlhaas told her she was his own brave wife, and together with

the children they passed that day and the next in the quiet

enjoyment of their love; but on the following morning— hav-

ing dispatched all necessary business— he started for Dresden to

bring his case before the tribunals. . . .

[Kohlhaas seeks to obtain redress by every means known to the law, and
patiently awaits its slow process. After many disappointments, he discovers

that the real impediment is Baron Tronka's interest at court; and his lawyer

refuses to compromise his own position further by conducting the dealer's

case. Unwilling to dwell longer in a land which denies to its inhabitants the

protection of its laws, Kohlhaas sells his house and farm to one of his neigh-

bors. His wife, however, with tearful entreaties induces him to allow her to

make a last appeal to the Elector himself.]
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Kohlhaas had already proved that his wife possessed foresight

and determination alike; he inquired what plan she had formed

as to her conduct. With downcast eyes and blushing cheeks she

replied that the castellan of the electoral palace, when on duty

years ago in Schwerin, had known and wooed her; true, he was

now married and the father of a family, but she had reason

to believe he had not quite forgotten her: indeed, she thought

her husband had better content himself with simple trust, as she

hoped to turn to account several matters of which it would take

too long to tell. Kohlhaas was radiant with joy; he kissed his

wife, and told her to do as she would, and that she only needed

to be received by the castellan's wife to have at any moment the

opportunity she sought. He then had the brown geldings put in;

and commending her to the care of his faithful groom Stembald,

he handed the petition into the carriage and bade them God-

speed.

Of all the unsuccessful efforts he had made to further his

cause, this turned out the most disastrous. A few days later on

he saw Stembald enter the yard on foot, leading the horses at a

snail's pace. Kohlhaas rushed out, pale as death, and found his

wife lying in the carriage and suffering greatly from a bruise on

the right breast. From the man he could get no plain account

of what had happened: but it appeared that the castellan was

not at home when they arrived, and that they had been obliged

to take up their quarters in the neighborhood of the palace,

whence next morning Elizabeth started, leaving orders for Stern-

bald to stay and tend the horses; and he had seen nothing

more of her till the evening, when she was brought back in the

condition he saw. He had heard that she had pushed her way
boldly towards the presence of his Highness, and that one of the

guards, impelled only by rude zeal for his master, had— without

order— struck her with the shaft of his lance. This at least

Stembald had been told by the people who bore her unconscious

to the inn; for she had not as yet been able to speak since, for

the blood that gushed from her mouth. The petition, it seemed,

had been afterwards taken from her by one of the knights in

attendance. Stembald wanted to saddle a horse and ride back

with the news at once; but in spite of all the surgeon could

urge, she had insisted upon being taken back immediately to

her husband, and had forbidden them to give him any warning.

Kohlhaas got her to bed: the journey had completely broken her
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Strength, and her whole frame quivered every time she drew
breath; but still he contrived to keep life in her for the space of

several days.

They tried in vain to bring her to herself, that they might
get out the truth of what had befallen: but she lay there with

eyes fixed and glassy and spoke no word; only in the presence

of death did she recover consciousness. A Lutheran clergyman

(to which rising sect she, following her husband's example,- had
adhered) had called; and sitting by her bedside, was reading with

loud and solemn voice a chapter in the Bible, when she suddenly

raised her head, and throwing upon him a glance of sad mean-

ing, took the book from his hands as though she would not have

it read, and passing her fingers through it, began searching leaf

by leaf until at last she found what she wanted. With a sign to

Kohlhaas, who sat by the bed, she pointed to the verse, ** Love
your enemies— do good to those that hate you ;

" she pressed his

hand, and with a long look of passionate love she passed away.

Kohlhaas thought, *If I forgive Lord Wenzel, so may not

God forgive me ! " He bent over the corpse and kissed it, bath-

ing the face with a torrent of tears; then, closing the eyes of her

he loved, he quitted the room. With the advance of the hundred

florins which he had already received from the farmer on his

Dresden property, he prepared for Elizabeth's interment on a

scale rather befitting a princess than the wife of a simple trader:

he, had an oak coffin made, studded with .massive brass nails

and bound with the same metal, and therein he placed a silken

cushion with tassels of silver and gold thread; the grave was
eight yards deep, walled within with masonry: and he himself

overlooked the work, standing on the brink with his youngest

infant on his arm. When the day of the funeral came round,

the body was robed in pure white and placed in the chief room

covered with a black pall.

The minister had just finished an eloquent address beside the

coffin, when Kohlhaas received the royal answer to the petition

which the dead woman had borne: it was to the effect that he

should fetch his horses from Castle Tronka, and not trouble the

State any further in the matter on pain of instant imprisonment.

When the grave had been filled in and the cross planted thereon,

he dismissed those who had been present to render the last

offices, and returned home. Once more he threw himself on his

knees beside the bed of the departed, and then betook himself to
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the business of revenge. He sat down and drew up a decree,

wherein, by virtue of the authority native to him, he condemned

Lord Wenzel of Tronka to present himself, with the horses which

had been reduced to such evil plight in his fields, within three

days at Kohlhaasenbriick, there to serve in person about them

till they should be restored to their former condition: this decree

he dispatched to the castle by a mounted messenger, with in-

structions to deliver it and then make the best of his way back

without losing a moment.

When the three days' grace had elapsed without anything hav-

ing been seen or heard of the horses, he summoned Herse and

explained to him the commands he had laid upon Lord Wenzel

as to the tending of the animals, and inquired whether Herse

had a mind to strike spurs with him for the castle and haul his

lordship thence by force; he further asked whether, when they

had taken him and set him to work in the stables at Kohlhaasen-

briick, Herse felt able and willing to correct with 'a cut of his

whip any occasional tendency to laziness. When Herse caught

the import of his words, he shouted, " This very day, if you will,

master." He swore he would plait a thong ten strands thick to

teach the rascal how to use the curry-comb.

Kohlhaas said no more, but went and gave up possession of

the house, dispatching the children ere evening beyond the front-

ier to the care of his relations in Schwerin: and when night fell

he gathered his servants together, seven in number, each true as

steel, and bound to him for life and death; he armed and mounted

them, and with them sallied forth towards Castle Tronka.

At dusk of the third day, he and his little band rode beneath

the walls. The toll collector and the gate-keeper were standing

talking together under the archway when the eight dashed in,

overthrowing them in their course; they spurred into the church-

yard, and while some set fire to the sheds and other woodwork,

Herse made his way up the winding staircase to the castellan's

rooms. He found his man playing cards with the steward— both

partly undressed— and fell upon the twain, cut and thrust, spar-

ing nothing. At the same time Kohlhaas sped to the great hall

of the castle. His coming was like the judgment of God. My
lord was just stirring the laughter of a knot of young friends by

a recital of the summons the horse-dealer had served upon him;

but while reading it he caught the harsh tones of his enemy in

the court below. Pallid as a corpse, he threw down the paper,
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and warning all present to look to their lives, vanished from the

place. Kohlhaas, being confronted at the door by a certain Sir

Hans of Tronka, seized him by the throat and hurled him into a

corner, spattering his brains upon the walls; while his servants

made short work of the ' rest, who had armed themselves, by
securing them or forcing them to flight. But the dealer sought

Lord Wenzel in vain: no one had seen him, and finding that the

terrified prisoners could tell nothing, he burst open with a kick

the doors leading to the inner apartments, and sword in hand
essayed every possible hiding-place,— still in vain, however. At
last he came down, cursing, into the court-yard, and gave orders

to set a guard at every point by which he might escape.

Meanwhile smoke and flame broke forth on every side; the

fire, leaping from the sheds, had seized first upon the main build-

ing and then upon the wings. Sternbald and three more were

tearing everything that hand could move, and piling it for booty

in the yard. With loud shouts they greeted Herse when he

thrust his head from the window above, and hurled down the

dead bodies of the castellan and steward with those of their

wives and children. As Kohlhaas was descending the staircase,

an old rheumatic housekeeper of my lord's threw herself at his

feet whining for mercy; he asked where her master was, and she

replied with cracked and trembling voice that she thought he

had taken refuge in the chapel. Kohlhaas called two of his

men, for lack of keys broke in the door with axe and crowbar,

and overturning bench and altar, was maddened with the discov-

ery that his victim had fled.

Just as Kohlhaas was sallying from the chapel, it chanced that

a lad belonging to the castle came running to try and save his

lordship's chargers, which were stabled in a vast stone building

now threatened by the flames. Kohlhaas, who had just caught

sight of his two geldings, stopped him, and pointing to the

thatched shed in which they were secured, asked why he did not

bring them out; the lad replied that the place was on fire, and

taking the key, attempted to open the door of the stable. Kohl-

haas knocked him aside, and snatching the key savagely from

the door, threw it over the wall; then, amid the ruthless laughter

of his men, he so belabored the lad with the flat of his sword

that he was fain to rush into the burning shed and unloose the

brutes. He had barely seized their halters when the roof fell in,

and his face was corpse-like when he struggled forth out of the
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smoke into the yard. Kohlhaas no longer heeded him, and turned

his back upon him once and again ; but the lad followed to where

he was standing with several of his servants, and when at last he

faced him and asked what he should now do with the horses,

Kohlhaas lifted his foot and launched at him so savage a kick

that had it taken him, it must have been his death. Then with-

out deigning another syllable he mounted his brown steed, and

leaving his men to their unholy business, rode beneath the arch-

way and there awaited the dawn of day. . . .

[Kohlhaas pursues Baron Tronka to the convent where he has taken refuge;

his band of malcontents increases; he forms a military organization, bums
villages, and terrorizes the entire country. The regular troops are called

out against him, and are defeated. Kohlhaas lays siege to Leipsic. At this

point Luther interposes with a proclamation against Kohlhaas, and the men
are shaken in their allegiance to their intrepid leader. He resolves to have

an interview with Luther, that he may convince him of the absolute justice of

his cause. As a price is set upon his head, it is a perilous undertaking, and
he must go disguised.]

Kohlhaas assumed the dress of a Thuringian peasant, and

summoning several of his most reliable men, he placed Sternbald

in command of the party assembled at LiLtzen; explaining that

business of importance called him to Wittenberg, and that no
attack need be feared within three days, he then took his depart-

ure, promising to return within that time. Under an assumed
name, he took up his quarters in a little inn at Wittenberg, and
at nightfall— carrying beneath his cloak a pair of pistols which

he had captured at Castle Tronka— he made his way to Luther's

residence.

The doctor was sitting at his desk, engaged with a heap of

books and manuscripts; but seeing a stranger push open the

door, enter, and then carefully bolt it behind him, he inquired

who he was, and what was his business. With a half-fearful

consciousness of the terror he was causing, the man advanced,

and doffing his hat respectfully, said, «I am Michael Kohlhaas,

the horse-dealer."

Luther sprang from his chair and cried, "Get thee from
hence, thou villain! thy breath is the plague, and the sight of

thee perdition." He was pushing past the table to where a bell

stood, when Kohlhaas, without stirring from the spot, drew a

pistol and said, "Most reverend sir, touch but that bell, and
this shall lay me dead at your feet: be seated and lend me your
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ear. Were you among the angels whose psalms you are inditing,

you would not be safer than with me."

Luther resumed his seat and asked, " What would you with

me?»
Kohlhaas replied, * I come to disprove your accusation that I

am an unjust man. In your epistle you declare that those in

authority wot not of my cause. Go to, then: procure me a

safe-conduct to Dresden, and I will lay my suit before them in

person.

"

These words at once puzzled the doctor and somewhat al-

layed his fears. " Godless and terrible evil-doer !
* he cried, " who

gave thee the right to set thyself up a judge and fall upon the

lord of Tronka ? Foiled at the castle, by whose authority didst

thou dare to carry fire and sword into the heart of the commu-
nity that shields him ?

"

Kohlhaas answered, " By no one, most reverend sir, was this

authority granted to me: I was deceived and misled by infor-

mation I received from Dresden. The war I wage against the

community is a crime, if, as you have pledged your word, I was

never cast out from its midst."

" Cast out !
" Luther exclaimed :

" what mad idea hath seized

thee ? Who could have cast thee out from the community in

which thou wast bred ? Nay, canst quote me one— be he who
he might— as long as nations have been on earth, who has thus

been cast out ?

"

Kohlhaas answered, clenching his fist, " I call him an out-

cast to whom the protection of the law is denied. I need that

protection in the peaceful exercise of mj'' calling; for that, and

that alone, I and mine seek security in the bosom of a com-

munity, and whoso denies it to me casts me out to the savages

of the wilderness, and— who will dispute it?— himself places in

my hands the club that serves for my own defense."

"Who denied thee the protection of the law? Did I not

write that thy plaint had never reached the ear of thy sovereign?

If his ministers bring not forward the suits that are preferred,

or abuse his hallowed name without his knowledge, who but God
can call him to account for the choice of such servants ? and art

thou— thou God-abandoned man of wrath— art thou empowered

to bring him to justice therefore ?

"

" Go to !
" Kohlhaas answered. ** If my sovereign has not cast

me out, I will return once more to the community he protects.
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Again I say, procure me a safe-conduct to Dresden, and I will

disband the force now gathered before Liitzen, and will depart

to urge the suit that was rejected by the tribunal of my coun-

try. »

Luther sat fretfully tossing about the papers that lay on his

desk, and remained silent. The high ground this marvelous man
took in dealing with the State was not to his taste. Recalling to

mind the judicial decision which was forwarded from Kohlhaasen-

briick to Lord Wenzel, he inquired what Kohlhaas was minded

to demand from the tribunal at Dresden. The dealer answered:
" Chastisement of the nobleman, according to the letter of the

law; restoration of the horses to their former condition; and com-

pensation for the losses which my servant Herse, who fell at

Milhlberg, sustained through the violence practiced on us."

" Compensation for losses !
" cried Luther. " Hast .gotten thee

thousands on thousands from Jew and Christian by bills and

mortgages to further thy wild, fanciful revenge ? Wilt thou add

these to thy account when the day of reckoning comes ?

"

" God forbid !
" Kohlhaas returned :

* house and land, the wealth

I possessed, are gone; these I ask not back, nay not even the

cost I was at to bury my wife. Herse's old mother will produce

a note of the expenses of his illness, and a list of the articles her

son lost at Castle Tronka; and the government may refer to an

expert the assessment of the damages I suffered by the delay in

the sale of the horses."

"Mad and terrible man,'* exclaimed Luther, "thou art be-

yond all comprehension;" and with steadily fixed gaze continued,

"when thy sword hath already gotten thee the most fearful ven-

geance on the head of this man, what impels thee to demand a

judgment against him, which, when it falls at length, will be but

dust in the balance ?

"

A tear rolled down Kohlhaas's cheek as he answered, "Most
reverend sir, this thing has cost me my wife; Kohlhaas would

show the world that she did not perish in an unjust cause.

Give me my will in this matter and let the voice of justice be

heard. All else that may be in dispute between us I yield to

your decision."

"If matters be as public report states," answered Luther, "thy

demand is just; and hadst thou referred thy claim to the decision

of thy sovereign before assuming the business of revenge, I doubt

not that— item by item— it would have been granted thee. But
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consider well: had it not been better thou hadst forgiven Lord
Wenzel for the sake of Him who saved thee, and hadst taken

the brutes by the halters and ridden them home, wretched and

famine-stricken as they were, to fatten in thine own stables at

Kohlhaasenbriick ?

"

Kohlhaas walked to the window and answered, "Maybe; may-
be; yet perchance not. Had I known they would have been fed

on my wife's heart's blood, maybe, reverend sir, I would have

acted as you say, and not spared a bushel or two of oats. But

now they have cost me so dear, let things have their course; be

the judgment given that is my right, and let Lord Wenzel get

me my nags into condition."

Luther again applied himself to his papers. For a while he

was lost in thought, but at last turned to Kohlhaas and said that

he would essay to mediate between him and the Elector. He
begged him to suspend all further operations with the force at

Liitzen; adding that if his Highness granted the safe-conduct,

it would be made known by public proclamation. Kohlhaas

bent down to kiss his hand, but he waved him away and con-

tinued :
—

" Whether the Elector will let mercy take the place of justice,

I know not. I have heard that he has already assembled an

army to assail you in your quarters; but be that as it may, rest

assured that if I fail the fault will not be mine."

The dealer answered that his intercession sufficed to remove

every doubt. Luther saluted him with another wave of the

hand, and was returning to his labors, when Kohlhaas sank on

his knees before him and preferred yet one other humble re-

quest. He had been accustomed all his life to partake of the

Lord's Supper at Whitsuntide, but had this year neglected the

duty on account of his present enterprise: would the reverend

doctor, he asked, receive his confession and thereafter dispense

unto him the holy sacrament ? Luther darted an inquiring glance

upon him, and after a moment's reflection, said:—
"Yes, Kohlhaas, it shall be so; but remember that He of

whose body thou wouldst partake forgave his enemies. Art thou

prepared," he added, marking intently the dealer's emotion, "art

thou prepared in like manner to forgive the man who did thee

wrong ? And wilt thou then hie thee to Castle Tronka and lead

thence thy horses to be fed in their own stables at Kohlhaasen-

briick ?

"
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"Most reverend sir," Kohlhaas answered with mantling color,

grasping the doctor's hand, "why ask this now? The Lord him-

self forgave not all his enemies. I am content to forgive my
two liege lords, the Electors, the castellan and the steward, the

noble lords Hinz and Kunz, and all else who have wronged me
in this matter; but Lord Wenzel I must needs compel to bring

my horses into condition."

With a look of deep displeasure Luther turned his back upon

him and rang the bell. An amanuensis made his way with a

light across the antechamber, while Kohlhaas, much moved, re-

mained in the same position, with his kerchief to his eyes; but

observing that Luther was again busy writing, and hearing the

vain attempts of the man to unclose the bolted door, he rose and

opened it for him. Luther, with a side glance at the stranger,

bade the amanuensis light him out; the man seemed much puz-

zled at the presence of the unknown visitor, but took the house

key from a nail and waited at the half-open door. Kohlhaas, with

his hat between his hands, spoke once more with deep emotion:

"Most reverend sir," he said, "I cannot then hope to partake of

that which I desired! I cannot be reconciled to— !"

Luther broke in hastily, " To thy Savior ? no : to thy sover-

eign, perhaps. I have promised I will do what in me lies."

Thereupon 'he signed to his attendant to comply with his

orders without delay. Kohlhaas pressed his hands upon his breast

with a look of bitter agony, and following the man down-stairs

vanished into the night.

[Luther procures the safe-conduct, a. general amnesty is granted, and

Kohlhaas disbands his troop. Upon his return to Kohlhaasenbriick, the dealer

buys back his old home and awaits the promised restoration of his horses;

but through the machinations of his enemies at court he is treacherously

arrested, charged with murder, and condemned to death. The Elector wishes

to pardon him; but the Emperor himself insists upon the execution of the

sentence, since Kohlhaas has offended against imperial law by waging civil

war. Reluctantly the Elector pronounces the sentence.]

Arrived at the place of death, he found the Elector of Brand-

enburg present on horseback, with his retinue, among whom he

observed Lord Henry of Geusau, and a vast concourse of people.

On the Elector's right was Francis Miiller, the imperial advocate,

bearing a copy of the judicial sentence; on his left, his own rep-

resentative, Anthony Zauner, with the judgment of the Dresden

tribunal; and in the centre of the ring formed by the crowd
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there stood a herald bearing a bundle of linen, and holding by
their bridles a pair of noble, sleek-coated, prancing steeds. Lord
Henry, it seems, had pressed the suit against Lord Wenzel of

Tronka point by point with unsparing rigor, and with such suc-

cess that the horses had been withdrawn from the knacker's and

been restored to honor by the ceremony of waving a flag over

their heads; after which they had been intrusted to the noble-

man's servants to be brought into condition: this accomplished,

they were delivered over to Zauner in the market-place at Dres-

den in presence of a special commission. And so it was that,

when Kohlhaas made his way to the rising ground followed by

the guard, the Elector thus addressed him. "At length, Kohlhaas,

the day has come when full justice shall be meted out to thee:

behold, here I deliver unto thee all of which thou wast by

violence deprived at Castle Tronka, and all that I, as thy sov-

ereign, was bound to recover for thee; here I restore unto thee

thy horses, the neckcloth, money, and linen, nay,— even the

expenses of the illness of thy servant Herse, who fell at Miihl-

berg. Art thou content with me ?

"

Kohlhaas set down his children beside him, and began to

read the judgment which was handed to him at a sign from the

lord chancellor. When he came to an article which condemned

Lord Wenzel to two years' imprisonment, carried away by the full-

ness of his satisfaction he crossed his hands upon his breast, and

fell upon his knees before the Elector. Rising to his feet, he

laid his hand upon his head and declared to the chancellor that

his highest desire on earth was accomplished. Stepping up to

the horses, he did not conceal his delight,— patting their arched

and rounded necks; from them he turned again to the Lord of

Geusau, and told him cheerily that he intended them for his two

sons, Henry and Leopold. The chancellor bent towards him

from his saddle and promised, in the Elector's name, that his

last wishes should be solemnly regarded; he bade him, further,

to dispose as he pleased of the articles contained in the bundle.

Kohlhaas at once called Herse's aged mother, whom he had seen

in the crowd, and saying, « There, good mother, these belong

to you," handed her the things, with the sum he had himself

received as compensation, for the support and comfort of her

declining years.

The Elector then spake:— « Kohlhaas the horse-dealer, now

that thou hast thus received full satisfaction for the wrong done

XV—544
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unto thee, prepare thyself to atone to his Imperial Majesty,

whose representative is here present, for thine own outrages

against the peace of his realm."

Kohlhaas took off his hat and threw it on the ground, and

said, " I am ready !

"

He pressed his little ones each tenderly to his breast, and

confided them to his friend the farmer; and while the latter

silently but tearfully withdrew from the scene, he walked up to

the block with unwavering step, . . . and immediately after,

his head fell beneath the axe of the executioner.

Here ends the story of Kohlhaas. Amid the lamentations of

the people his body was placed in a coffin; and as the bearers

were about to carry it out to a church-yard in the suburbs, the

Elector called for the sons of the departed and dubbed them

knights, telling the chancellor he would have them brought up

among his own pages.

Broken in body and mind, the Elector of Saxony soon after

appeared in his capital; and the rest of the story the reader may
find in the chronicles of his time.

In the last century, several hearty, sturdy descendants of

Kohlhaas were still to be found in Mecklenburg.
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FRIEDRICH GOTTLIEB KLOPSTOCK*
(1724-1803)

BY KUNO FRANCKE

Jt was in 1748, the same year in which Frederick the Great,

in the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, achieved his first political

triumph, that Friedrich Klopstock, in the first three cantos

of his 'Messias,' sounded that morning call of joyous idealism and
exalted individualism which was to be the dominant note of the best

in all modem German literature. The magic spell which the name
of Klopstock exercised upon all aspiring minds of the middle of the

eighteenth century has been vividly described by Goethe, in Werther's

account of the thunder-storm which he and Lotte observed together.

"In the distance the thunder was dying away; a glorious rain fell

gently upon the land, and the most refreshing perfume arose to us

out of the fullness of the warm air. She stood leaning upon her

elbow; her glance penetrated the distance, she looked heavenward
and upon me ; I saw her eyes fill with tears ; she laid her hand upon
mine, and said— 'Klopstock!' I at once remembered the beautiful ode

*Die Friihlingsfeier ' (The Spring Festival) which was in her mind,

and lost myself in the torrent of emotions which rushed over me
with this name."

On the other hand, Schiller has well expressed the limitations of

Klopstock's genius, when in trying to define his place among modern
poets he says: "His sphere is always the realm of ideas, and he

makes everything lead up to the infinite. One might say that he

robs everything that he touches of its body in order to turn it into

spirit, whereas other poets seek to clothe the spiritual with a body."

It is undoubtedly this lack of plastic power, this inability to create

living, palpable beings, which prevented Klopstock from attaining the

high artistic ideal which his first great effusions seemed to prophesy.

The older he grew, the more he withdrew from the actual world, the

more he surrounded himself with the halo of superhuman experiences,

the more he insisted on describing the indescribable and expressing

the inexpressible; until at last the same man whose first youthful

*A portion of this sketch is drawn from the author's work, < Social Forces

in German Literature,' by the kind permission of its publishers, Messrs. Henry

Holt & Co. of New York.
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utterances had set free mighty forces of popular passion, was intelli-

gible only to a few adepts initiated into the mysteries of his artificial,

esoteric language.

And yet it is easy to see that it was precisely through this exag-

gerated and overstrained spirituality that Klopstock achieved the

greatest of his work. He would never have ^produced the marvelous

impression upon his contemporaries which he did produce, had he

attempted to present life as it is. That task had been done by the

realistic comedy and novel of the seventeenth century. What was

needed at Klopstock's time was a higher view of human existence,

the kindling of larger emotions, the pointing out of loftier aims. A
man was needed who- should give utterance to that religious idealism,

which, though buried under the ruins of popular independence, was

nevertheless the one vital principle of Protestantism not yet extinct;

a man who, through an exalted conception of nationality, should in-

spire his generation with a new faith in Germany's political future;

a man who, by virtue of his own genuine sympathy with all that is

human in the noblest sense, and through his unwavering belief in the

high destiny of mankind, should usher in a new era of enlightened

cosmopolitanism. -It was Klopstock's spirituality which enabled him

to assume this threefold leadership ; and the immeasurable services

rendered by him in this capacity to the cause of religion, fatherland,

and humanity, may well make us forget the artistic shortcomings by
which they were accompanied.

Klopstock led German literature from the narrow circle of private

emotions and purposes to which the absolutism of the seventeenth

century had come near confining it, into the broad realm of universal

sympathy. He was the first great freeman since the days of Luther.

He did not, like Haller, content hiriiself with the sight of an inde-

pendent but provincial and primitive life, as afforded by the rural

communities of Switzerland. He did not, like Gellert, turn away from

the oppressed and helpless condition of the German people to a

weakly, exaggerated cultivation of himself. He addressed himself to

the whole nation; nay, to all mankind. And by appealing to all that

is grand amd noble ; by ' calling forth those passions and emotions

which link .the human to the divine; by awakening the poor down-

trodden souls of men who thus far had known themselves only as

the subjects of princes to the consciousness of their moral and spir-

itual citizenship,—he became the prophet of that invisible republic

which now for nearly a century and a half has been the ideal coun-

terpart in German life of a stern monarchical reality.

From the aesthetic point of view, Klopstock is above all a master

of musical expression. His odes— in which he celebrates nature,

friendship, freedom, fatherland—remind us of Richard Wagner in
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the boldness of their rhythmic effects and in their irresistible appeal
to passionate emotion. Even his great religious epic < Der Messias *

(The Messiah) is not so much an epic as a high-pitched musical

composition. Reality of events, clearness of motive, naturalness of

character, directness of style,— these are things for which in most
parts of the poem we look in vain. Throughout its twenty cantos

we constantly circle between heaven, hell, and earth, without at

any given moment seeming to know where we are; and instead of

straightforward action we often must be satisfied with a portentous

glance, an effusive prayer, or a mysterious sigh. But these defects

of the ^Messiah' as an epic poem are offset by an extraordinary

wealth of lyric motives. Indeed, the narrative part of the poem
should be looked upon merely as the recitative element of an ora-

torio, connecting those passages with each other in which the com-
position rises to its height,— the arias and choruses. Nearly every

important speech in the 'Messiah' is a lyric song, and at least one

entire canto— the twentieth— is given over to choral effects: from

beginning to end this canto is a succession of crowds of jubilant souls

thronging about the Redeemer, as he slowly pursues his triumphal

path through the heavens, until at last he ascends the throne and
sits at the right hand of the Father. It would be hard to imagine

a more impressive finale than this bursting of the universe into a

mighty hymn of praise echoing from star to star, and embracing the

voices of all zones and ages; and it is indeed strange that a poet

who was capable of such visions as these should have been taken to

task by modern critics for not having confined himself more closely

to the representation of actual conditions.

Klopstock was a true liberator. He was the first among modern
German poets who drew his inspiration from the depth of a heart

beating for all humanity. He was the first among them greater than

his works. By putting the stamp of his own wonderful personality

upon everything that he wrote or did,—by lifting himself, his friends,

the objects of his love and veneration, into the sphere of extraor-

dinary spiritual experiences,— he raised the ideals of his age to a

higher pitch ; and although his memory has been dimmed through the

greater men who came after him, the note struck by him still vibrates

in the finest chords of the life of to-day.

fCu^n^e^rf'^''''*^

Biographical Note. — Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock was born at

Quedlinburg on July 2d, 1724. During his school-days at Schulpforta

be conceived the plan of the 'Messiah.* The first three cantos were
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published anonymously during his university career at Leipzig in

1748, and made a deep impression upon Germany. Frederick V. of

Denmark invited him to Copenhagen and offered him a pension to

enable him to finish the poem. He accepted. The last cantos ap-

peared in 1773. With Klopstock a new era in German verse began,

for he abandoned the formal, mechanical rhyming for the rhythmic

swing of classic measures. It is in his odes that he reaches the

height of his poetic genius. He died in Ottensee near Hamburg, on

March 14th, 1803.

THE ROSE-WREATH

I

FOUND her by the shady rill;

I bound her with a wreath of rose:

She felt it not, but slumbered still.

I looked on her; and on the spot

My life with hers did blend and close:

I felt it, but I knew it not.

Some lisping, broken words I spoke,

And rustled light the wreath of rose;

Then from her slumber she awoke.

She looked on me ; and from that hour

Her life with mine did blend and close;

And round us it was Eden's bower.

w
THE SUMMER NIGHT

HEN o'er the woods that sleep below.

The moonbeam pours her gentle light.

And odors of the lindens flow

On the cool airs of night,

—

Thoughts overshade me of the tomb.

Where my beloved rest. I see

In the deep forest naught but gloom;
No blossom breathes to me.

Such nights, ye dead, with you I passed!

How cool and odorous streamed the air!

The moonbeam then, so gently cast.

Made Nature's self more fair!
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HERMANN AND THUSNELDA

a! there comes he, with sweat, with blood of Romans,
And with dust of the fight all stained! Oh, never

Saw I Hermann so lovely!

Never such fire in his eyes!
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Come! I tremble for joy; hand me the Eagle

And the red, dripping sword! come, breathe, and rest thee;

Rest thee here in my bosom;

Rest from the terrible fight!

Rest thee, while from thy brow I wipe the big drops,

And the blood from thy cheek!— that cheek, how glowing!

Hermann! Hermann! Thusnelda
Never so loved thee before!

No, not then, when thou first, in old oak shadows.

With that manly brown arm didst wildly grasp me!
Spell-bound I read in thy look

That immortality then

Which thou now hast won. Tell to the forests.

Great Augustus, with trembling, amidst his gods now.

Drinks his nectar; for Hermann,
Hermann immortal is found!

"Wherefore curl'st thou my hair? Lies not our father

Cold and silent in death ? Oh, had Augustus

Only headed his army,

—

He should lie bloodier there!"

Let me lift up thy hair; 'tis sinking, Hermann:
Proudly thy locks should curl above the crown now!

Sigmar is with the immortals!

Follow, and mourn him no more!

THE TWO MUSES

J

SAW— Oh, tell me, saw I what now takes place?

Beheld I the future?— I saw the muse of Germany,

Side by side with her of Britain,

Fly with hot speed to the goals of coronation.

Two goals, dimly gleaming, far as the eye could reach,

Bounded the race-ground. O'er one in majesty
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Oaks cast their shadows; near the other

Palm-trees were waving in evening splendors.

At home in contest, stepped she of Albion

Out on the arena,— proudly as when of old

So matched with Grecian muse and Roman,

She trod the hot sand for the prize of glory.

There stood the youthful, trembling combatant;

With manly emotion she trembled, and fiery

Flaming blushes, victory's omens,

Streamed o'er her cheek, and her golden hair flew.

E'en now, with labor, fast in her heaving breast

She holds the breath down; bent on the goal she hangs;

She seems to see the herald's trumpet

Rise to his lips,— and her drunken eye swims.

Proud of her rival, prouder of herself, then

Spake the lofty Britoness, and measured with noble mien

Thee, Thuiscona:— «Yes, by the Bards, I

Gfrew up with thee in the ancient oak grove.

"But Fame had told me thou wert not living now.

O Muse, forgive me, if thou immortal art.

Forgive, that now so late I learn it;

But at the goal must it yet be taught me!

«Lo, there it stands! But mark'st thou the crowned one

So far beyond it ? Maiden, this proud reserve—
This self-command— this glance of fire

Downward to earth cast— I know its meaning.

"Yet weigh, one moment, ere, big with danger, sounds

Yon herald's trumpet! Was it not I who once

Measured the ground with her of Thermopylae,

And with the famed of the seven hills too ?

"

She spake. The herald drew nearer, and with him came
Swift the decisive moment.— «I love thee!'*

With flaming look quick spake Teutona:—
"Britoness, yea, I do wildly love thee;

"Yet more, far more— I love immortality

And yonder palms! Then touch, if thy genius

So wills it, touch them first; yet the moment
When thou shalt Jietze ,it- the crown is mine too.
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"And, oh, how I tremble! O ye immortals.

Haply I may reach the proud goal before thee.

Then, oh, then may I feel thy hot breath

Stir my loose locks as thou pantest after."

The trumpet rang. They flew as on eagles' wings.

Far along the race-ground boiled up the clouds of dust.

I looked: beyond the oak yet thicker

Rolled the dark mass, and my eye had lost them.

PROPHECY

FROM the charger's glances, the hoof's uplifting.

Stamping of hoofs, neighing, snorting, and bound.

The bards foretold fate; I too see.

And my eye pierces the future.

Will it gall forever? Thy yoke, Germania,

Soon it will fall: one more century yet,

And then it is done; then the rule

Of the sword yields to the reason.

For with curving neck through the forest rushed he,

Bounded along, tossed his mane to the wind,

—

The steed,— as an omen, with scorn

For the storm's rage and the stream's rage.

On the meadow stood he, and stamped and neighing

Lifted his eyes; careless grazed he, and proud,

Nor looked on the rider who lay

In his blood, dead by the merestone.

It is not forever! Thy yoke, Germania,

Soon it will fall: one more century yet,

And then it is done; then the rule

Of the sword yields to the reason.

Translated for <A Library of the World's Best Literature' by Francis J.

Lange
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FROM <THE SPRING FESTIVAL >

WOULD that I might praise thee, O Lord, as my soul thirsts!

Ever more gloriously dost thou reveal thyself!

Ever darker grows the night around thee

And more replete with blessings.

Do ye see the witness of his presence, the sudden flash?

Do ye hear Jehovah's thunder?

Hear ye his voice,

The convulsing thunder of the Lord ?

Lord! Lord! God!

Merciful and kind!

Adored and praised

Be thy glorious name!

And the blasts of the tempest ? They carry the thunder

!

How they roar! How they surge through the forest with resounding

waves

!

And now they are silent! Slowly wanders

The sombre cloud.

Do ye see the new witness of his presence, the winged flash ?

Hear ye high in the clouds the thunder of the Lord ?

He shouts— Jehovah! Jehovah!

And the shattered woods reek.

But not our hut!

Our Father commanded
His destroyer

To pass by our hut!

But the kind and copious rain

Resounds across the fields.

The thirsting earth is refreshed

And heaven unburdened of its blessings.

And lo! Jehovah comes no more in the tempest!

In the softly whispering gentle breezes

Jehovah comes.

And beneath Him bends the bow of peace.

Translated for <A Library of the World's Best Literature > by Francis J.

Lange
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TO YOUNG
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DIE, aged prophet! Lo, thy crown of palms

Has long been springing, and the tear of joy

Quivers on angel-lids

Astart to welcome thee!

Why linger ? Hast thou not already built

Above the clouds thy lasting monument ?

Over thy * Night Thoughts,' too,

The pale free-thinkers watch.

And feel there's prophecy amid the song

When of the dead-awakening trump it speaks,

Of coming final doom
And the wise will of Heaven.

Die! Thou hast taught me that the name of death

Is to the just a glorious sound of joy!

But be my teacher still;

Become my genius there!

Translation of W. Taylor.

MY RECOVERY

RECOVERY,— daughter of Creation too,

Though not for immortality designed,

—

The Lord of life and death

Sent thee from heaven to me

!

Had I not heard thy gentle tread approach.

Not heard the whisper of thy welcome voice.

Death had with iron foot

My chilly forehead pressed.

'Tis true, I then had wandered where the earths

Roll around suns; had strayed along the path

Where the maned comet soars

Beyond the armed eye;

And with the rapturous, eager greet had hailed

The inmates of those earths and of those suns;

Had hailed the countless host

That throng the comet's disk;

Had asked the novice questions, and obtained

Such answers as a sage vouchsafes to youth;

Had learned in hours far more

Than ages here unfold!
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But I had then not ended here below

What, in the enterprising bloom of life,

Fate with no light behest

Required me to begin.

Recovery,— daughter of Creation too.

Though not for immortality designed,

—

The Lord of life and death

Sent thee from heaven to me!

Translation of W. Taylor.

THE CHOIRS

DEAR dream which I must ne'er behold fulfilled.

Thou beamy form, more fair J;han orient day.

Float back, and hover yet

Before my swimming sight!

Do they wear crowns in vain, that they forbear

To realize the heavenly portraiture ?

Shall marble hearse them all.

Ere the bright change be wrought ?

Hail, chosen ruler of a freer world!

For thee shall bloom the never-fading song.

Who bidd'st it be,— to thee

Religion's honors rise.

Yes! could the g^rave allow, of thee I'd sing:

For once would inspiration string the lyre,

—

The streaming tide of joy.

My pledge for loftier verse.

Great is thy deed, my wish. He has not known
What 'tis to melt in bliss, who never felt

Devotion's raptures rise

On sacred Music's wing;

Ne'er sweetly trembled, when adoring choirs

Mingle their hallowed songs of solemn praise,

And at each awful pause

The unseen choirs above.

Long float around my forehead, blissful dream!
I hear a Christian people hymn their God,

And thousands kneel at once,

Jehovah, Lord, to thee!
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The people sing their Savior, sing the Son;
Their simple song according with the heart,

Yet lofty, such as lifts

The aspiring soul from earth.

On the raised eyelash, on the burning cheek.
The young tear quivers; for they view the goal, '

Where shines the golden crown.

Where angels wave the palm.

Hush! the clear song wells forth. Now flows along
Music, as if poured artless from the breast;

For so the Master willed

To lead its channeled course.

Deep, strong, it seizes on the swelling heart.

Scorning what knows not to call down the tear,

Or shroud the soul in gloom
Or steep in holy awe.

Borne on the deep, slow sounds, a holy awe
Descends. Alternate voices sweep the dome.

Then blend their choral force,

—

The theme, hnpending Doom;

Or the triumphal Hail to Him who rose.

While all the host of heaven o'er Sion's hill

Hovered, and praising saw
Ascend the Lord of Life.

One voice alone, one harp alone, begins;

But soon joins in the ever fuller choir.

The people quake. They feel

A glow of heavenly fire.

Joy, joy! they scarce support it. Rolls aloud

The organ's thunder,—now more loud and more,

—

And to the shout of all

The temple trembles too.

Enough! I sink! The wave of people bows
Before the altar,— bows the front to earth;

They taste the hallowed cup.

Devoutly, deeply, still.

One day, when rest my bones beside a fane.

Where thus assembled worshipers adore.
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The conscious grave shall heave,

Its flowerets sweeter bloom;

And on the morn that from the rock He sprang,

When panting Praise pursues his way,

I'll hear—He rose again

Vibrating through the tomb.

Translation of W. Taylor.

FROM <THE MESSIAH >

SEVEN times the thunder's stroke had rent the veil.

When now the voice of God in gentle tone

Was heard descending: "God is Love," it spoke;

«Love, ere the worlds or their inhabitants

To life were called. In the accomplishment

Of this, my most mysterious, highest act.

Love am I still. Angels, ye shall behold

The death of earth's great Judge, the eternal Son;

And ye shall learn to know the Deity,

With adoration new to invoke his name.

Should not his arm uphold ye, at the sight

Of that dread day in terror ye would fade;.

For finite are your forms!" The voice now ceased.

Their holy hands the admiring angels clasped

In silent awe. A sign the Almighty made.

And in the face divine, Eloa read

The mandate given. To the celestial host

He cried, « Lift up your eyes to the Most High,

Ye chosen, favored children ! Ye have longed

(God is your witness) to behold this day
Of his Messiah, this atoning day!

Shout, then, ye cherubim! behold your God;
The First and Last, the great Jehovah, deigns

To meet your wish. Yon seraph, messenger

From the eternal Son on your behalf,

Is to the altar sent. Had ye not been

Permitted thus to view the wondrous work
Of man's redemption, secret it had passed

In solitary, silent mystery.

But now, while sons of earth shall joyful sing

This day throughout eternity, our voice

In shouts shall join their chorus. With glad eye
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Of piercing vision shall we contemplate

This mystery of atonement; clearer far

Shall we perceive it than the weeping band,

Who, though in error clouded, faithful still

Surround their Savior. Ah, what shall befall

His hardened persecutors! From life's book
Their names have long been blotted. Light divine

Jehovah grants alone to his redeemed;

No more with tears shall they behold the blood

For their atonement shed, but see its stream

Merge in the ocean of immortal life.

Oh, then in the soft lap of peace consoled,

The festival of light, and endless rest,

Triumphant shall they celebrate! Ye hosts

Of seraphim, and ye blest ransomed souls

Of righteous patriarchs, the jubilee,

The Sabbath of eternity, draws nearl

Race after race of man shall thronging join

Your happy numbers, till, the reckoning filled,

The final doom pronounced, with glorious forms

All shall anew be clothed, and jointly taste

One universal bliss! Now, angels, haste!

Bid the seraphic guardians, who by God
To rule the spheres are stationed, straight prepare

To solemnize the great mysterious Day!

Ye patriarchs, from whom the Savior draws

His mortal lineage, to that sun repair

Which lights redemption's theatre! From thence

Ye may your great Redeemer view! A day

Jehovah sanctifies; a> holy day

Greater than that which by your festal songs,

Ye mighty seraphim, was solemnized.

When, from creation pausing, God proclaimed

His primal Sabbath. Then, full well ye know.

Angelic powers, how bright young Nature smiled.

How fresh and lovely ; how the morning stars.

With you, to their Creator homage paid.

Behold, a greater work the eternal Son

Will soon accomplish ! Haste then, angels, haste

!

Proclaim it through creation! Lo, the day

Of the Messiah's free obedience comes.

The Sabbath of the eternal covenant!"

Eloa ceased. All Heaven in silence heard,

—

Their eyes uplifted toward the sanctuary.

8703
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To Gabriel then a sign the Almighty made,

And swift the seraph to the throne advanced,

And secret charge received to bear behest

To Uriel, the sun's regent, and to those

Who o'er the earth bear rule, of high import,

Touching the Savior's death. Their golden seats

Meantime the high seraphic powers now left,

By Gabriel followed. Ere he yet approached

The mystic altar of the earth, his ear

Caught the deep murmured sighs, which low were

breathed,

In fervent wishes for the expected hour

Of man's salvation. There distinct arose

The voice of Adam, who through ages wept
His hapless fall. This was the altar seen

By him in Patmos, the high-favored seer

Of the new covenant: thence he heard the voice

Of martyred saints descend, whose plaintive cries

Mourned the delay of vengeance. Toward this spot

Gabriel advanced; when swift the first of men.
Eager to meet the coming seraph, flew.

A form impalpable of lustre clear

Enveloped Adam's spirit, beautiful

As that fair thought which the creative mind
In model imaged for the form of Man,
When, from the sacred earth of Paradise,

Fresh from his Maker's hand, youthful he sprung.

With radiant smile, which o'er his beaming brow
Celestial light diffused, Adam drew near.

And earnest spoke. « Hail, gracious messenger

!

While I thy lofty mission heard, my soul

In joy was rapt. May I then view the form
. Of manhood by the Savior worn, that form
Of mercy, in whose meek disguise he deigns

My fallen race to save! Show me the trace,

O seraph, of my Savior's earthly path

:

My eye with awe shall view the distant track.

But may the first of sinners tread the spot

Whence the Messiah raised his face to heaven
And swore to ransom man? Maternal earth.

How do I sigh once more to visit thee!

I, thy first habitant! Thy barren fields

By God's dread curse defaced, where now in garb
Of frail mortality, such earthly frame
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As in the dust I left, the Savior walks,

Would lovelier meet mine eyes than thy bright plains.

Thou long-lost Paradise !
" Adam here paused.

To whom the seraph: «I will speak thy wish

To the Redeemer: should his will divine

Grant thy petition, he will summon thee

His lowliest humiliation to behold."

Now had the angelic host all quitted heaven.

Spreading to distant spheres their separate flight.

Gabriel alone descended to the earth,

Which by the neighboring stars, as each rolled by
Its splendid orb, was hailed with joyful shouts.

The salutations glad reached Gabriel's ear

In silver tones : — " Queen of the scattered worlds

!

Object of universal gaze! Bright spot.

Again selected for the theatre

Of God's high presence! Blest spectatress thou

Of his Messiah's work of mystery!"

Thus sung the spheres; and through the concave vast

Angelic voices echoed back the sounds.

Gabriel exulting heard, and swift in flight

Reached earth's dim surface. O'er her silent vales

Refreshing coolness and deep slumber hung
Yet undisturbed; dark clouds of mist still lay

Heaped heavily upon her mountain-tops.

Through the surrounding gloom Gabriel advanced

In search of the Redeemer. Deep within

A narrow cleft which rent the forked height

Of sacred Olivet, oppressed by thought

The Savior sleeping lay; a jutting rock

His resting-place. With reverence Gabriel viewed

His tranquil slumber, and in wonder gazed

On that hid majesty which man's frail form,

By union with the Godhead, had acquired.

Still on the Savior's face the traces beamed
Of grace and love ; the smile of mercy there

Still lingered visible; still in his eye

A tear of pity hung. But faintly showed

Those outward tokens of his soul, now sunk

In sleep profound. So lies the blooming earth

In eve's soft twilight veiled; her beauteous face,

Scarce recognized, so meets the inquiring eye

Of some close-hovering seraph, while aloft

In the yet lonely sky, the evening star

XV—545
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Shoots her pale radiance, calling from his bower

The contemplative sage. After long pause,

Gabriel thus softly cried:— << O Thou, whose eye

Omniscient searches heaven! who hear'st my words,

Though wrapped in sleep thy mortal body lies!

I have fulfilled thy mission. While my course

Returning I pursued, a fervent prayer

Adam implored me to convey. Thy face,

O gracious Savior, he on earth would see!

Now must I hasten, by Jehovah sent

On glorious ministration. Be ye hushed.

All living creatures! Every moment's space

Of this swift-flying time, while here yet lies

The world's Creator, dearer must ye deem
Than ages passed in duteous zeal for man.

Be still, ye whispering winds, as o'er this hill

Of lonely graves ye sweep, or sighing breathe

Your gentlest melodies! Descend, ye clouds.

And o'er these shades drop coolness and repose.

Deep and refreshing! Wave not your dark heads,

Ye tufted cedars! Cease, ye rustling groves.

While your Creator sleeps ! * The seraph's voice

In whispers low now sunk; and swift he flew

To join th' assembled watchers, who, with him
(The faithful ministers of God's high will)

Governed with delegated rule the earth.

Thither he hastened to proclaim the approach

Of man's atonement by his Savior paid.
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THE KORAN
BY HENRY PRESERVED SMITH

jjORAN, the well-known sacred book of the Mohammedans. The
word is variously written Coran, Kur'an, Qur'an, or with

the article, Alcoran, Al-Koran, El-Qur'an. It is derived

from a word meaning to chant, to recite, or to read aloud, especially

as an act of Divine service. Mohammed borrowed the word and the

idea from the preceding revealed religions, both of which made the

liturgical reading of their Scriptures a prominent part of public

worship. A single composition or chapter is called a Koran (x. 16),

and the whole body of revelations is the Koran. In one instance

(xv. 91) the word Koran is made to cover the whole body of revealed

books, including the Old and New Testaments as well as the book of

Mohammed.
The Koran is perhaps the most widely read book in the world.

It is the text-book in all Mohammedan schools. All Moslems know
large parts of it by heart. Devout Moslems read it through once a

month. Portions of it are recited in the five daily prayers, and the

recitation of the whole book is a meritorious work frequently per-

formed at solemn or festival anniversaries. What Arabic science

there .is, has the Koran as its object; and the ambition of every

devout Moslem student is to apprehend the divine philosophy which

it is supposed to contain.

There is no reasonable doubt that the Koran is the work of Mo-
hammed. Its parts were published by him at intervals during the

more than twenty years of his activity as prophet. It is not clear

that all were immediately put on record, but the Prophet encouraged

his followers to commit them to heart. Some, however, were written

down on whatever material came to hand; for we are told that when
a collection of the whole was made, the parts were found " on leaves

of the palm, on white stones and the shoulder-blades of sheep and

camels, and in the breasts of men.'> This essential work of collec-

tion was done soon after the Prophet's death, by his amanuensis,

Zaid Ibn Thabit, at the command of the Caliph Abu Bekr. A few

years later, as divergent copies were circulated, the Caliph Othman
ordered a standard text to be made by three learned men ; and when
this was completed, other copies were made to conform to it. This

received text has been transmitted without substantial variation to our
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own time, and probably represents correctly the work of Mohammed.
No insinuation against its accuracy was ever uttered by the surviving

comrades of the Prophet.

The Koran consists of chapters, each of which is called a Sura.

They vary in length from a single line to many pages.* There is

reason to think that the longer ones are made by putting together

compositions originally published at different times. In these chap-

ters, unity of thought or plan is difficult to discover. The only

principle of arrangement for the book as a whole was to put the

longest Suras first and the shortest last: this from the second Sura

on,— the first place was given to the brief prayer called the Fatiha.

Mohammed disclaimed the title of poet. His earliest compositions,

however, have a certain rhythmic form; the verses being short, with

three or four accented syllables. All the verses of a single revelation

rhyme, and a change in the rhyme indicates a transition to a new
composition. The later chapters are also in rhyme; but as the verses

are much longer, the poetic effect is lost.

The fragmentary character of the Suras, and the lack of plan in

the arrangement of the book as a whole, throw great obstacles in the

way of the reader. Moreover, as is the case in many early books,

much is only obscurely expressed because the author expected to sup-

ply something by his own action in delivery. It is of the first import-

ance, therefore, to bring the various revelations into connection with.

the life of Mohammed. Some help is given us here by the Tradi-

tions; but for the most part we are dependent on internal evidence.

It is evident at the first glance that the shorter Suras are rhapsodic

in character; gushes of emotion, coming from a man under religious

excitement. The longer compositions, on the other hand, are prosaic,

the result of reflection, frequently commonplace or trivial. With this

general criterion, and with the help of tradition, we can separate

roughly three periods of composition.

I. Those Suras which constitute the earliest group come last in

the arrangement of the received text. In them Mohammed appears

as a preacher of new truth. Himself much impressed by the doctrine

of the unity of God, he professes it fervently while protesting against

the idolatry of his countrymen. In the intensity of his emotion, he

strengthens his asseverations by oaths of strange import; as in the

following (Sura 100):—

«By the galloping panting troops,

That strike fire from the rocks,

That make their attack at the dawn,

*The longest fills twenty-three pages of Pliigel's Arabic text; the shortest

occupies less than the tenth part of a single page.
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Whose feet raise a cloud of dust!

Verily, man is ungrateful to his Lord!

Himself must testify this.

Strong only in the love of earthly good!

Doth he not know that when what is in the

tombs is brought forth,

And what is in the breasts is brought to light.

On that day their Lord will know concerning them?'*

As is indicated at the close of this Sura, the coming Judgment
is a prominent thought of the Prophet at this period. It is in fact

alluded to in nearly every chapter,- and is described in language
closely approaching the Biblical pictures of the Day of Jehovah. The
earth will shake violently and deliver up its dead; the mountains
will be reduced to dust, or become like wool; the moon will be rent

in twain; men and demons will be summoned to an account. After

this, the good will be welcomed to gardens in which flow perennial

streams, while the wicked will be consigned to the flame. These
predictions form the staple of the revelations of this period, as anj'

one will readily convince himself by reading from the seventy-third

Sura onward through the book. The repetitions show no great fer-

tility of imagination on the part of the author.

2. As Mohammed continued to preach, he discovered that his

mere announcement was not taken seriously by his hearers. They
refused to give up their false gods, and they scoffed at the idea of a

Judgement. He found it necessary to argue with them and to instruct

them. His argument was simply a more extended description of the

character of God, with an appeal to his power as shown in nature.

An example is the following (xiii. 10, ff.):—
«God is the Knower of the secret and of the manifest, the Great, the

Exalted. It is the same to him whether one speak in secret or speak openly;

whether one conceal himself in the night or go abroad in the day. Each

man has companions before and behind, who watch him by the command of

God. . . . He it is who shows you the lightning, an object of fear and yet

of desire, and who brings up the heavy-laden clouds. The thunder chants his

praise ; the angels also, moved by fear of him. He sends the thunderbolts and
strikes whom he will. Yet men dispute concerning God, though he is mighty

in power. To him sincere prayer is to be made, and those who pray to

another than to him shall receive no answer, more than one who stretches out

his hand to the water to bring it to his mouth, when he is not within reach of

it. The prayer of the unbelievers is only a going astray. Yet to God what-

ever is in heaven or on earth bows down willingly or unwillingly— even the

shadows morning and evening."

In this same connection we find the argument from nature— where

God is described as sending down the rain which fills the streams;
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and in general we may say that the power and goodness of God in

creation and providence are a favorite theme.

For the historical material which he uses in this period, Mohammed
depends mainly on the Bible. He does not refuse stories from other

sources, as Arabic tradition. Whatever he uses he molds to his own
purpose so palpably that we do not need to read between the lines.

He has a scheme of history, according to which every epoch has

had a prophet to preach the unity of God. The prophet has made
a few converts, but the mass of his people have been unbelieving.

The result has been a judgment of God upon the people, in which

all perish except the prophet and his followers. Noah and Moses

are favorite characters, because they can be fitted so easily into this

scheme. They arQ therefore brought into prominence a number of

times. So is Abraham, because he was the first of the true believers.

The destruction of Sodom and of the Arab tribes (of which tradition

tells) readily enforces the same lesson. Whatever the narrative may
be, we hear the voice of Mohammed warning and rebuking— whether

the ostensible person be Noah or Abraham or Moses. There is no-

where any interest in history for its own sake. The only exception

is the story of Joseph, where it almost seems as if the beauty of the

Biblical narrative had made the Prophet forget his main purpose.

It is impossible to quote here from this material. From the lit-

erary point of view it has little interest, both because of the promi-

nence of the purpose and because of its repetitions. Not only are

the same stories repeated,— they are interlarded with stereotyped

phrases which cover the author's barrenness of thought, or relieve

his embarrassment in the matter of rhyme.

3. With the emigration to Medina, Mohammed's circumstances

were entirely changed. He had been the proscribed preacher of a

persecuted sect. He now became the civil ruler as well as the reli-

gious leader of a devoted band of followers. The state of the com-
munity was such that this soon made him an autocrat over a growing
State. His thought was necessarily. turned to matters of public policy.

He knew no distinction between State and church. The Koran em-
bodied the decrees of the civil ruler as well as the oracles of the

revealer of truth. Hence the third period shows a predominance
of legislative matter. The division of the booty, the treatment of

captives and renegades, the penalties for wrongs inflicted by the

believers on each other, measures to be taken for the common de-

fense— all these receive attention. The lesson of the victory at Bedr
is set forth for the encouragement of believers, and the mortification

of the defeat at Ohod is made to teach the danger of disobedience.

Even the personal affairs of the Prophet are treated in the Koran,
and God is made to rebuke the Bedawin for rude conduct, to scold
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Mohammed's wives for their quarrels, to exculpate Ayesha when as-

sailed by slander, and to give the Prophet a dispensation from the

law imposed on other Moslems. All this is of great interest for the

historian and for the student of comparative law; but it has no place

in literature.

The Arabs affirm that the style of the Koran is perfection itself.

Mohammed himself challenged men and demons to produce anything

like it. As an article of faith, this cannot be shaken by criticism.

And it must be admitted that from its position as the Book of God,

the Koran has been a model for Arabic authors. In this respect its

importance is parallel to that of Luther's Bible, or to that of the

Authorized English Version. It fixed a standard, and is therefore

a classic.

The foreigner may hesitate to contradict the consensus of Arabic

opinion ; but he can hardly fail to see that, judged by the best mod-
els of the world's literature, the Koran has many shortcomings. The
compositions are without plan. There is rarely an ordered sequence

of thought. The author often labors to express what he has to say.

Stock phrases are used to relieve the lack of fluency. Monotonous

repetitions of the same story testify to lack of invention. There are

passages of great beauty and force, but they make up only a small

part of the whole. Mohammed was not a master of style.

The translation of Sale, which has been published in numerous
editions, is still regarded as the best. Rodwell in his translation

(1861) attempts to arrange the Suras in chronological order. The
reader may be referred also to the article ' Mohammedanism ' in the

' Encyclopsedia Britannica' (Vol. xvi., pages 597 fE.) and the titles

< Muhammed ' and < Qur'an ' in Hughes's * Dictionary of Islam. >

SELECTIONS FROM THE KORAN

Translation of E. H. Palmer in <The Sacred Books of the East>

The Opening Chapter

IN
THE name of the merciful and compassionate God.

Praise belongs to God, the Lord of the worlds, the mer-

ciful, the compassionate, the ruler of the Day of Judgment!

Thee we serve and thee we ask for aid. Guide us in the right

path, the path of those thou art gracious to; not of those thou

art wroth with, nor of those who err.
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The Chapter of the Night

In the name of the merciful and Compassionate God.

By the night when it veils!

And the day when it is displayed!

And by what created male and female!

Verily, your efforts are diverse!

But as for him who gives alms and fears God,

And believes in the best,

We will send him easily to ease!

But as for him who is niggardly,

And longs for wealth,

And calls the good a lie.

We will send him easily to difficulty!

And his wealth shall not avail him

When he falls down [into hell]!

Verily it is for us to guide;

And verily, ours are the hereafter and the former life!

And I have warned you of a fire that flames!

None shall broil thereon but the most wretched, who says it

is a lie and turns his back.

But the pious shall be kept away from it—he who gives his

wealth in alms, and who gives no favor to any one for the sake

of reward, but only craving the face of his Lord the most High;

in the end he shall be well pleased!

The Chapter of the Dawn

In the name of the merciful and compassionate God.

By the dawn and ten nights!

And the single and the double!

And the night when it travels on!

Is there in that an oath for a man of common-sense ?

Hast thou not seen how thy Lord did with Ad?— with Iram

of the columns ? the like of which has not been created in the

land?

And Tharmud when they hewed the stones in the valley ?

And Pharaoh of the stakes ?

Who were outrageous in the land, and did multiply wicked-

ness therein, and thy Lord poured out upon them the scourge

of torment,
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Verily, thy Lord is on a watch-tower! and as for man, when-
ever his Lord tries him and honors him and grants him favor,

then he says, " My Lord has honored me ; " but whenever he
tries him and doles out to him his subsistence, then he says,

" My Lord despises me !

"

Nay, but ye do not honor the orphan, nor do ye urge each

other to feed the poor, and ye devouring the inheritance [of the

weak] with a general devouring, and ye love wealth with a com-

plete love!

Nay, when the earth is crushed to pieces, and thy Lord comes

with the angels, rank on rank, and hell is brought on that day,

— on that day shall man be reminded! but how shall he have a

reminder ?

He will say, "Would that I had something forward for my
life!"

But on that day no one shall be tormented with a torment

like his, and no one shall be bound with bonds like his!

O thou comforted soul ! return unto thy Lord well pleased and

well pleased with!

And enter amongst my servants and enter my Paradise!

The Chapter of the Most High

In the name of the merciful and compassionate God.

Celebrate the name of thy Lord most High, who created and

fashioned, and who decreed and guided, and who brings forth

the pasture, and then makes it dusky stubble!

We shall make thee recite, and thou shalt not forget, save

what God pleases. Verily, he knows the open and what is con-

cealed; and we will send thee easily to ease: wherefore remind,

for verily the reminder is useful.

But he who fears will be mindful: but the wretch will avoid

it; he will broil on the great fire, and then therein shall neither

die nor live!

Prosperous is he who purifies himself and remembers the

name of his Lord and prays!

Nay, but yet prefer the life of this world, while the hereafter

is better and more lasting.

Verily, this was in the books of yore,— the books of Abraham

ftnd Mos^s,
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The Chapter of the Zodiacal Signs

In the name of the merciful and compassionate God.

By the heaven with its zodiacal signs!

And the promised day!

And the witness and the witnessed!

The fellows of the pit were slain;

And the fire with its kindling,

When they sat over it

And witnessed, that while, what they were doing with those

who believed.

And they took not vengeance on them save for their belief

in God, the mighty, the praiseworthy,

Who is the kingdoms of the heavens and the earth;

For God is witness over all!

Verily, those who make trial of the believers, men and women,
and do not repent, for them is the torment of hell, and for them
is the torment of the burning!

Verily, those who believe and act aright, for them are gardens

beneath which rivers flow,— that is the great bliss!

Verily, the violence of thy Lord is keen!

Verily, he produces and returns, and he is the forgiving, the

loving, the Lord of the glorious throne; the doer of what he

will!

Has there come to thee the story of the hosts of Pharaoh

and Tharmud ?

Nay, those who misbelieve do say it is a lie; but God is

behind them— encompassing !,

Nay, it is a glorious Qur'an in a preserved tablet.

The Chapter of the Cleaving Asunder

In the name of the merciful and compassionate God,
When the heaven is cleft asunder,

And when the stars are scattered,

And when the se'as gush together.

And when the tombs are turned upside down,
The soul shall know what it has sent on or kept back!

O man ! what has seduced thee concerning thy generous Lord,

who created thee and fashioned thee, and gave thee symmetry,
and in what form he pleased composed thee ?
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Nay, but ye call the judgment a lie! but over you are guard-

ians set,— noble, writing down! they know what ye do!

Verily, the righteous are in pleasure, and verily, the wicked

are in hell: they shall broil therein upon the Judgment Day; nor

shall they be absent therefrom!

And what shall make thee know what is Judgment Day ?

Again, what shall make thee know what is the Judgment Day ? a

day when no soul shall controj aught for another ; and the bidding

on that day belongs to God!

The Chapter of Those Sent

In the name of the merciful and compassionate God.

By those sent in a series!

And by those who speed swiftly!

And by the dispensers abroad!

And by the separators apart!

And by those who instill the reminder, as an excuse or warn-

ing!

Verily, what ye are threatened with will surely happen!

And when the stars shall be erased!

And when the heaven shall be cleft!

And when the mountains be winnowed.

And when the Apostles shall have a time appointed for them!

For what day is the appointment made ?

For the day of decision ! and what shall make thee know what

the decision is ?

Woe on that day for those who say it is a lie!

Have we not destroyed those of yore, and then followed them

up with those of the latter day? Thus do we with sinners.

Woe on that day for those who say it is a lie!

Did we not create you from contemptible water, and place

it in a sure depository unto a certain decreed term ? for we are

able, and well able too!

Woe on that day for those who say it is a lie!

Have we not made for them the earth to hold the living

and the dead ? and set thereon firm mountains reared aloft ? and

given you to drink water in streams?

Woe on that day for those who say it is a lie!

Go off to that which ye did call a lie! Go off to the shadow

of three columns, that shall not shade or avail against the flame!
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Verily, it throws off sparks like towers,— as though they were

yellow camels!

Woe on that day for those who say it is a lie!

This is the day when they may not speak,—when they are

not permitted to excuse themselves!

Woe on that day for those who say it is a lie!

This is the day of decision! We have assembled you with

those of yore: if ye have any stratagem, employ it now!

Woe on that day for those who say it is a lie!

Verily, the pious are amid shades and springs and fruit such

as they love.— « Eat and drink with good digestion, for that

which ye have done !

"

Verily, thus we do reward those who do well.

Woe on that day for those who say it is a lie!

« Eat and enjoy yourselves for a little : verily, ye are sinners !

"

Woe on that day for those who say it is a lie!

And when it is said to them, Bow down, they bow not down.

Woe on that day for those who say it is a lie!

And in what new, discourse after it will they believe?

The Chapter of the Ginn

In the name of the merciful and compassionate God.

Say, "I have been inspired that there listened a company of

the ginn, and they said, *We have heard a marvelous Qur'an

that guides to the right direction; and we believe therein, and

we join no one with our Lord, for verily, he—may the majesty

of our Lord be exalted!— has taken to himself no consort nor

son.

" <And verily, a fool amongst us spake against God wide of

the mark!
" 'And we thought that men and ginn would never speak a

lie against God.

" *And there are persons amongst men who seek for refuge

with persons amongst the ginn; but they increase them in their

perverseness. And they thought, as ye thought, that God would

not raise up any one from the dead.

"*But we touched the heavens and found them filled with a

mighty guard and shooting stars; and we did sit in certain seats

thereof to listen; but whoso of us listens now finds a shooting

§tar for him on guard,
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^ 'And verily, we know not whether evil be meant for those

who are in the earth, or if their Lord means right by them.
" 'And of us are some who are pious, and of us are some

who are otherwise: we are in separate bands.

" 'And we thought that we could not frustrate God in the

earth, and could not frustrate him by flight.

"
' But verily, when we heard the guidance we believed the

rein, and he who believes in his Lord shall fear neither diminu-

tion nor loss.

" 'And verily, of us are some who are Muslims, and of us

some are trespassers: but those of us who are Muslims, they strive

after right direction; and as for the trespassers, they are fuel for

hell.

" 'And if they will go right upon the way, we will irrigate

them with copious water to try them thereby; and whoso turns

from the remembrance of his Lord, He will drive him to severe

torment. '

"

And [say] that the mosques are God's, and that ye should not

call any one with God, and that when God's servant stood up to

pray, they called out to him and well-nigh crowded upon him.

Say, " I only call upon my Lord, and I join no one with him.

"

Say, " Verily, I cannot control for you either harm or right

direction.

"

Say, "Verily, as for me none can protect me against God,

nor do I find any refuge beside him,— except delivering the

message from God and his errands; and whoso rebels against God
and his Apostle, verily for him is the fire of hell for them to

dwell therein for ever and for aye !

"

Until when they see what they are threatened with, then shall

they surely know who is most weak at helping and fewest in

numbers

!

Say, " I know not if what ye are threatened with be nigh, or

if my Lord will set it for a term. He knows the unseen, and he

lets no one know his unseen save such people as he is well

pleased with; for verily, he sends marching before him and be-

hind him a guard !
* That he may know that they have delivered

the errands of the Lord; for he compasses what they have, and

reckons everything by number.
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The Chapter of the Kingdom

In the name of the merciful and compassionate God.

Blessed be He in whose hand is the kingdom, for he is mighty-

over all!

Who created death and life, to try you, which of you does

best; for he is the mighty, the forgiving!

Who created seven heavens in stories: thou canst not see any

discordance in the creation of the Merciful

!

Why, look again! canst thou see a flaw? Then look twice!—
thy look shall return to thee driven back and dulled!

And we have adorned the lower heaven with lamps, and set

them to pelt the devils with ; and we have prepared for them the

torment of the blaze !

.

And for those who disbelieve in their Lord is the torment of

hell, and an evil journey shall it be!

When they shall be cast therein they shall hear its braying as

it boils— it will well-nigh burst for rage!

Whenever a troop of them is thrown in, its treasurers shall

ask them, " Did not a warner come to you ?

"

They shall say, " Yea I a warner came to us, and we called

him a liar, and said, * God has not sent down aught: ye are but

in great error. '
?*

And they shall say, " Had we but listened or had sense, we
had not been amongst the fellows of the blaze !

"

And they will confess their sins; but "Avaunt to the fellows

of the blaze!*

Verily, those who fear their Lord in secret, for them is for-

giveness and great hire!

Speak ye secretly or openly, verily, he knows the nature of

men's breasts!

Ay! He knows who created! for he is the subtle, the well-

aware !

He it is who made the . earth flat for you : so walk in the

spacious sides thereof and eat of his provision; for unto him the

resurrection is!

Are ye sure that he who is in heaven will not cleave the

earth with you, and that it then shall quake ?

Or are ye sure that he who is in heaven will not send against

you a heavy sand-storm, and that ye shall know how the warning
was ?
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But those before them did call the Apostles liars, and what a

change it was!

Or have they not looked at the birds above them expanding

their wings or closing them ?— none holds them in except the

Merciful One; for he on everything doth look.

Or who is this who will be a host for you, to help you against

the Merciful?— the misbelievers are only a delusion!

Or who is this who will provide you if he hold back his pro-

vision ?

Nay, but they persist in perverseness and aversion!

Is he who walks upon his face more guided than he who
walks upright upon a straight path ?

Say, " It is he who produced yoii and made for you hearing

and sight and hearts,"— little it is that ye give thanks.

Say, " It is he who sowed you in the earth, and unto him ye

shall be gathered !

"

They say, " When shall this treat be, if ye do speak the

truth ?

»

Say, " The knowledge is only with God ; and I am but a plain

Warner !

"

And when they see it nigh, sorry shall be the faces of those

who misbelieve ; and it shall be said, " This is that for which you

used to call!

"

Say, " Have ye considered whether God destroy me and those

with me, or whether we obtain mercy; yet who will protect the

misbelievers from grievous torment ?
"

Say, " He is the Merciful ; we believe in him, and upon him
do we rely: and ye shall shortly know who it is that is in obvi-

ous error !

"

Say, " Have ye considered if your waters on the morrow should

have sunk, who is to bring you flowing water ?

"

The Chapter of the Ant

In the name of the merciful and compassionate God.

T. S. Those are the signs of the Qur'an and the perspicuous

Book; a guidance and glad tidings to the believers, who are

steadfast at prayer, and give alms, and of the hereafter are sure:

verily, those who believe not in the hereafter we have made
seemly for them in works, and they shall wander blindly on!
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These are they who shall have an evil torment, and they in the

hereafter shall be those who must lose. Verily, thou dost meet

with this Qur'an from the wise, the knowing One

!

When Moses said to his people, "Verily, I perceive a fire, I

will bring you therefrom news; or I will bring you a burning

brand: haply ye may be warned.'* But when he came to it, he

was called to, " Blessed be he who is in the fire, and he who is

about it! and celebrated be the praises of God, the Lord of the

worlds! O Moses! verily I am God, the mighty wise: throw down
thy staff!" and when he saw it quivering, as though it were a

snake, he turned back fleeing and did not return. "O Moses!

fear not: verily, as for me^— apostles fear not with me; save only

those who have done wrong and then substitute good for evil:

for verily, I am forgiving, merciful! but put thy hand in thy

bosom, it shall come forth white without hurt;— one of nine

signs of Pharaoh and his people: verily, they are a people who
act abominably.'*

And when our signs come to them visibly, they said, "This

is obvious sorcery ! " and they gainsaid them, though their souls

made sure of them, unjustly, haughtily; but behold what was the

end of the evil-doers!

And we gave David and Solomon knowledge; and they both

said, " Praise belongs to God, who hath preferred us over many
of his servants who believe !

"

And Solomon was David's heir ; and said, " O ye folk ! we have

been taught the speech of birds, and we have been given every-

thing: verily, this is an obvious grace!"

And assembled for Solomon were his hosts of the ginns and

men and birds, and they were marshaled; until they came upon
the valley of the ants. Said an ant, " O ye ants ! go into your

dwellings, that Solomon and his hosts crush you not while they

do not perceive."

And he smiled, laughing at her speech, and said, "O Lord!

excite me to be thankful for thy favor, wherewith thou hast

favored me and my parents, and to do righteotisness which may
please thee; and make me enter into thy mercy amongst thy

righteous servants!"

And he reviewed the birds, and said, "How is it I see not

the hoopoe ? is he then amongst the absent ? I will surely tor-

ment him with a severe torment; or I will surely slaughter him;
or he shall bring me obvious authority."
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And he tarried not long, and said, " I have compassed what

ye compassed not; for I bring you from Seba a sure information:

verily, I found a woman ruling over them, and she was given

all things, and she had a mighty throne; and I found her and

her people adoring the sun instead of God, for Satan had made
seemly to them their works, and turned them from the path, so

that they are not guided. Will they not adore God, who brings

forth the secrets of the heavens, and knows what they hide and

what they manifest ? God, there is no god but he, the Lord of

the mighty throne."

Said he, * We will see whether thou hast told the truth, or

whether thou art of those who lie. Go with this my letter and

throw it before them; then turn back away from them, and see

what they return."

Said she, * O ye chiefs ! verily, a noble letter has been thrown

before me. It is from Solomon, and verily it is, 'In the name
of the merciful and compassionate God. Do not rise up against

me, but come to me resigned ! ' " She said, " O ye chiefs ! pro-

nounce sentence for me in my affair. I never decide an affair

until ye testify for me."

They said, *We are endowed with strength, and endowed
with keen violence: but the bidding is thine; see then what it is

that thou wilt bid."

She said, "Verily, kings when they enter a city despoil it,

and make mighty ones of its people the meanest; thus it is they

do! So verily I am going to send them a gift, and will wait to

see with what the messenger will return."

And when he came to Solomon, he said, " Do ye proffer me
wealth, when what God has given me is better than what he has

given you ? nay, ye in your gifts rejoice ! return to them, for we
will surely come to them with hosts which they cannot confront;

and we will surely drive them out therefrom mean and made
small !

»

Said he, « O chiefs ! which of you will bring me her throne

before they come to me resigned ?

"

Said a demon of the ginns, " I will bring thee it before thou

canst rise up from thy place, for I therein am strong and faith-

ful."

He who had the knowledge of the book said, " I will bring

it to thee before thy glance can turn." And when he saw it

XV—546
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settled down beside him, he said, " This is of my Lord's grace,

and he may try me whether I am grateful or ungrateful; and he

who is grateful is only grateful for his own soul, and he who is

ungrateful— verily, my Lord is rich and generous."

Said he, "Disguise for her the throne; let us see whether she

is guided, or whether she is of those who are not guided." And
when she came it was said, " Was thy throne like this ? " She

said, " It might be it
; " and we were given knowledge before

her, but we were resigned.

But that which she served beside God turned her away:

verily, she was of the unbelieving people. And it was said to

her, " Enter the court ; " and when she saw it, she reckoned it

to be an abyss of water, and she uncovered her legs. Said he,

" Verily, it is a court paved with glass !
'* Said she, " My Lord I

verily, I have wronged myself, but I am resigned with Solomon

to God and the Lord of the worlds !

"

And we sent unto Thamud their brother Zali'h, "Serve God;"
but behold, they were two parties who contended!

Said he, " O my people ! why do ye hasten on evil acts before

good deeds ? why do ye not ask forgiveness of God ? haply ye

may obtain mercy." They said, "We have taken an augury

concerning thee and those who are with thee. " Said he, " Your
augury is in God's hands; nay, but ye are a people who are

tried!"

And where there were in the city nine persons who despoiled

land and did not right : Said they, " Swear to each other by
God, we will surely fall upon him by night and on his people;

then we will surely say unto his next of kin, "We witnessed not

the destruction of his people, and we do surely tell the truth."

And they plotted a plot, and we plotted a plot, that we destroyed

them and their people altogether!

Thus are their, homes overturned, for they were unjust; verily,

in that is a sign to people who do know!

But we saved thus who believed and did fear.

And Lot when he said to his people, " Do ye approach an
abominable sin while ye can see ? do ye indeed approach men
lustfully rather than women ? nay, ye are a people who are

ignorant. " But the answer of his people was only to say, " Drive

out Lot's family from your city! verily, they are a folk who
would keep pure."
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But we saved him and his family except his wife; her we
destined to be of those who lingered: and we rained down upon
them rain, and evil was the rain to those who were warned.

Say, " Praise belongs to God ; and peace be upon his servants

whom he has chosen! Is God best, or what they associate with

him ? " He who created the heavens and the earth ; and sends

down upon you from the heaven water: and we cause to grow
therewith gardens fraught with beauty; ye could not cause the

trees thereof to growl Is there a god with God? Nay, but they

are people who make peers with him! He who made the earth,

settled and placed amongst it rivers; and placed upon it firm

mountains; and placed between the two seas a barrier: is there

a god with God ? nay, but most of them know not ! He who
answers the distressed when he calls upon him and removes the

evil; and makes you successors in the earth: is there a god with

God ? little is it that ye are mindful. He who guides you in the

darkness of the land and of the sea; and who sends winds as

glad tidings before his mercy : is there a god with God ? exalted

be God above what they associate with him. He who began the

creation and then will make it return again; and who provides

you from the heaven and the earth : is there a god with God ? so

bring your proofs if you do speak the truth!

Say, "None in the heavens or the earth know the unseen

f

save only God; but .they perceived not when they shall bel

raised!"— nay, but their knowledge attains to somewhat of the

hereafter; nay, but they are in doubt concerning it! nay, but

they are blind!

And those who disbelieved said, " What ! when we have be-

come dust and our fathers too, shall we indeed be brought for-

ward? We were promised this, we and our fathers before us:

this is nothing but old folks' tales !
'*

Say, "Journey on through the land and see how was the end

of the sinners! and grieve not for them, and be not straitened

at what they plot."

They say, « When shall this treat be if ye do tell the truth ?

»

Say, "It may be that there is pressing close behind you a part

of what ye would hasten on ! " But verily, thy Lord is full of I

grace to men, but most of them will not be thankful; and verily,

thy Lord knows what their breasts conceal and what they mani-

fest-; and there is no secret thing in the heaven or earth, save

that it is in the perspicuous book!
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Verily, this Qur'an relates to the people of Israel most of

that whereon they do dispute; and verily, it is a guidance and a

mercy to the believers. Verily, thy Lord decides between them

by his judgment, for he is mighty, knowing. Rely thou then

upon God: verily, thou art standing upon obvious truth. Verily,

thou canst not make the dead hear, and thou canst not make
the deaf to hear the call when they turn their back on thee;

nor art thou a guide to the blind, out of their error : thou canst

only make to hear such as believe in our signs, and such as are

resigned.

And when the sentence falls upon them, we will bring forth

a beast out of the earth that shall speak to them [and say] that

" Men of our signs would not be sure.

"

And the day when we will gather from every nation a troop

who said our signs were lies; and they shall be marshaled until

they come, and he will say, " Did ye say my signs were lies,

when ye had' compassed no knowledge thereof ? or what is it

that ye were doing?" and the sentence shall fall upon them for

what they did wrong, and they shall not have speech.

Did they not see that we have made the night for them
to rest in, and the day to see by ? Verily, in that are signs to

believe who believe.

And the day when the trumpet shall be blown and all who
are in the heavens and earth shall be startled, save whom God
pleases! and all shall come abjectly to him. And thou shalt see

the mountains which thou dost deem solid, pass away like the

passing of the clouds;— the work of God who orders all things:

verily, he is well aware of what ye do!

He who brings a good deed shall have better than it; and
from the alarm of that day they shall be safe:' but those who
bring an evil deed shall be thrown down upon their faces in the

fire. Shall ye be rewarded save for what ye have done ?

I am bidden to serve the Lord of this country who has made
it sacred, and whose are all things; and I am bidden to be of

those who are resigned, and to recite the Qur'an: and he who is

guided, he is only guided for himself; and he who errs, say, "I
am only one of those who warn !

"

And say, "Praise be to God, he will show you his signs, and
ye shall recognize them; for thy Lord is not heedless of what
ye do!"
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KARL THEODOR KORNER

(1791-1813)

?o NOBLER or more inspiring figure has appeared in literary

and martial annals than that of Theodor Korner, the youth-
ful hero and bard of the German wars for freedom. The

romantic melancholy which attaches to the memory of those who die

so young is in Korner's case enhanced by the brilliancy of his lit-

erary achievements, and by his glorious death on the field of battle

when he was not yet twenty-two. It would seem that the story of so

short a span might soon be told; but into the last two years of this

brief life were crowded a marvelous liter-

ary productivity and splendid martial deeds.

Under the inspiration of a great time, Kor-

ner's genius, enthralled at first by Kotze-

bue and then elevated by Schiller, rose

at last to independent heights, which have
given him a place among the great poets

of his native land.

Korner was born in Dresden, on Sep-

tember 23d, 1 79 1. His father was Christian

Gottfried Korner; who, although he pro-

duced nothing himself, yet occupies a high

rank in the history of German literature.

He was for twenty years the intimate friend

and adviser of Schiller; and the correspond-

ence between Goethe and Schiller shows the elder Korner to have

been a high-minded man of unusual intellectual powers. Thus under

home influences of the most favorable kind young Korner grew to

manhood. He studied at Freiburg and at Leipzig; obliged to leave

the latter university in consequence of a duel, he went to Berlin for

a brief time, and in 181 1 to Vienna, where his remarkable career

may be said to have begun. A volume of immature poems had ap-

peared the year before under the modestly chosen title of <Knospen>

(Buds) ; but in Vienna his genius seemed suddenly to expand into the

full flower. He enjoyed the friendship of Wilhplm von Humboldt

and Friedrich von Schlegel. His poet's soul received new inspiration

from the love of Antonie Adamberger, to whom he became engaged.

And now there came from his pen with astonishing rapidity, poems,

prose tales, comedies, and tragedies. His dramas won instant and

extraordinary success, and the poet found himself the centre of

Karl T. Korner
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admiration at the Austrian capital. He had scarcely attained his

majority when he was appointed poet of the Court Theatre. Of his

comedies, several still hold the stage. His serious dramas evince high

dramatic power and an unerring stage instinct, but they reveal also a

lack of knowledge of the world. His tragedies are entirely in the

rhetorical iambic style of Schiller, but they are filled with Schiller's

idealism and ardor for the noble and the good. The greatest of his

tragedies is <Zriny,> and this play is still in the repertoire of all the

larger German theatres. This glowing presentation of the heroic

Hungarian general produced a profound effect, and brought to the

surface that fervor of patriotism which had already begun to do its

emancipating work in the oppressed lands of Germany.

But the final- consecration of Korner's genius came with the sum-

mons of the Prussian king to rally to the liberation of the father-

land. With the fresh laurels of literary fame within his grasp, with

a life of love and happiness before him, Korner deliberately went to

die in his country's service, refusing to remain idly at home singing

of the heroic deeds of others. He joined the famous Liitzow Free

Corps in 1813. Universally beloved by his comrades, he was elected

to a lieutenancy by their unanimous vote and became the adjutant of

the major. This enabled him to play a prominent part in the bold

enterprises of that dreaded company. It was during these thrilling

days that the martial and patriotic songs which make up the collec-

tion of ^ Leier und Schwert > (Lyre and Sword) were composed. These,

with the airs to which Carl Maria von Weber set them, became a

powerful force in maintaining the martial spirit of Germany. In these

songs Korner's genius finds its highest expression; they are among
the most inspired patriotic utterances that German literature has to

show. A few hours before his death on August 26th, 1813, he com-
posed the fiery 'Song of the Sword.* He was reading it aloud in the

woods where the troop was stationed when the signal to advance

was given. The attack was begun, and near the village of Liitzow

Korner fell mortally wounded. Only a few days later one of Korner's

friends, a noble and accomplished youth, rushed to his death in the

forefront of battle with the words, "Korner, I follow thee!'' This

was the spirit with which he inspired his comrades; and with this

same spirit his songs inspired the entire fatherland. Under an oak-

tree in the village of Wobbelin he lies buried, and an iron monument
commemorates his twofold fame. Not his songs only, but the noble

example of his life has made Korner a fine inspirational force. It

was of him that Mrs. Hemans sang:

—

«A song for the death day of the brave—
A song of pride!

The youth went down to a hero's grave

With the sword his pride !*>
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MY NATIVE LAND
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WHERE is the minstrel's native land?—
Where sparks of noble soul flashed high,

Where garlands bloomed in Honor's eye,

Where manly bosoms glowed with joy,

Touched by Religion's altar brand,

—

There was my native land!

Name me the minstrel's native land.

—

Though now her sons lie slain in heaps.

Though, wounded and disgraced, she weeps.

Beneath her soil the freeman sleeps.

The land of oaks— the German land—
They called my native land

!

Why weeps the minstrel's native land ?—
To see her people's princes cower

Before the wrathful tyrant's power;

She weeps, that in the stormy hour

No soul at her high call will stand.

That grieves my native land!

Whom calls the minstrel's native land ?—
She calls the voiceless gods; her cries

Like thunder-storms assail the skies;

She bids her sons, her freemen, rise;

On righteous Heaven's avenging hand
She calls—my native land!

What will the minstrel's native land?—
She'll crush the slaves of despot power,

Drive ofE the bloodhounds from her shore,

And suckle free-born sons once more.

Or lay them free beneath the sand:

That will my native land!

And hopes the minstrel's native land?—
She hopes— she hopes! Her cause is just.

Her faithful sons will wake— they must.

In God Most High she puts her trust;

On his great altar leans her hand.

And hopes—my native land!

Translation of C. T. Brooks.
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PRAYER DURING THE BATTLE

FATHER, I call on thee

!

Clouds from the thunder-voiced cannon enveil me,

Lightnings are flashing, death's thick darts assail

me:
Ruler of battles, I call on thee

!

Father, oh, lead thou me!

Father, oh, lead thou me

!

Lead me to victory, or to death lead me;
With joy I accept what thou hast decreed me.

God, as thou wilt, so lead thou me!
God, I acknowledge thee

!

God, I acknowledge thee

!

Where, in still autunin, the sear leaf is falling,

Where peals the battle, its thunder appalling;

Fount of all grace, I acknowledge thee!

Father, oh, bless thou me

!

Father, oh, bless thou me

!

Into thy hand my soul I resign. Lord;

Deal as thou wilt with the life that is thine. Lord.

Living or dying, oh, bless thou me

!

Father, I praise thy name!

Father, I praise thy name!
Not for earth's wealth or dominion contend we;
The holiest rights of the freeman defend we.

Victor or vanquished, praise I thee!

God, in thy name I trust!

God, in thy name I trust!

When in loud thunder my death-note is knelling.

When from my veins the red blood is welling,

God, in thy holy name I trust!

Father, I call on thee!

Translation of
J. S. Blackie.
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SUMMONS

MY PEOPLE, wake! The signal-fires are smoking;

Bright breaks the light of Freedom from the north;

'Tis time thy steel in foemen's hearts was reeking.

My people, wake! The signal-fires are smoking;

The fields are white : ye reapers, hasten forth

!

The last, the highest hope lies in the sword;

Home to thy bleeding breast their lances strain

;

Make way for Freedom! Let thy blood be poured,

To cleanse thy German land from every stain.

Ours is no war of which crowned heads are dreaming;

'Tis a crusade, a holy war we wage

!

Faith, virtue, conscience, truth, and honor mourn;

These has the tyrant from thy bosom torn;

Thy Freedom's victory saves them from his rage.

The moanings of thy aged cry, "Awake!"
Thy homes in ashes curse the invading brood.

Thy daughters in disgrace for vengeance shriek,

The ghosts of slaughtered sons shriek wild for blood.

Break up the plowshare, let the chisel fall.

The lyre be hushed, the shuttle cease its play;

Forsake thy courts, leave giddy Pleasure's hall

:

He in whose sight thy banners flutter, all,

"Will see his people now in war's array.

For thou shalt build a mighty altar soon

In his eternal Freedom's morning sky;

With thy good sword shall every stone be hewn;

On heroes' graves the temple's base shall lie.

Ye maidens and ye wives, for whom the Lord

Of Hosts the dreadful sword hath never steeled.

When 'mid your spoilers' ranks we gladly leap.

And bare our bosoms to the strife, why weep

That you may not stand forth on glory's field?

—

Before God's altar joyfully repair;

The pangs of anxious love your wounds must be;

To you He givesi in every heartfelt prayer.

The spirit's pure and bloodless victory.

Then pray that God would wake the slumbering fire,

And rouse his old heroic race tp life;
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And oh, as stern avenging spirits, call

The buried German martyrs, one and all.

As holy angels of the holy strife!

Spirit of Ferdinand, lead thou the van!

Louisa, faithful to thy spouse, be nigh!

And all ye shades of German heroes, on.

With us, with us, where'er our banners fly!

The might of Heaven is with us; Hell must cower:

On, valiant people! on! 'Tis Freedom's cry!

Thy heart beats high, high up thy old oaks tower:

Heed not thy hills of slain in victory's hour;

Plant Freedom's banner there to float on high.

And now, my people, when thou standest free.

Robed in the brightness of thy old renown.

Let not the faithful dead forgotten be.

And place upon our urn the oaken crown

!

Translation of C. T. Brooks.

LUTZOW'S WILD CHASE

WHAT gleams from yon wood in the sunbeams' play ?

Hark! hark! It sounds nearer and nearer;

It winds down the mountain in gloomy array,

And the blast of its trumpets is bringing dismay

To the soul of the manliest hearer.

Go, read it in each dark comrade's face—
"That is Liitzow's wild and desperate chase."

What glances so swiftly through forest, o'er fell.

From mountain to mountain flying ?

In ambush like midnight it lies in the dell;

The hurrah rings, and the rifle's knell

Proclaims the French beadles are dying.

Go, read it in each dark hunter's face—
" That is Liitzow's wild and desperate chase.

"

Where the rich grapes glow and the Rhine waves roar,

The tyrant thought safely to hide him;

With the swiftness of lightning it flies to the shore.

Leaps in, and with sinewy arm swims o'er.

And springs to the bank beside him.

Go, read it in each dark swimmer's face—
"That is Lfttzow's wild ^.nd desperate chase."
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Why roars in yon valley the din of fight,

And broadswords tumultuously clashing ?

Stern horsemen are battling with dreadful delight,

And the live spark of liberty, wakeful and bright,

In bloody-red flames is fast flashing.

Go, read it in each dark horseman's face—
"That is Liitzow's wild and desperate chase."

Lo, smiling farewell 'mid the foe's dying wail.

Who lies there with bare bosom streaming ?

Death lays his hand on that young brow, pale

;

But never shall one of those true hearts quail,

For the star of their country is beaming.

Go, read it in each pale, marble face—
" That was Liitzow's wild and desperate chase !

"

The wild, wild chase, and the German chase

'Gainst hangmen and tyrants, is ended.

Come then, ye who love us, wipe tears from each face,

For the country is free, and the morn dawns apace.

Though our forms in the grave be extended.

Children's children shall cry, as our story they trace

—

"That was Liitzow's wild and desperate chase."

Translation of C. T. Brooks.

SWORD SONG

SWORD, on my left side gleaming,

What means thy bright eye's beaming ?

It makes my spirit dance

To see thy friendly glance.

Hurrah

!

«A valiant rider bears me;
A freebom German wears me:
That makes my eye so bright;

That is the sword's delight."

Hurrah

!

Yes, good sword, I am free.

And love thee heartily.

And clasp thee to my side

E'en as a plighted bride.

Hurrah

!

8731
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"And I to thee, by Heaven,

My light steel life have given:

When shall the knot be tied?

When wilt thou take thy bride?"

Hurrah

!

The trumpet's solemn warning

Shall hail the bridal morning.

When cannon-thunders wake.

Then my true love I take.

Hurrah

!

« Oh, blessed, blessed meeting

!

My heart is wildly beating:

Come, bridegroom, come for me;

My garland waiteth thee."

Hurrah

!

Why, in the scabbard rattle.

So wild, so fierce for battle ?

What means this restless glow ?

My sword, why clatter so ?

Hurrah

!

"Well may thy prisoner rattle;

My spirit yearns for battle

:

Rider, 'tis war's wild glow

That makes me tremble so."

Hurrah

!

Stay in thy chamber near.

My love : what wilt thou here ?

Still in thy chamber bide

:

Soon, soon I take my bride.

Hurrah

!

"Let me not longer wait:

Love's garden blooms in state

With roses bloody-red;

And many a bright death-bed."

Hurrah

!

Now, then, come forth, my bride;

Come forth, thou rider's pride!

Come out, my good sword, come.

Forth to thy father's home!
Hurrah 1
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" Oh, in the field to prance

The glorious wedding dance!

How in the sun's bright beams.

Bride-like the clear steel gleams !>>

Hurrah

!

Then forward, valiant fighters!

And forward, German riders

!

And when the heart grows cold.

Let each his love enfold.

Hurrah

!

Once on the left it hung.

And stolen glances flung;

Now clearly on your right

Doth God each fond bride plight.

Hurrah

!

Then let your hot lips feel

That virgin cheek of steel;

One kiss— and woe betide

Him who forsakes the bride.

Hurrah

!

Now let the loved one sing;

Now let the clear blade ring.

Till the bright sparks shall fly.

Heralds of victory!

Hurrah

!

For hark! the trumpet's warning

Proclaims the marriage morning:

It dawns in festal pride;

Hurrah, thou Iron Bride!

Hurrah

!

Translation of C. T. Brooks.
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THE THREE STARS

T
iHERE are three cheering stars of light

O'er life's dark path that shine;

And these fair orbs, so pure and bright,

Are song, and love, and wine!

For oh! the soul of song hath power
To charm the feeling heart,

To soothe the mourner's sternest hour,

And bid his griefs depart!

And wine can lend to song its mirth,

Can joys unwonted bring.

And paint this fair and lovely earth

In charms of deathless spring.

But thou, O love! of all the throng

Art fairest seen to shine;

For thou canst soothe the soul like song.

And cheer the heart like wine

!

Then deign, fair orbs! to shed your ray

Along my path of gloom,

To guide me through life's lonely way,
And shine upon my tomb!

For oh! the song, the cup, the kiss

Can make the night divine;

Then blest be he who found the bliss

Of song, and love, and wine!

Translation of G. F. Richardson.
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SIGISMUND KRASINSKI

(1812-1859)

kRASiNSKi was one of the three great poets of Poland through

whom the spirit of the submerged commonwealth found its

fullest expression. The golden age of Poland's literature

was coincident with the period of her deepest political humiliation,

and every Polish poet was a Polish patriot. It was a literature of

emigrants and exiles who found their poetic inspiration, and the main-
spring of all endeavor, in the love of country and the hope of see-

ing her restored to her ancient greatness. In the trio of poets who
represent this age Mickiewicz stands first,

and by his side the Dioscuri Slowacki and
Krasinski. Krasinski's position was a pecul-

iar and difficult one. He was the heir of

an old aristocratic family; his mother was
a princess of the house of Radziwill, and
he was brought up in the mi4st of feudal

traditions. In his breast burned the purest

patriotic fire, and merely to possess his

works exposed a man to Siberia or death;

and yet he was the only one of all the

patriot poets that taught the philosophy

of non-resistance and self-abnegation. With
serene confidence he left the future in the

hands of eternal justice, and insisted that

the moral regeneration of Poland must precede her political re-estab-

lishment. In all his works this note of lofty morality is struck, and

Christianity is put forward as the only reconciling power between

conflicting forces.

Sig^smund Krasinski was bom at Paris on February 19th, 18 12.

His father. Count Vincent Krasinski, was an adjutant of Napoleon's:

when the hopes of Poland were shattered by the abdication of the

Emperor, Krasinski, acting under orders from the Czar, returned with

his family to Warsaw. Their home was the centre to which flocked

all the eminent men in literary and political life. In this circle

young Krasinski grew up, and the most loving care was bestowed

upon his education. At the age of fourteen he wrote two novels in

the style of his favorite author, Walter Scott; but his literary ambi-

tion was not encouraged, and he was destined for the law.

SiGiSMUND Krasinski
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It was about this time that the crisis came which affected his

whole career. The leaders who in 1825 conspired against the Rus-

sian government were brought to trial in Warsaw; and from all

quarters of Europe the Polish members of the high tribunal hastened

to the capital to give their votes for their compatriots. Count

Krasinski was the only Pole that cast a vote in the Russian interest.

The relations between father and son remained cordial, and the poet

lived to see his father's appointment to the governorship of Poland

received with approbation by his countrymen; but from the ignominy

of his father's act he never recovered. His only reference to it is

in the touching appeal to Poland with which his weird vision entitled

* Temptation > ends. Krasinski's works were all published anony-

mously or under assumed names; and it was years before the admir-

ing people learned the true name of the inspired teacher whom they

revered as "the anonymous poet of Poland."

Krasinski's frail state of health made long residence in the rigor-

ous climate of his native land impossible, even had the political con-

ditions been less unhappy. At Geneva in 1830 he met Mickiewicz,

who exerted a powerful influence upon his genius, and turned his

mind to poetry. In 1833 appeared his first poetic tale, *Agay Han>;
and in the same year in Rome he wrote one of his greatest works,

<Nieboska Komedya' (The Undivine Comedy). It is a symbolic poem
in the dramatic form, and deals with the loftiest themes of social

and spiritual life : the deviation from the path of plain duty in pur-

suit of a phantom ideal; the conflict between the old world of aris-

tocracy and the new world of democracy, the futility of the triumph

of one over the other; the ultimate salvation wrought by Christianity,

through which reconciliation comes. The old aristocracy with its

spiritual ideals is represented by Count Henry; the aims and inspi-

rations of the materialized democracy are embodied in the character

of Pancras. The monologue 'in which for a moment Pancras doubts

the genuineness of his mission has been pronounced by Mickiewicz

one of the great soliloquies of the world's literature. In this poem
Krasinski's philosophy is brought before us in concrete forms, with

sublime imagery and an insight into the future almost apocalyptic.

It is said that after the disasters of 1846 Krasinski exclaimed, "Ah!
why was I not a false prophet?"

The work which is regarded as the poet's highest achievement is

the half epic, half dramatic poem, 'Iridion.> It was written likewise

in Rome and published in 1836. In glowing colors are contrasted the

degeneracy of Rome under the Cassars and the enthusiastic patriotism

of the Greeks who are plotting to avenge subjugated Hellas. In con-

ception and execution is displayed the same exalted originality that

distinguished <The Undivine Comedy.' The solution also is the same:
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Rome is pagan and the Greeks disregard Christianity, through which

alone their salvation can be wrought. Poland is always before the

poet's eye, and the application to her case is obvious. Krasinski was

no lover of art for art's sake ; poetry must have a living purpose, and

in this spirit the Invocation to the Muse was written which opens
< The Undivine Comedy ^ :

" Thou ruinest wholly those who consecrate

themselves, with all they are, to thee alone, who solely live the voices

of thy glory."

Krasinski also wrote several prose works of a symbolic character,

but the prose is dithyrambic and impassioned. * Pokusa ' (Temptation)

has already been mentioned: a strange vision of grief and hope with

passages of thrilling power. <Noc Letnia' (Summer Night) appeared

in the same year, 1841. In 1843 Krasinski returned to verse; and in

a series of beautiful canzone entitled * Przedswit * (The Dawn) he

sang the praises of the moral elements of the Polish past, and again

proclaimed the necessity of reviving them. In the three famous

< Psalms of the Future' (1845 and 1848) Krasinski glorified the heroism

of self-sacrifice and martyrdom. It was this that called forth the vio-

lent opposition of Slowacki and of the more ardent but less astute

patriots. Slowacki denounced the < Psalms > as " lyric cowardice "

;

but Krasinski's teachings sank deep into the heart of his distressed

countrymen. The strange scene which took place at Warsaw in 1861

was typical of his influence. Infuriated by the sight of an unfurled

Polish banner, the Russian troops fired upon the populace; and the

Polish women and children and unarmed men bared their breasts to

the bullets in a frenzy of patriotic self-sacrifice. It has been said of

Krasinski that "he modified the character of an entire people."

He died in Paris on February 23d, 1859; and with him was extin-

guished the last star in the triad of great Polish poets.

[All the following selections are made from <The Undivine Comedy, and Other

Poems.> Translated by Martha Walker Cook. Copyrighted 1875, by

J. B. Lippincott & Co.]

INVOCATION

To Poetry

From <The Undivine Comedy'

STARS circle round thy head; and at thy feet

Surges the sea, upon whose hurrying waves

A rainbow glides before thee, cleaving the clouds!

Whate'er thou look'st upon is thine! Coasts, ships.

Men, mountains, cities, all belong to thee!

XV—547
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Master of Heaven as earth, it seems as naught

Could equal thee in glory!

To ears which heed thy lays, thou givest joys.

Raptures ineffable! Thou weavest hearts

Together, then untwin'st them like a wreath.

As wild caprice may guide thy flame-lit fingers!

Thou forcest tears, then driest them with a smile;

Thou scar'st away the smile from paling lips.

Perhaps but for a moment, a few hours,

Perhaps for evermore

!

But thou!—What dost thou y>^/, and what create 1

A living stream of beauty flows through thee,

But Beauty thou art not! woe, woe, to thee!

The weeping child upon its mother's breast,

The field-flower knowing not its perfumed gift,

. More merit have before the Lord than thou!

Whence com'st thou, fleeting shadow ? to the Light

Still bearing witness, though thou know'st it not.

Hast never seen it, nor wilt ever see!

In anger or in mockery wert thou made ?

So full of self-deceit that thou canst play

The angel to the moment when thou fall'st.

And crawlest like a reptile upon earth.

Stifled in mud, or feeding upon dust!

Thou and the woman have like origin!

Alas ! thou sufferest too, although thy pangs
Bring naught to birth, nothing create, nor serve!

The groans of the unfortunate are weighed;
The lowest beggar's sighs counted in heaven,

Gathered and sung upon celestial harps:

But thy despair and sighs fall to the earth.

Where Satan gathers them; adds them with joy

To his own lies, illusions, mockeries!

The Lord will yet disown them, as they have
Ever disowned the Lord!

Not that I rise against thee. Poetry,

—

Mother of Beauty, of ideal Life!

But I must pity him condemned to dwell

Within the limits of these whirling worlds,

In dying agonies, or yet to be
Doomed to sad memories, or prophecies.

Perchance remorse, or vague presentiments,

—
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Who gives himself to thee ! for everywhere

Thou ruinest wholly those who consecrate

Themselves, with all they are, to thee alone.

Who solely live the voices of thy glory!

Blessed is he in whom thou mak'st thy home,

As God dwelt in the world, concealed, unknown.

But grand and mighty in each separate part:

The unseen God, before whom creatures bow,

And kneeling cry, " Behold Him ! He is here !

"

A guiding star, he bears thee on his brow.

And no unfaithful word will sever him

From thy true love ! He will love men, and be

A man himself, encircled by his brothers!

From him who keeps not with thee perfect faith,

Betrays thee to the hour, or his own needs,

Devotes thee to man's perishable joys.

Painting the sensual with thy hues divine,

—

Thou turn'st away thy face, while scattering

Perchance upon his brow some fading flowers.

Of which he strives to twine a funeral crown.

Spending his life to weave a wreath of death!

He and the woman have one origin!

Translation of Martha Walker Cook.

PANCRAS'S MONOLOGUE

From <The Undivine Comedy*

WHY does the boldness of this haughty Count

Still trouble me? Me, ruler of the millions!

Compared with mine, his force is but a shadow.

'Tis true, indeed, some hundreds of his serfs

Cling round him, as the dog stays by his master

In trusting confidence. That is sheer folly! . . .

But why do I so long to see this Count,

To subjugate him, win him to our side ?

Has my clear spirit for the first time met
An equal ? Does he bar its onward flight ?

Arrest it in its full development?

The only obstacle before me now
Is his resistance: that I must o'ercome!

And then . . . and afterwards . . . and then . . .
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O cunning intellect, canst thou deceive

Thyself as thou dost others? . . . Canst not?— No? . . .

O wretchedness! . . . Why dost thou doubt thyself?

Shame ! . . . thou shouldst know thy power ! Thou art

the thought,

The reason of the people; Sovereign Lord!

Thou canst control the millions, make their wills.

With all their giant forces, one with thine!

The might of All incarnate is in thee;

Thou art authority and government!

What would be crime in others, is in thee

Glory and fame ! Thou givest name and place

To men unknown ; a voice, a faith to brutes

Almost deprived of mental, moral worth!

In thine ow;n image thou hast made a world.

An age created,— art thyself its god!

And yet thou hesitatest,— doubt'^t thyself?

No, no! a hundred times! . . . Thou art sublime!

Translation of Martha Walker Cook.

COUNT HENRY'S MONOLOGUE
From <The Undivine Comedy >

Midnight! It was at this same solemn hour.

Surrounded by like perils and like thoughts.

The latest Brutus met his Evil Genius;

And such an apparition I await!

A man who has no name, no ancestors,

Who has no guardian angel, faith, nor God,

Whose mission is destruction to the past,

Will yet— unless I'm strong enough to hurl

Him back into his primal nothingness—
Destroy society, its laws and faith;

Found a new era in the fate of man!
Such is the modern Caesar I await! . . .

Eagle of glory, hear! Souls of my sires.

Inspire me with that fiery force which made
You rulers of the world. Oh, give to me
The lion heart which throbbed within your breasts!

Your austere majesty gird round my brow!
Rekindle in my soul your burning, blind.

Unconquerable faith in Christ, his Church,
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The inspiration of your deeds on earth,

Your hopes in heaven! Light it again in me,

And I will scathe our foes with fire and sword;

Will conquer and destroy all who oppose me,

The myriads of the children of the dust.

I, the last son of hundred generations.

Sole heir of all your virtues, thoughts, and faults!

INTRODUCTION TO THE LAST ACT

From < The Undivine Comedy >

PERCHED like an eagle, high among the rocks.

Stands the old fortress, «Holy Trinity."

Now from its bastions nothing can be seen.

To right, to left, in front, or in the rear,

A spectral image of that Deluge wrath

Which, as its wild waves rose to sweep o'er earth.

Once broke o'er these steep cliffs, these time-worn rocks.

No glimpses can be traced of vale beneath.

Buried in ghastly waves of ice-cold sea.

Wrapping it as the shroud winds round the dead.

No crimson rays of coming sun yet light

The clammy, pallid winding-sheet of foam.

Upon a bold and naked granite peak.

Above the spectral mist, the castle stands,

A solitary island in this sea.

Its bastions, parapets, and lofty towers

Built of the rock from which they soar, appear

During the lapse of ages to have grown

Out of its stony heart (as human breast

Springs from the centaur's back),— the giant work

Of days long past.

A single banner floats

Above the highest tower; it is the last.

The only Banner of the Cross on earth

!

A shudder stirs and wakes the sleeping mist.

The bleak winds sigh, and silence rules no more;

The vapor surges, palpitates, and drifts.

In the first rays shot by the coming sun.

The breeze is chill; the very light seems frost.

Curdling the clouds that form and roll and drift
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Above this tossing sea of fog and foam.

With Nature's tumult other sounds arise,

And human voices mingling with the storm

Articulate their wail, as it sweeps on.

Borne on and upward by the lifting waves

Of the cloud-surge, they break against the towers.

The castle's granite walls— voices of doom!

Long golden shafts transpierce the sea of foam;

The clinging shroud of mist is swiftly riven;

Through vaporous walls that line the spectral chasm
Are glimpses seen of deep abyss below.

How dark it looks athwart the precipice!

Myriads of heads in wild commotion surge

;

The valley swarms with life, as ocean's sands

With writhing things that creep and twist and sting.

The sun! the sun! he mounts above the peaks!

The driven, tortured vapors rise in blood;

More and more clearly grow upon the eye

The threatening swarms fast gathering below.

The quivering mist rolls into crimson clouds;

It scales the craggy clifEs, and softly melts

Into the depths of infinite blue sky.

The valley glitters like a sea of light.

Throws back the sunshine in a dazzling glare

;

For every hand is armed with sharpened blade,

And bayonets and points of steel flash fire;

Millions are pouring through the living depths,

—

As numberless as they at last will throng

Into the valley of Jehoshaphat,

When called to answer on the Judgment Day.

Translation of Martha Walker Cook.

ARISTOCRACY'S LAST STAND

From <The Undivine Comedy >

AT LAST I see you, hated enemies!

With my whole power I trace your cunning plans,

Surround you with my scorn. No more we meet
Within the realm of idle words, of poetry.

But in the real world of deadly combat.
Sharp sword to sword, the rattling hail of bullets
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Winged by the concentration of my hate

!

No more with single arm and voice I meet you
The strength of many centres in my will.

It is a joyous thing to govern, rule,

Even were it solely at the price of death

;

To feel myself the sovereign arbiter,

The master of so many wills and lives;

To see there at my feet my enemies

Leaping and howling at me from the abyss.

But all bereft of power to reach me here

:

So like the damned, who vainly lift their heads

Toward Heaven!

I know ... I know, a few hours more of time.

And I and thousands of yon craven wretches

Who have forgot their fathers and their God
Will be no more forever! Be it so!

At least I have a few days more of life,

To satiate myself with joy of combat—
The ecstasy of full command o'er others,

The giddy daring, struggle, victory, loss!

Thou, my last song, swell to a chant of triumph,

For death's the latest foe a man can conquer!

The sun sets fast behind the needled cliffs.

Sinks in a darksome cloud of threatening vapors;

His crimson rays light luridly the valley.

—

Precursor of the bloody death before me,

I greet you with a fuller, gladder heart

Than I have e'er saluted ye, vain hopes

And promises of joy or blissful love

!

Not through intrigue, through base or cunning skill.

Have I attained the aim of my desires;

But by a sudden bound I've leaped to fame.

As my persistent dreams told me I must.

Ruler o'er those but yesterday my equals.

Conqueror of death, since willingly I seek him,

I stand upon the brink;— eternal life, or sleep!

Translation of Martha Walker Cook.
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THE TRIUMPH OF CHRISTIANITY ,

From < The Undivine Comedy >

PANCRAS—The hour of rest has not yet struck for me!
The last sad sign of my last enemy-

Marks the completion of but half my task.

Look at these spaces, these immensities,

Stretching between my thoughts and me.

Earth's deserts must be peopled, rocks removed,

Swamps drained, and mountains tunneled ; trees hewn down

;

Seas, lakes, and rivers everywhere connected.

Roads girdle earth, that produce circulate.

And commerce bind all hearts with links of gold.

Each man mus£ own a portion of the soil;

Thought move on lightning wings rending old veils;

The living must outnumber all the hosts

Of those who've perished in this deadly strife

;

Life and prosperity must fill the place

Of death and ruin,'— ere our work of blood

Can be atoned for! Leonard, this must be done!

If we are not to inaugurate an age

Of social bliss, material ease and wealth.

Our deeds of havoc, devastation, woe.

Will have been worse than vain!

Leonard— The God of liberty will give us power
For these gigantic tasks!

Pancras— You speak of God!
Do you not see that it is crimson here ?

Slippery with gore in which we stand knee-deep ?

Whose gushing blood is this beneath our feet?

Naught is behind us save the castle court;

Whatever is, I see, and there is no one near.

—

We are alone— and yet there surely stands

Another here between us!

Leonard— I can see nothing but this bloody corpse

!

Pancras— The corpse of his old faithful servant— «'(?«(/.'

It is a living spirit haunts this spot!

This is his cap and belt; look at his arms;
There is the rock o'erhanging the abyss;

And on that spot it was his great heart broke!
Leonard— Pancras, how pale you grow!
Pancras— Do you not see it?

'Tis there! up there!
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Leonard— I see a mass of clouds

Wild-drifting o'er the top of that steep rock

O'erhangfing the abyss. How high they pile!

Now they turn crimson in the sunset rays.

Pancras— There is a fearful symbol burning there!

Leonard— Your sight deceives you.

Pancras— Where are now my people ?

The millions who revered and who obeyed me ?

Leonard—You hear their acclamations,— they await you.

Pancras, look not again on yon steep cliff,

—

Your eyes die in their sockets as you gaze

!

Pancras—Children and women often said that He
Would thus appear,^but on the last day only!

Leonard—Who ? Where ?

Pancras— Like a tall column there he stands.

In dazzling whiteness o'er yon precipice

!

With both his hands he leans upon his cross,

As an avenger on his sword! Leonard,

His crown of thorns is interlaced with lightning

—

Leonard—What is the matter?— Pancras, answer me!
Pancras— The dazzling flashes of his eyes are death!

Leonard— You're ghastly pale ! Come, let us quit this spot

!

Pancras— Oh!—^ Leonard, spread your hands and shade my eyes!

Press, press them till I see no more ! Tear me away

!

Oh, shield me from that look! It crushes me to dust!

Leonard
\
placing his hands over the eyes]—
Will it do thus?

Pancras— Your hands are like a phantom's!—
Powerless— with neither flesh nor bones!

Transparent as pure water, crystal, air.

They shut out nothing ! I can see ! still see

!

Leonard— Your eyes die in their sockets ! Lean on me

!

Pancras— Can you not give me darkness? Darkness! Darkness!

He stands there motionless,— pierced with three nails,

—

Three stars!—
His outstretched arms are lightning flashes!— Darkness!

—

Leonara— I can see nothing! Master! Master!

Pancras— Darkness

!

Leonard— Ho ! citizens ! Ho ! democrats ! aid ! aid

!

Pancras— ViciSTi Galilee!

[Lie falls dead.]

Translation of Martha Walker Cook.
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APPEAL TO POLAND

From < Temptation

'

O Mother, many times murdered! When thou shalt waken

from sleep, and again . . . feel thy youth returning upon

thee, thou wilt remember thy long night of death, the ter-

rible phantoms of thy protracted agonies. Weep not then, O
mother! weep not for those who fell in glorious battle, nor for

those who perished on alien soil: although their flesh was torn

by the vulture and devoured by the wolf, they were still happy!

Neither weep for those who died in the dark and silent dungeon

underground by the hand of the executioner: though the dismal

prison lamp was their only" star, and the harsh words of the op-

pressor the last farewell they heard on earth, they too were happy

!

But drop a tear, O Mother! one tear of tender pity for those

who were deceived by thy murderers, misled by their tissues

of glittering falsehood, blinded by misty veils woven of specious

deceptions, when the command of the tyrant had no power to

tear their true hearts from thee! Alas, Mother, these victims

have sufEered the most of all thy martyred children! Deceitful

hopes, born but to die, like blades of naked steel forever pierced

their breasts! Thousands of fierce combats, unknown to fame,

were waging in their souls; combats fuller of bitter suffering

than the bloody battles thundering on in the broad light of the

sun, clashing with the gleam of steel, and booming with the roar

of artillery. No glory shone on the dim paths of thy deceived

sons; thy reproachful phantom walked ever beside them, as part

of their own shadow! The glittering eye of the enemy lured

them to the steep slopes of ice, down into the abyss of eternal

snow; and at every step into the frozen depths, their tears fell

fast for thee! They waited until their hearts withered in the

misery of hope long deferred; until their hands sank in utter

weariness; until they could no longer move their emaciated limbs

in the fetters of their invisible chain ; still conscious of life, they

moved as living corpses with frozen hearts— alone amidst a

hating people— alone even in the sanctuary of their own homes
— alone forever on the face of the earth!

My Mother! When thou shalt live again in thy olden glory,

shed a tear over their wretched fate, over the agony of agonies;

and whisper upon their dark and silent graves the sublime word.

Pardon.
• Translation of Martha Walker Cook.
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EDOUARD RENE LEFEBVRE LABOULAYE

(1811-1883)

|f the literary pilgrim of two or three decades ago had desired

to pay his respects to the most delightful French teller of

fairy tales, he might have had to interrupt a session of the

Academic des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, to disturb the wise men
of the Academic des Sciences Morales, to sit out a debate in the

Assemblee Nationale, or to attend the leisure of the distinguished

Professeur de Legislation Comparee in the College de France; for all

these institutions laid claim to the assist-

ance of the profound scholar and philo-

sophic statesman, Edouard Laboulaye.

As, however, that eminent original math-
ematician and writer of many solid treatises

on numbers, Charles Dodgson, is to be re-

membered as the, happy author of ^Alice in

Wonderland,' so the jurisconsult and politi-

cal economist Laboulaye will live in grate-

ful remembrance for his * Contes Bleus > and
<Nouveaux Contes Bleus,'— stories of witch

and elf, of fairy and enchanter,-— rather than

for his great services to learning.

He was born in Paris in 181 1, under the

First Empire, at the height of its deceptive

splendor. His family was undistinguished, but intelligent and pro-

gressive. Educated in the usual French way, at school and college,

he turned his mature thoughts first to business, setting up a type

foundry with his brother Charles, who presently became an eminent

inventor. The scientific bent which characterized the family inclined

Edouard, however, to legal, historical, and philosophic investigations.

In his twenty-eighth year he made himself a distinguished name
among scholars by the publication of his ^Histoire du Droit de Pro-

priete Fonciere en Occident* (History of Landed Property in Europe),

a work crowned by the Academy of Inscriptions and Belles-Lettres.

The next year he brought out a remarkable book, ^Essai sur la Vie

et les Ouvrages de Savigny' (The Life and Doctrines of Savigny);

a memoir which not only introduced to French readers the great

Edouard Laboulaye
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German jurist and politician, but familiarized them with the new
comparative method in historical investigation.

Three years later appeared a still more famous volume, * Recherches

sur la Condition Civile et Politique des Femmes depuis les Romains

jusqu'a nos Jours (The Civil and Political Condition of Women
from the time of the Romans). This was the first scientific inquiry

into the causes and sources of the heavy legal disabilities of women,
affording a basis for the first ameliorative legislation. A remarkable

historical study, showing nice literary workmanship, it was crowned

by the Academy of Moral Sciences for its ethical value.

Meantime the enthusiastic student had been admitted to the bar

and beg^un to practice. He found time, however, to write various

books on jurisprudence—'Roman Criminal Law,' 'Literary Property

in France and England,' 'The State and its Limits,' with many
minor treatises and studies. A Liberal by conviction, he set himself

to propagate Liberal opinions under the repressive conditions of the

Second Empire. Finding his ideal in the republican institutions of

America, he wrote as a tract for the times <A Political History of

the United States.' During the Civil War his ardent friendship for

this country prompted him to produce 'The United States and
France,' an eloquent plea for the Union; and 'Paris in America,' a

brilliant allegorical satire which passed through numberless editions.

Indefatigable, he translated into French the works of William Ellery

Channing, edited the biography and correspondence of Benjamin
Franklin, wrote treatises on Germany and the Slavonic countries and
on the political philosophy of Alexis de Tocqueville, poured forth

reminiscences of travel, essays on slavery, religious liberty, constitu-

tional republicanism, or political economy, and published anonymous
satires on the government.

This then was the public-spirited citizen, the learned jurist and
accomplished scholar, who yet found time to write three volumes of

delightful fairy stories for the pleasure of his grandchildren. Of the

first of these, 'Abdallah,' he once said, "This little volume cost me
more than a year's study. There is not a detail in it that is not

borrowed from some volume of Eastern travel; and I read the Koran
twice through (a wearisome task) in order to extract therefrom a
morality that might put Christians to the blush, though it is practiced

by Arabs." In the same way he has filled his national fairy stories—
Russian, Hungarian, Bohemian, Spanish— with local color and race

characteristics. In many of them the brilliant censor who wrote
'Paris in America' and 'Prince Caniche > uses the grotesque and
whimsical to veil a searching satire. But so delicate is his art that

while the offenders may see themselves in the mirror he holds up to

nature, the innocent read for the story alone. Full of wit, humor, and
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invention, finely imaginative, and written in a graceful and charming

style, these fairy tales would alone have given their author a place

among distingfuished French writers. Unfortunately it is only the less

important which are short enough to be cited in this volume.

When Laboulaye died, in 1883, the Republic for which he had
labored lavished on him the tributes of her foremost scholars and

statesmen. But the memorial he himself desired was the affectionate

remembrance of the children to whom he had revealed an ideal

world. "Experience will teach you only too quickly," he said, ad-

dressing them, "that the truest and sweetest things in life are not

those which we see, but those of which we dream. Then, in repeat-

ing my tales to the young folks whom I shall never see, perhaps you
will find pleasure in talking to them of the old man who delighted

in trying to amuse children. I desire no other fame. This immor-
tality suffices me."

THE TWELVE MONTHS

A Bohemian Tale

From the < Fairy Book.> Translated by Mary L. Booth, and published by

Harper & Brothers

THERE was once a woman who was left a widow with two

children. The elder, who was only her stepdaughter, was

named Dobrunka; the younger, who was as wicked as her

mother, was called Katinka. The mother worshiped her daugh-

ter, but she hated Dobrunka simply because she was as beautiful

as her sister was ugly. Dobrunka did not even know that she

was pretty, and she could not understand why her stepmother

flew into a rage at the mere sight of her. The poor child was

obliged to do all the work of the house; she had to sweep,

cook, wash, sew, spin, weave, cut the grass, and take care of

the cow, while Katinka lived like a princess,— that is to say,

did nothing,

Dobrunka worked with a good will, and took reproaches

and blows with the gentleness of a lamb; but nothing soothed

her stepmother, for every day added to the beauty of the elder

sister and the ugliness of the younger. "They are growing

up,» thought the mother, "and suitors will soon appear, who will

refuse my daughter when they see this hateful Dobrunka, who

grows beautiful on purpose to spite me. I must get rid of her,

cost what it may,"
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One day in the middle of January, Katinka took a faticy for

some violets. She called Dobrunka, and said, " Go to the forest

and bring me a bunch of violets, that I may put them in my
bosom and enjoy their fragrance."

" Oh, sister, what an idea !
* answered Dobrunka :

" as if there

were any violets under the snow!"
" Hold your tongue, stupid fool, " returned her sister, * and do

as I bid you. If you do not go to the forest and bring me back

a bunch of violets, I will beat you to a jelly." Upon this the

mother took Dobrunka by the arm, put her out of the door, and

drew the bolt on her.

The poor girl went to the forest weeping bitterly. Every-

thing was covered with snow; there was not even a footpath.

She lost her way and wandered about, till, famishing with hunger

and perishing with cold, she entreated God to take her from this

wretched life.

All at once she saw a light in the distance. She went on,

climbing higher and higher, until at last she reached the top of

a huge rock, upon which a great fire was built. . Around the fire

were twelve stones; and on each stone sat a motionless figure,

wrapped in a large mantle, his head covered with a hood which

fell over his eyes. Three of these mantles were white like the

snow, three were green like the grass of the meadows, three

were golden like the sheaves of ripe wheat, and three were pur-

ple like the grapes of the vine. These twelve figures, gazing

at the fire in silence, were the Twelve Months of the year.

Dobrunka knew January by his long white beard. He was
the only one that had a staff in his hand. The poor girl was
terribly frightened. She drew near, saying in a timid voice,

"My good sirs, please to let me warm myself by your fire: I am
freezing with cold."

January nodded his head. "Why have you come here, my
child ? " he asked. " What are you looking for ?

"

" I am looking for violets, " replied Dobrunka.
" This is not the season for them : there are no violets in the

time of snow," said January in his gruff voice.

«I know it," replied Dobrunka sadly; "but my sister and
mother will beat me to a jelly if I do not bring them some. My
good sirs, please to tell me where I can find them."

Old January rose, and turning to a young man in a green

mantle, put his staff in his hand, and said to him, " Brother

March, this is your business."
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March rose in turn, and stirred the fire with the staff, when
behold! the flames rose, the snow melted, the buds put forth on

the trees, the grass turned green under the bushes, the flowers

peeped through the verdure, and the violets opened— it was

spring.

" Make haste, my child, and gather your violets, " said March.

Dobrunka gathered a large bouquet, thanked the Twelve

Months, and joyfully ran home. You can imagine the aston-

. ishment of Katinka and the stepmother. The fragrance of the

violets filled the whole house.

" Where did you get these fine things ? " asked Katinka in a

disdainful voice.

"Up yonder, on the mountain," answered her sister. "It

looked like a great blue carpet under the bushes."

Katinka put the bouquet in her bosom, and did not even

thank the poor child.

The next morning the wicked sister, as she sat idling by the

stove, took a fancy for some strawberries. " Go to the forest and

bring me some strawberries," said she to Dobrunka.
" O sister, what an idea ! as if there were any strawberries

under the snow !

"

" Hold your tongue, stupid fool, and do as I bid you. If you

don't go to the forest and bring me back a basket of strawberries,

I will beat you to a jelly."

The mother took Dobrunka by the arm, put her out of the

door, and drew the bolt on her.

The poor girl returned to the forest, looking with all her

eyes for the light that she had seen the day before. She was

fortunate enough to spy it, and she reached the fire trembling

and almost frozen. The Twelve Months were in their places,

motionless and silent.

"My good sirs," said Dobrunka, "please to let me warm my-

self by your fire: I am almost frozen with cold."

"Why have you returned?" asked January. "What are you

looking for ?

"

"I am looking for strawberries," answered she.

"This is not the season for them," returned January in his

gruff voice: "there are no strawberries under the snow."

"I know it," replied Dobrunka sadly; "but my mother and

sister will beat me to a jelly if I do not bring them some. My
good sirs, please to tell me where I can find them."
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Old January rose, and turning to a man in a golden mantle,

he put his staff in his hand, saying, " Brother June, this is your

business.

"

June rose in turn, and stirred the fire with the staff, when
behold! the flames rose, the snow melted, the earth grew green,

the trees were covered with leaves, the birds sang, and the

flowers opened— it was summer. Thousands of little white stars

enameled the turf, then turned to red strawberries; looking, in

their green cups, like rubies set in emeralds.

* Make haste, my child, and gather your strawberries, " said

June.

Dobrunka filled her apron, thanked the Twelve Months, and

joyfully ran home. You may imagine the astonishment of Ka-

tinka and the stepmother. The fragrance of the strawberries

filled the whole house.

" Where did you find these fine things ? " asked Katinka in a

disdainful voice.

"Up yonder on the mountain," answered her sister; "there

were so many of them that they looked like blood poured on the

ground.

"

Katinka and her mother devoured the strawberries without

even thanking the poor child.

The third day the wicked sister took a fancy for some red

apples. The same threats, the same insults, and the same vio-

lence followed. Dobrunka ran to the mountain, and was for-

tunate enough to find the Twelve Months warming themselves,

motionless and silent.

"You here again, my child?" said old January, making room
for her by the fire. Dobrunka told him with tears how, if she

did not bring home some red apples, her mother and sister would
beat her to death.

Old January repeated the ceremonies of the day before.

"Brother September," said he to a gray-bearded man in a

purple mantle, "this is your business."

September rose and stirred the fire with the staff, when
behold! the flames ascended, the snow melted, and the trees put
forth a few yellow leaves, which fell one by one before the wind;
— it was autumn. The only flowers were a few late pinks, daisies,

and immortelles. Dobrunka saw but one thing, an apple-tree

with its rosy fruit.

"Make haste, my child: shake the tree," said September.
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She shook it, and an apple fell; she shook it again, and a sec-

ond apple followed.

" Make haste, Dohrunka, make haste home ! " cried September

in an imperious voice.

The good child thanked the Twelve Months, and joyfully ran

home. You may imagine the astonishment of Katinka and the

stepmother.

"Fresh apples in January! Where did you get these apples?"

asked Katinka.

"Up yonder on the mountain: there is a tree there that is as

red with them as a cherry-tree in July."

" Why did you bring only two ? You ate the rest on the

way.

"

"O sister, I did not touch them; I was only permitted to

shake the tree twice, and but two apples fell."

" Begone, you fool ! " cried Katinka, striking her sister, who
ran away crying.

The wicked girl tasted one of the apples; she had never eaten

anything so delicious in her life, neither had her mother. . How
they regretted not having any more!

" Mother, " said Katinka, " give me my fur cloak. I will go to

the forest and find the tree; and whether I am permitted or not,

I will shake it so hard that all the apples will be ours."

The mother tried to stop her. A spoiled child listens to noth-

ing. Katinka wrapped herself in her fur cloak, drew the hood

over her head, and hastened to the forest.

Everything was covered with snow; there was not even a

footpath. Katinka lost her way, but she pushed on, spurred by

pride and covetousness. She spied a light in the distance. She

climbed and climbed till she reached the place, and found the

Twelve Months each seated on his stone, motionless and silent.

Without asking their permission, she approached the fire.

" Why have you come here ? What do you want ? Where are

you going ? " asked old January grufHy.

" What matters it to you, old fool ? " answered Katinka. " It

is none of your business where I came from or whither I am
going." She plunged into the forest. January frowned, and

raised his staff above his head. In the twinkling of an eye the

sky was overcast, the fire went out, the snow fell, and the wind

blew. Katinka could not see the way before her. She lost her-

self, and vainly tried to retrace her steps. The snow fell and the

XV—548
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wind blew. She called her mother, she cursed her sister, she

cursed God. The snow fell and the wind blew. Katinka froze,

,her limbs stiffened, and she fell motionless. The snow still fell

and the wind still blew.

The mother went without ceasing from the window to the

door, and from the door to the window. The hours passed and

Katinka did not return.

" I must go and look for my daughter, " said she. *' The child

has forgotten herself with those hateful apples." She took her

fur cloak and hood and hastened to the mountain. Everything

was covered with snow; there was not even a footpath. She

plunged into the forest, calling her daughter. The snow fell and

the wind blew. She walked on with feverish anxiety, shouting

at the top of her voice. The snow still fell and the wind still

blew.

Dobrunka waited through the evening and the night, but no

one returned. In the morning she took her wheel and spun a

whole distaff full ; there was still no news. " What can have

happened ? " said the good girl, weeping. The sun was shining

through an icy mist, and the ground was covered with snow.

Dobrunka prayed for her mother and sister. They did not re-

turn; and it was not till spring that a shepherd found the two

corpses in the forest.

Dobrunka remained the sole mistress of the house, the cow,

and the garden, to say nothing of a piece of meadow adjoining

the house. But when a good and pretty girl has a field under

her window, the next thing that follows is a young farmer, who
offers her his heart and hand. Dobrunka was soon married.

The Twelve Months did not abandon their child. More than

once, when the north wind blew fearfully and the windows shook

in their frames, old January stopped up all the crevices of the

house with snow, so that the cold might not enter this peaceful

abode.

Dobrunka lived to a good old age, always virtuous and happy,

having, according to the proverb, winter at the door, summer in

the bam, autumn in the cellar, and spring in the heart.
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THE STORY OP COQUERICO

A Spanish Tale

From the < Fairy Book.> Translated by Mary L. Booth, and published by
Harper & Brothers

ONCE Upon a time there was a handsome hen who lived like a

great lady in the poultry-yard of a rich farmer, surrounded

by a numerous family which clucked about her, and none

of which clamored more loudly or picked up the com faster with

his beak than a poor little deformed and crippled chicken. This

was precisely the one that the mother loved best. It is the way
with all mothers: the weakest and most unsightly are always

their favorites. This misshapen creature had but one eye, one

wing, and one leg in good condition; it might have been thought

that Solomon had executed his memorable sentence on Coquerico—
for that was the name of the wretched chicken— and cut him in

two with his famous sword. When a person is one-eyed, lame,

and one-armed, he may reasonably be expected to be modest;

but our Castilian ragamuffin was prouder than his father,— the

best spurred, most elegant, bravest, and most gallant cock to be

seen from Burgos to Madrid. He thought himself a phcenix of

grace and beauty, and passed the best part of the day in admir-

ing himself in the brook. If one of his brothers ran against him

by accident, he abused him, called him envious and jealous, and

risked his only remaining eye in battle; if the hens clucked on

seeing him, he said it was to hide their spite because he did not

condescend to look at them.

One day, when he was more puffed up with vanity than usual,

he resolved no longer to remain in such a narrow sphere, but to

go out into the world, where he would be better appreciated.

«My lady mother," said he, "I am tired of Spain; I am going

to Rome to see the Pope and cardinals."

« What are you thinking of, my poor child !
'* cried his mother.

" Who has put such a folly into your head ? Never has one of

our family befen known to quit his country; and for this reason

we are the honor of our race, and are proud of our genealogy.

Where will you find a poultry-yard like this,— mulberry-trees

to shade you, a white-washed hen-roost, a magnificent dunghill,

worms and com everjrwhere, brothers that love you, and three
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great dogs to guard you from the foxes ? Do you not think

that at Rome itself you will regret the ease and plenty of such

a life?"

Coquerico shrugged his crippled wing in token of disdain.

"You are a simple woman, my good mother," said he: "every-

thing is accounted worthy of admiration by him who has never

quitted his dunghill. But I have wit enough to see that my
brothers have no ideas, and that my cousins are nothing but

rustics. My genius is stifling in this hole; I wish to roam the

world and seek my fortune."

" But, my son, have you never looked in the "brook ? " resumed

the poor hen. " Don't you know that you lack an eye, a leg,

and a wing? To make your fortune, you need the eyes of a

fox, the legs of a spider, and the wings of a vulture. Once out-

side of these walls you are lost."

" My good mother, " replied Coquerico, " when a hen hatches

a duck, she is always frightened on seeing it run to the water.

You know me no better. It is my nature to succeed by my wit

and talent. I must have a public capable of appreciating the

charms of my person ; my place is not among inferior people.

"

" My son, " said the hen, seeing all her counsels useless,—" my
son, listen at least to your mother's last words. If you go to

Rome, take care to avoid St. Peter's Church; the saint, it is

said, dislikes cocks, especially when they crow. Shun, moreover,

certain personages called cooks and scullions; you will know
them by their paper caps, their tucked-up sleeves, and the great

knives which they wear at their sides. They are licensed assas-

sins, who track our steps without pity, and cut our throats with-

out-giving us time to cry mercy. And now my child," she

added, raising her claw, "receive my blessing. May St. James,

the patron saint of pilgrims, protect thee !

"

Coquerico pretended not to see the tear that trembled in his

mother's eye, nor did he trouble himself any more about his

father, who bristled his plumage and seemed about to call him
back. Without caring for those whom he left behind, he glided

through the half-open door, and once outside, flapped his only

wing and crowed three times to celebrate his freedom— "Cock-a-

doodle-do !

"

As he half flew, half hopped over the fields, he came to

the bed of a brook which had been dried up by the sun. In

the middle of the sands, however, still trickled a tiny thread of
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water, so small that it was choked by a couple of dead leaves

that had fallen into it.

"My friend, » exclaimed the streamlet at the sight of our trav-

eler,— "my friend, you see my weakness; I have not even the

strength to carry away these leaves which obstruct my passage,

much less to make a circuit, so completely am I exhausted. With
a stroke of your beak you can restore me to life. I am not an
ingrate; if you oblige me, you may count on my gratitude the

first rainy day, when the water from heaven shall have restored

my strength."

"You are jesting," said Coquerico. "Do I look like one

whose business it is to sweep the brooks? Apply to those of

your own sort." And with his sound leg he leaped across the

streamlet.

"You will remember me when you least expect it," murmured
the brook, but with so feeble a voice that it was lost on the

proud cock.

A little farther on, Coquerico saw the wind lying breathless

on the ground.

" Dear Coquerico, come to my aid, " it cried :
" here on earth we

should help each other. You see to what I am reduced by the

heat of the day; I, who in former times uprooted the olive-trees

and lashed the waves to frenzy, lie here well-nigh slain by the

dog-star. I suffered myself to be lulled to sleep by the perfume

of the roses with which I was playing; and lo! here I am,

stretched almost lifeless upon the ground. If you will raise me
a couple of inches with your beak and fan me a little with your

wing, I shall have the strength to mount to yonder white clouds

which I see in the distance, where I shall receive aid enough

from my family to keep me alive till I gain fresh strength from

the next whirlwind."

" My lord, " answered the spiteful Coquerico, * your Excellency

has more than once amused himself by playing tricks at my
expense. It is not a week since your Lordship glided like a

traitor behind me, and diverted himself by opening my tail like

a fan and covering me with confusion in the face of nations.

Have patience, therefore, my worthy friend: mockers always have

their turn; it does them good to repent, and to learn to respect

those whose birth, wit, and beauty should screen them from the

jests of a fool." And Coquerico, bristling his plumage, crowed

three times in his shrillest voice and proudly strutted onward.
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A little farther on he came to a newly mown field, where the

farmers had piled up the weeds in order to burn them. Coque-

rico approached a smoking heap, hoping to find some stray

kernels of com, and saw a little flame which was charring the

green stalks without being able to set them on fire.

"My good friend," cried the flame to the new-comer, "you

are just in time to save my life: I am dying for want of air. I

cannot imagine what has become of my cousin the wind, who
cares for nothing but his own amusement. Bring me a few dry

straws to rekindle my strength, and you will not have obliged

an ingrate."

"Wait a moment," said Coquerico, "and I will serve you

as you deserve, insolent fellow that dares ask my help!" And
behold! he leaped on the heap of dry weeds, and trampled it

down till he smothered both flame and smoke; after which he

exultingly shouted three times, "Cock-a-doodle-doo!" and flapped

his wing, as if he had done a great deed.

Proudly strutting onward and crowing, Coquerico at last ar-

rived at Rome, the place to which all roads lead. Scarcely had

he reached the city when he hastened to the great church of St.

Peter. Grand and beautiful as it was, he did not stop to admire

it; but planting himself in front of the main entrance, where he

looked like a fly among the great columns, he raised himself on

tiptoe and began to shout, "Cock-a-doodle-doo!" only to enrage

the saint and disobey his mother.

He had not yet ended his song when one of the Pope's

guards, who chanced to hear him, laid hands on the insolent

wretch who dared thus to insult the saint, and carried him home
in order to roast him for supper.

" Quick !

" said he to his wife on entering the house, " give

me some boiling water: here is a sinner to be punished."
" Pardon, pardon. Madam Water !

" cried Coquerico. " O good
and gentle water, the best and purest thing in the world, do not

scald me, I pray you !

"

"Did you have pity on me when I implored your aid, un-

grateful wretch ? " answered the water, boiling with indignation.

And with a single gush it inundated him from head to foot, and
left not a bit of down on his body.

The unhappy Coquerico stripped of all his feathers, the soldier

took him and laid him on the gridiron.
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"O fire, do not burn me!" cried he in an agony of terror.

"O beautiful and brilliant fire, the brother of the sun and the

cousin of the diamond, spare an unhappy creature; restrain thy

ardor, and soften thy flame; do not roast me!"
" Did you have pity on me when I implored your aid, un-

grateful wretch ? " answered the fire ; and fiercely blazing with

anger, in an instant it burnt Coquerico to a coal.

The soldier, seeing his roast chicken in this deplorable condi-

tion, took him by the leg and threw him out of the window.

The wind bore the unhappy fowl to a dunghill, where it left him

for a moment.

"O wind," murmured Coquerico, who still breathed, "O kindly

zephyr, protecting breeze, behold me cured of my vain follies;

let me rest on the paternal dunghill."

" Let you rest ! " roared the wind. " Wait, and I will teach

you how I treat ingrates. " And with one blast it sent him so

high in the air, that as he fell back he was transfixed by a

steeple.

There St. Peter was awaiting him. With his own hand he

nailed him to the highest steeple in Rome, where he is still

shown to travelers. However high-placed he may be, all despise

him because he turns with the slightest wind; black, dried up,

stripped of his feathers, and beaten by the rain, he is no longer

called Coquerico, but Weathercock: and thus expiates, and must

expiate eternally, his disobedience, vanity, and wickedness.
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JEAN DE LA BRUYERE
(1645-1696)

HE great French satirist La Bruyere has left a comprehensive

portrait gallery of his contemporaries, where one searches

vainly, for the brilliant collector himself. One feels' his

to entertain, almost hears his amused ironical laugh at human
but his presence is intangible. He never took the world cor-

dially into confidence, and we know little now of his uneventful life.

He was born at Paris, educated with the Oratorians, and then studied

law; but when about twenty-eight he gave up practice, and bought

a treasurership at Caen, which he sold

again twelve years later. To his friend

and admirer Bossuet may be attributed his

literary success; for, recommended by him,

he became in 1684 instructor in history to

the young Due de Bourbon, grandson of the

famous Conde. He received a salary of a

thousand crowns, and seems to have taught

his charge a variety of subjects. The stormy
Condes liked this genial quiet gentleman-
teacher and his ready tact. They may have
stormed sometimes, after their wont; but

La Bruyere knew how to be amiable while

preserving his own respect and winning
theirs. When his pupil left him, to marry

the daughter of Louis XIV. and Madame de Montespan, he was asked
to stay on as gentleman-in-waiting ; and did so until his death of apo-
plexy at the Hotel Conde, when only fifty-one.

"With the Condes the witty bourgeois had every opportunity to

gather material for his famous Characters. He was a keen observer,
with the clear impartial vision possessed only by an unconcerned
spectator. Though he knew the King and all the powerful noblemen
of France, though he was familiar with every court intrigue, he must
often have been made to feel that he was a recognized inferior.

There was quiet malice in his outward respect for these men and
women, and in the merciless analysis with which he exposed their
misplaced pride and ridiculous foibles.

The < Characters > (Les Caracteres), suggested as its name indicates
by the work of Theophrastus, and partly modeled after it, appeared

Jean de La Bruyere
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in 1687; and La Bruyere found his literary pastime, his solace to

wounded vanity, winning an immediate success. It is said that he

had offered to give the manuscript to a bookseller friend, the possible

profits to become a dowry for his child. The hesitating bookseller

finally printed it, and thus made a large fortune.

La Bruyere has definitely stated the purpose of his work :
« Of the

sixteen chapters which compose it, there are fifteen wholly employed

in detecting the fallacy and absurdity to be found in the objects of

human passions and inclinations, and in demolishing such obstacles

as at first weaken, and afterwards extinguish, any knowledge of God
in mankind: therefore these chapters are merely preparatory to the

sixteenth and last, wherein atheism is attacked, and perhaps routed;

wherein the proofs of a God, such at least as weak man is capable of

receiving, are produced; wherein the providence of God is defended

against the insults and complaints of free-thinkers."

The continuity of the sixteen chapters is not very evident. Each
begins with general moral reflections upon ^ Merit,* 'Women,* the

'Affections,* and similar subjects; and ends with a series of literary

portraits. La Bruyere was not a profound psychologist, but a careful

superficial observer, with a gift for witty description. Although he

used fictitious names, the sketches were too like living originals to be

mistaken. Naturally they caused resentment and personal enmities,

which twice prevented his election to the Academy, finally achieved

in 1693. Everybody read the 'Characters,' charmed by the delicate,

forceful style, and by the shrewd moral reasoning which enriched the

language with wise sayings. Key after key appeared, identifying his

personages; but La Bruyere repudiated them all, declaring that he
had represented types, not copied individuals.

The influence of this early realist was very great. But for him
Le Sage's famous novel ' Gil Bias * might never have been written.

He is said to have inspired the ' Persian Letters ' (Lettres Persanes)

of Montesquieu. Translated into English as early as 1698, the ' Char-

acters * had a wide influence upon our literature. " There is no
doubt,'* says Saintsbury, "that the English essayists of the Queen
Anne school modeled themselves upon it."

Its success called forth many feeble imitations, among them
' The Little La Bruyere, or Characters and Morals of Children of this

Century'; and 'The La Bruyere for Domestics,' by Madame de Gen-

lis, besides a ' La Bruyere for Boys ' and a ' La Bruyere for Girls.

'

His other works-— a translation of Theophrastus, and an unfinished

work upon 'Quietism,' materially altered by the Abbe du Pin, and
published after La Bruyere 's death— are not noteworthy. But the

'Characters' still constitute a delightful model of style, and a wise

and witty commentary on social life.
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OF FASHION

From the 'Characters'

IT
IS very foolish, and betrays what a small mind we have, to

allow fashion to sway us in everything that regards taste; in

our way of living, our health, and our conscience. Game is

out of fashion, and therefore insipid; and fashion forbids to cure

a fever by bleeding. This long while it has also not been fash-

ionable to depart this life shriven by Theotimus; now none but

the common people are saved by his pious exhortations, and he

has already beheld his successor.

To have a hobby is not to have a taste for what is good

and beautiful, but for what is rare and singular and for what
no one else can match; it is not to like things which are per-

fect, but those which are most sought after and fashionable. It

is not an amusement, but a passion; and often so violent that in

the meanness of its object it yields only to love and ambition.

Neither is it a passion for everything scarce and in vogue, but

only for some particular object which is rare and yet in fashion.

The lover of flowers has a garden in the suburbs, where he
spends all his time from sunrise till sunset. You see him stand-

ing there, and would think he had taken root in the midst of

his tulips before his « Solitaire » : he opens his eyes wide, rubs

his hands, stoops down and looks closer at it; it never before

seemed to him so handsome; he is in an ecstasy of joy, and
leaves it to go to the "Orient," then to the « Veuve," from thence
to the "Cloth of Gold," on to the "Agatha," and at last returns
to the " Solitaire, " where he remains, is tired out, sits down, and
forgets his dinner; he looks at the tulip and admires its shade,

shape, color, sheen, and edges,— its beautiful form and calyx: but
God and Nature are not in his thoughts, for they do not go
beyond the bulb pf his tulips, which he would not sell for a
thousand crowns, though he will give it to you for nothing when
tulips are no longer in fashion, and carnations are all the rage.

This rational being, who has a soul and professes some religion,

comes home tired and half starved, but very much pleased with
his day's work: he has seen some tulips.

Talk to another of the healthy look of the crops, of a plenti-

ful harvest, of a good vintage, and you will find he only cares
for fruit, and understands not a single word you say. Then turn
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to figs and melons; tell him that this year the pear-trees are

so heavily laden with fmit that the branches almost break, that

there is abundance of peaches: and you address him in a lan-

guage he completely ignores, and he will not answer you, for his

sole hobby is plum-trees. Do not even speak to him of your

plum-trees, for he is only fond of a certain kind, and.laughs and

sneers at the mention of any others; he takes you to his tree

and cautiously gathers this exquisite plum, divides it, gives you

one half, keeps the other himself, and exclaims, " How delicious

!

do you like it ? is it not heavenly ? You cannot find its equal

anywhere ; " and then his nostrils dilate, and he can hardly con-

tain his joy and pride under an appearance of modesty. What
a wonderful person, never enough praised and admired, whose

name will be handed down to future ages! Let me look at his

mien and shape whilst he is still in the land of the living, that I

may study the features and the countenance of a man who, alone

amongst mortals, is the happy possessor of such a plum.

Visit a third, and he will talk to you about his brother col-

lectors, but especially of Diognetes. He admits that he admires

him, but that he understands him less than ever. " Perhaps you

imagine," he continues, "that he endeavors to learn something

of his medals, and considers them speaking evidences of certain

facts that have happened,— fixed and unquestionable monuments
of ancient history. If you do, you are wholly wrong. Perhaps

you think that all the trouble he takes to become master of a

medallion with a certain head on it is because he will be de-

lighted to possess an uninterrupted series of emperors. If you

do, you are more hopelessly wrong than ever. Diognetes knows

when a coin is worn, when the edges are rougher than they

ought to be, or when it looks as if it had been newly struck.

All the drawers of his cabinet are full, and there is only room

for one coin; this vacancy so shocks him that in reality he

spends all his property and literally devotes his whole lifetime to

fill it.» . . .

Another man criticizes those people who make long voyages

either through nervousness or to gratify their curiosity; who
write no narrative or memoirs, and do not even keep a journal;

who go to see, and see nothing, or forget what they have seen;

who only wish to get a look at towers or steeples they never

saw before, and to cross other rivers than the Seine or the

Loire; who leave their own country merely to return again, and
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like to be absent, so that one day it may be said they have come
from afar. So far this critic is right and is worth listening to.

But when he adds that books are more instructive than

traveling, and gives me to understand he has a library, I wish

to see it. I call on this gentleman, and at the very foot of the

stairs I almost faint with the smell of the russia-leather bind-

ings of his books. In vain he shouts in my ears, to encourage

me, that they are all with gilt edges and hand-tooled, that they

are the best editions,— and he names some of them, one after

another,— and that his library is full of them, except a few

places painted so carefully that everybody takes them for shelves

and real books and is deceived. He also informs me that he

never reads, nor sets foot in this library, and now only accom-

panies me to oblige me. I thank him for his politeness, but feel

as he does on the subject, and would not like to visit the tan-pit

which he calls a library.

Some people immoderately thirst after knowledge, and are

unwilling to ignore any branch of it, so they study them all and

master none; they are fonder of knowing much than of knowing
some things well, and had rather be superficial smatterers in sev-

eral sciences than be well and thoroughly acquainted with one.

They everywhere meet with some person who enlightens and cor-

rects them; they are deceived by their idle curiosity, and often,

after very long and painful efforts, can but just extricate them-

selves from the grossest ignorance.

Other people have a master-key to all sciences, but never
enter there; they spend their lives in trying to decipher the

Eastern and Northern languages, those of both the Indies, of

the two Poles, nay, the language spoken in the moon itself. The
most useless idioms, the oddest and most hieroglyphical-looking

characters, are just those which awaken their passion and induce

them to study; they pity those persons who ingenuously content

themselves with knowing their own language, or at most the

Greek and Latin tongues. Such men read all historians and
know nothing of history; they run through all books, but are

not the wiser for any; they are absolutely ignorant of all facts

and principles, but they possess as abundant a store and garner-

house of words and phrases as can well be imagined, which
weighs them down, and with which they overload their memory,
whilst their mind remains a blank. . . .

Who can describe all the different kinds of hobbies? . . .
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A fashionable person is like a certain blue flower which grows

wild in the fields, chokes the corn, spoils the crops, and takes

up the room of something better; it has ho beauty nor value but

what is owing to a momentary caprice, which dies out almost as

soon as sprung up. To-day it is all the rage, and the ladies are

decked with it; to-morrow it is neglected and left to the common
herd.

A person of merit, on the contrary, is a flower we do not

describe by its color, but call by its name,—which we cultivate

for its beauty or fragrance, such as a lily or a rose; one of the

charms of nature: one of those things which beautify the world,

belonging to all times, admired and popular for centuries, valued

by our fathers, and by us in imitation of them, and not at all

harmed by the dislike or antipathy of a few. . . .

Every hour in itself, and in respect to us, is unique; when
once it is gone, it is entirely lost, and millions of ages will not

bring it back again; days, months, and years are swallowed up

and irrevocably lost in the abyss of time; time itself shall be

destroyed; it is but a point in the immense space of eternity, and

will be erased. There are several slight and frivolous periods of

time which are unstable, pass away, and may be called fashions:

such as grandeur, favor, riches, power, authority, independence,

pleasure, joy, and superfluities. What will become of such fash-

ions when time itself shall have disappeared ? Virtue alone, now
so little in fashion, will last longer than time.

THE CHARACTER OF CYDIAS

From the < Characters >

AscANius is a sculptor, Hegio an iron-founder, ^schines a

fuller, and Cydias [the poet Fontenelle] a wit, for that is

his trade. He has a signboard, a shop, work that is ordered,

and journeymen who work under him ; he cannot possibly let you

have those stanzas he has promised you in less than a month,

unless he breaks his word with Dosithea, who has engaged him

to write an elegy; he has also an idyl on the loom which is for

Grantor, who presses him for it, and has promised, him a liberal

reward. You can have whatever you like— prose or verse, for

he is just as good in one as in the other. If you want a letter

of condolence, or one on some person's absence, he will write
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them: he has them even ready-made; step into his warehouse,

and you may pick and choose. Cydias has a friend who has

nothing else to do but to promise to certain people a long time

beforehand that the great man will come to them, and who
finally introduces him in some society as a man seldom to be

met with and exquisite in conversation. Then, just as a vocalist

sings or as a lute-player touches his instrument in a company
where it has been expected, Cydias, after having coughed, puts

back his ruffles, extends his hand, opens his fingers, and very

gravely utters his over-refined thoughts and his sophisticated

arguments. Unlike those persons whose principles agree, and

who know that reason and truth are one and the same thing,

and snatch the words out of one another's mouths to acquiesce

in one another's sentiments, he never opens his mouth but to

contradict :
" I think, " he says graciously, " it is just the opposite

of what you say ;

" or, " I am not at all of your opinion ; " or

else, " Formerly I was under the same delusion as you are now

;

but . .
'*

; and then he continues, " There are three things to

be considered," to which he adds a fourth. He is an insipid

chatterer; no sooner has he obtained a footing into any society

than he looks out for some ladies whom he can fascinate, before

whom he can set forth his wit or his philosophy, and produce

his rare conceptions: for whether he speaks or writes, he ought
never to be suspected of saying what is true or false, sensible or

ridiculous; his only care is not to express the same sentiments

as some one else, and to differ from everybody. Therefore in

conversation, he often waits till every one has given his opinion

on some casual subject, or one which not seldom he has intro-

duced himself, in order to utter dogmatically things which are

perfectly new, but which he thinks decisive and unanswerable.

He is, in a word, a compound of pedantry and formality, to be

admired by cits and rustics; in whom, nevertheless, there is

nothing great except the opinion he has of himself.

Translation of Henri Van Laun.
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MADAME DE LA FAYETTE

(I 634- I 693)

jN THE history of French fiction the work of Madame de La
Fayette marks the beginning of a new era. Her work is

the first which relies for its interest upon the truth of the
emotions. For the impossible romances of heroic gallantry to which
Cervantes had already given the death-blow, and for the picaresque
tales of adventure which were to find their chief exponent in Defoe,
she substituted the novel in which the study of character and the

analysis of motive were to be the main sources of interest. Her
immediate successors in the next century

were the Abbe Prevost in France and Sam-
uel Richardson in England. She raised the

tone of fiction by simplifying motives, by
deepening the characterization, and by ad-

hering more closely to the facts of history

and to the truth of nature. To these im-

proved methods of treatment was added a

distinction of style, and a carefully chosen

but direct and unassuming language. The
work in which her finest qualities are ex-

hibited in combination is the ' Princess of

Cleves,' upon which two centuries have

placed the indelible mark of a great French

classic. With this work the analytical novel

of modern times may be said to have had its origin; and if the text-

ure of motives in the * Princess of Cleves * seems thin in comparison

with the complicated and closely woven web of 'Madame Bovary' or

<Middlemarch,> it must be remembered that ^adame de La Fayette's

book appeared thirty years before * Gil Bias, * and nearly half a cen-

tury before the time of the great English novelists.

Marie Madeleine Pioche de la Vergne was born in Paris in March
1634. Her brilliant qualities of mind were early displayed in the

literary circle of the Hotel Rambouillet; but after her marriage in

1655 to the Count de La Fayette, her own home became one of the

chief literary centres of Paris. Madame de Sevigne, La Fontaine,

and Segrais were her close friends; and after the early death of her

husband she established an intimate friendship with the Duke de La

Mme. de La Fayette
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Rochefoucauld. Her character was highly estimable, though long

misunderstood. She survived La Rochefoucauld by thirteen years,

which she was reported to have devoted to a life of penance. In

1880 hitherto unpublished letters were brought to light, which show
that during those years Madame de La Fayette continued to play an

important role at court, and was active for good in many a court

intrigue. She was sincerely attached to her friends, of a restless

activity, hopestly frank, and possessed of a keen understanding.

At the time when Madame de La Fayette began to write, women
of talent and learning were in disrepute; ecclesiastics had denounced

them; Moliere had ridiculed them. Her first story, 'The Princess of

Montpensier,' appeared anonymously and made no stir. Her second,

<Zayde,' bore the name of her friend Segrais, and immediately at-

tracted attention. <The Princess of Cleves,' published in the spring of

1678, made a sensation. There was in this case no such close con-

cealment of the authorship, but there was considerable mystification.

Many believed the book to be the work of La Rochefoucauld. In one

of her letters Madame de Scudery wrote, "The book is an orphan

disowned both by father and mother." *The Princess of Cleves* was

the first novel in literature that could be called the romance of a

married woman. There can be no doubt that although the scene is

laid at the court of Henry II., the heroine is Madame de La Fayette

herself; the Prince de Cleves, the Count de La Fayette; and the Duke
de Nemours, La Rochefoucauld. The inner workings of a woman's

life are here portrayed with purity of feeling and faithfulness of

observation. The Princess's confession to her husband of her love

for another man is related without dramatic fervor, but with a grace-

ful certainty of touch. Two other works require only passing men-

tion: 'The History of Henrietta of England,' published in 1720, and

the 'Memoires of the Court of France,* published in 173 1. It is the

'Princess of Cleves' alone that renders Madame de La Fayette pre-

eminent among the many brilliant women of France in the seven-

teenth century. "In order to produce it," says her biographer, "there

were needed a court and a country like the court and France of

Louis XIV. Let us" give greeting to these graces that we shall see

no more; but since this flower is not yet faded, let us breathe its per-

fume which awakens in us the dreams of that brilliant time, and let

us admire its undying freshness."

Madame de La Fayette died in Paris on May 25th, 1693.
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HUSBAND AND WIFE

From <The Princess of Cleves.> Copyright 1891, by Little, Brown & Co.

MONSIEUR felt very bad at not seeing Madame de Cloves again

after the pleasant afternoon he had spent with her, which

had so fired his hopes. His impatience to meet her once

more left him no peace; so that when the King returned to

Paris he determined to make a visit to his sister, the Duchess

of Mercoeur, who lived in the country not far from Coulommiers.

He proposed to the Vidame to go with him; the latter gladly

consented, to the delight of Monsieur de Nemours, who hoped

to make sure of seeing Madame de Clfeves by calling in company
with the Vidame.

Madame de Mercoeur was delighted to see them, and at once

began to devise plans for their amusement. While they were

deer-hunting. Monsieur de Nemours lost his way in the forest;

and when he asked what road he should take, he was told that

he was near Coulommiers. When he heard this word, ** Coulom-

miers," he at once, without thinking, without forming any plan,

dashed oif in that direction. He got once more into the forest,

and followed such paths as seemed to him to lead to the castle.

These paths led to a summer-house, which consisted of a large

room with two closets: one opening on a flower-garden separated

from the forest by a fence, and the other opening on one of

the walks of the park. He entered the summer-house, and was
about to stop and admire it, when he saw Monsieur and Madame
de Cloves coming along the path, followed by a number of serv-

ants. Surprised at seeing Monsieur de Clfeves, whom he had left

with the King, his first impulse was to hide. He entered the

closet near the flower-garden, with the intention of escaping by

a door opening into the forest; but when he saw Madame de

Clfeves and her husband sitting in the summer-house, while their

servants stayed in the park, whence they could not reach him

without coming by Monsieur and Madame de Cloves, he could

not resist the temptation to watch her, or overcome his curiosity

to listen to her conversation with her husband, of whom he was

more jealous than of any of his rivals.

He heard Monsieur de Clfeves say to his wife :
" But why

don't you wish to return to Paris ? What can keep you in the

country ? For some time you have had a taste for solitude which
XV—549
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surprises me and pains me, because it keeps us apart. I find

you in even lower spirits than usual, and I am afraid something

distresses you."

" I have nothing on my mind," she answered with some

embarrassment; "but the bustle of a court is so great, and our

house is always so thronged, that it is impossible for mind and

body not to be tired and to need rest."

* Rest, " he answered, " is not needed by persons of your age.

Neither at home nor at court do you get tired; and I should

be rather inclined to fear that you are glad to get away from

me."
" If you thought that, you would do me great injustice," she

replied with ever growing embarrassment; "but I beg of you to

leave me here. If you could stay too I should be very glad;

provided you would stay alone, and did not care for the throng

of people who almost never leave you."

*'Ah, madame," exclaimed Monsieur de Clfeves, "your air and

your words show me that you have reasons for wishing to be

alone which I don't know, and which I beg of you to tell me."

For a long time the prince besought her to tell him the reason,

but in vain : and after she had refused in a way that only doubled

his curiosity, she stood for some time silent with eyes cast down;

then raising her eyes to his she said suddenly :
—

"Don't compel me to confess something which I have often

meant to tell you, but had not the strength. Only remember
that prudence does not require that a woman of my age, who is

mistress of her actions, should remain exposed to the temptations

of the court."

" What is it you suggest, madame ? " exclaimed Monsieur de

Clfeves. "I should not dare to say, for fear of offending you."

Madame de Cloves did not answer, and her silence confirming

her husband's suspicions, he went on:—
" You are silent, and your silence tells me I am not mistaken.

"

"Well, sir," she answered, falling on her knees, "I am going

to make you a confession such as no woman has ever made to

her husband; the innocence of my actions and of my intentions

gives me strength to do so. It is true that I have reasons for

keeping aloof from the court, and I wish to avoid the perils that

sometimes beset women of my age. I have never given the

slightest sign of weakness ; and I should never fear displaying any,

if you would leave me free to withdraw from court, or if Madame
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de Chartres 'Still lived to guide my actions. Whatever the dangers

of the course I take, I pursue it with pleasure, in order to keep

myself worthy of you. I beg your pardon a thousand times if

my feelings offend you; at any rate I shall never offend you by

my actions. Remember that to do what I am now doing requires

more friendship and esteem for a husband than any one has ever

had. Guide me, take pity on me, love me if you can.*

All the time she was speaking, Monsieur de Clfeves sat with

his head in his hands; he was really beside himself, and did not

once think of lifting his wife up. But when she had finished,

and he looked down and saw her, her face wet with tears, and

yet so beautiful, he thought he should die of grief. He kissed

her, and helped her to her feet.

"Do you, madame, take pity on me,'* he said, "for I deserve

it; and excuse me if in the first moments of a grief so poignant

as mine I do not respond as I should to your appeal. You seem

to me worthier of esteem and admiration than any woman that

ever lived; but I also regard myself as the unhappiest of men.

The first moment that I saw you, I was filled with love of you;

neither your indifference to me nor the fact that you are my
wife has cooled it: it still lives. I have never been able to make
you love me, and I see that you fear you love < another. And
who, madame, is the happy man that inspires this fear? Since

when has he charmed you ? What has he done to please you ?

What was the road he took to your heart ? I found some conso-

lation for not having touched it, in the thought that it was

beyond any one's reach; but another has succeeded where I have

failed. I have all the jealousy of a husband and of a lover; but

it is impossible to suffer as a husband after what you have told

me. Your noble conduct makes me feel perfectly secure, and

even consoles me as a lover. Your confidence and your sincerity

are infinitely dear to me; you think well enough of me not to

suppose that I shall take any unfair advantage of this confession.

You are right, madame,— 1 shall not; and I shall not love you

less. You make me happy by the greatest proof of fidelity that

a woman ever gave her husband; but madame, go on and tell

me who it is you are trying to avoid."

"I entreat you, do not ask me,'* she replied: "I have deter-

mined not to tell you, and I think that the more prudent course."

" Have no fear, madame, " said Monsieur de Clfeves :
" I know

the world too well to suppose that respect for a husband ever
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prevents men falling in love with his wife. He ought to hate

those who do so, but without complaining; so once more, madame,

I beg of you to tell me what I want to know."
" You w^ould urge me in vain, " she answered :

" I have strength

enough to keep back what I think I ought not to say. My
avowal is not the result of weakness, and it requires more courage

to confess this truth than to undertake to hide it."

Monsieur de Nemours lost not a single word of this conversa-

tion, and Madame de Clfeves's last remark made him quite as jeal-

ous as it made her husband. He was himself so desperately in

love with her that he supposed every one else was just as much
so. It was true in fact that he had many rivals, but he imagined

even more than there were; and he began to wonder whom
Madame de Cleves could mean. He had often believed that she

did not dislike him, and he had formed his opinion from things

which seemed so slight that he could not imagine he had kindled

a love so intense that it called for this desperate remedy. He
was almost beside himself with excitement, and could not forgive

Monsieur de Clfeves for not insisting on knowing the name his

wife was hiding.

Monsieur de Cleves, however, was doing his best to find it

out ; and after he had entreated her in vain, she said :
—" It seems

to me that you ought to be satisfied with my sincerity; do not

ask me anything more, and do not give me reason to repent what

I have just done. Content yourself with the assurance I give

you that no one of my actions has betrayed my feelings, and

that not a word has ever been said to me at which I could take

offense.

"

"Ah, madame," Monsieur de Clfeves suddenly exclaimed, "I

cannot believe you! I remember your embarrassment the day

your portrait was lost. You, gave it away,—you gave away that

portrait which was so dear to me, and belonged to me so legiti-

mately. You could not hide your feelings: it is known that

you are in love; your virtue has so far preserved you from the

rest. '*

«Is it possible," the princess burst forth, «that you could

suspect any misrepresentation in a confession like mine, which
there was no ground for my making? Believe what I say:

I purchase at a high price the confidence that I ask of you. I

beg of you, believe that I did not give away the portrait; it is

true that I saw it taken, but I did not wish to show that I saw
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it, lest I should be exposed to hearing things which no one had
yet dared to say."

" How then did you see his love ? " asked Monsieur de Clfeves.

" What marks of love were given to you ?

"

"Spare me the mortification," was her answer, "of repeating

all the details which I am ashamed to have noticed, and have

only convinced me of my weakness."
" You are right, madame, " he said :

" I am unjust. Deny me
when I shall ask such things, but do not be angry if I ask

them.

"

At this moment some of the servants who were without came
to tell Monsieur de Cloves that a gentleman had come with a

command from the King that he should be in Paris that evening.

Monsieur de Clfeves was obliged to leave at once; and he could

say to his wife nothing except that he begged her to return the

next day, and besought her to believe that though he was sorely

distressed, he felt for her an affection and esteem which ought to

satisfy her.

When he had gone, and Madame de Cleves was alone and

began to think of what she had done, she was so amazed that

she could scarcely believe it true. She thought that she had

wholly alienated her husband's love and esteem, and had thrown

herself into an abyss from which escape was impossible. She

asked herself why she had done this perilous thing, and she saw

that she had stumbled into it without intention. The strange-

ness of such a confession, for which she knew no precedent,

showed her all her danger.

But when she began to think that this remedy, violent as it

was, was the only one that could protect her from Monsieur de

Nemours, she felt that she could not regret it, and that she had

not gone too far. She spent the whole night in uncertainty,

anxiety, and fear; but at last she grew calm. She felt a vague

satisfaction in having given this proof of fidelity to a husband

who so well deserved it, who had such affection and esteem for

her, and who had just shown these by the way in which he had

received her avowal.

Meanwhile Monsieur de Nemours had left the place where he

had overheard a conversation which touched him keenly, and had

hastened into the forest. What Madame de Cloves h^d said about

the portrait gave him new life, by showing him that it was he

whom she did not hate. He first gave himself up to this joy;
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but it was not of long duration, for lie reflected that the same

thing which showed him that he had touched the heart of

Madame de Clfeves ought to convince him that he would never

receive any token of it, and that it was impossible to gain any

influence over a woman who resorted to so strange a remedy.

He felt, nevertheless, great pleasure in having brought her to

this extremity. He felt a certain pride in making himself loved

by a woman so different from all others of her sex,— in a word,

he felt a hundred times happier and unhappier. Night came

upon him in the forest, and he had great difliculty in finding the

way back to Madame de Mercoeur's. He reached there at day-

break. He found it very hard to explain what had delayed him;

but he made the best excuses he could, and returned to Paris that

same day with the Vidame.

Monsieur de Nemours was so full of his passion, and so sur-

prised by what he had heard, that he committed a very common
imprudence,— that of speaking in general terms of his own
feelings, and of describing his own adventures under borrowed

names. On his way back he turned, the conversation to love : he

spoke of the pleasure of being in love with a worthy woman; he

mentioned the singular effects of this passion; and finally, not

being able to keep to himself his astonishment at what Madame
de Cloves had done, he told the whole story to the Vidame, with-

out naming her and without saying that he had any part in it.

But he manifested such warmth and admiration that the Vidame
at once suspected that the story concerned the prince himself.

He urged him strongly to acknowledge this; he said that he had
long known that he nourished a violent passion, and that it was
wrong not to trust in a man who had confided to him the secret

of his life. Monsieur de Nemours was too much in love to

acknowledge his love ; he had always hidden it from the Vidame,
though he loved him better than any man at court. He answered
that one of his friends had told him this adventure, and had
made him promise not to speak of it, and he besought him to

keep his secret. The Vidame promised not to speak of it; never-

theless Monsieur de Nemours repented having told him.

Meanwhile, Monsieur de Cloves had gone to the King, his heart

sick with a mortal wound. Never had a husband felt warmer
love or highfer respect, for his wife. What he had heard had not

lessened his respect, but this had assumed a new form. His most
earnest desire was to know who had succeeded in pleasing her.
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Monsieur de Nemours was the first to occur to him, as the most

fascinating man at court, and the ChevaUer de Guise and the

Marshal of Saint-Andr^ as two men who had tried to please her

and had paid her much attention; so that he decided it must be

one of these three. He reached the Louvre, and the King took

him into his study to tell him that he had chosen him to carry

Madame to Spain; that he had thought that the prince would

discharge this duty better than any one; and that no one would

do so much credit to France as Madame de Cleves. Monsieur

de Clfeves accepted this appointment with due respect, and even

looked upon it as something that would remove his wife from

court without attracting any attention; but the date of their de-

parture was still too remote to relieve his present embarrassment.

He wrote at once to Madame de Cloves to tell her what the King

had said, and added that he was very anxious that she should

come to Paris. She returned in obedience to his request; and

when they met, each found the other in the deepest gloom.

Monsieur de Cloves addressed her in the most honorable

terms, and seemed well worthy of the confidence she had placed

in him.

" I have no uneasiness about your conduct, " he said :
" you

have more strength and virtue than you think. It is not dread

of the future that distresses me; I am only distressed at seeing

that you have for another feelings that I have not been able to

inspire in you."

" I do not know how to answer you, " she said ;
" I am ready

to die with shame when I speak to you. Spare me, I beg of

you, these painful conversations. Regulate my conduct; let me
see no one,— that is all I ask: but permit me never to speak of

a thing which makes me seem so little worthy of you, and which

I regard as so unworthy of me."

"You are right, madame," he answered: "I abuse your gen-

tleness and your confidence. But do you too take some pity

on the state into which you have cast me, and remember that

whatever you have told me, you conceal from me a name which

excites an unendurable curiosity. Still, I do not ask you to

gratify it; but I must say that I believe the man 1 must envy

to be the Marshal of Saint-Andr^, the Duke of Nemours, or the

Chevalier de Guise."

« I shall not answer, " she said blushing, * and I shall give

you no occasion for lessening or strengthening your suspicions;
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but if you try to find out by watching me, you will surely make

me so embarrassed that every one will notice it. In Heaven's

name," she went on, "invent some illness, that I may see no

one !

"

"No, madame,* he replied: "it would soon be found that it-

was not real: and moreover, I want to place my confidence in

you alone; that is the course my heart recommends, and my rea-

son too. In your present mood, by leaving you free, I protect

you by a closer guard than I could persuade myself to set about

you.

"

Monsieur de Cloves was right: the confidence he showed in

his wife proved a stronger protection against Monsieur de Ne-

mours, and inspired her to make austerer resolutions, than any

form of constraint could have done. She went to the Louvre

and visited the dauphiness as usual; but she avoided Monsieur de

Nemours with so much care that she took away nearly all his

happiness at thinking that she loved him. He saw nothing in

her actions which did not prove the contrary. He was almost

ready to believe that what he had heard was a dream, so unlikely

did it appear. The only thing that assured him that he was not

mistaken was the extreme sadness of Madame de Clfeves, in spite

of all her efforts to conceal it. Possibly kind words and glances

would not have fanned Monsieur de Nemours's love as did this

austere conduct.

One evening when Monsieur and Madame de Cloves were with

the Queen, some one said that it was reported that the King

was going to name another nobleman of the court to accompany

Madame to Spain. Monsieur de Cloves fixed his eyes on his wife

when the speaker added that it would be either the Chevalier

de Guise or the Marshal of Saint-Andr^. He noticed that she

showed no agitation at either of these names, or at the mention

of their joining the party. This led him to think that it was

neither of these that she dreaded to see; and wishing to deter-

mine the matter, he went to the room where the King was.

After a short absence, he returned to his wife and whispered

to her that he had just learned that it would be Monsieur de

Nemours who would go with them to Spain.

The name of Monsieur de Nemours, and the thought of seeing

him every day during a long journey in her husband's presence,

so agitated Madame de Clfeves that she could not conceal it; and

wishing to assign other reasons, she answered:—
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"The choice of that gentleman will be very disagreeable for

you: he will divide all the honors, and I think you ought to try

to have some one else appointed."

"It is not love of glory, madame," said Monsieur de Cloves,

"that makes you dread that Monsieur de Nemours should come
with me. Your regret tells me what another woman wovild have

told by her delight. But do not be alarmed; what I have just

told you is not true: I made it up to make sure of a thing which

I had only too long inclined to believe.'* With these words he

went away, not wishing by his presence to add to his wife's evi-

dent embarrassment.

At that moment Monsieur de Nemours entered, and at once

noticed Madame de Clfeves's condition. He went up to her, and

said in a low voice that he respected her too much to ask what

made her so thoughtful. His voice aroused her from her revery;

and looking at him, without hearing what he said, full of her

own thoughts and fearful that her husband would see him by

her side, she said, " In Heaven's name leave me alone !

"

"Alas! madame," he replied, "I leave you only too much
alone. Of what can you complain ? I do not dare to speak to

you, or even to look at you; I never come near you without

trembling. How have I brought such remark on myself, and

why do you make me seem to have something to do with the

depression in which I find you ?

"

Madame de Cloves deeply regretted that she had given Mon-
sieur de Nemours an opportunity to speak to her more frankly

than he had ever done. She left him without giving him any

answer, and went home in a state of agitation such as she

had never known. Her husband soon noticed this; he perceived

that she was afraid lest he should speak to her about what

had just happened. He followed her into her room and said

to her:—
" Do not try to avoid me, madame ; I shall say nothing that

could displease you. I beg your pardon for surprising you as I

did; I am sufficiently punished by what I learned. Monsieur de

Nemours was the man whom I most feared. I see your danger:

control yourself for your own sake, and if possible for mine. I

do not ask this as your husband, but as a man all of whose hap-

piness you make, and who feels for you a tenderer and stronger

love than he whom your heart prefers."
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Monsieur de Cloves nearly broke down at these last words,

which he could hardly utter. His wife was much moved; and

bursting into tears, she embraced him with a gentleness and a

sorrow that almost brought him to the same condition. They
remained for some time perfectly silent, and separated without

having strength to utter a word.

Translated by Thomas Sergeant Perry.
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JEAN DE LA FONTAINE

(1621-1695)

BY GEORGE MCLEAN HARPER

jT THE court of Louis XIV. there once appeared a figure which
clashed with the regularity and harmony of the scene. A
tall, spare man, with a long nose, thin satirical lips, and

kindly eyes, which could be sharp enough but were for the most part

veiled by revery, wandered through the palace of Versailles and lin-

gered half amused in the stately and unnatural gardens. Jean de La
Fontaine, then in discredit as the author of certain licentious tales

and the associate of malcontents, had come, rather sheepishly, at the

instance of his friends, to present a volume of his fables to the King,

of whose disfavor he was well aware. Though not quite clear as

to the nature of his offense nor over-anxious for royal patronage, he
was willing to purchase protection by an act of homage. He felt un-

comfortable in his role of suitor, but played it with what grace and
countenance he could. While conforming, with an odd mingling of

ease and childish awkwardness, to the requirements of the situation,

there was a fine, incredulous smile about the corners of his mouth as

he bent the knee to the monarch whom under his breath he called

Sire Lion,— feeling himself to be neither more nor less of a courtier

than that handsome rascal, the Fox. The glitter of ceremony failed

to dazzle him; and although he manifestly tried to be interested in

the regal pageant, he was not much impressed. When he had fin-

ished his harangue, he found he had forgotten to bring the book

which was to have been its excuse, and he absent-mindedly left in

the carriage that bore him away, the purse of gold with which his

solicitations had been rewarded.

To the King and his elegant retinue he must have seemed a

naughty, undisciplined child,— rustic, old-fashioned, irreverent, out of

keeping with the world and the times. Yet he was in some ways

the most real man there ; certainly the most natural. He understood

his world and his time profoundly, after his fashion, and was des-

tined to interpret them to future generations. For if he never suc-

ceeded in pleasing the King or obtaining a royal pension, he was only

too popular with many great lords and ladies, and knew most of the

celebrities of Paris; and though his acquaintances would have been
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amused to hear that he possessed any moral superiority over them,

he at least enjoyed a certain advantage of birth and breeding which

enabled him to see things with clearer eyes than they.

No one can see clearly and judge with broad fairness in a society

which represents to him the whole of life. One must come from

another world to do this. And a large part of La Fontaine's past

had been spent in a world as different as could be imagined from the

artificial circumstances of a court, and his experience was well calcu-

lated to reduce them to a natural perspective. Other men, of remark-

able penetration and unusual honesty, were aware of the evils of

that reign,— so difficult to judge then, because so grand in outward

seeming. La Rochefoucauld was letting fall, here and there, a maxim
of concentrated bitterness; and Saint-Simon was rushing home from

court every night to pour out, on endless paper, his righteous indig-

nation against the crawling hypocrisy of bishops, the slander and

place-hunting of lords, and the tainted ambition of ladies. But to

neither of these observers did it all seem abnormal and ridiculous, as

it did to La Fontaine. To him there was matter for eternal laugh-

ter in that perversion of nature which was called a court. Like

Jupiter's monkey in his own fable, who replied to the elephant,

astonished at the indifference of the gods to his size and importance,

the complacent dreamer said, * Both small and great in their eyes

are the same." For him the gods were elsewhere,— divinities of

groves and rivers, shaking the leaves of woodland birch and roadside

poplar in the sunny Champagne country, and splashing, serenely

unconcerned with mortal business, through the meandering Marne.

And he laughed silently at the formal ugliness of Versailles horti-

culture, as the "vision of trees," "the mist and the river, the hill and

the shade," rose before his mind. No less ludicrous must the King
of France and his brilliant company of flatterers have sometimes

appeared to him, when he reflected how exactly they and all their

movements matched the life of village boors and gossips, or the

more antique and undeviating ways of forest creatures, in bush and
stream. For it was by intimacy with country scenes, peasant nature,

and the primitive and changeless character of animals, that La
Fontaine differed from the high society into which he had been
allured, and was enabled to judge it. Like Benjamin Franklin a cen-

tury later at the court of Louis XVL, he brought into an artificial

circle the clear perceptions and the common-sense which are bred of

familiarity with simple forms of life.

He. was born July 8th, 1621, in the small town of Chateau-Thierry,

which sits quietly beside the river Marne, in the heart of Champagne.
The soil of that famous wine-growing country is light, and the sun
shines fair, but without excessive heat. The beauty of the landscape
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is in the ordered green of its little vineyards, the bright red and blue

of poppy and corn-flower in its winding meadows, which low chalk

hills warmly enfold, treeless but gently outlined,— all these features

perfect in detail, and the common charm their gracious harmony.

There is no gfrandeur to uplift, no mystery to deepen the human
spirit; neither is there fat abundance to make men dull. The native

race is shrewd, witty, parsimonious, sober. They see clearly in the

small concerns of their very limited lives, and are devoid of illusions

and exciting fancies. The moral current is shallow, but sparkling

and quick. The deep imaginings and awful pleasures of northern

peoples are to them unknown. Mystery does not charm, but only

irritates them. They have a weak sense for the supernatural or the

abstract. Ridicule, rather than priest or Bible, is the guardian of

their behavior; and the principles which regulate their conduct have

long ago been coined into maxims and anecdotes and significant

bywords, which pass down from generation to generation with accu-

mulating force.

In this region La Fontaine's father and grandfather held the office

of « master of streams and forests, * a government position in the

proper filling of which a man would naturally become familiar with

the country and its inhabitants. The family enjoyed consideration

and some wealth. Jean, who must have been but a willful and indif-

ferent scholar, received an education of which the principal traces in

his works are a loving familiarity with the Latin poets, and a wide

acquaintance with the racy and somewhat recondite narratives which

constituted the undercurrent of French literature,— irregular, licen-

tious, but undeniably congenial to the French spirit. He became
deeply read in the popular tales of the Middle Ages,— satires, animal

stories, and " moralities. " From these sources, and from several

writers of the sixteenth century, particularly Rabelais and Marot, he

obtained a fund of witty and sensual incidents; while his poetical

imagery and much of his tenderer and purer sentiment were derived

from Virgil and Ovid.

The son of an old family comfortably settled in a small country

town is strongly tempted to idleness; because there come to him by
birth that consideration and respect, and that freedom from financial

concern, which are the usual objects of men's activity. La Fontaine

was never very successful in resisting temptation of any kind, and it

suited his nature to float indolently on the current of wealth and social

regard which his more strenuous ancestors had accumulated. Nor
was there lack of entertainment to enliven the smooth voyage ; for

he had neighbors to his liking,— not averse to playing for high stakes

or drinking up to the limit of sobriety, and withal of a very ready

wit. Unambitious, fond of easy company, absent-minded, given to
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receiving hospitality, which was offered freely in those days in French

provincial towns, he drifted into middle age ; allowing himself to be

married by family arrangement and without love, and quietly accept-

ing his father's office, which was resigned in his favor.

His life of hunting, reading, and convivial pleasure at Chateau-

Thierry was diversified by frequent visits to Paris, where his com-

positions were a passport to the acquaintance not only of literary

people, but of many rich and frivolous nobles. In 1654 he published

an adaptation of the * Eunuchus > of Terence, and at about this time

his tales and epistles in verse began to circulate from hand to hand.

He lived to deplore the harm the tales may have done, though he

professed for his part to see no evil in them. They were based

largely on Boccaccio and Rabelais; and represented woman's charac-

ter especially in a way not creditable to their author, either as poet

or as mere observer. It is true, however, that so far as the material

of the tales is concerned, he accepted the disgusting inventions of

his coarse masters without much change. Between 1657 and 1663 he

was a frequent guest, and indeed a pensioner, of the rich and corrupt

Fouquet, superintendent of finance. Several other poets also enjoyed

the bounty of Fouquet at his magnificent country-seat, the palace of

Vaux; but none on such strict terms of service as La Fontaine. He
was at work for three years, with what frequent intervals of repose

we can imagine, on a long eulogistic composition, <The Dream of

Vaux ' ; and wrote besides many occasional pieces, in return for lav-

ish hospitality. On Fouquet's fall in 1663, he sang with sincere regret

the departed glories of the place, in his ' Elegy of the Nymphs of

Vaux.

'

He would seem to have been now, for a moment, in helpless

plight,— his private fortune well-nigh exhausted, and himself in dis-

gfrace with the government as a friend of the guilty superintendent:

But he found no lack of patronage. One of Mazarin's nieces, the

Duchess of Bouillon, then living in forced retirement at Chateau-

Thierry, attracted him back to his birthplace; and through her con-

nections at Paris he subsequently received a fresh start in town
society. He had already become a friend of Moliere, Racine, and
Boileau. Spurred into action by their raillery,— for he was the eld-

est of the g:roup, and the others, who were winning fame, called him
a laggard,— he published in 1664 the first series of his versified tales.

Like many of his steps, this was an innocent blunder, and led him
to no honorable advantage. His reputation as the author of such

compositions brought him into close relations with several notorious

sets of libertines; and his life, which had never been consistent, now
became a very complex tangle of good and bad. He neglected his

wife, his son, his public duties. He lived in ease and self-indulgence.
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He seemed occupied solely with the art of satisfying his own caprice

and the depraved taste of a corrupt society.

But somehow the precious jewel which was in his head remained

untarnished, and shone through at last; for after all he had not been

idle, and was never worse than a willful child. He possessed the

poet's eye, and it had been busy when his hands were folded. No
such "master of streams and forests'' ever lived. Not even Izaak

Walton so well deserves the name. The trees of Champagne had

small need to mourn the incompetence of their guardian, who has

given them " a green and golden immortality " in his appeal to the

woodman :
—

* Leave axes, books, and picks,

Instruments of woe.

The scythe of Time, with deadlier tricks,

To line the borders of the Styx

Too soon will bring them low."

In simplicity of heart, and profiting by his unbounded leisure, this

wayward but still unspoiled man had followed a native instinct 01

observation, which had led him after many years into rare sympathy
with the non-human denizens of the earth. His peculiar appreciation

— half poetic feeling, half naturalist's instinct— of this underlying

world, being put to the service of his very considerable philosophic

bent, gave him that air which people remarked, of having come from

another planet. As old age approached, there grew upon him the

habit of judging men according to the large standard of comparison

which his fellowship with animals and plants provided. And it came
to be recognized as his unique distinction that he would be at all

times collecting and applying these novel ideas. He was known to sit

for half a day, missing his dinner and breaking all appointments, to

watch a family of ants bury a dead fly. The ways of the wolf, the

fears of the mouse, the ruminations of the ox, the ambitions of the

bear, were more open to his understanding than men's politics. He
loved the bright, smiling land of his birth ; its limpid waters, its sunny

vineyards, its frugal farms, where every egg was counted— sometimes,

as he tells us, before it was laid. Waiting by green-mantled pools,

peering to the brook's gray bottom, and wandering with bowed head

on forest paths, where for a moment the fallow-deer stood in the

flickering light and were gone,— he mused for months and years in

happy indolence; and if by chance he undertook, of a winter's night,

to turn into French verse a fable of .^sop or Phtedrus, and uncon-

sciously excelled his models, it was still all love-in-idleness to him,

and in no wise work.

But there had to be labor enough in the end, for the task was

complicated,— being the turning of old Greek and Latin fables, not
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only into the French language, but into the French spirit. Moreover,

he exercised in this the most painstaking and thoughtful originality,

by setting forth in them the results of his own observation and

making a witty commentary on his own times. By his forty-eighth

year there were enough of these little poems for a volume of one

hundred and twenty-four fables, arranged in six books. Ten years

later he published another collection, of five books. The fables ex-

cited such interest, and went so far to make amends for past license,

that their author was elected a member of the Academy; but the

King for a time opposed his admission, finally permitting it in 1684,

with the remark, " You may receive La Fontaine at once : he has

promised to behave." There were more tales, however, and much
loose conduct to atone for, when, during a serious illness in 1693, the

old poet made a public and no doubt sincere confession of his sins.

It is worthy of rem3.rk, as illustrating the peculiarly expansive and

social character of the period, and perhaps also the racial conception

of religion as a public exercise rather than an inward state, that a

committee of literary men were deputed by the French Academy to

witness this tardy profession of faith. The twelfth and last book of

fables appeared shortly afterwards; and two years later he died, still

young in heart. For nearly a generation he had been living on the

hospitality of his friends at Paris— not basely, but with noble frank-

ness, acknowledging his inability to provide for himself.

La Fontaine, it must be admitted, lacked some very essential qual-

ities, while possessing other and unusual ones in notable abundance.

Marriage was not sacred to him, though friendship was. He disliked

children, though he loved dumb beasts. Throughout the latter half of

his life he was dependent on others for a home; but in his soul he

was free, and seldom praised his patrons except where self-interest

fell in with affection. His tales are an unclean spot upon the century

when French literature' as a whole was most pure and dignified;

but his fables, which far surpass them in artistic finish, in interest, in

variety, are sound and clear and sweet. The truth is, this great man
was always a child, with a child's fair purposes and untrained will.

Instinct ruled him. Until almost the end of his life he was an irre-

sponsible pagan.

But his failings were of the most amiable order; and they saved
him from too great conformity to the artificial society of his time,

which would have been the most deplorable failing of all. He never
grew old nor worldly-wise; he never lost his sweet simplicity, nor
succeeded, no matter how much he tried, in making those surrenders
of the ideal by which we purchase what is termed success. To blame
La Fontaine for being different from other men, even the best, would
be to overlook the quality wherewith his very true and enduring
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success was achieved. The ordered life of civilized communities had
come to be taken for granted as necessarily the best possible condi-

tion, and of vastly more scope and meaning than the life of nature.

Both in the conduct of his own affairs, ^— his childlike following of

pleasure, his unsophisticated relish for what was natural,— and also

by precept and illustration in his fables, La Fontaine suggested the

broader basis and more complicated frame of things. If we are care-

ful to exclude any idea of his entertaining a conscious ititention to

influence politics, it may safely be said that La Fontaine, by criti-

cizing the monarch, the churchman, the noble, under the guise of

lion, wolf, fox, bear, or cat, opened a little crack, which La Bruyere

was to widen and Montesquieu to whistle through, until at last it

gaped broad and let in the howling blasts of revolutionary eloquence.

To the same fondness for being his genuine self is due the high

lyric quality of the fables,— an excellence which they alone, of all

French poetry from Ronsard to Andre Chenier, possess in anything

like abundance. We shall see the value of this distinction if we
reflect that in the same interval England was graced with the songs

and sonnets of Spenser, Raleigh, Shakespeare, Ben Jonson, Campion,

Milton, Collins, Gray, and Burns, ^—-to mention no more, and to draw
somewhere a line that must perforce be arbitrary. The main effort

of the seventeenth century in France being to enforce conformity to

certain standards,— in other words, to produce typical rather than

individual excellence,-—-there could be in her literature of that

period no such outburst of lyric poetry; for it is of the essence of

lyric poetry to express personal charm. When we have read the

fables of La Fontaine we have learned his heart and mind, and are no

better than prigs or pedants if we do not love him. Considering his

awkwardness of speech and his frequent fits of silence, men found

him in actual life singularly attractive. The secret may have nestled

in his smile or hid in the wrinkles about his eyes; we cannot tell.

But in the fables, objective though they are, we do not have to wait

long to catch the elf at play. It is his childlike self-surrender, which

comes at once with engaging frankness or after much coy hesitation

and a playful chase. All that he is and thinks, he sweetly confides to

us, at least more fully than was common among French poets in his

day. He does not skulk behind convention or pose upon a pedestal

of approved usage. Here— though he knew it not, and his friends

Boileau and Racine would have denied it— here is what makes him
a great lyric poet. No school could claim him, yet he was liberal of

himself to every reader. Like the attractive heroine of his first fable,

he might say:—
«Day and night to every comer

I was singing, I'm afraid."

XV—550
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And strange to say, while being so truly himself that he became

the greatest lyric poet his country produced in a stretch of two hun-

dred years, La Fontaine is also the epitome and type of whatever is

most French. He is the national poet par excellence. He represents

not so much his age as his race. Indeed, he is not so fairly repre-

sentative of his age as are the dramatists, and particularly Racine.

But we recognize in La Fontaine the French intelligence, as it is

common to all centuries and specialized in every individual. It is not

enough to say that he abounds in wit: the striking thing is that

French wit and the wit of La Fontaine are one— aerified, dry, dif-

fused, of the manner rather than the substance, not intrusive, not

insistent, but circumambient and touch-and-go. There is no forced

emphasis, no zeal to convert; but only a genial willingness to sug-

gest amendment, provided always it can be done with a laughing

avoidance of proffering one's own example. Moreover, La Fontaine,

like all his countrymen, clings to the concrete. The mystery of an

unrealized abstraction has for him and for them the horror of the

blackness of darkness to a child. A writer of fables is tempted to

be abstract and to moralize. Some of La Fontaine's fables have no

moral, either expressed or discoverable. In others the lesson is added

perfunctorily, as if in obedience to the tradition of the art, and for

the sake of good form. But whether or not they are all deserving

strictly of the name, they give perennial delight; for as Thoreau says,

"All fables indeed have their morals, but the innocent enjoy the

story.

"

Any man who has personal charm, and who will but express him-

self naturally in words, may hope to interest us; but unless he have

also style we shall not esteem him a great writer. Whether we call

it a miracle or only an acquisition, style is something divine; per-

haps never more divine than when acquired by patient toil. La Fon-

taine possessed the most exquisite literary gift; and what it behooves

us to perceive is that this too came as a reward for his supreme vir-

tue of naturalness. He wrote with easy indifference to the rigorous

precepts of rhetoricians, who were trying to unify and modernize
French literature. He deftly eluded the rules of seventeenth-century

diction, and would not belong exclusively to the "grand age." He was
not above using the marrowy, forcible, homely language of an earlier

time, or its strong short forms of verse. The modest man did not

know it, but he had struck root in a richer soil than his contempo-
raries, and his branches will flourish in immortal green when most of

theirs have withered.
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[The three following fables are translated for <A Library of the World's Best

Literature, > by George McLean Harper.]

DEATH AND THE WOODCUTTER

A
POOR woodcutter, covered with green boughs.

Under the fagot's weight and his own age

Groaning and bent, ending his weary stage,

Was struggling homeward to his smoky hut.

At last, worn out with labor and with pain.

Letting his fagot down, he thinks again

What little pleasure he has had in life.

Is there so cursed a wretch in all the strife ?

No bread sometimes, and never any rest;

With taxes, soldiers, children, and a wife.

Creditors, forced toil oppressed.

He is the picture of a man unblessed.

He cries for Death. Death comes straightway.

And asks why he was called upon.

"Help me,* the poor man says, "I pray,

To lift this wood, then I'll begone.'*

Death comes to end our woes.

But who called him ? Not I

!

The motto of mankind still goes:

We'll suffer all, sooner than die.

THE OAK AND THE REED

THE Oak one day said to the Reed:—
" You have good cause to rail at partial fate.

You groan beneath a hedge-wren's trifling weight;

A puff of air, a breath indeed,

Which softly wrinkles the water's face,

Makes you sink down in piteous case;

Whereas my brow, like Alp or Apennine,

Reflects the sunset's radiance divine,

And braves the tempest's hate.

What I call zephyrs seem north winds to you.

Moreover, in my shelter, if you grew.

Under the leaves I generously scatter,

My patronage you would not rue,

When storms do blow and rains do batter.

But you spring up on the frontier
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Bordering the showery kingdoms of the wind.

Against you unjust nature sure has sinned."

"Your pity," quoth the bulrush in reply,

" Comes from a noble heart. But have no fear

:

To dread the winds you have more cause than I,

Who bend, but break not. Many a year and age

To their terrific rage

You've turned a stalwart back;

But not yet is the end." Scarce had he spoke

When from the north, with flying rack,

Hurried the wildest storm that ever broke

From winter's icy fields.

The tree stands firm, the bulrush yields.

The wind with fury takes fresh head.

And casts the monarch roots on high,

Whose lofty brow was neighbor to the sky

And whose feet touched the empire of the dead.

THE GRASSHOPPER AND THE ANT

MISS Grasshopper having sung

All through summer.
Found herself in sorry plight

When the wind began to bite

:

Not a bit of grub or fly

Met the little wanton's eye;

So she wept for hunger sore

At" the Ant her neighbor's door,

Begging her just once to bend
And a little grain to lend

Till warm weather came again.

"I will pay you," cried she then,

"Ere next harvest, on my soul.

Interest and principal."

Now the Ant is not a lender—
From that charge who needs defend her?
"Tell me what you did last summer?"

Said she to the beggar-maid.
"Day and night, to every comer

I was singing, I'm afraid.".

"Singing! Do tell! How entrancing!

Well then, vagrant, off! be dancing!"
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THE WOLF AND THE DOG

A
PROWLING wolf, whose shaggy skin

(So strict the watch of dogs had been)

Hid little but his bones,

Once met a mastiff dog astray.

A prouder, fatter, sleeker Tray

No human mortal owns.

Sir Wolf, in famished plight,

Would fain have made a ration

Upon his fat relation:

But then he first must fight;

And well the dog seemed able

To save from wolfish table

His carcass snug and tight.

So then in civil conversation

The wolf expressed his admiration

Of Tray's fine case. Said Tray politely,

"Yourself, good sir, may be as sightly;

Quit but the woods, advised by me:
For all your fellows here, I see.

Are shabby wretches, lean and gaunt.

Belike to die of haggard want.

With such a pack, of course it follows.

One fights for every bit he swallows.

Come then with me, and share

On equal terms our princely fare."

" But what with you

Has one to do?"

Inquires the wolf. "Light work indeed,"

Replies the dog: "you only need

To bark a little now and then.

To chase off duns and beggar-men,

To fawn on friends that come or go forth.

Your master please, and so forth;

For which you have to eat

All sorts of well-cooked meat—
Cold pullets, pigeons, savory messes—
Besides unnumbered fond caresses."

The wolf, by force of appetite,

Accepts the terms outright,

Tears glistening in his eyes;

But faring on, he spies

A galled spot on the mastiff's neck.
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"What's that?" he cries. "Oh, nothing but a speck."

"A speck?"— "Ay, ay; 'tis not enough to pain me;
Perhaps the collar's mark by which they chain me."

" Chain I chain you ! What ! run you not, then.

Just where you please and when ?

"

"Not always, sir; but what of that?"
" Enough for me, to spoil your fat

!

It ought to be a precious price

Which could to servile chains entice;

For me, I'll shun them while I've wit."

So ran Sir Wolf, and runneth yet.

Translation of Elizur Wright.

THE TWO DOVES

Two doves once cherished for each other

The love that brother hath for brother.

But one, of scenes domestic tiring.

To see the foreign world aspiring,

Was fool enough to undertake

A journey long, o'er land and lake.

" What plan is this ? " the other cried

;

" Wouldst quit so soon thy brother's side ?

This absence is the worst of ills

;

Thy heart may bear, but me it kills.

Pray let the dangers, toil, and care.

Of which all travelers tell.

Your courage somewhat quell.

Still, if the season later were—
Oh, wait the zephyrs!— hasten not—

"

Just now the raven, on his oak,

In hoarser tones than usual spoke.

"My heart forebodes the saddest lot,

—

The falcons' nets— Alas, it rains f

My brother, are thy wants supplied—
Provisions, shelter, pocket-guide,

And all that unto health pertains ?

"

These words occasioned some demur
In our imprudent traveler.

But restless curiosity

Prevailed at last; and so said he:—
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" The matter is not worth a sigh

:

Three days at most will satisfy;

And then returning, I shall tell

You all the wonders that befell,

—

With scenes enchanting and sublime

Shall sweeten all our coming time.

Who seeth naught, hath naught to say.

My travel's course, from day to day.

Will be the source of great delight.

A store of tales I shall relate

:

Say, There I lodged at such a date,

And saw there such and such a sight.

You'll think it all occurred to you."

On this, both, weeping, bade adieu.

Away the lonely wanderer flew.

—

A thunder-cloud began to lower;

He sought, as shelter from the shower,

The only tree that graced the plain.

Whose leaves ill turned the pelting rain.

The sky once more serene above.

On flew our drenched and dripping dove,

And dried his plumage as he could.

Next, on the borders of a wood.

He spied some scattered grains of wheat,

Which one, he thought, might safely eat;

For there another dove he saw.

—

He felt the snare around him draw!

This wheat was but a treacherous bait

To lure poor pigeons to their fate.

The snare had been so long in use.

With beak and wings he struggled loose

:

Some feathers perished while it stuck;

But what was worst in point of luck,

A hawk, the cruelest of foes.

Perceived him clearly as he rose,

Off dragging, like a runaway,

A piece of string. The bird of prey

Had bound him, in a moment more.

Much faster than he was before;

But from the clouds an eagle came.

And made the hawk himself his game.

By war of robbers profiting,

The dove for safety plied the wing,
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And lighting on a ruined wall,

Believed his dangers ended all.

A roguish boy had there a sling,

(Age pitiless,

We must confess,)

And by a most unlucky fling.

Half killed our hapless dove;

Who now, no more in love

With foreign traveling,

And lame in leg and wing,

Straight homeward urged his crippled flight;

Fatigued, but glad, arrived at night.

In truly sad and piteous plight.

The doves re-joined : I leave you all to say.

What pleasure might their pains repay.

Ah, happy lovers,. would you roam?
Pray, let it not be far from home.

To each the other ought to be

A world of beauty ever new;

In each the other ought to see

The whole of what is good and true.

Myself have loved; nor would I then,

For all the wealth of crowned men.

Or arch celestial, paved with gold.

The presence of those woods have sold.

And fields and banks and hillock which

Were by the joyful steps made rich.

And smiled beneath the charming eyes

Of her v?h9 made my heart a prize,

—

To whom I pledged it, nothing loath.

And sealed the pledge with virgin oath.

Ah, when will time such moments bring again ?

To me are sweet and charming objects vain

—

My soul forsaking to its restless mood ?

Oh, did my withered heart but dare

To kindie. for the bright and good.

Should not I find the charms still there?

Is love, to me, with things that were ?

Translation of Elizur Wright.
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THE CAT, THE WEASEL, AND THE YOUNG RABBIT

JOHN Rabbit's palace under ground

Was once by Goody Weasel found.

She, sly of heart, resolved to seize

The place, and did so at her ease.

She took possession while its lord

Was absent on the dewy sward.

Intent upon his usual sport,

—

A courtier at Aurora's court.

When he had browsed his fill of clover,

And cut his pranks all nicely over,

Home Johnny came to take his drowse.

All snug within his cellar-house.

The weasel's nose he came to see,

Outsticking through the open door.

«Ye gods of hospitality!"

Exclaimed the creature, vexed sore,

" Must I give up my father's lodge ?

Ho! Madam Weasel, please to budge.

Or, quicker than a weasel's dodge,

I'll call the rats to pay their grudge !

"

The sharp-nosed lady made reply

That she was first to occupy.

"The cause of war was surely small—
A house where one could only crawl!

And though it were a vast domain,"

Said she, "I'd like to know what will

Could grant to John perpetual reign,

—

The son of Peter or bf Bill,

—

More than to Paul, or even me."

John Rabbit spoke— great lawyer he—
Of custom, usage, as the law.

Whereby the house, from sire to son.

As well as all its store of straw,

From Peter came at length to John.

Who could present a claim so good

As he, the first possessor, could ?

"Now," said the dame, "let's drop dispute.

And go before Raminagrobis,

Who'll judge not only in this suit.

But tell us truly whose the globe is."

This person was a hermit cat,

A cat that played the hypocrite;
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A saintly mouser, sleek and fat,

An arbiter of keenest wit.

John Rabbit in the judge concurred,

And off went both their case to broach

Before his Majesty, the furred.

Said Clapperclaw, " My kits, approach,

And put your noses to my ears:

I'm deaf, almost, by weight of years."

And so they did, not fearing aught.

The good apostle Clapperclaw

Then laid on each a well-armed paw.

And both to an agreement brought.

By virtue of his tusked jaw.

This brings to mind the fate

Of little kings before the great.

Translation of EKzvtr Wright.

THE COBBLER AND THE FINANCIER

A
COBBLER sang from morn till night:

'Twas sweet and marvelous to hear;

His trills and quavers told the ear

Of more contentment and delight,

Enjoyed by that laborious wight.

Than e'er enjoyed the sages seven.

Or any mortals short of heaven.

His neighbor, on the other hand.

With gold in plenty at command,
But little sang, and slumbered less—
A financier of great success.

If e'er he dozed at break of day,

The cobbler's song drove sleep away;

And much he wished that Heaven had made
Sleep a commodity of trade,

In market sold, like food and drink,

So much an hour, so much a wink.

At last, our songster did he call

To meet him in his princely hall.

Said he, "Now, honest Gregory,

What may your yearly earnings be ?

"

" My yearly earnings ! faith, good sir,

I never go, at once, so far,"

The cheerful cobbler said.

And queerly scratched his head,

—
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<'I never reckon in that way,

But cobble on from day to day,

Content with daily bread."

"Indeed! Well, Gregory, pray,

What may your earnings be per day ?

»

*Why, sometimes more and sometimes less.

The worst of all, I must confess,

(And but for which our gains would be

A pretty sight indeed to see,)

Is that the days are made so many
In which we cannot earn a penny.

The sorest ill the poor man feels

:

They tread upon each other's heels.

Those idle days of holy saints!

And though the year is shingled o'er,

The parson keeps a-finding more !

*'

With smiles provoked by these complaints,

Replied the lordly financier,

" I'll give you better cause to sing.

These hundred pounds I hand you here

Will make you happy as a king.

Go, spend them with a frugal heed:

They'll long supply your every need.**

The cobbler thought the silver more
Than he had ever dreamed, before.

The mines for ages could produce.

Or world with all its people use.

He took it home, and there did hide.

And with it laid his joy aside.

No more of song, no more of sleep.

But cares, suspicions, in their stead.

And false alarms, by fancy fed.

His eyes and ears their vigils keep.

And not a cat can tread the floor

But seems a thief slipped through the door.

At last, poor man!
Up to the financier he ran,

—

Then in his morning nap profound:

"Oh, give me back my songs,** cried he,

"And sleep, that used so sweet to be.

And take the money, every pound!**

Translation of Elizur Wright.
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THE LARK AND THE FARMER

kT-^epend upon yourself alone,"

I) Has to a common proverb grown.

'Tis thus confirmed in .lEsop's way:—
The larks to build their nests are seen

Among the wheat-crops young and green;

That is to say,

What time all things, dame Nature heeding,

Betake themselves to love and breeding, -r-

The rfionstrous whales and sharks

Beneath the briny flood.

The tigers in the wood.

And in the fields, the larks.

One she, however, of these last.

Found more than half the springtime past

Without the taste of springtime pleasures;

When firmly she set up her will

That she would be a mother still,

And resolutely took her measures;—
First, got herself by Hymen matched;

Then built her nest, laid, sat, and hatched.

All went as well as such things could;

The wheat crop ripening ere the brood

Were strong enough to take their flight.

Aware how perilpus their plight.

The lark went out to search for food,

And told her young to listen well,

And keep a constant sentinel.

"The owner of this field,* said she,

"Will come, I know, his grain to see.

Hear all he says: we little birds

Must shape our conduct by his words."

No sooner was the lark away
Than came the owner with his son.

"This wheat is ripe," said he: "now run

And give our friends a call

To bring their sickles all.

And help us, great and small,

To-morrow, at the break of day."

The lark, returning, found no harm,
Except her nest in wild alarm.
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Says one, "We heard the owner say,

' Go, give our friends a call

To help to-morrow, break of day. * *

Replied the lark, «If that is all,

We need not be in any fear,

But only keep an open ear.

As gay as larks now eat your victuals."

—

They ate and slept, the great and littles.

The dawn arrives, but not the friends;

The lark soars up; the owner wends

His usual round to view his land.

"This grain,* says he, "ought not to stand.

Our friends do wrong; and so does he

Who trusts that friends will friendly be.

My son, go call our kith and kin

To help us get our harvest in."

This second order made
The little larks still more afraid.

" He sent for kindred, mother, by his son

:

The work will now indeed be done."

" No, darlings : go to sleep

;

Our lowly nest we'll keep."

With reason said, for kindred there came none.

Thus, tired of expectation vain.

Once more the owner viewed his grain.

"My son," said he, "we're surely fools

To wait for other people's tools;

As if one might, for love or pelf.

Have friends more faithful than himself!

Engrave this lesson deep, my son.

And know you now what must be done ?

We must ourselves our sickles bring.

And while the larks their matins sing,

Begin the work; and on this plan.

Get in our harvest as we can."

This plan the lark no sooner knew.

Than, "Now's the time," she said, "my chicks:"

And taking little time to fix.

Away they flew;

All fluttering, soaring, often grounding,

Decamped without a trumpet sounding.

Translation of Elizur Wright.
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THE HERON

ONE day,— no matter when or where,

—

A long-legged heron chanced to fare

By a certain river's brink.

With his long, sharp beak

Helved on his slender neck ;
—

'Twas a fish-spear, you might think.

The water was clear and still;

The carp and the pike there at will

Pursued their silent fun,

Turning up, ever and anon,

A golden side to the sun.

With ease might the heron have made
Great profits in his fishing trade.

So near came the scaly fry.

They might be caught by the passer-by.

But he thought he better might

Wait for a better appetite;

For he lived by rule, and could not eat,

Except at his hours, the best of meat.

Anon his appetite returned once more;

So, approaching again the shore.

He saw some tench taking their leaps.

Now and then, from their lowest deeps.

With as dainty a taste as Horace's rat.

He turned away from such food as that.

" What, tench for a heron ! poh

!

I scorn the thought, and let them go."

The tench refused, there came a gudgeon:

"For all that," said the bird, "I budge on.

I'll ne'er open my beak, if the gods please,

For such mean little fishes as these."

He did it for less;

For it came to pass.

That not another fish could he see;

And at last so hungry was he

That he thought it some avail

To find on the bank a single snail. . . .

Translation of Elizur Wright.
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THE ANIMALS SICK OF THE PLAGUE

THE sorest ill that Heaven hath

Sent on this lower world in wrath—
The plagTie (to call it by its name).

One single day of which

Would Pluto's ferryman enrich,

—

Waged war on beasts, both wild and tame.

They died not all, but all were sick

:

No hunting now, by force or trick,

To save what might so soon expire.

No food excited their desire

;

Nor wolf nor fox now watched to slay

The innocent and tender prey.

The turtles fled;

So love and therefore joy were dead.

The lion council held, and said:—
" My friends, I do believe

This awful scourge, for which we grieve,

Is for our sins a punishment

Most righteously by Heaven sent.

Let us our gfiiiltiest beast resign,

A sacrifice to wrath divine.

Perhaps this offering, truly small.

May gain the life and health of all.

By history we find it noted

That lives have been just so devoted.

Then let us all turn eyes within.

And ferret out the hidden sin.

Himself let no one spare nor flatter.

But make clean conscience in the matter.

For me, my appetite has played the glutton

Too much and often upon mutton.

What harm had e'er my victims done ?

I answer truly. None.

Perhaps sometimes, by hunger pressed,

I've eat the shepherd with the rest.

I yield myself, if need there be:

And yet I think in equity.

Each should confess his sins with me;
For laws of right and justice cry.

The guiltiest alone should die."

"Sire," said the fox, "your Majesty

Is humbler than a king should be.
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And over-squeamish in the case.

What! eating stupid sheep a crime?

No, never, sire, at any time.

It rather was an act of grace,

A mark of honor to their race.

And as to shepherds, one may swear,

The fate your Majesty describes

Is recompense less full than fair

For such, usurpers o'er our tribes.''

Thus Reynard glibly spoke.

And loud applause from flatterers broke.

Of neither tiger, boar, nor bear,

Did any keen inquirer dare

To ask for crimes of high degree;

The fighters, biters, scratchers, all

From every mortal sin were free;

The very dogs, both great and small.

Were saints as far as dogs could be.

The ass, confessing in his turn,

Thus spoke in tones of deep concern:—
«I happened through a mead to pass;

The monks, its owners, were at mass;

Keen hunger, leisure, tender grass.

And add to these the Devil too,

All tempted me the deed to do.

I browsed the bigness of my tongue;

Since truth must out, I own it wrong."

On this, a hue and cry arose.

As if the beasts were all his foes:

A wolf, haranguing lawyer-wise.

Denounced the ass for sacrifice,

—

The bald-pate, scabby, ragged lout.

By whom the plague had come, no doubt.

His fault was judged a hanging crime.

* What ! eat another's grass ? oh, shame

!

The noose of rope and death sublime.

For that offense, were all too tame!"

And soon poor Grizzle felt the same.

Thus human courts acquit the strong,

And doom the weak as therefore wrong.

Translation of Elizur Wright.
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LAMARTINE
(i 790-1 869)

BY ALCEE FORTIER

Ihe eighteenth century in France was not fruitful in poets;

for in order to be a poet it is not sufficient to write elegant,

witty, and correct verses. There must be real inspiration

in a g^eat poem; and that indispensable quality was lacking in the

works of Voltaire, of J. B. Rousseau, of Gilbert, and of their contem-

poraries. There was only one true poet in France in that century,—

Andre Chenier, who fell a victim to the Revolution on July 25th,

1794, two days before the 9th Thermidor, which put an end to Robes-

pierre's life and to the Reign of Terror. Chenier's brief works are

charming; they were inspired by the poets of Greece, and are grace-

ful and tender. They were little known at the time of the author's

death, however, and a complete edition was published only in 1819,

one year before the world was delighted with the < Meditations ' of

Lamartine. The latter poet, however, owes nothing to Chenier, who
is essentially a classic animated with true lyric passion.

If we wish to find precursors to Lamartine, we must go back to

prose writers : to J. J. Rousseau, whose works are so full of human
passion and at the same time of love of nature ; to Bernardin de

Saint-Pierre, whose 'Paul and Virginia* is so simple and charming;

to Madame de Stael, who made known to the French the great

German bards, Goethe and Schiller; finally to Chateaubriand, whose

<Atala,> <Rene,> and < Martyrs* are more poetic than all the verses

written in the eighteenth century except those of Andre Chenier. The
great writers just mentioned had prepared the way for a new Renais-

sance in the beginning of the nineteenth century; and Lamartine was

fortunate in striking a new chord with which vibrated in unison the

hearts of all who read the tender, melancholy, and harmonious words

of the * Meditations.*

It was the first time in French literature that poetry was so sub-

jective. The works of Rousseau, of Madame de Stael, of Chateau-

briand, were permeated with the personality of the authors; but such

had not been the case with Andre Chenier and with the poets of the

seventeenth century. Lamartine's 'Meditations* resembled nothing

which had yet been published in France, and for that reason the

XV—551
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manuscript was rejected by the great publishing firm of Firmin Didot.

The poet expressed his own feelings in such melodious language, and

those feelings were so natural and human, that all the readers of the

< Meditations > took a personal interest in sentiments which were their

own as well as those of the poet. A critic has said of Lamartine,

«He Was not a poet, but poetry itself.* This is eminently true; for

there had not been in the French langfuage for nearly two centuries

such touching, such musical lines as those of the < Meditations.*

Racine's verses alone could be compared with them. It was in 1820

that the 'Meditations' were published; after their rejection by Didot

the author read < Le Lac ' in the parlor of Madame de Saint-Aulaire,

and created a deep impression. The volume of < Meditations > soon

found a publisher, and he became speedily famous.

Alphonse de Prat de Lamartine was born on October 21st, 1790,

at Macon, on the Saone. The country watered by this river is pict-

uresque and fertile, and the Saone itself is a pretty stream which

meets the Rhone at Lyon, and is merged into the impetuous river

claimed as their own by the men of Provence. In his * Confidences

'

and his < Raphael* Lamartine gives us his autobiography; somewhat
idealized, perhaps, but correct in the main. He speaks with venera-

tion of his father, who lived long enough to see his son become an

illustrious man; but he has a perfect devotion for his mother, who
was beautiful, noble, and pious, and who communicated to him that

sensibility, that generosity, which have inspired his poetical works.

His father, however, was an austere soldier, and transmitted to his

son that courage which enabled him later to quell the surging masses

by his manly eloquence.

Lamartine's early years were free and happy; he spent some time

at a Jesuit college, but when he returned home it seemed to him
that in the poetry of Creation, "he read Greek and Latin verses

translated by God himself into grand and living images." His favor-

ite authors were Tasso, Dante, Petrarch, Milton, Shakespeare, Chateau-

briand, and above all «Ossian,» the mythical Homer of the Gaels,

whose alleged poem was so popular in the beginning of the nine-

teenth century.

Lamartine relates to us in his 'Confidences* his innocent love

for Lucy, when both he and the young girl were sixteen years old.

Then comes that most charming episode of the poet's life, his voy-

age to Italy and his love for Graziella, the Neapolitan fisherman's

daughter. The simple girl gives her heart to the young stranger: but

the latter is obliged to return to France, and a few months later he
receives a letter and a small package; it is the last farewell of the

dying girl, and her beautiful black locks sent as a memento. M. Ed-

mond Bire, who is a true iconoclast, wishes to prove that Graziella
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was not a fisherman's daughter; that she was a shoemaker's daugh-

ter, and never sailed with the poet on the blue waters of the Medi-

terranean. What care we for the truth of Lamartine's story? The
creatures of the poet's imagination are more real than any living

man and woman; and on the way from Naples to Pompeii, one looks

with eager eyes at the fair island of Procida, where Lamartine met
Graziella and began his delightful idyl.

It is in * Raphael * that we must look for other episodes in Lamar-
tine's life. We see the poet at Aix, in Savoy ; he saves the life of

Julie, and relates this incident in his admirable < Le Lac. > He loves

Julie, and goes with her to the Charmettes, where had lived Rousseau

and Madame de Warens; and he pays a just tribute to the woman
who gave hospitality and glory to Rousseau, while the author of the

'Confessions' has degraded her and "has bequeathed shame to her.''

As the * Meditations ' had made Lamartine immediately famous, he

married a beautiful and wealthy Englishwoman, Miss Marianne Birch,

and became secretary of the French embassy at Florence. He was
later appointed minister to Greece; but the Revolution of July 1830

interrupted his diplomatic career, and he undertook in 1832 a voyage

to the Orient, which he has related in one of his best-written books.

He traveled with princely magnificence, in company with his wife and

Julia his only child,— whom he lost in the East. The * Voyage en

Orient ' is a beautiful work, and may be read with interest even after

Chateaubriand's *Itineraire de Paris a Jerusalem.* Lamartine's prose

is almost as harmonious as his verses; and the only defect of the

book is that the author has colored somewhat, with the glamour of his

imagination, the description of the places which he visited.

When the * Voyage en Orient ' was published, Lamartine was
already a member of the French Academy, and had written the

< Meditations * (1820), the <Nouvelles Meditations* (1823), and the

* Harmonies Poetiques et Religieuses' (1830). The first-named poems

are sad and religious, but are also essentially tender; a hymn to love

and the well-beloved. On reading them one feels no despondency:

it is a melodious voice which speaks to us of love, of death, and of

God, and reconciles us to the idea of death by the idea of God. Iti

the 'Harmonies' we see that it is indeed the religious idea that

animates the book; but it is an idea loftier and less tender sometimes

than that of the 'Meditations.* The 'Harmonies* may be called a

religious epic; it is in some parts the glorification of Jehovah through

the marvels of Creation. Ask the oak-tree how it was born: An
eagle has caught the acorn fallen from the tree, and has carried it

to its nest. Soon the nest rolls along swept away by a tempest, and

the acorn falls into a furrow. It is watered by the showers of spring,

the seed opens, and the gigantic oak spreads its knotty and power-

ful boughs over the peaceful flocks in the fields. The worlds which
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surround us are also the work of Jehovah; and the poet, in con-

templating the Infinite, is touched with sadness. He asks himself

what is life, what is death? and he says that one must regret, on

leaving this world, only one thing,—love and the woman loved.

In 'Jocelyn' (1836), however, love is conquered by duty. Jocelyn

has entered a seminary in order that his sister may have a larger

dowry and marry the man she loves. He is on the point of becom-

ing a priest, when he is cast into a grotto on the top of the Alps

by the storm of the Revolution. He receives into his wild abode

Laurence, whom he believes to be a boy: he loves her after he has

learnt who she is, and she also loves him: but he abandons the

charming child to answer the call of an old priest, his benefactor.

He takes the oath which binds him to God's altar, and Laurence is

lost to him. He is at first in despair; but his soul is quieted, and he

leads until old age the saintly life of a devoted priest. These few

words do not give an adequate idea of ^'Jocelyn,' in the opinion of

many critics the most beautiful poem in the French language. If

ever the author of the * Meditations > and the * Harmonies ' were to

be forgotten, the humble Jocelyn would recall to men the name of

him who composed such noble verses.

In the mind of the poet, 'Jocelyn' was an episode of the great

epic in which he intended to* show in what way the human soul

reaches perfection. <La Chute d'un Ange> (1838) is the second epi-

sode of the poem; but in spite of beautiful verses, we no longer

recognize in this work the tender lover of Elvire, of the 'Medita-

tions.' 'La Chute d'un Ange' presents to us some horrible scenes,

and the story is supernatural and uninteresting. However, if Lamar-
tine had completed his epic, he doubtless would have shown us in

another episode not the fallen angel, but man elevated by his cour-

age and by his piety, and rising to heaven in the form of an angel.

He succeeded better in the 'Last Song of Childe Harold's Pilgrim-

age,' and in the ' Recueillements Poetiques' (1839), where we see

the last beam of that poetic sun which had guided so many thousand
souls in their route toward the supreme ends,—love and religion.

After the ' Recueillements > Lamartine became a historian, a man
of action ; and he pleaded in his < History of the Girondists ' the cause

of the Revolution. His is a most eloquent plea, and his work was
received with enthusiasm; although as a history it is not sufficiently

based on documents,- and is not reliable. The style of the book is

entrancing, and passionate, and it will live as a work of art, as a

masterpiece of vigorous and poetic prose.

The < History of the Girondists ' appeared not long before the Rev-
olution of 1848; and the men of 1789 and 1793 as depicted by Lamar-
tine exerted a great influence on the men of 1848, who established

the second French republic. Such is the magic of Lamartine's style
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that we excuse the faults of the great Revolution, and exclaim with

him:— "That history is glorious and sad, like the day after a victory

and like the eve of another combat. But if that history is full of

mourning, it is above all full of faith. It resembles the antique

drama; where, while the narrator relates the events, the chorus of

the people sings of the victory, weeps for the victims, and addresses

a hymn of consolation and hope to God.» Let us hope, although

the other combat predicted by the poet failed in 1848, that it was a

success in 1870, when was established the third republic, which has

rendered France again prosperous and powerful.

Lamartine played a very important part in the Revolution of

1848, and during the provisional government he became Minister of

Foreign Affairs. During a riot in Paris he opposed the red flag

of anarchy and sedition; and speaking to the people from the Hotel

de Ville, he said:— *<I shall repulse unto death. this flag of blood.

. . . The red flag has only been dragged around the Champ de

Mars in the blood of the people in '91 ; the tricolored flag has gone

around the world with the name, the glory, and the liberty of the

Fatherland!" For a short time Lamartine was the most popular

man in France; he saved the country from anarchy in May 1848, and

was a candidate for the presidency of the republic. He obtained

very few votes, and disappeared almost completely from the political

arena. France rejected the great poet, the orator and statesman; and

elected as President, Louis Napoleon, who was soon to throttle the

republic and to become Napoleon III. Lamartine would not have

thrown France into the disaster of Sedan.

His political career being practically ended, Lamartine became

again a writer. His 'History of the Revolution of 1848' is rather

partial; but he gives in his 'History of the Restoration* an interest-

ing account of the literary salons of the time. During the empire

the poet, who had always been prodigal, fell into poverty, and wrote

for a living a great many works which have not added to his glory.

We may mention, however, < Genevieve, > the ' Tailleur de Pierre de

Saint-P'oint, ' and his familiar course of literature, where are to be

seen some traces of the exquisite grace of his earlier works. 'Tous-

saint L'Ouverture,' a drama, has little merit; and Lamartine will

remain for posterity the author of the 'Meditations,' of the 'Harmo-

nies,* of 'Jocelyn.* He died in Paris on March ist, 1869. His works

are not as popular now as in his lifetime ; but he certainly deserves

to be ranked among the first of French poets, with Hugo, Musset, and

Vigny, and his sweet though not faultless verses will ever be the

delight of mankind.

O<^allo, /S^^^ll>-_
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THE FISHERMAN'S DAUGHTER

From <Graziella.> Reprinted by permission of its publishers, A. C. McClurg

& Co.

THE prow of the boat in striking against the rock gave a

dry and hollow sound, like the crash of a board that falls

accidentally and breaks. We jumped into the water; we

fastened the boat as well as we could with the rope that was

left, and then followed the old man and the child, who took the

lead.

We climbed a sort of narrow stairway that led up the side

of the cliff,— a succession of uneven steps, slippery with the

spray from the sea, which had been dug out with a chisel. The

ascent up this steep stairway had been greatly facilitated by some

artificial steps, made by long poles, the points of which had been

forced into the apertures of the rock; and these frail supports

were covered by planks torn from old boats, or by heaps of

branches from the chestnut-trees, still ornamented with their dead

leaves.

After having ascended slowly four or five hundred steps in

this way, we found ourselves in a kind of inclosure, suspended

on high, and surrounded by a parapet of stones. At the end of

this court-yard there were two gloomy archways that seemed to

lead into a cave. Above these great arches were two arcades,

low and rounded, with a terrace for a roof, the edges of which

were decorated with flower-pots of rosemary. Under the arcades

a rustic walk could be seen, in which hanging masses of mats

glistened in the light of the moon like golden ornaments.

A door made of planks, rudely dovetailed, opened upon this

walk. At the right an inclined plane of ground, upon which a

little house was situated, gradually came up to the same level.

A great fig-tree and some- tortuous vine stalks were bending over

the angle of the house, confusing their leaves and fruits at the

entrance of the walk, festooned and creeping over the wall that

supported the arcades above. Their branches had formed bars

to the two low windows that looked out upon this little garden

walk; and if there had been no window, the low, square, and

solid house might have been mistaken for one of the light-gray

rocks, peculiar to the coast, or for one of those blocks of petri-

fied lava (entwined in the branches of the chestnut, the ivy, and

the vine) out of which the grape cultivators of Castellamare and
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Sorrento hew caves, close them with a door, and there preserve

the wine by the side of the stock that first bore it.

Out of breath from the long and steep ascent we had made,

and from the weight of the oars which we carried on our shoul-

ders, the old man, my companion, and I stopped in this court-

yard for a moment in order to rest. But the boy, tossing his

oar upon a pile of brushwood, ran lightly up the stairway; and
with his torch still lighted and in his hand, began knocking at

one of the windows and calling in glee for his grandmother and

sister.

"Mother! Sister! Madre! Sorrellina! Gaetano! Graziella!

Graziella !
" he shouted. " Wake up ; open the door : it's father

;

it's me; and we have strangers with us.*

We soon heard a voice, not more than half awake, yet clear

and soft, utter some exclamations of surprise from within the

house. Then the window was partly opened, pushed up by an

arm naked and white, that reached out from a flowing sleeve;

and we saw by the light of the torch which the boy, balancing

himself on tiptoe, raised toward the window, the lovely face of

a young girl appear between the shutters which were thrown

widely open.

Awakened from a sound sleep by the unexpected sound of

her brother's voice, Graziella did not think, nor had she time, to

arrange her dress. She had hurried to the window in bare feet

and just as she had arisen from the bed. Her long black hair,

half of which fell down over one of her cheeks, the other half

curled around her neck, was swept from one side of her shoul-

der to the other by the wind; which still blew harshly, and kept

hitting the shutter and lashing her face like the wing of a raven

driven by the storm.

The young girl rubbed her eyes with the back of her hands,

raising her elbows and expanding her shoulders, with the first

natural gesture of a child on awakening, that wishes to drive

away sleep. Her night-robe, fastened lightly around her neck,

revealed only the outlines of a high and delicate waist, the

youthful rounding of which was scarcely perceptible under the

covering. Her eyes, large and oval in form, were of that un-

decided color between deep black and the blue of the sea, which

tones down the natural radiance by a certain softness of ex-

pression, and unites in the woman's eye the gentleness of her

soul and the force of her passion in about equal proportions:
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a celestial color which the eyes of the Asiatic and Italian women
borrow from the brilliant light of their fiery days, and from the

serene blue of their heaven, their sea, and their night. Her

cheeks were full, round, plump, of a natural pale complexion,

but a little browned by the climate; not of the unnatural pallor

of the North, but of that pure whiteness of the South, which

resembles the color of marble exposed for centuries to the air

and sea. Her mouth, the lips of which were half opened and

very full, and heavier than those of our women, had the charac-

teristic lines of frankness and goodness. Her teeth, small but

shining, sparkled in the fluttering light of the torch like shells

of pearl glistening at the bottom of a wave under the rays of

the sun.

While she was talking to her little brother, half of her words

were carried to us by the wind; and though somewhat sharply

accentuated, they sounded like sweet music to our ears. Her
features, as changeable as the flittering torch that lighted them

up, rapidly passed from surprise to alarm, from alarm to
,
joy,

from sympathy to laughter. Then she saw us standing behind

the trunk of the great fig-tree, and retired in confusion from the

window. Her hand abandoned the shutter, which now began to

beat freely against the wall. She only took the time to awaken

her grandmother and half dress herself when she came to open

the door for us under the arcades, and tenderly kissed her grand-

father and her brother.

The old grandmother soon made her appearance, holding in

her hand a lamp of red earthenware, which cast its light upon

her thin pale face, and her hair as white as the skeins of wool

which were tossed over the table at the side of the spinning-

wheel. She kissed her husband's hand, and kissed the boy on

the forehead. The recital of what had occurred, which has

taken up so many of these pages, required only a few words and

gestures between the different members of this poor family.

We did not hear the whole of it: we stood apart from them that

we might not stop the natural outpourings of their hearts. They
were poor; we were strangers: and we owed them a certain

respect. The only way we had of showing it was by taking

the place nearest the door and keeping perfectly still.

Graziella looked at us in surprise from time to time, as if

she were in a dream. When the father had finished his story,

the grandmother fell on her knees by the fireside. Graziella,
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Stepping up to the terrace above, brought in a branch of rose-

mary, and some orange-blossoms lijce large white stars. She took

a chair, arranged her flowers into a bouquet, fastening them
with the long pins that she drew from her hair, and placed them
before a little plaster image of the Virgin, which stood above
the door, and before which a lamp was burning. We understood

that this was an offering of thanks to her divine protectress

for having saved her brother and her grandfather; and we shared

her expression of gratitude.

The inside of the house was bare, and in almost every way
as like to the outside as both inside and outside were like the

immense rocks that surrounded it. The walls were entirely with-

out plaster, and covered only with a thin coat of whitewash. Liz-

ards, aroused by the light, shone in the crevices of the rocks,

and crept under the fern leaves that served as the children's bed.

Nests of swallows, whose little black heads peeped out, and whose
restless eyes twinkled in surprise, hung down from the beams,

still covered with bark, which formed the roof. Graziella and
her grandmother slept in the second room on a curious bedstead,

covered with a piece of coarse linen. A few baskets of fruits

and a mule's pack-saddle lay on the shelf.

The fisherman turned toward us with a look of shame, as he
indicated by a sweep of his arm the poverty of his home; then

he led us up to the terrace, the place of honor both in the Orient

and in the south of Italy. With the assistance of Graziella and
the child Beppo, he made us a sort of shed, by placing one end
of our oars upon the wall surrounding the terrace and the other

end upon the ground, then covering these with a dozen or more
branches from a horse-chestnut tree, recently cut on the side of

the mountain. Under this shelter he spread a lot of fern leaves;

he then brought us two pieces of bread, some fresh water and

figs,' and wished that we might sleep well.

The physical fatigue and the emotions of the day threw us

into a sudden and deep sleep. When we awoke, the swallows

were chirping around our bed and picking from the ground the

crumbs of our supper; and the sun, already high in the heaven,

heated the fagots of leaves over our heads as if they had been

in a furnace.

We lay a long time stretched upon our fern leaves, lost in

that peculiar state of half-sleep in which the mental faculties
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perceive and think before the senses give one the courage to

get Tip or move. We exchanged a few inarticulate words, which

were interrupted by long pauses and were lost in our dreams.

The experiences of the previous day,— the boat rolling under

our feet, the angry sea, the unapproachable rocks of the coast,

the face of Graziella looking out between the two shutters and

in the light of the torch,— all these visions flitted before us con-

fusedly, and without connection or appreciation.

We were attracted from this drowsiness by the sobs and com-

plaints of the old grandmother, who was talking to her husband

inside of the house. The chimney, which ran through the ter-

race, brought us the sound of the voices, so that we could hear

some words of the conversation. The poor woman was lamenting

the loss of her jars, of the anchor, of the ropes that were almost

new, and above all, of the beautiful sails woven by her own
hands from her own hemp,— all of which we had been cruel

enough to throw into the sea to save our own lives.

"What business had you," she asked of the old man, who was

frightened into silence, "to take these two strangers, these two

Frenchmen, with you? Don't you know that they are pagans

{fiagani), and that they always bring misfortune with their wicked-

ness? The saints have punished you for it. They have stripped

us of our riches, and you may still thank them that they have

not taken away our souls."

The poor man did not know what to say. But Graziella, with

the authority and impatience of a spoiled child, to whom the

grandmother always gives way, protested against these reproaches

as unjust, and taking the part of the old man, said to her grand-

mother :
—

"Who tells you that these strangers are pagans? Are pagans

ever so compassionate for the trials of poor people as these gen-

tlemen have shown themselves? Do pagans make the sign of

the cross like ourselves before the statues of the saints? Now
let me tell you that yesterday evening, when you had fallen on

your knees to return thanks to God, and when I had adorned the

image of the Madonna with flowers, I saw them bow their heads

as if they were praying, make the sign of the cross upon their

breasts, and I even saw a tear glisten in the eye of the younger

and fall upon his hand."

"A tear, indeed !
" the old woman sharply exclaimed. " It was

nothing but a drop of sea-water that fell from his hair."
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" I tell you it was a tear, * said Graziella angrily. " The wind

that was blowing so fiercely had plenty of time to dry his hair

from the time he left the beach until he had climbed to the top

of the cliff. But the wind cannot dry the heart, and I tell you

again that there was water in his eye."

We understood that we had an all-powerful friend in that

house, for the grandmother did not answer, nor did she complain

any more.
Translation of James B. Runnion.

H
TO MY LAMP

ail! sole companion of my lonely toil,

Dear witness once of dearer loves of mine!

My happiness is fled, — thy store of oil

Still with clear light doth shine!

Thou dost recall the bright days of my life,

When in Pompeii's streets I roamed along,

Evoking memories of her brilliant strife.

Half tearful, half in song.

The sun was finishing his mighty round; ,

I was alone among a buried host;

And in the dust my idle glances found

The name of some poor ghost.

And there 1 saw thee, 'neath the ashes piled;

And near thee, almost buried with the rest,

The impress left there by some lovely child.

The outline of a breast.

Perhaps by thy light did the virgin go

To pray within the fane, now desolate.

For happiness that she should never know,

—

Love, ne'er to be her fate!

"Within the tomb her perished beauty lies:

Youth, maiden modesty, the dawning love

A mother's tender glance could scarce surprise.

Fled to the heavens above!

She vanished like the lightning's sudden gleam,

As one wave by another swiftly borne

;
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Or as the last hope of some wretch's dream,

When he awakes at morn!

Beauty is not the idol of the best!

I was a fool before her feet to lie,

Forgetting that, a stranger like the rest,

She too must fade and die.

What matter, then, whether she smile or frown?

My soul would seek the worship that is sure!

It needs a god to triumph, be cast down.

And, after all, endure!

Yes, I would tear myself from vain desires,

From all that perishes and is forgot;

And I would seek, to start my altar fires,

A hope that dieth not!

The resting eagle is an eagle still:

Though 'neath his mighty wing he hides his head.

He sees his prey, he strikes it, takes his fill,

—

Perchance you thought him dead ?

I pity those who, thought one ivy-crowned,

Child of the lyre, born but to touch the string.

Would die inglorious,— yield the golden round,

Live like a banished king.

Never shall weariness make me abjure

The gifts once prized, and cherished still the same.

My dreams shall summon back the enchantress pure,

And whisper her dear name.

Her eyes shall watch over my soul at last;

And when, dear lamp, shall come that mournful night,

When weeping friends behold me fading fast.

Thy flame shall burn more bright!

That flame has often filled my wondering thought;

The sacred emblem of our transient breath.

Mysterious power, to man's dull uses brought,

Sister of life and death!

A breath creates it, at a breath it dies;

It blots in one brief day a city's name;
Like fate ignored, or held a peerless prize

Like beauty or like fame.
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See how it leaps up with a quick (Jesire

!

A spirit from on high, to earth no friend;

It takes its flight as human souls aspire,

To seek the unknown end!

All nature slowly to this end is drawn!

'Tis but a sleep, the so-called death of men:
The fly shall have its day, the flower its dawn;

Our clay shall wake again.

Do we the secrets of all nature know?
The sounds of night that on the horizon fail.

The passing cloud that lays the flowers low,

The will-o'-the-wisp of the vale ?

Know we the secret of the nesting dove ?

The cradle whence the tomb has snatched its prey ?

What is the mystery of grief, or love.

Or night that follows day?

Have not the murmuring winds a voice, a mood ?

Is not the leaf a book we cannot read ?

The stream that brings us harvest or a flood.

Has not it too its screed?

Let us not strive the kindly veils to raise

Till all that we should see, life's end shall show:

Better know naught than into mysteries gaze!

Better believe than know!

Farewell, my lamp! Blessings upon thy flame!

While I believe and hope, watch thou o'er me!
If ever prideful doubt my soul should claim, •

May I go out with thee!

Translation of Katharine Hillard.

T
ODE TO THE LAKE OF B .

Hus sailing, sailing on forevermore.

Still borne along, to winds and waves a prey.

Can we not, on life's sea without a shore,

Cast anchor for a day?

Dear lake! one little year has scarcely flown.

And near thy waves she longed once more to see,
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Behold I sit alone upon this stone,

Where once she sat with me.

As now, thy restless waves were moaning through

The creviced rocks, where they their death did meet;

And flecks of foam from off thy billows blew

Over my dear one's feet.

One night we rowed in silence,— dost recall

That night? When under all the starry sky

Was heard alone the beat of oars that fall

In cadenced harmony.

When suddenly, upon the startled ear

Accents unknown to earth melodious break;

And with these mournful words, a voice most dear

Charms all the listening lake:

—

« O Time, pause in thy flight ! and you, propitious hours.

Pause on your rapid ways!

Let us enjoy the springtime of our powers,

The fairest of all days!

"So many wretched souls would speed your flight.

Urge on the lingering suns.

Take with their days the canker and the blight;

Forget the happy ones!

" But all in vain I try to stay its course

:

Time slips away and flies.

I say to night. Pass slowly! and the dawn
Breaks on my startled eyes.

" Let us love, then, and love forevermore

!

Enjoy life while we may;
Man has no port, nor has time any shore;

It flees, we pass away !

"

She jiaused: our hearts speak through our ardent eyes.

Half-uttered phrases tremble on the air;

And in that ecstasy our spirits rise

Up to a world more fair.

And now we cease to speak; in sweet eclipse

Our senses lie, weighed down with all love's store;

Our hearts are beating, and our clinging lips

Murmur, '•'•Forevermore ! "
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Great Heaven! can then these moments of delight,

When love all happiness upon us showers,

Vanish away as swiftly in their flight

As our unhappy hours?

Eternity, the Darkness, and the Past,

What have you done with all you've made your prey ?

Answer us! will you render back at last

What you have snatched away ?

O lake, O silent rocks, O verdurous green!

—

You that time spares, or knows how to renew,

—

Keep of this night, set in this lovely scene.

At least a memory true!

A memory in thy storms and thy repose,

O lake ! and where thy smiling waters lave

The sunny shore, or where the dark fir grows.

And hangs above the wave.

In the soft breeze that sighs and then is gone.

In thy shores' song, by thy shores echoed still;

In the pale star whose silvery radiance shone

Above thy wooded hill!

That moaning winds, and reeds that clashing strike.

And perfumes that on balmy breezes moved.
With all we hear, we see, we breathe, alike

May say, « They loved!"

Translation of Katharine Hillard.

FAR FROM THE WORLD

FAR from the faithless and the wicked world.

Fly, O my soul! to some deep solitude;

Fly, shaking from our feet the weary dust

Of love, desire, hope, and carking care

Upon the threshold of these deserts wild.

Behold the rocks, the forests, and the shores.

Nature has molded with her mighty hands:

The streams alone have hollowed out these paths;

Their foam alone has touched the river banks

Where never human foot has left a trace.
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There seek at last for peace within thyself;

Thy dreams of happiness have been but brief!

Drive them forever far from this retreat;

Love nothing but the blue sky that loves thee,

And of the sun alone ask happy days!

To wounded hearts, nature is ever sweet.

And solitude belongs to wretchedness.

Already peace re-enters my sad heart;

Already life takes up, without a jar,

Its course suspended by the hand of grief!

Translation of Katharine Hillard.
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CHARLES LAMB
(1775-1834)

BY ALFRED AINGER

^o FIND anything new to write about Charles Lamb might tax

the ingenuity of the most versatile and resourceful critic in

the Old or New World. And yet experience shows that the

lovers of Elia are never weary of listening for something more about

him, and continue to welcome whatever crumbs of anecdote or frag-

ments of biographical fact may have yet escaped collection. And
this very circumstance shows that Lamb stands in a category of

English-speaking humorists which is not large. Of whom could be

said precisely the same thing, except such few as Shakespeare, Gold-

smith, Johnson, Scott,-—^ writers, that is to say, in whom the human
personality is as interesting or even more so than anything they

have written ? We are interested in Shakespeare's personality, in-

deed, because of the very little we know about him. We are inter-

ested in Goldsmith or Lamb because we know so much, and feel

towards them more as personal friends than as authors.

The personality of Lamb, indeed, is so inwrought and intertwined

with the very fibre of his essays and letters that it is impossible to

separate criticism of the one from that of the other. His life is

written in the confidential utterances of his essays; and his occas-

ional verse embodies allusions, even more intimate and touching, to

the sadder epochs and incidents of that life. The saddest of all such

incidents was in the first instance recorded in the most famous of

all his lyrics— the <01d Familiar Faces'; though Lamb rightly and

wisely withdrew, when the first spasm of bitter emotion was past,

the stanza concerning his mother's death.

Egotism in a writer is either the most unattractive of qualities

or the most engaging. We either rejoice in it or resent it. There

is hardly a third course possible. We resent it when it is a mere

"trap for admiration," or a palpable desire to establish the writer's

importance. We welcome it when the' heart is pure, when there is

the requisite genius and individuality to make it precious. But the

writer who indulges in perpetual confidences as to self must be like

Csesar's wife, « beyond suspicion": the faintest tinge of self-conscious-

ness is fatal to the charm of self-disclosure. Charles Lamb possesses

XV—552
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this charm; and hence his extraordinary popularity with thousands

even of those whose acquaintance with his favorite authors would

not of itself suffice to make them appreciate his multifarious allusive-

ness. Lamb was a man of widest reading; and in directions in which

the ordinary reader even now, after seventy years or so, is little

versed. But thus far back, it is not too much to say that the very

names of the old English writers on whom Lamb's love of poetry

had been chiefly fed, were unknown to the bulk of the magazine

readers whom in his essays he first addressed. It was not therefore

to exhibit his reading or his antiquarian research, that he interlarded

his discourse with the words of Massinger or Marlowe, Marvell or

Sidney, Fuller or Sir Thomas Browne. He did not even, for the

most part, introduce his quotations with any names attached. He
cited them usually without even inverted commas. He had himself

roamed at will in gardens and orchards of exquisite beauty and

flavor, and could not help pouring what he had gathered at the

feet of his readers. And his instinct did not fail him in taking this

course. It was a curiously bold step, that of daring, when invited to

contribute essays to the London Magazine, to depart from the famil-

iar didactic or allegorical type which had been set by the Spectator

or Rambler, and trust to the perennial attraction of the humblest

human experiences. The < South Sea House ' was not an alluring

title for the flrst essay he contributed. The * South Sea Bubble

'

mi^ht have been; but all lihat remained of the once famous specu-

lation was a building and a staff of clerks. But yet every dingiest

and most old-fashioned institution in which men go to and fro about

their business has its human side; and wherever there were men,

or the traditions of men. Lamb could make their companionship full

of charm. And how exquisite a thing did he make out of the memo-
ries of that old building where only two years of his own boyish life

were spent:—
"This was once a house of trade, a centre of busy interests. The throng

of merchants was here, the quick pulse of gain; and here some forms of

business are still kept up, though the soul be long since fled. Here are still

to be seen stately porticos; imposing staircases; offices roomy as the state

apartments in palaces,— deserted, or thinly peopled with a few straggling

clerks; the still more sacred interiors of court and committee rooms, with

venerable faces of beadles, doorkeepers— directors seated in form on solemn

days (to proclaim a dead dividend), at long worm-eaten tables that have been

mahogany, with tarnished gilt leather coverings, supporting many silver ink-

stands long since dry—

»

"There are many echoes," Goethe said, "but few voices." It is

the "voices" in literature that become classics. The echoes have

their short life and then die away. " Lamb is one of such voices ; and
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thus he has lived, and will live. It was not a voice that protested or

proclaimed much,— and certainly never from the housetops,— but it

was his own. "Compounded of many simples," like the melancholy

of Jaques in the forest. Lamb's humor was altogether free from the

self-assertion or the discontent of the exiled philosopher of Arden.

His sweet acquiescence in the burdens and sorrows of his life was
rather that of the laughing philosopher Touchstone, whom Shake-

speare has pitted against the more specious moralist. He would have
pleaded that if the manner he had adopted was strange or ill-favored,

it was at least <<his own."

It is remarkable that Lamb's most universally popular essay, that

on 'Roast Pig,' is by no means one of his most characteristic. It is

not too much to say that many inferior humorists could have made a

success almost as great out of the same material. For in this case

Lamb had a really humorous notion put into his head. Given the

accidental discovery of the gastronomic value of cooked meat, the

humorous possibilities are at once perceptible. It is where the raw
material of the essay is nothing and the treatment everything that

the real individuality of Lamb stands forth. It is in such essays as

the 'Praise of Chimney-Sweepers, ' or < Mrs. Battle on Whist,* or the

'Recollections of an old Manor-House in Hertfordshire,' that we are

to look for what g^ves Lamb his unique place in literature and in

the hearts of those who love him.

There is food, however, for many tastes in Charles Lamb. There

is the infinite pathos of such a revelation as that in ' Dream Child-

ren,' which for delicate beauty and tenderness has no rival in Eng-

lish literature; there is the consummate observation and criticism of

human character in 'Imperfect Sympathies'; there is the perfection

of narrative art in such an anecdote as that told in 'Barbara S.';

there is the supreme aesthetic quality, as where he descants on the

superiority of Shakespeare to any of his contemporaries, or where he

compels our admiration for the moral value of such a satirist as

Hogarth. We are always discovering some new faculty in Lamb, and

passing from one to another with astonishing suddenness,—from the

poet to the humorist, from the moral teacher to the assthetic critic;

and all the while the manner is often so like that of the gossip and

jester that the reader would undervalue it as very "easy writing,"

did we not know by Lamb's own confessions that his most lucid and

apparently facile confidences were often "wrung from him with slow

pain." So certain is it always that "easy writing" makes "hard

reading," and that the most seeming-casual of essays, if it is to live,

must have something in it of the life-blood of the writer.

And beyond all question it is the personal experiences of Lamb
that generate the supreme quality of all he wrote. It is the beauty
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of his character— its charity and tenderness, its capacity for lifelong

sacrifice and devotion, fruits of the discipline it had undergone— that

constitutes the soil which nourished even the lightest flower's and

graces of his style. Lamb had contempdraries and rivals in his own
walk, each with rare and attractive gifts of his own,— Hazlitt and

Leigh Hunt. We owe much to both of these. Each was endowed
with critical faculties of the highest order. Each in his own line has

done memorable service in establishing the true canons of literary

criticism. Each wrote a style of his own, as perfect for its purpose

as can be conceived. Yet neither of these is loved, and lives in

men's hearts, like Charles Lamb. The amiability of Leigh Hunt is

too merely amiable: it has not its roots in the deep and strengthen-

ing earth of human discipline. Hazlitt was altogether wanting in the

quality. He showed "light," but without << sweetness "
: without the

latter grace no writer can make himself dear to his readers.

Moreover, no writer has ever attained this most enviable distinc-

tion except when his own life has been told in minutest detail, either

by himself or others. In the instance of Lamb, his writings are in

the main personal confidences; and in addition we possess his let-

ters,— the most complete as well as the most fascinating disclosure of

a personality in our literature,— as well as having the testimony of

"troops of friends." There is something that wins and touches us all

in the frank disclosure of a private history. What would Goldsmith

have been to us but for Washington Irving and John Forster; or

Johnson without Boswell; of Scott without Lockhart, and the frank

and deeply pathetic admissions of his own Journal ? The sorrows

and the struggles of these widely different men draw us to them.

Our delight in all that they have written for us is heightened and

sanctified by our pity for the individual man. And this is the reward

of the true men, who live out their real selves before us, and there-

fore are a joy forever; while the men who only pose, live their brief

hour on the stage and then cease to be!
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THE OLD FAMILIAR FACES

January 1798

I

HAVE had playmates, I have had companions,

In my days of childhood, in my joyful school-days—
All, all are gone, the old familiar faces.

I have been laughing, I have been carousing.

Drinking late, sitting late, with my bosom cronies—
All, all are gone, the old familiar faces.

I loved a love once, fairest among women

:

Closed are her doors on me, I must not see her—
All, all are gone, the old familiar faces.

I have a friend, a kinder friend has no man

:

Like an ingrate, I left my friend abruptly;

Left him, to muse on the old familiar faces.

Ghost-like, I paced round the haunts of my childhood

:

Earth seemed a desert I was bound to traverse,

Seeking to find the old familiar faces.

Friend of my bosom, thou more than a brother!

Why wert not thou born in my father's dwelling?

So might we talk of the old familiar faces.

For some they have died, and some they have left me,

And some are taken from me; all are departed:

All, all are gone, the old familiar faces.

w
HESTER

HEN maidens such as Hester die.

Their place ye may not well supply,

Though ye among a thousand try,

With vain endeavor.

A month or more h^th she been dead,

Yet cannot I by force be led

To think upon the wormy bed

And her together.

A springy motion in her gait,

A rising step, did indicate
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Of pride and joy no common rate,

That flushed her spirit.

I know not by what name beside

I shall it call: if 'twas not pride,

It was a joy to that allied,

She did inherit.

Her parents held the Quaker rule.

Which doth the'human feeling cool;

But she was trained in Nature's school

-

Nature had blest her.

A waking eye, a prying- mind,

A heart that stirs, is hard to bind;

A hawk's keen sight ye cannot blind.

Ye could not Hester.

ON AN INFANT DYING AS SOON AS BORN

I

SAW where in the shroud did lurk

A curious frame of Nature's work.

A floweret crushed in the bud,

A nameless piece of Babyhood,

Was in a cradle-cof&n lying;

Extinct, with scarce the sense of dying;

So soon to exchange the imprisoning womb
For darker closets of the tomb!

She did but ope an eye, and put

A clear beam forth, then straight up shut

For the long dark: ne'er more to see

Through glasses of mortality.

Riddle of destiny, who can show

. What thy short 'visit meant, or know
What thy errand here below ?

Shall we say that Nature blind

Checked her hand and changed her mind.

Just when she had exactly wrought

A finished pattern without fault ?

Could she flag, or could she tire.

Or lacked she the Promethean fire

(With her nine moons' long workings sickened)

That should thy little limbs have quickened ?
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Limbs so firm they seemed to assure

Life of health, and days mature:

Woman's self in miniature!

Limbs so fair they might supply

(Themselves now but cold imagery)

The sculptor to make Beauty by.

Or did the stern-eyed Fate descry

That babe or mother— one must die:

So in mercy left the stock,

And cut the branch, to save the shock

, Of young years widowed ; and the pain,

Whefl single state comes back again

To the lone man who, 'reft of wife,

Thenceforwards drags a maimed life ?

The economy of Heaven is dark;

And wisest clerks have missed the mark.

Why Human Buds, like this, should fall.

More brief than fly ephemeral.

That has his day; while shriveled crones

Stiffen with age to stocks and stones.

And crabbed use the conscience sears

In sinners of an hundred years.

Mother's prattle, mother's kiss,

Baby fond, thou ne'er wilt miss.

Rites, which custom does impose,

Silver bells and baby clothes;

Coral redder than those lips.

Which pale death did late eclipse;

Music framed for infant's glee.

Whistle never tuned for thee

:

Though thou want'st not, thou shalt have them,

—

Loving hearts were they which gave them.

Let not one be missing; nurse,

See them laid upon the hearse

Of infant slain by doom perverse.

Why should kings and nobles have

Pictured trophies to their grave;

And we, churls, to thee deny

Thy pretty toys with thee to lie,

A more harmless vanity?

523
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IN MY OWN ALBUM

FRESH clad from heaven in robes of white,

A young probationer of light,

Thou wert my soul, an album bright,

A spotless leaf: but thought and care.

And friend and foe, in foul or fair.

Have "written strange defeatures* there;

And Time with heaviest hand of all.

Like that fierce writing on the wall.

Hath stamped sad dates he can't recall;

And error gilding worst designs—
Like speckled snake that strays and shines

—

Betrays his path by crooked lines;

And vice hath left his ugly blot;

And good resolves, a moment hot.

Fairly begun— but finished not;

And fruitless, late remorse doth trace

—

Like Hebrew lore, a backward pace

—

Her irrecoverable race.

Disjointed numbers, sense unknit.

Huge reams of folly, shreds of wit.

Compose the mingled mass of it.

My scalded eyes no longer brook

Upon this ink-blurred thing to look:

Go, shut the leaves, and clasp the book.

IMPERFECT SYMPATHIES

From the < Essays of Elia>

I am of a constitution so general, that it consorts and sympathizeth with

all things ; I have no antipathy, or rather idiosyncrasy, in anything. Those

natural repugnances do not touch me, nor do I behold with prejudice the

French, Italian, Spaniard, or Dutch. — <Religio Medici. >

THAT the author of the * Religio Medici, * mounted upon the

airy stilts of abstraction, conversant about notional and con-

jectural essences, in whose categories of being the possible

took the upper hand of the actual, should have overlooked the
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impertinent individualities of such poor concretions as mankind,

is not much to be admired. It is rather to be wondered at, that

in the genus of animals he should have condescended to distin-

guish that species at all. For myself,— earth-bound and fettered

to the scene of my activities,

' " Standing on earth, not rapt above the sky, *'—

I confess that I do feel the differences of mankind, national or

individual, to an unhealthy excess. I can look with no indif-

ferent eye upon things or persons. Whatever is, is to me a

matter of taste or distaste; or when once it becomes indifferent,

it begins to be disrelishing. I am, in plainer words, a bundle of

prejudices—made up of likings and dislikings— the veriest thrall

to sympathies, apathies, antipathies. In a certain sense, I hope

it may be said of me that I am a lover of my species. I can

feel for all indifferently, but I cannot feel towards all equally.

The more purely English word that expresses sympathy will bet-

ter explain my meaning. I can be a friend to a worthy man, who
upon another account cannot be my mate or fellow. I cannot

like all people alike.

I have been trying all my life to like Scotchmen, and am
obliged to desist from the experiment in despair. They cannot

like me— and in truth, I never knew one of that nation who
attempted to do it. There is something more plain and ingen-

uous in their mode of proceeding. We know one another at

first sight. There is an order of imperfect intellects (under

which mine must be content to rank) which in its constitution is

essentially anti-Caledonian. The owners of the sort of faculties

I allude to have minds rather suggestive than comprehensive.

They have no pretenses to much clearness or precision in their

ideas, or in their manner of expressing them. Their intellectual

wardrobe (to confess fairly) has few whole pieces in it. They
are content with fragments and scattered pieces of Truth. She

presents no full front to them— a feature or side-face at the

most. Hints and glimpses, germs and crude essays at a system,

is the utmost they pretend to. They beat up a little game per-

adventure, and leave it to knottier heads, more robust constitu-

tions, to run it down. The light that lights them is not steady

and polar, but mutable and shifting; waxing, and again waning.

Their conversation is accordingly. They will throw out a ran-

dom word in or out of season, and be content to let it pass for
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what it is worth. They cannot speak always as if they were

upon their oath, but must be understood, speaking or writing,

with some abatement. They seldom wait to mature a proposi-

tion, but e'en bring it to market in the green ear. They delight

to impart their defective discoveries as they arise, without wait-

ing for their development. They are no systematizers, and

would but err more by attempting it. Their minds, as I said

before, are suggestive merely.

The brain of a true Caledonian (if I am not mistaken) is

constituted upon quite a different plan. His Minerva is bom
in panoply. You are never admitted to see his ideas in their

growth— if indeed they do grow, and are not rather put to-

gether upon principles of clockwork. You never catch his mind
in an undress. He never hints or suggests anything, but un-

lades his stock of ideas in perfect order and completeness. He
brings his total wealth into company, and gravely unpacks it.

His riches are always about him. He never stoops to catch a

glittering something in your presence to share it with you,

before he quite knows whether it be true touch or not. You
cannot cry halves to anything that he finds. He does not find,

but bring. You never witness his first apprehension of a thing.

His understanding is always at its meridian— you never see

the first dawn, the early streaks. He has no falterings of

self-suspicion. Surmises, guesses, misgivings, half-intuitions, semi-

consciousnesses, partial illuminations, dim instincts, embryo con-

ceptions, have no place in his brain or vocabulary. The twilight

of dubiety never falls upon him. Is he orthodox— he has no

doubts. Is he an infidel— he has none either. Between the

affirmative and the negative there is no borderland with him.

You cannot hover with him upon the confines of truth, or wan-

der in the maze of a probable argument. He always keeps the

path. You cannot make excursions with him, for he sets you

right. His taste never fluctuates. His morality never abates.

He cannot compromise or understand middle actions. There

can be but a right and a wrong. His conversation is as a book.

His affirmations have the sanctity of an oath. You must speak

upon the square with him. He stops a metaphor like a sus-

pected person in an enemy's country. *<A healthy book!* said

one of his countrymen to me, who had ventured to give that

appellation to *John Buncle,*— "Did I catch rightly what yon

said ? I have heard of a man in health, and of a healthy state
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of body; but I do not see how that epithet can be properly-

applied to a book."

Above all, you must beware of indirect expressions before a

Caledonian. Clap an extinguisher upon your irony, if you are

unhappily blest with a vein of it. Remember you are upon your
oath. I have a print of a graceful female after Leonardo da
Vinci, which I was showing off to Mr. . After he had
examined it minutely, I ventured to ask him how he liked my
beauty (a foolish name it goes by among my friends) ; when he

very gravely assured me that " he had considerable respect for

my character and talents" (so he was pleased to say), "but had
not given himself much thought about the degree of my per-

sonal pretensions." The misconception staggered me, but did not

seem much to disconcert him. Persons of this nation are par-

ticularly fond of affirming a truth which nobody doubts. They
do not so properly affirm as annunciate it. They do indeed

appear to have such a love of truth (as if like virtue it were
' valuable for itself) that all truth becomes equally valuable,

whether the proposition that contains it be new or old, disputed

or such as is impossible to become a subject of disputation. I

was present not long since at a party of North Britons, where a

son of Burns was expected, and happened to drop a silly expres-

sion (in my South British way), that I wished it were the father

instead of the son; when four of them started up at once to in-

form me that " that was impossible, because he was dead. " An
impracticable wish, it seems, was more than they could conceive.

• Swift has hit off this part of their character— namely, their

love of truth— in his biting way, but with an illiberality that

necessarily confines the passage to the margin. The tediousness

of these people is certainly provoking. I wonder if they ever

tire one another. In my early life I had a passionate fondness

for the poetry of Burns. I have sometimes foolishly hoped to

ingratiate myself with his countrymen by expressing it. But I

have always found that a true Scot resents your admiration of

his compatriot even more than he would your contempt of him.

The latter he imputes to your "imperfect acquaintance with

many of the words he uses " ; and the same objection makes it

a presumption in you to suppose that you can admire him.

Thomson they seem to have forgotten. Smollett they have neither

forgotten nor forgiven for his delineation of Rory and his com-

panion upon their first introduction to our metropolis. Speak of
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Smollett as a great genius, and they will retort upon you Hume's

History compared with his Continuation of it. What if the his-

torian had continued * Humphrey Clinker'?

I have, in the abstract, no disrespect for Jews. They are a

piece of stubborn antiquity, compared with which Stonehenge is

in its nonage. They date beyond the Pyramids. But I should

not care to be in habits of familiar intercourse with any of that

nation. I confess that I have not the nerves to enter their syn-

agogues. Old prejudices cling about me. I cannot shake off the

story of Hugh of Lincoln. Centuries of injury, contempt, and

hate on the one side, of cloaked revenge, dissimulation, and hate

on the other, between our and their fathers, must and ought to

affect the blood of the children. I cannot believe it can run

clear and kindly yet; or that a few fine words, such as "candor,"

"liberality," "the light of a nineteenth century," can close up the

breaches of so deadly a disunion. A Hebrew is nowhere con-

genial to me. He is least distasteful on 'Change; for the mercan-

tile spirit levels all distinctions, as all are beauties in the dark.

I boldly confess that I do not relish the approximation of Jew
and Christian, which has become so fashionable. The reciprocal

endearments have, to me, something hypocritical and unnatural

in them. I do not like to see the Church and Synagogue kissing

and congeeing in awkward postures of an affected civility. If

they are converted, why do they not come over to us altogether ?

Why keep up a form of separation when the life of it is fled ?

If they can sit with us at table, why do they keck at our cook-

ery? I do not understand these half convertites. Jews Christian-

izing— Christians Judaizing— puzzle me. I like fish or flesh. A
moderate Jew is a more confounding piece of anomaly than a

wet Quaker. The spirit of the synagogue is essentially separative.

Braham would have been more in keeping if he had abided by
the faith of his forefathers. There is a fine scorn in his face,

which nature meant to be of Christians. The Hebrew spirit is

strong in him, in spite of his proselytism. He cannot conquer
the Shibboleth. How it breaks out when he sings, "The Child-

ren of Israel passed through the Red Sea!» The auditors for

the moment are as Egyptians to him, and he rides over our necks

in triumph. There is no mistaking him. Braham has a strong

expression of sense in his countenance, and it is confirmed by
his singing. The foundation of his vocal excellence is sense.

He sings with understanding, as Kemble delivered dialogue. He
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would sing the Commandments and give an appropriate char-

acter to each prohibition. His nation in general have not over-

sensible countenances,— how should they?— but you seldom see

a silly expression among them. Gain and the pursuit of gain

sharpen a man's visage. I never heard of an idiot being bom
among them. Some admire the Jewish female physiognomy. I

admire it—but with trembling. Jael had those full dark inscru-

table eyes.

In the negro countenance you will often meet with strong

traits of benignity. I have felt yearnings of tenderness towards

some of these faces— or rather masks-—-that have looked out

kindly upon one in casual encounters in the streets and high-

ways. I love what Fuller beautifully calls these " images of God
cut in ebony." But I should not like to associate with them, to

share my meals and my good-nights with them— because they

are black.

I love Quaker ways and Quaker worship. I venerate the

Quaker principles. It does me good for the rest of the day when
I meet any of their people in my path. When I am rufSed or

disturbed by any occurrence, the sight or quiet voice of a Quaker
acts upon me as a ventilator, lightening the air and taking off a

load from the bosom. But I cannot like the Quakers (as Des-

demona would say) "to live with them.* I am all over sophis-

ticated with humors, fancies, craving hourly sympathy. I must

have books, pictures, theatres, chit-chat, scandal, jokes, ambigui-

ties, and a thousand whimwhams, which their simpler taste can

do without. I should starve at their primitive banquet. My ap-

petites are too high for the salads which (according to Evelyn)

Eve dressed for the angel, my gusto too excited

"To sit a guest with Daniel at his pulse.*

The indirect answers which Quakers are often found to return

to a question put to them may be explained, I think, without

the vulgar assumption that they are more given to evasion and

equivocating than other people. They naturally look to their

words more carefully, and are more cautious of committing them-

selves. They have a peculiar character to keep up on this head.

They stand in a manner upon their veracity. A Quaker is by
law exempted from taking an oath. The custom of resorting

to an oath in extreme cases, sanctified as it is by all religious

antiquity, is apt (it must be confessed) to introduce into the laxer
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sort of minds the notion of two kinds of truth: the one applicable

to the solemn affairs of justice, and the other to the common
proceedings of daily intercourse. As truth bound upon the con-

science by an oath can be but truth, so in the common affirma-

tions of the shop and the market-place a latitude is expected

and conceded upon questions wanting this solemn covenant.

Something less than truth satisfies. It is common to hear a per-

son say, "You do not expect me to speak as if I were upon

my oath." Hence a great deal of incorrectness and inadvertency,

short of falsehood, creeps into ordinary conversation; and a kind

of secondary or laic truth is tolerated, where clergy-truth ^— oath-

truth— by the nature of the circumstances is not required. A
Quaker knows none of this distinction. His simple aiSrmation

being received, upon the most sacred occasions, without any

further test, stamps a value upon the words which he is to use

upon the most indifferent topics of life. He looks to them natur-

ally with more severity. You can have of him no more than his

word. He knows if he is caught tripping in a casual expression,

he forfeits, for himself at least, his claim to the invidious ex-

emption. He knows that his syllables are weighed; and how far

a consciousness of this particular watchfulness exerted against a

person has a tendency to produce indirect answers, and a divert-

ing of the question by honest means, might be illustrated, and

the practice justified, by a more sacred example than is proper to

be adduced upon this occasion. The admirable presence of mind
which is notorious in Quakers upon all contingencies might be

traced to this imposed self-watchfulness, if it did not seem rather

an humble and secular scion of that old stock of religious con-

stancy which never bSnt or faltered in the primitive Friends, or

gave way to the winds of persecution, to the violence of judge

or accuser, under trials and racking examinations. "You will

never be the wiser, if I sit here answering your questions till

midnight," said one of those upright Justicers to Penn, who had

been putting law cases with a puzzling subtlety. "Thereafter as

the answers may be," retorted the Quaker.

The astonishing composure of this people is sometimes ludi-

crously displayed in lighter instances. I was traveling in a stage-

coach with three male Quakers, buttoned up in the straitest

nonconformity of their sect. Wa stopped to bait at Andover,

where a meal, partly tea apparatus, partly supper, was set before

us. My friends confined themselves to the tea-table. I in my
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way took supper. When the landlady brought in the bill, the

eldest of my companions discovered that she had charged for

both meals. This was resisted. Mine hostess was very clamorous

and positive. Some mild arguments were used on the part of

the Quakers, for which the heated mind of the good lady seemed

by no means a fit recip'ient. The guard came in with his usual

peremptory notice. The Quakers pulled out their money and

formally tendered it,— so much for tea; I, in humble imitation,

tendering mine for the supper which I had taken. She would

not relax in her demand. So they all three quietly put up their

silver, as did myself, and marched out of the room ; the eldest

and gravest going first, with myself closing up the rear, who
thought I could not do better than follow the example of such

grave and warrantable personages. We got in. The steps went

up. The coach drove off. The murmurs of mine hostess, not

very indistinctly or ambiguously pronounced, became after a time

inaudible; and now, my conscience, which the whimsical scene

had for a while suspended, beginning to give some twitches, I

waited, in the hope that some justification would be offered by

these serious persons for the seeming injustice of their conduct.

To my great surprise not a syllable was dropped on the subject.

They sat as mute as at a meeting. At length the eldest of them

broke silence by inquiring of his next neighbor, " Hast thee

heard how indigos go at the India House ?

"

DREAM-CHILDREN : A REVERY

From the < Essays of Elia>

CHILDREN love to listen to stories about their elders when they

were children; to stretch their imagination to the concep-

tion of a traditionary great-uncle or grandame whom they

never saw. It was in this spirit that my little ones crept about

me the other evening to hear about their great-grandmother

Field, who lived in a great house in Norfolk (a hundred times

bigger than that in which they and papa lived) which had been

the scene— so at least it was generally believed in that part

of the country— of the tragic incidents which they had lately

become familiar with from the ballad of the 'Children in the

Wood.' Certain it is that the whole story of the children and

their cruel uncle was to be seen fairly carved out in wood upon
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the chimney-piece of the great hall, the whole story down to the

Robin Redbreasts, till a foolish rich person pulled it down to set

up a marble one of modern invention in its stead, with no story

upon it. Here Alice put on one of her dear mother's looks, too

tender to be called upbraiding.

Then I went on to say how religioiis and how good their

great-grandmother Field was, how beloved and respected by
everybody, though she was not indeed the mistress of this great

house, but had only the charge of it (and yet in some respects

she might be said to be the mistress of it too) committed to her

by the owner, who preferred living in a newer and more fash-

ionable mansion which he had purchased somewhere in the ad-

joining county; but still she lived in it in a manner as if it had

been her own, and kept up the dignity of the great house in a

sort while she lived,—which afterwards came to decay, and was

nearly pulled down, and all its old ornaments stripped and carried

away to the owner's other house, where they were set up, and

looked as awkward as if some one were to carry away the old

tombs they had seen lately at the Abbey and stick them up in

Lady C 's tawdry gilt drawing-room. Here John smiled, as

much as to say, "That would be foolish indeed."

And then I told how, when she came to die, her funeral was
attended by a concourse of all the poor, and some of the gentry

too, of the neighborhood for many miles round, to show their

respect for her memory, because she had been such a good and

religious woman; so good, indeed, that she knew all the Psaltery

by heart, ay! and a great part of the Testament besides. Here

little Alice spread her hands.

Then I told what a tall, upright, graceful person their great-

grandmother Field once was, and how in her youth she was

esteemed the best dancer (here Alice's little right foot played

an involuntary movement, till upon my looking grave it desisted)

— the best dancer, I was saying, in the county, till a cruel

disease called a cancer came, and bowed her down with pain;

but it coiild never bend her good spirits, or make them stoop,

but they were still upright, because she was so good and reli-

gious. Then I told how she was used to sleep by herself in a

lone chamber of the great lone house, and how she believed that

an apparition of two infants was to be seen at midnight glid-

ing up and down the great staircase near where she slept, but

she said "those innocents would do her no harm"; and how
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frightened I used to be,— though in those days I had my maid
to sleep with me, because I was never half so good or religious

as she,— and yet I never saw the infants. Here John expanded

all his eyebrows and tried to look courageous.

Then I told how good she was to all her grandchildren: hav-

ing us to the great house in the holidays, where I in particular

used to spend many hours by myself in gazing upon the old

busts of the twelve Csesars, that had been Emperors of Rome,
till the old marble heads would seem to live again, or I to be

turned into marble with them; how I never could be tired with

roaming about that huge mansion, with its vast empty rooms,

with their worn-out hangings, fluttering tapestry, and carved oaken

panels with the gilding almost rubbed out; sometimes in the

spacious old-fashioned gardens which I had almost to myself,

unless when now and then a solitary gardening man would cross

me; and how the nectarines and peaches hung upon the walls

without my ever offering to pluck them, because they were for-

bidden fruit, unless now and then, and because I had more pleas-

ure in strolling about among the old melancholy looking yew-trees

or the firs, and picking up the red berries and the fir-apples,

which were good for nothing but to look at, or in lying about

upon the fresh grass with all the fine garden smells around me,

or basking in the orangery, till I could almost fancy myself

ripening too along with the oranges and the limes in that grate-

ful warmth, or in watching the dace that darted to and fro in

the fish-pond at the bottom of the garden, with here and there a

great sulky pike hanging midway down the water in silent state,

as if it mocked at their impertinent friskings. I had more pleas-

ure in these busy-idle diversions than in all the sweet flavors of

peaches, nectarines, oranges, and such-like common baits of child-

ren. Here John slyly deposited back upon the plate a bunch

of grapes, which, not unobserved by Alice, he had meditated

dividing with her, and both seemed willing to relinquish them

for the present as irrelevant.

Then in somewhat a more heightened tone, I told how, though

their great-grandmother Field loved all her grandchildren, yet in

an especial manner she might be said to love their uncle, John

L , because he was so handsome and spirited a youth, and a

king to the rest of us, and instead of moping about in solitary

Comers like some of us, he would mount the most mettlesome

horse he could get, when but an imp no bigger than themselves,

XV—553
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and make it carry him half over the country in a morning, and

join the hunters when there were any out,— and yet he loved

the old great house and gardens too, but had too much spirit to

be always pent up within their boundaries; and how their uncle

grew up to man's estate as brave as he was handsome, to the

admiration of everybody, but of their great-grandmother Field

most especially; and how he used to carry me upon his back

when I was a lame-footed boy,— for he was a good bit older

than me,—many a mile when I could not walk for pain; and

how in after life he became lame-footed too, and I did not

always (I fear) make . allowances enough for him when he was

impatient and in pain, nor remember sufficiently how considerate

he had been to me when I was lame-footed; and how when he

died, though he had not been dead an hour, it seemed as if he

had died a great while ago, such a distance there is betwiKt life

and death; and how I bore his death as I thought pretty well

at first, but afterwards it haunted and haunted me; and though

I did not cry or take it to heart as some do, and as I think he

would have done if I had died, yet I missed him all day long,

and knew not till then how much I had loved him. I missed

his kindness and I missed his crossness, and wished him to be

alive again to be quarreling with him (for we quarreled some-

times) rather, than not have him again, and was as uneasy with-

out him as he their poor uncle must have been when the doctor

took off his limb. Here the children fell a-crying, and asked if

their little mourning which they had on was not for Uncle John,

and they looked up, and prayed me not to go on about their

uncle, but to tell them some stories about their pretty dead

mother.

Then I told how for seven long years, in hope sometimes,

sometimes in despair, yet persisting ever, I courted the fair Alice

W-^ ^n; and as much as children could understand, I explained

to them what coyness and difficulty and denial meant in maid-

ens: when suddenly turning to Alice, the soul of the first Alice

looked out at her eyes with such a reality of re-presentment,

that I became in doubt which of them stood there before me, or

whose that bright hair was; and while I stood gazing, both the

children gradually grew fainter to my view, receding and still

receding, till nothing at last but two mournful features were

seen in the uttermost distance, which without speech strangely*

impressed upon me the effects of speech:— "We are not of
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Alice, nor of thee, nor are we children at all. The children of

Alice call Bartrum father. We are nothing, less than nothing,

and dreams. We are only what might have been, and must

wait upon the tedious shores of Lethe millions of ages before

we have existence and a name." And immediately awakening, I

found myself quietly seated in my bachelor arm-chair where I had

fallen asleep, with the faithful Bridget unchanged by my side;

but John L (or James Elia) was gone for ever.

A QUAKERS' MEETING
From the < Essays of Elia>

Still-born Silence! thou that art

Flood-gate of the deeper heart!

Offspring of a heavenly kind!

Frost o' the mouth, and thaw o' the mind!

Secrecy's confidant, and he

Who makes religion mystery!

Admiration's speaking'st tongue!

Leave, thy desert shades among.

Reverend hermits' hallowed cells.

Where retired Devotion dwells!

With thy enthusiasms come,

Seize our tongues, and strike us dumb!

Rich. Flecknoe.

READER, wouldst thou know what true peace and quiet mean;
wouldst thou find a refuge from the noises and clamors

of the multitude; wouldst thou enjoy at once solitude and

society; woaldst thou possess the depth of thine own spirit in

stillness, without being shut out from the consolatory faces of thy

species ;— wouldst thou be alone and yet accompanied ; solitary,

yet not desolate; singular, yet not without some to keep thee in

countenance; a unit in aggregate, a simple in composite;— come
with me into a Quakers' Meeting.

Dost thou love silence deep as that "before the winds were

made " ? Go not out into the wilderness, descend not into the

profundities of the earth; shut not up thy casements, nor pour

wax into the little cells of thy ears, with little-faithed, self-

mistrusting Ulysses. Retire with me into a Quakers' Meeting.

For a man to refrain even from good words and to hold his

peace, it is commendable; but for a multitude it is great mas-

tery.
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What is the stillness of the desert compared, with this place ?

what the uncommunicating muteness of fishes ? Here the god-

dess reigns and revels. ** Boreas, and Cesias, and Argestes loud,"

do not with their interconfounding uproars more augment the

brawl, nor the waves of the blown Baltic with their clubbed

sounds, than their opposite (Silence, her sacred self) is multiplied

and rendered more intense by numbers and by S3mipathy. She

too hath her deeps that call unto deeps. Negation itself hath a

positive more and less, and closed eyes would seem to obscure

the great obscurity of midnight.

There are wounds which an imperfect solitude cannot heal.

By imperfect I mean that which a man enjoyeth by himself. The
perfect is that which he can sometimes attain in crowds, but

nowhere so absolutely as in a Quakers' Meeting. Those first

hermits did certainly understand this principle when they retired

into Egjrptian solitudes, not singly but in shoals, to enjdy one

another's want of conversation. The Carthusian is bound to his

brethren by this agreeing spirit of incommunicativeness. In sec-

ular occasions, what so pleasant as to be reading a book through

a long winter evening with a friend sitting by,— say a wife,

—

he or she too (if that be probable) reading another, without inter-

ruption or oral communication ? Can there be no sympathy with-

out the gabble of words? Away with this inhuman, shy, single,

shade-and-cavern-haunting solitariness. Give me, Master Zimmer-

mann, a sympathetic solitude.

To pace alone in the cloisters or side aisles of some cathedral

time-stricken,

"Or under hanging mountains,

Or by the fall of fountains,"

is but a vulgar luxury compared with that which those enjoy who
come together for the purposes of more complete, abstracted sol-

itude. This is the loneliness "to be felt." The Abbey Church

of Westminster hath nothing so solemn, so spirit-soothing, as

the naked walls and benches of a Quakers' Meeting. Here are

no tombs, no inscriptions—
« sands, ignoble things,

Dropt from the ruined sides of kings;"

but here is something which throws Antiquity herself into the

foreground: Silence, eldest of things— language of old Night—
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primitive Discourser— to which the insolent decays of molder-

ing grandeur have but arrived by a violent, and as we may say-

unnatural progression.

« How reverend is the view of these hushed heads

Looking tranquillity !

»

Nothing-plotting, naught-caballing, unmischievous synod! con-

vocation without intrigue! parliament without debate! what a

lesson dost thou read to council and to consistory! If my pen

treat of you lightly,— as haply it will wander,— yet my spirit

hath gravely felt the wisdom of your custom, when, sitting among
you in deepest peace, which some outwelling tears would rather

confirm than disturb, I have reverted to the times of your begin-

nings, and the sowings of the seed by Fox and Dewesbury. I

have witnessed that which brought before my eyes your heroic

tranquillity, inflexible to the rude jests and serious violences of

the insolent soldiery, republican or royalist, sent to molest you,

—

for ye sate betwixt the fires of two persecutions, the outcast and

oflfscouring of Church and Presbytery. I have seen the reeling

sea-ruffian, who had wandered into your receptacle with the

avowed intention of disturbing your quiet, from the very spirit

of the place receive in a moment a new heart, and presently

sit among ye as a lamb amidst lambs. And I remember Penn
before his accusers, and Fox in the bail-dock, where he was lifted

up in spirit, as he tells us, and " the judge and the jury became

as dead men under his feet."

Reader, if you are not acquainted with it, I would recommend
to you above all church narratives to read Sewel's * History of

the Quakers.' It is in folio, and is the abstract of the Journals

of Fox and the primitive Friends. It is far more edifying and

affecting than anything you will read of Wesley and his col-

leagues. Here is nothing to stagger you, nothing to make you

mistrust; no suspicion of alloy, no drop or dreg of the worldly

or ambitious spirit. You will here read the true story of that

much-injured, ridiculed man (who perhaps hath been a byword in

your mouth), James Naylor: what dreadful sufferings, with what

patience he endured, even to the boring through of his tongue

with red-hot irons, without a murmur; and with what strength of

mind, when the delusion he had fallen into, which they stigma-

tized as blasphemy, had given way to clearer- thoughts, he could

renounce his error, in a strain of the beautifulest humility, yet
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keep his first grounds, and be a Quaker still!— so different from

the practice of your common converts from enthusiasm, who,

when they apostatize, apostatize all, and think they can never

get far enough from the society of their former errors, even to

the renunciation of some saving truths with which they had been

mingled, not implicated.

Get the writings of John Woolman by heart, and love the

early Quakers.

How far the followers of these good men in our days have

kept to the primitive spirit, or in what proportion they have sub-

stituted formality for it, the Judge of Spirits can alone determine.

I have seen faces in their assemblies, upon which the dove

sate visibly brooding. Others again I have watched, when my
thoughts should have been better engaged, in which I could pos-

sibly detect nothing but a blank inanity. But quiet was in all,

and the disposition to unanimity, and the absence of the fierce

controversial workings. If the spiritual pretensions of the Qua-

kers have abated, at least they make few pretenses. Hypocrites

they certainly are not in their preaching. It is seldom indeed

that you shall see one get up amongst them to hold forth. Only

now and then a trembling female, generally ancient, voice is

heard,—you cannot guess from what part of the meeting it pro-

ceeds,— with a low buzzing musical sound laying out a few words

which "she thought might suit the condition of some present,"

with a quaking diffidence which leaves no possibility of suppos-

ing that anything of female vanity was mixed up where the tones

were so full of tenderness and a restraining modesty. The men,

for what I have observed, speak seldomer.

Once only, and it was some years ago, I witnessed a sample

of the old Foxian orgasm. It was a man of giant stature, who,

as Wordsworth phrases it, might have danced "from head to foot

equipt in iron mail. " His frame was of iron too. But he was

malleable. I saw him shake all over with the spirit— I dare not

say of delusion. The strivings of the outer man were unutter-

able: he seemed not to speak, but to be spoken from. I saw

the strong man bowed down, and his knees to fail; his joints all

seemed loosening: it was a figure to set off against Paul preach-

ing. The words he uttered were few and sound: he was evi-

dently resisting his will— keeping down his own word-wisdom

with more mighty effort than the world's orators strain for theirs.

"He had been a wit in his youth," he told us with expressions
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of a sober remorse. And it was not till long after the impres-

sion had begun to wear away that I was enabled, with something

like a smile, to recall the striking incongruity of the confession

— understanding the term in its worldly acceptation—with the

frame and physiognomy of the person before me. His brow

would have scared away the Levities— the Jocos Risus-que—
faster than the Loves fled the face of Dis at Enna. By wit^

even in his youth, I will be sworn he understood something far

within the limits of an allowable liberty.

More frequently the meeting is broken up without a word

having been spoken. But the mind has been fed. You go away

with a sermon not made with hands. You have been in the

milder caverns of Trophonius, or as, in some den where that

fiercest and savagest of all wild creatures, the Tongue, that un-

ruly member, has strangely lain tied up and captive. You have

bathed with stillness. Oh, when the spirit is sore fretted, even

tired to sickness of the janglings and nonsense-noises of the

world, what a balm and a solace it is to go and seat yourself for

a quiet half-hour upon some undisputed corner of a bench among
the gentle Quakers!

Their garb and stillness conjoined present a uniformity tran-

quil and herd-like, as in the pasture,— "forty feeding like one."

The very garments of a Quaker seem incapable of receiving

a soil, and cleanliness in them to be something more than the

absence of its contrary. Every Quakeress is a lily; and when
they come up in bands to their Whitsun-conferences, whitening

the easterly streets of the metropolis, from all parts of the United

Kingdom, they show like troops of the Shining Ones.

MRS. BATTLE'S OPINIONS ON WHIST

From the < Essays of Elia>

« A 'clear fire, a clean hearth, and the rigor of the game." This

/\ was the celebrated wish of old Sarah Battle (now with

God), who, next to her devotions, loved a good game of

whist. She was none of your lukewarm gamesters, your half-

and-half players, who have no objection to take a hand, if you

want one to make up a rubber: who affirm that they have no

pleasure in winning; that they like to win one game and lose

another; that they can while away an hour very agreeably at a

card-table, but are indifferent whether they play or no; and will
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desire an adversary who has slipped, a wrong card to take it up

and play another. These insufferable triflers are the curse of a

table. One of these flies will Spoil a whole pot. Of such it may
be said that they do not play at cards, but only play at playing

at them.

Sarah Battle was none of that breed. She detested them as

I do, from her heart and soul; and would not, save upon a strik-

ing emergency, willingly seat herself at the same table with

them. She loved a thorough-paced partner, a determined enemy.

She took and gave no concessions. She hated favors. She never

made a revoke, nor ever passed it over in her adversary without

exacting the utmost forfeiture. She fought a good fight, cut

and thrust. She held not her good sword (her cards) *like a

dancer." She sate bolt upright, and neither showed you her cards

nor desired to see yours. All people have their blind side

—

their superstitions; and I have heard her declare under the rose

that hearts was her favorite suit.

I never in my life— and I knew Sarah Battle many of the

best years of it— saw her take out her snuff-box when it was

her turn to play, or snuff a candle in the middle of a game, or

ring for a servant till it was fairly over. She never introduced

or connived at miscellaneous conversation during its process. As
she emphatically observed, cards were cards; and if I ever saw

unmingled distaste in her fine last-century coimtenance, it was

at the airs of a young gentleman of a literary turn, who had

been with difficulty persuaded to take a hand, and who in his

excess of candor declared that he thought there was no harm

in unbending the mind now and then, after serious studies, in

recreations of that kind! She could not bear to have her noble

occupation, to which she wound up her faculties, considered in

that light. It was her business, her duty, the thing she came

into the world to do,— and she did it. She unbent her mind

afterwards over a book.

Pope was her favorite author; his 'Rape of the Lock' her

favorite work. She once did me the favor to play over with

me (with the cards) his celebrated game of Ombre in that poem,

and to explain to me how far it agreed with, and in what points

it would be found to differ from, tradrille. Her illustrations

were apposite and poignant, and I had the pleasure of sending

the substance of them to Mr. Bowles; but I suppose they came

too late to be inserted among his ingenious notes upon that

author.
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Quadrille, she has often told me, was her first love; but whist

had engaged her maturer esteem. The former, she said, was
showy and specious, and likely to allure young persons. The
uncertainty and quick shifting of partners— a thing which the

constancy of whist abhors; the dazzling supremacy and regal in-

vestiture of spadille— absurd, as she justly observed, in the pure

aristocracy of whist, where his crown and garter gave him no
proper power above his brother nobility of the aces; the giddy

vanity, so taking to the inexperienced, of playing alone; above

all, the overpowering attractions of a sans prendre vole, to the

triumph of which there is certainly nothing parallel or approach-

ing in the contingencies of whist;— all these, she would say, make
quadrille a game of captivation to the young and enthusiastic.

But whist was the solider game; that was her word. It was a

long meal; not like quadrille, a feast of snatches. One or two
rubbers might coextend in duration with an evening. They gave

time to form rooted friendships, to cultivate steady enmities. She

despised the chance-started, capricious, and ever-fluctuating alli-

ances of the other. The skirmishes of quadrille, she would say,

reminded her of the petty ephemeral embroilments of the little

Italian States depicted by Machiavel: perpetually changing pos-

tures and connections; bitter foes to-day, sugared darlings to-

morrow; kissing and scratching in a breath;— but the wars of

whist were comparable to the long, steady, deep-rooted, rational

antipathies of the great French and English nations.

A grave simplicity was what she chiefly admired in her favor-

ite game. There was nothing silly in it, like the nob in cribbage

— nothing superfluous. No flushes,— that most irrational of all

pleas that a reasonable being can set up: that any one should

claim four by virtue of holding cards of the same mark and

color, without reference to the playing of the game, or the indi-

vidual worth or pretensions of the cards themselves! She held

this to be a solecism; as pitiful an ambition at cards as allitera-

tion is in authorship. She despised superficiality; pegging teased

her. I once knew her to forfeit a rubber (a five-pound stake)

because she would not take advantage of the turn-up knave, which

would have given it her, but which she must have claimed by the

disgraceful tenure of declaring "Two for his heels." There is

something extremely genteel in this sort of self-denial. Sarah

Battle was a gentlewoman bom.

Piquet she held the best game at the cards for two persons,

though she would ridicule the pedantry of the terms,— such as
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pique, repique, the capot: they savored (she thought) of affecta-

tion. But games for two, or even three, she never greatly cared

for. She loved the quadrate or square. She would argue thus:

Cards are warfare: the ends are gain, with glory. But cards

are war in disguise of a sport: when single adversaries encounter,

the ends proposed are too palpable. By themselves it is too

close a fight; with spectators it is not much bettered. No looker-

on can be interested, except for a bet, and then it is a mere

affair of money; he cares not for your luck sympathetically, or

for your play. Three are still worse : a mere naked war of every

man against every man, as in cribbage, without league or alli-

ance; or a rotation of petty and contradictory interests, a succes-

sion of heartless leagues and not much more hearty infractions

of them, as in tradrille. But in square games (she meant whist')

all that is possible to be attained in card-playing is accomplished.

There are the incentives of profit with honor, common to every

species; though the latter can be but very imperfectly enjoyed in

those other games where the spectator is only feebly a partici-

pator. But the parties in whist are spectators and principals

too. They are a theatre to themselves, and a looker-on is not

wanted. He is rather worse than nothing, and an impertinence.

Whist abhors neutrality, or interests beyond its sphere. You
glory in some surprising stroke of skill or fortune, not because a

cold— or even an interested— bystander witnesses it, but because

your partner sympathizes in the contingency. You win for two.

You triumph for two. Two are exalted. Two again are morti-

fied; which divides their disgrace, as the conjunction doubles (by

taking off the invidiousness) your glories. Two losing to two are

better reconciled than one to one in that close butchery. The
hostile feeling is weakened by multiplying the channels. War
becomes a civil game. By such reasonings as these the old lady

was accustomed to defend her favorite pastime.

No inducement could ever prevail upon her to play at any

game, where chance entered into the composition, for nothing.

Chance, she would argue— and here again admire the subtlety

of her conclusion— chance is nothing, bttt where something else

depends upon it. It is obvious that cannot be glory. What
rational cause of exultation could it give to a man to turn up size

ace a hundred times together by himself, or before spectators,

where no stake was depending? Make a lottery of a hundred

thousand tickets with but one fortunate number, and what possi-

ble principle of our nature, except stupid wonderment, could it
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gratify to gain that number as many times successively without

a prize ? Therefore she disliked the mixture of chance in back-

gammon, where it was not played for money. She called it

foolish, and those people idiots who were taken with a lucky hit

under such circumstances. Games of pure skill were as little

to her fancy. Played for a stake, they were a mere system of

overreaching. Played for glory, they were a mere setting of one

man's wit— his memory or combination-faculty, rather— against

another's; like a mock engagement at a review, bloodless and

profitless. She could not conceive a game wanting the spritely

infusion of chance, the handsome excuses of good fortune. Two
people playing at chess in a corner of a room, whilst whist was

stirring in the centre, would inspire her with insufferable horror

and ennui. Those well-cut similitudes of castles and knights, the

imagery of the board, she would argue (and I think in this case

justly), were entirely misplaced and senseless. Those hard head

contests can in no instance ally with the fancy. They reject

form and color. A pencil and dry slate (she used to say) were

the proper arena for such combatants.

To those puny objectors against cards, as nurturing the bad

passions, she would retort that man is a gaming animal. He
must be always trying to get the better in something or other;

that this passion can scarcely be more safely expended than upon

a game at cards; that cards are a temporary illusion,— in truth,

a mere drama— for we do but play at being mightily concerned

where a few idle shillings are at stake, yet during the illusion

we are as mightily concerned as those whose stake is crowns and

kingdoms. They are a sort of dream fighting: much ado, great

battling, and little bloodshed; mighty means for disproportioned

ends; quite as diverting, and a great deal more innoxious, than

many of those more serious games of life which men play with-

out esteeming them to be such.

With great deference to the old lady's judgment in these mat-

ters, I think I have experienced some moments in my life when
playing at cards for nothing has even been agreeable. When I

am in sickness, or not in the best spirits, I sometimes call for

the cards, and play a game at piquet for love with my cousin

Bridget— Bridget Elia.

I grant there is something sneaking in it; but with a tooth-

ache or a sprained ankle,— when you are subdued and humble,

—

you are glad to put up with an inferior spring of action.
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There is such a thing in nature, I ani con\-inced, as sicJk

w/tisf.

I grant it is not the highest style of man; I deprecate the

wanes of Sarah Battle— she lives not, alas! to whom I should

apologize.

At such times, those tcrtus which my old friend objected to

come in as something admissible. I love to get a tierce or a

quatorze, though they mean nothing. I am subdued to an infe-

rior interest. Those shadows of winning amuse me.

That last game I had \\-ith my sweet cousin (I capotted her)

— (dare I tell thee how foolish I am?)— I wished it might have

lasted for ever, though we gained nothing and lost nothing, though

it was a mere shade of play; I would be content to go on in

that idle folly fore^-er. The pipkin should be ever boiling that

was to prepare the gentle lenitive to my foot, which Bridget

was doomed to apply after the g-ame was over; and as I do not

much relish appliances, there it should ever bubble. Bridg-et and

I should be ever playing.
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LAMENNAIS

(I 782-1 854)

BY GRACE KING

^UGUES F±LJC\it Robert de Lamennais was bom at St. Malo
in 1782. His family, the Roberts, belonged to the old bour-
geoisie of Brittany. The seigneurial termination of De La

Mennais came from his father, a wealthy ship-owner, who was en-

nobled by Louis XVI. for services during the American war. His
mother, of Irish extraction, was noted for her brilliant accomplish-
ments and fervid piety. The mother dying when Felicite was but five

years old, the child was left by his busy, preoccupied father entirely

in the care of an elder brother, Jean, and
of an eccentric free-thinking uncle, who
lived in the country in his chateau of La
Chenaie. From Jean, Felicite received the

rudiments of his education; and almost at

the same time, such was his precocity, he
acquired in the great library of La Chenaie

the erudition of constant and indiscriminate

reading. Hence his first misunderstanding

by, rather than with, his Church. In the

instruction for his first communion, certain

points aroused his spirit of discussion, and
into- the argument with the priest he poured

the mass of his ill-digested philosophical

reading: the result was that he was refused

the communion. It was not until his twenty-second year upon the

occasion of his brother Jean's ordination, that he rectified his posi-

tion and became an active member of his church. Shortly afterward,

the two brothers, having inherited jointly La Chenaie from their uncle,

retired there. From this retreat, two years later, 1807, appeared

Lamennais's first literary essay; a 'Gkiide Spirituel,' the translation

of Louis de Blois's tract the 'Speculum Monacharum.' The transla-

tion, perfect in itself, is accompanied by a preface which in pure

spirituality of thought and expression equals, if it does not surpass,

the original tract. Lamennais himself never afterwards surpassed it.

It was his next publication a year later, however, that sounds the

Lamexnais
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true note, the war-cry of his genius,— his 'Reflections upon the State

of the Church during the Eighteenth Century and the Actual Situa-

tion,'— a fierce arraignment of the despotism which held the Church

in a cringing position before the government. The book, published

anonymously, was promptly suppressed by Napoleon's police. Jean,

now Vicar of St. Malo and director of the ecclesiastical seminary

there, withdrew his brother from La Chenaie, and gave him the posi-

tion of professor of mathematics in the seminary, persuading him

about the same time to receive the tonsure. In collaboration the

two brothers wrote ' The Tradition of the Church on the Institution of

Bishops.' Tlie downfall of Napoleon and the restoration of the Bour-

bons opportunely opening the way to Paris, Felicite went thither

with the manuscript. The book came out, but it did not sell.

Polemical by nature, the project of an ecclesiastical journal, a

Catholic organ, came to him as a necessity of the hour; but, help-

lessly dependent upon his brother, he urged him to come to Paris

and make the venture a possible one. Jean refused to be diverted

from his vocation as parish priest. The return of Napoleon put an

end to situation and projects. Lamennais went into exile in London.

Friendless and without resources, he was wandering around the streets

in search of employment, when he met the Abbe Caron, the dispenser

of royal charity to French exiles in London. The Abbe befriended

Lamennais, and in the end gained over him an influence similar to

that of his brother Jean. As a result of their intimacy, and before

the Hundred Days were over, Lamennais was persuaded to take the

last step in his profession and become a priest. It is in elucidating

this period of Lamennais's life that the publication of his private

letters has been of most service to his memory. When he returned

to Paris he was ordained priest. Two years later the first' volume of

his ' Essay on Indifference in Matters of Religion ' appeared. Its suc-

cess was instantaneous and immense. To quote Sainte-Beuve : " Its

effect upon the world was that of a sudden explosion; the author

was bombarded into celebrity by it.» Lamennais was soon surrounded

by a party of the most brilliant men among the clergy and laity.

The essay, falling into the hands of the law-student Lacordaire,

converted him into a student of theology. It must suffice here to

state that Lamennais's creed at this time was that of the strictest

Ultramontane. Upon the appearance of the second volume, the debate

which the first volume caused waxed into a violent tempest of dis-

cussion. To satisfy the orthodox an appeal was made to Rome.
Lamennais himself went there for a personal interview with the

Pope. He was welcomed by Leo "XII. as the foremost living cham-
pion of the Church; and returned to Paris, encouraged to continue

his warfare. He now entered the period of his highest ecclesiastical
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devotion and his greatest literary activity. He wrote for Chateau-

briand's paper the Conservateur, for the Drapeau Blanc, and for the

Memorial Catholique ; he published his * Religion Considered in its

Relations to Civil and Political Order,' and his 'Progress of the

Revolution and of the War against the Church,' for both of which

he was prosecuted and fined; his famous open letters to the Arch-

bishop of Paris appeared.

Lamennais came revolutionized out of the Revolution of July (1830),

and joined the Liberals in politics. It was the beginning of the strug-

gle which now took place in his mind between his Ultramontane ideal

and his ideal of political liberty. With Montalembert and Lacordaire

for associates, he founded the Avenir, which bore for its motto and

had for its platform " God and Liberty " ; and he organized an agence

gdnirale, a secular arm to carry its principles into practice. The
government, the Galileans, and the Jesuits combined into an over-

whelming opposition against the Avenir; and Lamennais was de-

nounced to the Pope, Gregory XVI., as a modern Savonarola. The
Avenir was ordered to suspend; the editors obeyed, starting imme-
diately for Rome. Lamennais published the account of this journey

years afterwards; the book furnishes to the religious and political

history of the nineteenth century a page that can never lose its value

or interest. It is a masterpiece.

After long days of waiting in Rome, an interview was obtained

from the Pope upon condition that no allusion should be made to the

object of the interview; after another wearisome period of waiting

for definite action or response from the Vatican, the pilgrims decided

to return to Paris. At Munich the Pope's encyclical overtook them

;

it condemned political freedom in some of its most essential forms.

Lamennais wrote an act of submission to the Pope; but it was not

an unqualified pledge of adherence to the encyclical, and of absolute

obedience to the Pope in temporal as well as spiritual matters. The
Pope in a brief, demanded this. Lamennais hesitated, struggled;

the pressure of his most intimate affections was bronght to bear upon

him ; « The arts adopted against him," writes Mazzini, " constituted a

positive system of moral torture." He signed the act of submission

demanded, and retired to his old refuge. La Chenaie. Here a small

group of devoted scholars gathered around him ; among them was

Maurice de Guerin, who has described the place and the master in

his letters. Before the year was over, the < Words of a Believer'

appeared in print. Its effect also was that of an explosion. Sainte-

Beuve, who superintended the publication of it, found the printers

abandoning their work at it, awe-struck by reading the pages. A
council of ministers was called. "It is a red cap stuck on a cross,"

said one; "That book could wake the dead," said the Archbishop of
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Paris. Guizot demanded the prosecution of the author; the insane

asylum was suggested. A hundred thousand copies were sold imme-

diately; it was translated into all European langfuages. Gregory XVI.

condemned its contents as "falsas, calumniosas, temerarias, . . .

impias, scandalosas, erroneas.'' In Mazzini's words: "The priest of

the Romish Church became the priest of the church universal."

< Modern Slavery/ the <Book of the People,' 'Politics for the Peo-

ple,* followed. A paper on 'The Country and the Government* cost

Lamennais three months' imprisonment. For eighteen years he now
fought with incessant activity in the ranks of the Radicals, and con-

tributed to the most pronounced Radical papers. He served in the

Constituent Assembly, and as member of the Committee on Constitu-

tion drew up a draught that was rejected as too radical. He changed

the aristocratic form of his name into the familiar Lamennais. The
Coup d'Etat of Napoleon, by destroying all hopes of political liberty,

freed him from politics; as the encyclical of the Pope, by destroying

all hopes of religious liberty, freed him from the Church. Estranged

friends, resentful pride, straitened resources, and ill health, are the

private chronicle of his life of retirement; during which he employed

his indefatigable mind upon a ' Sketch of Philosophy * in four vol-

umes, and a translation of Dante.

In January 1854, seized with his last illness, he expired, surrounded

by a few devoted friends, who enforced his orders against priestly

visits. According to his instructions, no religious services were held

over his body; he was conveyed to the cemetery in the hearse of the

city poor, and was buried in the common trench, no cross or name
marking the spot. Twenty thousand people, headed by Lamartine,

Beranger, and Cousin, followed the funeral.

4<^^ ^^TCc^ti^^^

A SPIRITUAL ALLEGORY

IT
WAS a dark night ; a starless sky hung heavily above the earth

like the lid of black marble over a tomb.

And nothing troubled the silence of the night; unless that

it were a strange sound, like the light flapping of wings now and

again, was audible over city and country.
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And then the darkness deepened, and every one felt his heart

oppressed, while a shiver ran through his veins.

And in a hall hung with black and lighted by a ruddy lamp,

seven men clad in purple, and with heads bound with crowns,

were seated on seven iron chairs.

And in the midst of the hall rose a throne built out of bones;

and at the foot of the throne, in the form of a footstool, was an

overthrown crucifix; and before the throne an ebony table; and

on the table a vase full of red and foaming blood, and a human
skull.

And the seven crowned men seemed sad and thoughtful; and

from the depths of sunken orbits their eyes from time to time

emitted sparks of livid fire.

And one of them having risen, approached the throne, totter-

ing as he went, and set his foot upon the crucifix.

At that moment his limbs trembled, and he seemed about

to faint. The others looked on silently; they did not make the

slightest movement, but an indescribable something crept over

their brows, and a smile which is not of man contracted their

eyes.

And he who had seemed ready to faint stretched out his hand,

seized the vase full of blood, poured some into the skull, and

drank it.

And this drink seemed to fortify him.

And he lifted up his head, and this cry burst from his breast

like a hollow rattle :
—

"Accursed be Christ who has brought back liberty to earth !

"

And the six other crowned men all rose together, and all

together uttered the same cry:—
"Accursed be Christ who has brought back liberty to earth !

"

After which, when they had resumed their iron seats, the first

said:—
" My brothers, what can we do to stifle liberty ? For our reign

is at an end, if his begins. We have a common cause. Let each

suggest what seems good to him. Here is my advice: Before

Christ came, did any stand before us ? His religion has destroyed

us. Let us abolish the religion of Christ."

And all answered, "That is true. Let us abolish the religion

of Christ!"

And a second advanced toward the throne, took the human
skull, poured in the blood, drank it, and then said:—

XV—554
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" We must abolish not only religion, bvit also science and

thought: for science wishes to know what it is not g-ood for us

that man should know; and tliought is always ready to struggle

against force."

And all answered, « It is true. Let us abolish science and

thought.

»

And when he had followed the example of the first two, a

third said;—
"When we shall have plunged man back into brutishness by

taking away religion, science, and thought, we shall have done

much; but something will still remain to do. The brute has

dangerous instincts and dangerous sjonpathies. One people should

never hear the voice of another people, lest it should be tempted

to follow an example of complaint and agitation. Let no sound

from without penetrate to us."

And all answered, " It is true. Let no sound from without

penetrate to us."

And a fourth said:—
" We have our interests, and tlae nations too have theirs which

are opposed to ours. If they were to tmite in self-defense, how
could we resist them ? Let xis divide to reign. In every hamlet,

every city, every province, let us establish an interest opposed to

that of other hamlets, other cities, other provinces. Then all

will hate each other, and will not think to unite against us."

And all answered, "It is true. Let us divide to reign!

Concord would destroy us."

And a fiftli, when he had twice filled witli blood and twice

emptied the human skull, said:—
"I approve all these means; they are good, biit inadequate.

To create bnites is well; but intimidate these brutes— strike

them with terror by an inexorable justice and frightful penalties

— if yoit would not sooner or later be devoured by them. The
executioner is the prime minister of a good prince."

And all answered, «It is true. The executioner is the prime

minister of a good prince."

And a sixth said:—
" I acknowledge the advantage of prompt, temble, inevitable

penalties. Yet there are brave spirits and despairing spirits who
brave penalties. If yoii would govern men easily, soften them
by pleasure., Virtue is naught to us; it nourishes force: let us

exhaust it by means of corrxiption."
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And all answered, " It is true. Let us exhaust strength and

energy and courage by means of corruption."

Then the seventh, having like the others drunk from the

human skull, with feet on the crucifix, spoke thus:—
"Down with Christ!— there is war to the death, eternal war

between him and us. But how can we tear the nations from

him ? It is a vain attempt. What then shall we do ? Listen to

me. We must win the priests of God with goods, honors, and

power. And they will command the people in the name of

Christ to submit to us in all things, whatever we may do, what-

ever we may order. And the people will believe them; and will

obey from conscience, and our power will be stronger than ever

before.

"

And all answered, " It is true. We must win over the priests

of Christ!"

And suddenly the lamp which lighted the hall went out, and

the seven men separated in the darkness.

And to a just man, who at that moment was watching and

praying before the Cross, it was said :
" My day is drawing near.

Adore and fear nothing."

Translated for <A Library of the World's Best Literature > by Jane G. Cooke.

CHAPTERS FROM 'WORDS OF A BELIEVER

>

Introductory, to the People

THIS book was made principally for you; it is to you that I

offer it. May it, amid so many ills that are your portion,

so many sorrows that bear you down almost without any

rest, reanimate and console you a little.

You who carry the burden of the day, I would that it might

be to your poor tired souls what, at midday in the comer of a

field, the shade of a tree— no matter how stunted it may be—
is to one who has worked all the morning under the hot rays

of the sun.

You are living in evil times, but these times will pass away.

After the rigors of winter. Providence sends a season less rude;

and the little bird blesses in his morning songs the beneficent

hand which has returned to him warmth and abundance, his com-

panion and soft nest.
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Hope and love. Hope softens all things; and love renders all

things easy. There are at this moment men who are suffering

much because they have loved you much. I their brother, I

have written the account of what they have done for you, and

what has been done against them on account of it; and when
violence shall have worn itself out I shall publish it, and you

will read then with tears less bitter, and you also will love these

men who have so loved you. At present, if I should speak to

you of their love and of their sufferings, I should be thrown into

the dungeon with them. I would descend into it with great joy

if your misery could thereby be lightened a little ; but you would

not recover any ease from it, and that is why it is better to wait

and pray God that he shorten the trial. Now it is men who
judge and strike; 'soon it will be He who will judge. Happy
those who see his justice!

I am old: listen to the words of an old man. The earth is

sad and dried up, but it will turn green again. The breath of

the wicked will not eternally pass over it, like a wind that blasts.

What is being done. Providence wishes should be done for

your instruction, so that you may learn to be good and just

when your hour comes. When those who make an abuse of

power shall have passed before you, like the mud of the running

gutters in a day of storms, then you will understand that good

alone is durable, and you will fear to soil the air which the

breath of heaven has purified.

Prepare your souls against that time, for it is not far off,— it

nears.

Christ, laid upon the cross, has promised to deliver you.

Believe in his promise: and to hasten its fulfillment, reform that

which needs reformation within you; exercise yourselves in all

virtues, and love one another, as the Savior of the human race

loved you till his death.

In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy

Spirit, Amen.
Glory to God in the highest of heaven, and peace on earth to

men of good-will.

The Father begot the Son, his Word, his Verb: and the Verb

became flesh, and dwelt amongst us; and it came into the world,

and the world knew it not.
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The Son promised to send the consoling Spirit, which proceeds

from the Father and himself, and which is their mutual love: it

will come and renew the face of the earth, and it will be like

a second creation.

Eighteen centuries ago the Verb scattered the divine seed, and

the Holy Spirit fertilized it. Men saw it flourish; they tasted the

fruit, the fruit of the Tree of Life, replanted in their poor hab-

itations. I tell you there was a great joy among them when
they saw the light appear, and felt themselves all penetrated by

a celestial fire.

At present the earth has again become cloudy and cold.

Our fathers saw the sun decline. As it descended below the

horizon, the whole human race thrilled. Then there was in that

night I do not know what; it has no name. Children of the

night, the west is black but the orient begins to lighten.

II

Lend your ear and tell me whence comes that noise, confused,

vague, strange, that one hears on all sides.

Place your hand upon the earth, and tell me why it thrills.

Something that we know not moves inside the world; a labor

of God is there.

Is not each one waiting in expectation ? Is there a heart that

is not beating ?

Son of man, mount to the heights and proclaim what thou

seest.

I see on the horizon a livid cloud; and around, a red light like

the reflection from a conflagration.

Son of man, what seest thou besides ?

I see the seas raising their floods, and the mountains shaking

their tops.

I see the rivers changing their courses, the hills tottering and

falling and filling up the valleys.

Everything is giving way, everything is moving, everything

is taking on a new appearance.

Son of man, what seest thou again ?

I see storms of dust in the distance; and they are rolling

hither and thither, dashing, breaking, mingling together. They

pass over the cities; and when they have passed, naught is seen

but the plain.
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I see the people rising in tumult, and the kings turning pale

under their diadems. War is between them; a war to the death.

I see a throne, two thrones, broken into pieces, and the peo-

ple scattering the fragments over the earth.

I see a people fighting as the archangel Michael fought against

Satan. His blows are terrible, but he is naked, and his enemy

is covered with thick armor. O God! He is fallen; he is struck

to the death. No! he is but wounded; Mary, the virgin mother,

throws her cloak over him, smiles upon him, and carries him for

a while out of the fight.

I see another people struggling without a pause, and gaining

minute by minute new force in the struggle. This people bear

the sign of Christ over the heart.

I see a third one, upon which six kings have put the foot;

and every time he moves, six poniards are plunged into his

breast.

I see upon a vast edifice, at a great height up in the air, a

cross which I can barely distinguish, because it is covered with

a black veil.

Son of man, what seest thou yet again ?

I see the Orient, troubled within itself. It sees its antique

palaces falling, its old temples crumbling into dust, and it lifts

its eyes as if to seek other grandeurs and another God.

I look towards the Occident: A woman with a proud eye and

serene face; she traces with a firm hand a light furrow; and

wherever the plowshare has passed I see arising new genera-

tions, who invoke her in their prayers and bless her in their

hymns.

I see in the North, men whose only remaining heat is con-

centrated in their heads, and it intoxicates them; but Christ is

touching them with his cross, and their hearts are beginning to

beat again.

I see in the South, races bowed down under I know not what

malediction; a heavy yoke is bearing upon them: but Christ is

touching them with his cross, and they are straightening up

again.

Son of man, what seest thou still ?

He does not answer: let us call again:—
Son of man, what seest thou ?

I see Satan flpng, and Christ surrounded by angels coming to

reign.
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When you see a man conducted to prison, or to execution, do

not hasten to say, "That is a wicked man, who has committed a

crime against men." For perhaps he is a good man, who wished

to serve men, and is being punished for it by their oppressors.

When you see a people laden with chains and delivered to

the executioner, do not hasten to say, "That is a violent people,

who wished to trouble the peace of the earth." For perhaps it

is a martyr people, dying for the salvation of human kind.

Eighteen centuries ago, in a city of the East, the pontiffs and

king of the day nailed upon a cross, after having scourged him
with rods, a rebel, a blasphemer, as they called him.

The day of his death there was a great terror in hell, and a

great joy in heaven.

For the blood of the Just had saved the world.

VIII

In the beginning, labor was not necessary for man to live;

the earth of itself supplied all his needs.

But man did evil; and as he revolted against God, the earth

revolted against him. It came to pass to him then as it comes

to pass to the child that revolts against his father: the father

recalled his love from him, abandoning him to himself; and the

servants of the house refusing to serve him, he has had to go

out to seek here and there his poor life, eating bread earned by

the sweat of his brow.

Since then, God has condemned all men to labor, and all have

their work to do, either of the body or of the mind; and those

who say "I shall not work," are the most miserable.

For as worms devour the corpse, so do vices devour them;

and if it is not vices it is ennui.

And when God wanted man to go to work, he hid a treasure

for him in the work; for he is a father, and the love of a father

never dies.

And to him who makes good use of this treasure, and does

not foolishly waste, there comes to him a true rest; and then he

is as men were at the beginning.

And God gave them also this precept: "Aid one another; for

there are among you some stronger, some weaker, some sickly,

some healthy; and nevertheless they all must live. And if you
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act thus to one another, all mil live; because I will recognize

the pity that you had for your brother, and I shall make the

sweat of your brow fertile."

And that which God promised has always been verified, and

never has he who aids his brothers been seen to lack bread.

Now there was once a wicked man, and cursed of Heaven.

And this man was strong and hated work ; so that he said, " How
shall I do ? If I do not work I shall die, and work is unendur-

able to me ! " . . .

Then a thought came from hell into his heart. He went

by night, and seizing some of his brothers while they slept,

he ptit them in chains. " For, " said he, " I will force them

with rods and with the whip to work for me, and I will eat tlie

fruit of tlieir work."

And he did as he thought; and others seeing this, did like-

wise: and there were no longer any brotliers, there wei'e masters

and slaves.

It was a day of mourning upon all the earth.

A long time afterwards there was another inan, more wicked

than the first and more cursed of Heaven.

Seeing that men had multiplied everywhere, and that their

multitude was innumerable, he said to himself: "I might well

perhaps enchain some of them, and force them to work for me;

but I should have to nourish them, and that would diminish my
gain. Let me do better: let them work for nothing; tliey will

die, in truth, but as their number is great, I shall amass riclies

before it greatly diminishes, and there will ilways be enough of

them left over."

And now all this multitude lived upon what it received in

exchange for its labor.

Having spoken thus to himself, the man addressed himself

more particularly to a few, and he said to them: "You work

six hours, and you are given a piece of money for your work:

work for twelve hours and you will gain two pieces of money,

and you will live much better,— you, your wife, and your child-

ren."

And they believed him.

And he told them again :
" You work only half the days of

the year: work all the days of the year, and your gain will be

double.

"

And they believed him again.
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And it came to pass from this, that the quantity of work

having become greater by half, without the need of the work

becoming greater, half of those who formerly lived from their

labor found no longer any one to employ them.

Then the wicked man whom they believed said to them: "I

will give work to you all, on the condition that you work the

same length of time, and that I pay you but half of what I

formerly paid you; for I am very willing to do you a service, but

I do not wish to ruin myself."

And as they were hungry,— they, their wives, and their child-

ren,— they accepted the proposition of the. wicked man, and they

blessed him; "for," said they, "he is giving us Hfe."

And always continuing to deceive them in the same way,

the wicked man ever increased their work and ever diminished

their salary.

And they died for the want of the necessities of life, and

others hastened forward to replace them; for indigence had be-

come so great in the country that whole families sold themselves

for a piece of bread.
,

And the wicked man who had lied' to his brothers amassed

more riches than the wicked man who had enchained them.

The name of the one is Tyrant; the other has no name ex-

cept in hell.

XII

When one of you suffers an injustice, when on his road across

the world the oppressor throws some one down and puts a foot

upon him, no one hears him if he complains.

The cry of the poor ascends to God, but it does not reach

the ear of man.

And I asked myself: "Whence comes this evil? Is it that

He who has created the poor as well as the rich, the weak as

well as the strong, has wished to take from the one all fear in

their iniquities from the others all hope in their misery?"

And I saw that this was a horrible thought, a blasphemy

against God.

It is because each one of you loves himself alone, because

each is separated • from his brother, because each is alone and

wishes to be alone, his complaint is not heard. . . .

In the spring, when everything revives, there comes out of

the grass a sound which arises like a long murmur.
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This sound, formed of so many sounds that they cannot be

counted, is the voice of an innumerable number of poor little

imperceptible creatures. Alone, not one of them could be heard;

all together, they make themselves heard. You also are hidden

in the grass: why does no voice arise from it?

But if any one has committed an injustice against you, com-

mence by banishing all sentiment of hatred from your heart, and

then, lifting your hands and your eyes above, say to your Father

who is in Heaven :
*< O Father, thou art the protector of the in-

nocent and the oppressed; for it is thy love that has created the

world, and it is thy justice that governs it.

*Thou wishedst that it should reign upon the earth, and the

wicked man opposes his evil will. That is why we had deter-

mined to fight the wicked.

"O Father! give counsel and help to our minds, and strength

to our arms!"

When you have thus prayed from the depths of your soul,

fight and fear nothing.

XV

You have but one day to pass upon the earth: order it so that

you may pass it in peace.

Peace is the fruit of love; for love lies at the bottom of pure

hearts as the ^rop of dew in the calyx of a flower.

Oh, if you knew what it was to love!

You say that you love, and many of your brothers lack bread

to sustain life; clothing to cover their naked limbs; a roof to

shelter them; a handful of straw to sleep upon; while you have

abundance of everything.

You say that you love, while there are sick ones in great

numbers, languishing on their wretched couches without help;

unhappy ones weeping, and no one to weep with them; little

children going about all stiff with cold, from door to door, asking

the rich for a crumb of bread from their tables, and not getting it.

You say that you love your brothers; and what would you do

if you hated them?
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XXIII

8859

Lord, we cry unto thee, from the depths of our misery, like

animals who lack pasture for their little ones.

We cry unto thee. Lord!

Like the sheep robbed of its lamb,

We cry unto thee, Lord.

Like the dove seized by the vulture.

We cry unto thee, Lord.

As the gazelle in the claw of the tiger.

We cry unto thee, Lord.

As the bull exhausted and bleeding under the shaft.

We cry unto thee. Lord.

As the wounded bird that the dog pursues.

We cry unto thee. Lord.

As the swallow faltering from weariness, as it crosses the

seas and struggles in the waves,

We cry unto thee. Lord.

As travelers lost in a burning desert, without water,

We cry unto thee. Lord.

As the shipwrecked on a sterile coast,

We cry unto thee. Lord.

As he who in the night, near a cemetery, meets some hid-

eous spectre.

We cry unto thee. Lord.

As the father ravished of the bread he is taking his starving

children,

We cry unto thee, Lord.

As the prisoner whom unjust power has thrown into a dun-

geon dark and dank,

We cry unto thee. Lord.

As the slave torn by the whip of his master,

We cry unto thee. Lord.

As the innocent led to execution,

We cry unto thee. Lord.

As the people of Israel in the land of bondage,

We cry unto thee, Lord.

As the descendants of Jacob, whose eldest sons the King of

Egypt caused to be drowned in the Nile,

We cry unto thee, Lord.
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As the Twelve Tribes, of whom the oppressor increased the

tasks every day, cutting off every day from their food,

We cry unto thee, Lord.

As the Christ upon the Cross, when he said, «My Father!

My Father ! Why hast thou' forsaken me ?
"

We cry unto thee, Lord.

O Father! Thou didst not forsake thy Son, thy Christ, save

only in appearance, and for a moment;
Neither wilt thou ever forsake the brothers of Christ.

His divine blood, which redeemed them from the slavery of

the prince of this world, will redeem them also from the slavery

of the ministers of the prince of this world. See their pierced

feet and hands, their opened side, their head covered with bleed-

ing wounds. In the earth which thou gavest them for a herit-

age a vast sepulchre has been hollowed out for them; and they

have been thrown into it, one upon the other, and the stone of

it is sealed with a seal, upon which in mockery thy name is

engraved. And thus. Lord, they are buried there; but it will not

be for eternity. Three days more, and the sacrilegious seal will

be broken, and the rock split asunder; and those who sleep will

awaken; and the reign of Christ, which is justice and charity, and
peace and joy in the Holy Spirit, will begin. Amen.

Translated for <A Library of the World's Best Literature, > by Grace King.
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WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR
(1775-1864)

BY WILLIAM CRANSTON LAWTON

Perhaps there is no English author save Gray to whom the

epithet << classical" is oftener applied than to Landor. This

is not merely a tribute to his mastery of Ldtin equally with

English verse. Even his unrivaled masterpiece, the imaginary corre-

spondence of Pericles and Aspasia, is no mere marvel of learning,

no mosaic of remembered details; but rather a great free-hand ideal

picture, conforming only to the larger frame of historic fact. Nearly

all his work is equally creative, and has a peculiarly detached effect,

independent of all else whether in reality or fiction, like the best of

Hawthorne's imaginings. This unlimited fountain of original though

not sustained creativeness is the greatest proof of Landor's genius.

Next to it is a style, in all his prose and the best of his verse, so

polished, graceful, indeed faultless, that we may at first fail to per-

ceive beneath it the pulse of life, the heat of conscious effort, which

is after all essential to the highest enjoyment. This very fact, how-
ever, marks the most striking contrast between Landor's art and his

outward life. That contrast will to some extent vanish on closer

scrutiny of both.

Count no life happy until its close, said Solon. Rarely indeed has

a man been born and bred with fairer prospects, lived in more con-

stant turmoil, known greater depths of self-inflicted unhappiness, or

spent his last earthly days more utterly forlorn, than Landor. " I

never did a single wise thing in the whole course of my existence,

»

said he near the end of his long life. Too sweeping though this is,

we are tempted to cry Amen! It is really incredible that a man
endowed with so many virtues, and of such wondrous intellect, should

have failed so utterly, and one may say so invariably, to adjust him-

self to the necessary relations with his fellow-mortals. Yet it is

equally certain that he " never did a single " cowardly, cruel, or coldly

selfish thing. His life, however, long as it was, seems like the un-

broken activity of a volcano. Were his genius less rare and lofty, his

later years especially would tempt us to an ignobler comparison; for

we are reminded of a piece of firework, occasionally sending a bright

star heavenward, but never ceasing to sputter and flare until it burns

its own heart out at last!
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Landor was the eldest son of a prosperous physician at Warwick.

By entail he was assured heir, through his mother, of estates in War-

wickshire worth nearly ;£8o,ooo. Sent to Rugby at the age of ten,

he immediately distinguished himself by the quality of his Latin

verses. Indeed, his delightful biographer, Sidney Colvin, calls him
"the one known instance in which the traditional classical education

took full effect." This does not appear to be a slur on the quality
' of Professor Jebb's Pindaric odes, or of the Latin hexameters with

which Munro supplies the gaps large or small in Lucretius's text.

But Landor by lifelong impulse poured forth creative verse quite

as rapidly and forcibly, though not quite so faultlessly, in Latin as

in English. For satire especially he seems to have preferred the

strength of the deathless Roman speech. Much of his English poetry

is a reluctant translation from his own classic originals.

When his master gave the school a half-holiday "for Lander's

Latin verses," the boy complained fiercely that his poorest perform-

ance was selected for the honor. This belief was expressed in an

abusive addition to the copy of verse itself! Similar outbreaks of his

Muse finally led to his enforced withdrawal from the school. There,

as afterward at college, he always refused to compete for prizes:

valuing his own performances too highly to let them be measured at

all against rivals' work.

He entered Oxford at eighteen, and was known during his one

year there as "the mad Jacobin," in a time when the French Revo-

lution had frightened even the students of England away from radi-

calism. His departure in disgrace from Oxford was brought about by
a lawless prank. Aggrieved that a Tory neighbor dared entertain

socially the same night as himself, he riddled his shutters with a

shotgun. His arrival home was signalized by a violent quarrel, at the

end of which he left his father's house "forever."

Until his thirtieth year he had a small allowance, lived partly in

a remote corner of Wales and partly at Bath, read hard chiefly in

the classics and English poets, and tried his own wings. Love was
not one of his chief teachers, though the lady whose name, Jane, is

glorified as "lanthe," had a lasting influence over him. Resenting

Byron's adoption of this beloved title, he declares he

"— planted in a fresh parterre

lanthe; it was blooming when a youth

Leapt o'er the hedge, and snatching at the stem,

Broke off the label from my favorite flower.

And stuck it on a sorrier of his own."

Rose Aylmer,— the short-lived daughter of Lord Aylmer,—whose
beautiful name has been immortalized in a lyric brief as Catullus and
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"sad as tear-drops of Simonides," was Lander's neighbor and friend

in Wales. She lent him a book containing the sorry «Arabian>> tale

which suggested his first important poem. ' Gebir > is a romantic and
tragical epic. Into less than two thousand lines of blank verse is

packed action enough for an Iliad. It is very hard to follow the plot.

The close-knit blank verse is rather too regular also. Still it is a

great creative work; chaotic and aimless ethically, but in detail often

masterly. It had no readers then save Southey, and few at any time

since. Landor said loftily that he would have been encouraged to

write more if even foolish men had read it, since " there is something

of summer even in the hum of insects."

< Gebir > has influenced English poetry profoundly, nevertheless.

Southey loved it from the first. Shelley, like Charles Lamb, was
never weary of repeating certain passages. Of our own contempora-

ries, Swinburne pours out loyal praise, with his usual lavishness, in

the article on Landor in the < Britannica. > In the same year (1798)

appeared the famous 'Lyrical Ballads,' beginning with Coleridge's

'Ancient Mariner ' and ending with Wordsworth's * Tintern Abbey. *

Either of these has still a thousand readers to 'Gebir's* one. Which
was really the weightiest portent of the new day may well be ques-

tioned. Landor never sought, and probably never seriously hoped for,

wide popularity, even in the future. «I shall dine late," he says; "but

the dining-room will be well lighted, the guests few and select."

This fantastic epic by a youth of twenty-three already justified those

haughty words; and all the brother poets just mentioned, with a

goodly number besides, have testified to its influence upon them.

Byron indeed— and others— attempted to appropriate such gems as

the verses on the sea-shell:—

"Shake one and it awakens; then apply

Its polisht lips to your attentive ear.

And it remembers its august abodes,

And murmurs as the ocean murmurs there."

The year 1808 was like an epitome of Lander's whole life. The
wealth recently inherited from his father (the estates being released

from entail by special act of Parliament) was all absorbed by a mag-

nificent estate some eight miles in extent, in Monmouthshire. His

plans— to build up the ruined abbey of Llanthony which gave the

place its name, to erect for himself a goodly mansion, to reclaim

the land and reform the peasantry— were all broken in upon by a

sudden expedition to Spain, where Landor went campaigning against

Napoleon with a regiment equipped at his own expense. Presently

the volunteers had all melted away; and their generous patron, hav-

ing quarreled out with his hosts, his allies, and his superior officers.
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recrossed the Channel, to resume his denunciation of all in political

office and his strife with every one within five leagues of his estate.

The chief fruit of his Spanish tour was the tragedy 'Count Julian.*

Like his other plays, it is quite unsuited to the stage. The hero,

who turns against his king to avenge his daughter, is a careful psy-

chologfical study. The drama, however, like all Landor's longer works,

is read and remembered, if at all, rather for details, for picked pass-

ages, than for its general effect. Mr. Lowell's remark is an acute

one,— that Landor is hardly a great thinker, though he has certainly

uttered adequately great thoughts. He lacks the longer, the lasting

inspiration, that merges all the exquisite detail of an ' Othello * or of a

< Prometheus' in the resistless sweep of the master's design. When he

is for the moment indeed inspired, his perfect command of style,

of utterance, carries him with perfect ease to a height where he has

absolutely no masters.

As we are trying to indicate, Landor's life and his work help

to explain each other— and both need explanation. His marriage

was perhaps his gravest mistake. He fell in love with a stranger's

pretty face, and instantly avowed his choice. He married a few weeks
later, in 1811. The bride was sixteen years younger than he; and
not content with quarrels of his creating, seems to have started

them forever after, at will, by taunting him on his age! Whether
any woman could have guided this stormy nature through life may
be doubted.

By 1814 he had sunk ;£7o,ooo in his estate, and fled from England
to escape his creditors. Llanthony passed into his mother's wise con-

trol. She was able to meet all demands, make provision for the

support of Landor's family, and transmit the estate much improved
to his posterity. Even upon his southward flight he partfed in anger

with his wife at Jersey, and hurried to France alone in an oyster-

boat ! But the « irrevocable " breach was closed within a year.

During the next two decades Landor' lived almost wholly in Italy,

chiefly in Florence and Fiesole. This is the happiest period of his

career, and probably his warmest admirers wish it had been the last.

The works also on which his fame rests most secure are the fruit of

this epoch. The < Imaginary Conversations' cover an astonishingly

wide range in ancient and modern life. Though an untiring reader,

Landor had not by any means an encyclopasdic memory in matters

historical or biographical. He owned at any one time few books;

for though he bought many, he gave them away no less eagerly.

His dramatic scenes are not in the least mosaics pieced together from
"authorities" or « sources." On the contrary, he chose by deliberate

preference events which might have occurred, but were quite un-
recorded; and he austerely refused to lay upon his interlocutors' lips
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any single sentiment or thought save what he believed to be original

with himself!

The elemental impulses of Landor's nature were generous, and not

igfnoble. He had thirteen pitched battles as a schoolboy, and won
eleven; but they were all against older boys, and probably waged to

put down bullying. He once threw his cook out of the kitchen win-

dow; but put his head out instantly thereafter, exclaiming ruefully,

"My God! I forgot the violets!" Not only toward flowers but toward

all animals he was humane to the point of eccentricity. He would

not shoot any living creature, nor even hook a fish. Profuse as he

was in unwise giving, unable to resist playing the generous patron

whether himself penniless or prosperous, his own needs were of the

simplest. Even his fiercest quarrels were rarely in behalf of his own
rights; and many of the most threatening outbreaks vanished in

peals of uproarious and most infectious laughter, whenever his sense of

humor could be touched before his stubborn pride was too firmly set.

Of course, Landor's life in Italy was by no means a monotonously

peaceful one. He had to flee from more than one resting-place "for

speaking ill of authorities," preferably in scurrilous Latin verse. The
current Italian remark quoted about him is perhaps too delicious to

be merely true: "Tutti gli Inglesi sono pazzi, ma questo poi!" (All

the English are crazy, but oh— this one!) Had he died at sixty,

in the bosom of his family, in his lovely Fiesolan villa, he would

have left not only the * Conversations, ' but the < Examination of

Shakespeare,^ the ' Pentameron,' and even the greater part of his

perfect masterpiece, 'Pericles and Aspasia.' These three may all be

regarded, indeed, as Imaginary Conversations which have burst the

lesser frame.

It is generally said that the heat and turmoil of Landor's outward

life are absent from his literary creations. In some degree this is

certainly true. His workmanship— above all, the finished detail in

word and phrase— gives a certain sculpturesque calm and coolness

to his work. Nevertheless, his fierce hatred of tyranny and of brutal

selfishness, his tender sympathy with helpless innocence, may be felt

throbbing beneath every word of such scenes as Henry VIII. 's last

interview with Anne Boleyn. There is no purer patriot than the

dying Marcellus, who gives his generous foeman Hannibal a new con-

ception of Roman character. Polybius, as he rides in sad triumph

through burning Carthage, receives from the vanquished an awful

lesson in retributive justice. The womanly tenderness of Godiva is

set in a dazzling light which makes the last laureate's graceful

verses seem .tame. The sweetness of human destiny is wonderfully

touched in the words of Thetis, herself an immortal, when her husband

grieves that he grows old : « There is a loveliness which youth may
XV—555
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be without, and which the gods want. To the voice of compassion

not a shell in all the ocean is attuned; and no tear ever dropped

upon Olympus."

The happiest subject and the , most perfect execution, however,

must be sought in "Pericles and Aspasia.' While largely true to the

outlines as we know them from Thucydides and others, this is still

a creative romance, depicting adequately a noble attachment which

ended only with life.

It is with the greater reluctance, therefore, with pity, and even

with bewilderment, that we recall how, in the very days when this

supreme and happy masterpiece was approaching completion, the

sixty-year-old Landor deserted his wife and children in Fiesole, and

after a few months' leisurely sojourn in other parts of Italy, passed

on with little evidence of regret to England. The quarrel was in its

origin almost trivial. Mrs. Landor, we are told, had indulged once

too often in the lifelong habit of criticizing her husband in the child-

ren's presence! He indulged, we believe, in no abusive Latin verses

on this occasion. He promptly stripped himself of nearly his entire

income, leaving the deserted family in comparative affluence; but all

the well-meant intercession of friends proved vain. He established

a modest home in England. Some stanch friends remained to him.

His literary career was by no means ended; indeed, his fame grew

in the next decade.

Twenty-three years later, quite penniless, fleeing from the disastrous

results of an ignoble libel, the incorrigible octogenarian schoolboy

arrived, wild-eyed and combative as ever, at his own gate ! After

repeated quarrels had made his longer stay there impossible, Mr.

Browning took the old lion under his protection. Prosperous brothers

in England provided a modest pension. In these days Swinburne

made a pilgrimage to Italy expressly to see his revered master;

and among the most faithful to the end, Kate Field has an honored

place.

Some of our judgments on Lander's character as man and poet we
have already attempted to deliver. Yet the Titanic, the elemental

type of humanity is peculiarly difficult for ephemeral man to see

fairly or to describe rationally. The mistakes and sins of Lander's

career seem unpardonable. Yet a thousand incidents prove him the

tenderest, the most self-sacrificing— we had nearly said the most

heroic— of men. His life was not, we incline to believe, even un-

happy upon the whole. Certainly it was most fruitful. A sort of

daemonic good fortune, indeed, seemed to attend him and his. Even
his great Welsh estate was not actually ruined, after all, by his early

extravagance. His family was not disgraced, nor plunged into pov-

erty, by his desertion twenty years later.
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As for his literarj' creations, his proudly modest prediction seems

already more than fulfilled. He himself saw the scattered children of

his genius gathered up in two tall octavos in 1846. The fuller library

edition, since his death, and the exhaustive biography, we owe to

Landor's faithful friend John Forster. We wish however to refer with

especial g^ratitude to two little books by Sidney Colvin. To the ad-

mirable biography in the ' English Men of Letters * the present essay-

ist confesses a heavy debt. Moreover, the * Golden Treasury ' series

includes a capital anthology from Landor, culled by the same hand.

As we have indicated, our author lends himself better to this treat-

ment than almost any other. We know of no volume which contains

more helpful example and suggestion for the aspiring literary artist.

Landor is not one of those single-throated purely lyric natures,

like Heine or Burns, whose everj^ utterance comes straight from the

singer's own heart. He could enjoy the full development of fcoth

sides in an argument. He could realize vividly, and even tolerate

patiently, characters with which he was in very imperfect sympathy.

In this he reminds us of Browning, or that ancient author whom he

signally failed to appreciate, Plato. His sense of poetic limitation

would never have permitted so merciless a creation as 'The Ring

and the Book.' With a tithe of Browning's or Plato's ethical purpose

and staying power, he might have created a really g^reat drama. He
has left us, perhaps, nothing which can be set among the indispensable

masterpieces of humanity. Yet he may always remain, as painters

say of Andrea del Sarto, an ail-but faultless master of technique, and
so, indispensable among the models for his fellow craftsmen.

In spite of much graceful verse, and at least one perfect lyric,

Landor seems on the whole to have felt the fixed rhythmical form as

a fetter, not as an inspiration. As with Emerson, nearly all his most
poetic utterances are in polished prose. In the selections given

below, we have endeavored usually to choose passages where Landor

speaks in deepest earnest, and with the loftiest purpose.
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IMAGINARY CORRESPONDENCE OF PERICLES AND ASPASIA

AsPASiA TO Pericles

1
APPREHEND, O Periclcs, not only that I may become an object

of jealousy and hatred to the Athenians by the notice you

have taken of me, but that you yourself— which affects me
greatly more— may cease to retain the whole of their respect

and veneration.

Whether, to acquire a great authority over the people, some

things are not necessary to be done on which Virtue and Wisdom
are at variance, it becomes not me to argue or consider; but

let me suggest the inquiry to you, whether he who is desirous of

supreinacy should devote the larger portion of his time to one

person,

Three affections of the soul predominate: Love, Religion, and

Power. The first two are often united; the other stands widely

apart from them, and neither is admitted nor seeks admittance

to their society. I wonder then how you can love so truly and
tenderly. Ought I not rather to say I did wonder ? Was Pisis-

tratus affectionate ? Do not be angry. It is certainly the iirst

time a friend has ever ventured to discover a resemblance, al-

though you are habituated to it from your opponents. In these

you forgive it : do you in me ?

Pericles to Aspasia

PisiSTRATUS was affectionate; the rest of his character you
know as well as I do. You know that he was eloquent, that he

was humane, that he was contemplative, that he was learned; that

he not only was profuse to men of genius, but cordial, and that

it was only with such men he was familiar and intimate. You
know that he was the greatest, the wisest, the most virtuous,

excepting Solon and Lycurgus, that ever ruled any portion of

the human race. Is it not happy and glorious for mortals, when
instead of being led by the ears under the clumsy and violent

hand of vulgar and clamorous adventurers, a Pisistratus leaves

the volumes of Homer and the conversation of Solon for them ?

We may be introduced to Power by Humanity, and at first

may love her less for her own sake than for Humanity's; but by
degrees we become so accustomed to her as to be quite uneasy
without her.
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Religion and Power, like the Caryatides in sculpture, never

face one another; they sometimes look the same way, but oftener

stand back to back.

We will argue about them one at a time, and about the other

in the triad too: let me have the choice.

AsPASiA TO Pericles

We must talk over again the subject of your letter; no, not

talk, but write about it.

I think, Pericles, you who are so sincere with me are never

quite sincere with others. You have contracted this bad habitude

from your custom of addressing the people. But among friends

and philosophers, would it not be better to speak exactly as we
think, whether ingeniously or not ? Ingenious things, I am afraid,

are never perfectly true: however, I would not exclude them, the

difference being wide between perfect truth and violated truth;

I would not even leave them in a minority; I would hear and

say as many as may be, letting them pass current for what they

are worth. Anaxagoras rightly remarked that Love always makes

us better. Religion sometimes. Power never.

AsPASiA TO Pericles

Never tell.me, O my Pericles, that you are suddenly changed

in appearance. May every change of your figure and counte-

nance be gradual, so that I shall not perceive it; but if you really

are altered to such a degree as you describe, I must transfer my
affection— from the first Pericles to the second. Are you jeal-

ous? If you are, it is I who am to be pitied, whose heart is

destined to fly from the one to the other incessantly. In the end

it will rest, it shall, it must, on the nearest. I would write a

longer letter; but it is a sad and wearisome thing to aim at play-

fulness where the hand is palsied by affliction. Be well; and all

is well: be happy; and Athens rises up again, alert and bloom-

ing and vigorous, from between war and pestilence. Love me;

for love cures all but love. How can we fear to die, how can

we die, while we cling or are clung to by the beloved ?
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Pericles to Aspasia

The pestilence has taken from me both my sons. You, who
were ever so kind and affectionate to them, will receive a tardy

recompense in hearing that the least gentle and the least grate-

ful did acknowledge it.

I mourn for Paralos because he loved me; for Xanthippos

because he loved me not.

Preserve with all your maternal care our little Pericles. I

cannot be fonder of him than I have always been; I can only

fear more for him.

Is he not with my Aspasia ? What fears then are so irra-

tional as mine? But oh! I am living in a widowed house, a

house of desolation; I am living in a city of tombs and torches,

and the last I saw before me were for my children.

Pericles to Aspasia

It is right and orderly, that he who has partaken so largely

in the prosperity of the Athenians should close the procession of

their calamities. The fever that has depopulated our city returned

upon me last night, and Hippocrates and Acron tell me that my
end is near.

When we agreed, O Aspasia, in the beginning of our loves, to

communicate our thoughts by writing, even while we were both

in Athens, and when we had many reasons for it; we little fore-

saw the more powerful one that has rendered it necessary of late.

We never can meet again: the laws forbid it, and love itself

enforces them. Let wisdom be heard by you as imperturbably,

and affection as authoritatively, as ever; and remember that the

sorrow of Pericles can arise but from the bosom of Aspasia.

There is only one word of tenderness we could say, which we
have not said oftentimes before; and there is no consolation in it.

The happy never say, and never hear said, farewell.

Reviewing the course of my life, it appears to me at one

moment as if we met but yesterday; at another as if centuries

had passed within it,— for within it have existed the greater

part of those who, since the origin of the world, have been the

luminaries of the human race. Damon called me from my music

to look at Aristides on his way to exile; and my father pressed

tJie wrist by which he was leading me along, and whispered i;)
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my ear: *Walk quickly by; glance cautiously; it is there Miltia-

des is in prison."

In my boyhood Pindar took me up in his arms, when he
brought to our house the dirge he had composed for the funeral

of my grandfather; in my adolescence I offered the rites of hos-

pitality to Enlpedocles; not long afterward I embraced the neck

of ^schylus, about to abandon his country. With Sophocles I

have argued on eloquence; with Euripides on polity and ethics;

I have discoursed, as became an inquirer, with Protagoras and
Democritus, with Anaxagoras and Meton. From Herodotus I have

listened to the most instructive history, conveyed in a langfuage

the most copious and the most harmonious;— a man worthy

to carry away the collected suffrages of universal Greece; a man
worthy to throw open the temples of Egypt, and to celebrate the

exploits of Cyrus. And from Thucydides, who alone can succeed

to him, how recently did my Aspasia hear with me the energetic

praises of his just supremacy!

As if the festival of life were incomplete, and wanted one

great ornament to crown it, Phidias placed before us, in ivory

and gold, the tutelary Deity of this land, and the Zeus of Homer
and Olympus.

To have lived with such men, to have enjoyed their famil-

iarity and esteem, overpays all labors and anxieties. I were

unworthy of the friendships I have commemorated, were I for-

getful of the latest. Sacred it ought to be, formed as it was
under the portico of Death,—my friendship with the most

sagacious, the most scientific, the most beneficent of philosophers,

Acron and Hippocrates. If mortal could war against Pestilence

and Destiny, they had been victorious. I leave them in the

field : unfortunate he who finds them among the fallen

!

And now, at the close of my day, when every light is dim
and every guest departed, let me own that these wane before me:
remembering as I do, in the pride and fullness of my heart, that

Athens confided her glory, and Aspasia her happiness, to me.

Have I been a faithful guardian ? do I resign them to the

custody of the gods undiminished and unimpaired ? Welcome

then, welcome, my last hour! After enjoying for so great a

number of years, in my public and my private life, what I

believe has never been the lot of any other, I now extend my
hand to the urn, and take without reluctance or hesitation what

is the lot of all,
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THE SACK OF CARTHAGE

IN
A part of the city where the fire had subsided, we were ex-

cited by loud cries; rather of indignation, we thought, than of

such as fear or lament or threaten or exhort: and we pressed

forward to disperse the multitude. Our horses often plunged in

the soft dust, and in the holes whence the pavement had been

removed for missiles; and often reared up and snorted violently

at smells which we could not perceive, but which we discovered

to rise from bodies, mutilated and half burnt, of soldiers and

horses,—laid bare, some partly, some wholly, by the march of

the troop. Although the distance from the place whence we
parted to that where we heard the cries was very short, yet from

the incumbrances in that street, and from the dust and smoke

issuing out of others, we were some time before we reached it.

On our near approach, two old men threw themselves on the

ground before us, and the elder spake thus :
" Our age, O Romans,

neither will nor ought to be our protection: we are, or rather

we have been, judges of this land; and to the uttermost of our

power we have invited our countrymen to resist you. The laws

are now yours."

The expectation of the people was intense and silent: we had

heard some groans; and now the last words of the old man were

taken up by others,—by men in agony.

" Yes, O Romans ! " said the elder who accompanied him that

had addressed us, " the laws are yours ; and none punish more

severely than you do treason and parricide. Let your horses

turn this corner, and you will see before you traitors and parri-

cides."

We entered a small square: it had been a market-place; the

roofs of the stalls were demolished, and the stones of several

columns (thrown down to extract the cramps of iron and the lead

that fastened them) served for the spectators, male and female, to

mount on. Five men were nailed on crosses; two others were

nailed against a wall, from scarcity (as we were told) of wood.

"Can seven men have murdered their parents in the same

year ? " cried I.

"No, nor has any of the seven," replied the first who had

spoken. " But when heavy impositions were laid upon those who
were backward in voluntary contributions, these men, among the
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richest in our city, protested by the gods that they had no gold

or silver left. They protested truly."

"And they die for this! inhuman, insatiable, inexorable

wretch !

"

"Their books,* added he, unmoved at my reproaches, "were

seized by public authority and examined. It was discovered that

instead of employing their riches in external or internal com-

merce, or in manufactories, or in agriculture; instead of reserv-

ing it for the embellishment of the city or the utility of the

citizens; instead of lending it on interest to the industrious and

the needy,— they had lent it to foreign kings and tyrants, some

of whom were waging unjust wars by these very means, and oth-

ers were enslaving their own country. For so heinous a crime

the laws had appointed no specific punishment. On such occasions

the people and elders vote in what manner the delinquent shall

be prosecuted, lest any offender should escape with impunity,

from their humanity or improvidence. Some voted that these

wretches should be cast amid the panthers; the majority decreed

them (I think wisely) a more lingering and more ignominious

death."

The men upon the crosses held down their heads, whether

from shame or pain or feebleness. The sunbeams were striking

them fiercely; sweat ran from them, liquefying the blood that

had blackened and hardened on their hands and feet. A soldier

stood by the side of each, lowering the point of his spear to the

ground; but no one of them gave it iip to us. A centurion asked

the nearest of them how he dared to stand armed before him.

" Because the city is in ruins and the laws still live, " said he.

"At the first order of the conqueror or the elders, I surrender

my spear."

" What is your pleasure, O commander ? " said the elder.

"That an act of justice be the last public act performed by

the citizens of Carthage, and that the sufferings of these wretches

be not abridged."

GODIVA'S PLEA

GODivA— Give them life, peace, comfort, contentment. There

are those among them who kissed me in my infancy, and

who blessed me at the baptismal font. Leofric, Leofric ! the

first old man I meet I shall think is one of those; and I shall
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think on the blessing he gave, and (ah me!) on the blessing

I bring back to him. My heart will bleed, will burst— and he

will weep at it! he will weep, poor soul! for the wife of a cruel

lord who denounces vengeance on him, who carries death into

his family.

Leofric—We must hold solemn festivals.

Godiva—We must indeed

Leofric— Well, then.

Godiva— Is the clamorousness that succeeds the death of

God's dumb creatures, are crowded halls, are slaughtered cattle,

festivals ? Are maddening songs and giddy dances, and hireling

praises from particolored coats ? Can the voice of a minstrel

tell us better things of ourselves than our own internal one

might tell us ; or can his breath make our breath softer in sleep ?

O my beloved! let everything be a joyance to us: it will if we
will. Sad is the day, and worse must follow, when we hear the

blackbird in the garden and do not throb with joy. But, Leofric,

the high festival is strown by the servant of God upon the heart

of man. It is gladness, it is thanksgiving; it is the orphan, the

starveling, pressed to the bosom, and bidden as its first com-

mandment to remember its benefactor. We will hold this festi-

val: the guests are ready; we may keep it up for weeks and

months and years together, and always be the happier and the

richer for it. The beverage of this feast, O Leofric, is sweeter

than bee or flower or vine can give us: it flows from heaven;

and in heaven will it abundantly be poured out again to him
who pours it out here unsparingly.

Leofric— Thou art wild.

Godiva— I have indeed lost myself. Some Power, some good

kind Power, melts me (body and soul and voice) into tenderness

and love. O my husband, we must obey it. Look upon me!

look upon me! lift your sweet eyes from the ground! I wilLnot

cease to supplicate; I dare not.

Leofric—We may think upon it.

Godiva— Never say that! What! think upon goodness when
you can be good ? Let not the infants cry for sustenance ! The
mother of our blessed Lord will hear them; us never, never

afterward.
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A DREAM ALLEGORY

8875

WEARIED with the length of my walk over the mountains, and
finding a soft old molehill, covered with gray grass, by
the wayside, I laid my head upon it and slept. I can-

not tell how long it was before a species of dream or vision

came over me.

Two beautiful youths appeared beside me: each was winged;

but the wings were hanging down, and seemed ill adapted to

flight. One of them, whose voice was the softest I ever heard,

looking at me frequently, said to the other:—
" He is under my guardianship for the present : do not awaken

him with that feather."

Methought, hearing the whisper, I saw something like the

feather on an arrow, and then the arrow itself: the whole of it,

even to the point, although he carried it in such a manner that

it was difficult at first to discover more than a palm's-length of

it; the rest of the shaft and the whole of the barb was behind

his ankles.

" This feather never awakens any one, " replied he rather petu-

lantly; "but it brings more of confident security, and more of

cherished dreams, than you without me are capable of impart-

ing."

" Be it so !
" answered the gently :

" none is less inclined to

quarrel or dispute than I am. Many whom you have wounded
grievously, call upon me for succor. But so little am I disposed

to thwart you, it is seldom I venture to do more for them than

to whisper a few words of comfort in passing. How many re-

proaches on these occasions have been cast upon me for indiffer-

ence and infidelity! Nearly as many, and nearly in the same
terms, as upon you !

"

" Odd enough that we, O Sleep ! should be thought so alike !

"

said Love contemptuously. " Yonder is he who bears a nearer

resemblance to you: the dullest have observed it." I fancied I

turned my eyes to where he was pointing, and saw at a distance

the figure he designated. Meanwhile the contention went on

uninterruptedly. Sleep was slow in asserting his power or his

benefits. Love recapitulated them; but only that he might assert

his own above them. Suddenly he called on me to decide, and

to choose my patron. Under the influence first of the one, then

of the other, I sprang from repose to rapture, I alighted from
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rapture on repose— and knew not which was sweetest. Love

was very angry with me, and declared he would cross me
throughout the whole of my existence. Whatever I might on

other occasions have thought of his veracity, I now felt too surely

the conviction that he would keep his word. At last, before the

close of the altercation, the third Genius had advanced, and stood

near us. I cannot tell how I knew him, but I knew him to be

the Genius of Death. Breathless as I was at beholding him, I

soon became familiar with his features. First they seemed only

calm; presently they grew contemplative; and lastly beautiful:

those of the Graces themselves are less regular, less harmonious,

less composed. Love glanced at him unsteadily, with a coun-

tenance in which there was somewhat of anxiety, somewhat of

disdain ; and cried, " Go away ! go away ! nothing that thou

touchest lives."

* Say rather, child ! " replied the advancing form, and advancing

grew loftier and statelier, "say rather that nothing of beautiful

or of glorious lives its own true life until my wing hath passed

over it."

Love pouted, and rumpled and bent down with his forefinger

the stiff short feathers on his arrow-head; but he replied not.

Although he frowned worse than ever, and at me, I dreaded him

less and less, and scarcely looked toward him. The milder and

calmer Genius, the third, ingproportion as I took courage to con-

template him, regarded me with more and more complacency.

He had neither flower nor arrow, as the others had; but throwing

back the clusters of dark curls that overshadowed his counte-

nance, he presented to me his hand, openly and benignly. I shrank

on looking at him so near, and yet I sighed to love him. He
smiled, not with an expression of pity, at perceiving my diffi-

dence, my timidity: for I remembered how soft was the hand

of Sleep, how warm and entrancing was Love's. By degrees I

became ashamed of my ingratitude; and turning my face away

I held out my arms, and felt my neck within his. Composure

strewed and allayed all the throbbings of my bosom ; the coolness

of freshest morning breathed around; the heavens seemed to open

above me; while the beautiful cheek of my deliverer rested on

my head. I would now have looked for those others; but know-

ing my intention by my gesture, he said consolatorily :
—

" Sleep is on his way to the earth, where many are calling

him: but it is not to these he hastens; for every call only makes
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him fly farther off. Sedately and gravely as he looks, he is

nearly as capricious and volatile as the more arrogant and fero-

cious one.*

"And Love ! " said I, " whither is he departed ? If not too

late, I would propitiate and appease him."
" He who cannot follow me, he who cannot overtake and pass

me," said the Genius, "is unworthy of the name, the most glorious

in earth or heaven. Look up! Love is yonder, and readj' to

receive thee."

I looked: the earth was under me; I saw only the clear blue

sky, and something brighter above it.

A
ROSE AYLMER

H, what avails the sceptred race,

Ah, what the form divine

!

What every virtue, every grace!

Rose Aylmer, all were thine.

Rose Aylmer, whom these wakeful eyes

May weep, but never see,

A night of memories and of sighs

I consecrate to thee.

FAREWELL TO ITALY

1
LEAVE thee, beauteous Italy! no more

From the high terraces, at even-tide,

To look supine into thy depths of sky.

Thy golden moon between the cliff and me.

Or thy dark spires of fretted cypresses

Bordering the channel of the Milky Way.

Fiesole and Val dArno must be dreams

Hereafter, and my own lost AfErico

Murmur to me but in the poet's song.

I did believe (what have I not believed?)

Weary with age, but unopprest by pain.

To close in thy soft clime my quiet day.

And rest my bones in the mimosa's shade.

Hope! Hope! few ever cherisht thee so little;

Few are the heads thou hast so rarely raised;

But thou didst promise this, and all was well.
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ART CRITICISM

FIRST bring me Raffael, who alone hath seen

In all her purity heaven's virgin queen,

Alone hath felt true beauty; bring me then

Titian, ennobler of the noblest men;
And next the sweet Correggio, nor chastise

His little Cupids for those wicked eyes.

I want not Rubens's pink puffy bloom,

Nor Rembrandt's glimmer in a dusty room.

With those, and Poussin's nymph-frequented' woods,

His templed heights and long-drawn solitudes,

I am content, yet fain would look abroad

On one warm sunset of Ausonian Claude.

LINES FROM <GEBIR>

[The first passage here given was Shelley's favorite.]

ONCE a fair city-— courted then by kings,

Mistress of nations, thronged by palaces.

Raising her head o'er destiny, her face

Glowing with pleasure and with palms refresht;

Now pointed at by Wisdom or by Wealth,

Bereft of beauty, bare of ornament ^

—

Stood in the wilderness of woe, Masar. . . •

Now TO Aurora borne by dappled stseds,

The sacred gate of orient pearl and gold,

Smitten with Lucifeir's light silver wand,
Expanded slow to strains of harmony.
The waves beneath in purpling rows, like doves
Glancing with wanton coyness toward their queen.

Heaved softly; thus the damsel's bosom heaves
When from her sleeping lover's downy cheek.

To which so warily her own she brings

Each moment nearer, she perceives the warmth
Of coming kisses fanned by playful Dreams.
Ocean and earth and heaven was jubilee

;

For 'twas the morning pointed out by Fate

When an immortal maid and rnortal man
Should share each other's nature knit in bliss.
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THE LIFE OP FLOWERS
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WHEN hath wind or rain

Borne hard upon weak plant that wanted me.
And I (however they might bluster round)

Walkt off ? 'Twere most ungrateful ; for sweet scents

Are the swift vehicles of still sweeter thoughts,

And nurse and pillow the dull memory
That would let drop without them her best stores.

They bring me tales of youth and tones of love.

And 'tis and ever was my wish and way
To let all flowers live freely, and all die

(Whene'er their Genius bids their souls depart)

Among their kindred in their native place.

I never pluck the rose; the violet's head
Hath shaken with my breath upon its bank
And not reproacht xne; the ever-sacred cup

Of the pure lily hath between my hands

Felt safe, unsoiled, nor lost one grain of gold.

A WELCOME TO DEATH

AS HE who baskt in sunshine loves to go
Where in dim coolness graceful laurels grow;

In that lone narrow path whose silent sand

Hears of no footstep, while some gentle hand

Beckons, or seems to beckon, to the seat

Where ivied wall and trellised woodbine meet:

Thus I, of ear that tingles not to praise.

And feet that, weary of the world's highways,

Recline on moldering tree or jutting stone.

And (though at last I feel .1 am alone)

Think by a gentle hand mine too is prest

In kindly welcome to a calmer rest.

FAREWELL

STROVE with none, for none was worth my strife;

Nature I loved, and next to Nature, Art;

I warmed both hands before the fire of life,

—

It sinks, and I am ready to depart,
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ANDREW LANG

(1 844-)

jNDREW Lang is an active and conspicuous fig^ure among the

British writing men whose work belongs in the late nine-

teenth centurj-. His range haS been very wide; his culture

is sound, and his individuality has a piquancy which scholarship has

not reduced to a pale conformity. When one thinks of Lang, one

thinks too of Gosse and Dobson, of Stevenson and Henley,— authors

who stand for the main streams of tend-

ency in the newer literature of England.

Lang is a Scotchman; one of the many
gfifted men of letters that wonderful little

land has sent down to do literary battle

in London. He was carefully educated at

Edinburgh Academy, St. Andrews Univer-

sity, and Balliol College (Oxford), laying a

solid foundation for his future accomplish-

ment in letters. At Oxford he did brilliant

work, and was rewarded by a Merton Fel-

lowship in 1 868. Going up to London, he

began to write for the periodicals, and soon

the first on his long list of volumes was

given to the public. This was a volume of

verse, 'Ballades and Lyrics of Old France' (1872); containing both

translations, and original poems on the same model. Mr. Lang has

wooed the Muses at intervals ever since. His poetry shows culture

and taste, and has grace and felicity, with a lightness of touch and

a ready wit that make it pleasant reading. Along with his friends

Dobson and Gosse, he started the imitation of older French verse

forms; an exotic cult no doubt making more flexible the technique

of English writers, but otherwise having little significance for native

poetry. The titles of other of Lang's books of verse indicate the

nature of his metrical work: 'Ballades in Blue China, > 'Ballades and

Verses Vain,' 'Rhymes a la Mode,' 'Rhymes Old and New,' 'Ban

and Arriere Ban';— there is a suggestion of vers de sociM s^oxA it all

which the contents justify. Now and then Mr. Lang does something

of a broader, more imaginative sort; but the general impression of

his literary work is that of a polished craftsman and well-equipped

Andrew Lang
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scholar rather than a born poet. His poetry does not concern itself

with large elemental things; but he can do a light thing very per-

fectly, and has the good sense not to try to do more.

Lang's restless spirit has also turned occasionally to fiction; his

taste leading him towards romanticism, sometimes into melodrama.

'The Mark of Cain* (1886) has a penny-dreadful atmosphere redeemed

by its literary flavor. *The World's Desire,' written in collaboration

with Rider Haggard, is a striking and skillfully done story in which

the romantic myth and legend of Greece are utilized. <The Maid of

Fife' (189s) is a capital historic tale, with Joan of Arc as the central

figure. In this fiction, again, perhaps the scholar and trained worker

are more obvious than the literary creator. Yet Lang's art creed,

squarely opposed to modern realism and the probing of social prob-

lems after the current manner, has affected his own fiction happily;

so that it is, to say the least, wholesome and enjoyable.

One of the most fruitful, successful phases of his work has been

scholarly editing and translation. He has edited and translated sev-

eral volumes of foreign fairy tales, of which the <Blue Fairy Book'

and the <Red Fairy Book' are examples; has turned the Greek idyl-

lists Theocritus, Bion, and Moschus into English prose of great beauty;

and has given English readers a really superb prose rendering of

Homer; the Odyssey in collaboration with Professor Butcher, the Iliad

with the help of Messrs. Leaf and Myers. His editing of standard

literature has been so extensive that he has been facetiously dubbed

editor-in-general to the British nation. A recent example of his more

sustained scholar work is the <Life of Lockhart' (1896). Mr. Lang,

moreover, has been a vigorous student of anthropology; and his vol-

umes < Custom and Myth' (1884) and <Myth, Ritual, and Religion'

{1887) are brilliant and able expositions of the modern theory of

the universality of myths among primitive savages, contravening the

older theory that certain myths are of exclusive Aryan development.

The conservatives have combated his views; which on the contrary

receive the warm commendation of a student like Grant Allen.

In his miscellaneous literary papers and lighter critical essays

Lang is vastly entertaining. He appears as a free-lance of literature,

always ready for a tilt; firm in his belief in the elder classics, and

in newer classics like Scott and Dumas; cock-sure of his position,

whimsically humorous or pettish, recondite of literary allusion, pro-

fuse in the display of learning. The essays are anything but dull, and

one acknowledges their liveliness and quality, even if irritated by their

tone or in profound disagreement with their dicta.

With this many-sided activity it will be seen that Andrew Lang

has a breezy force, is a decided influence in modern English literature.

And that influence, in respect of the morbid literary phenomena of

XV—556
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the time, has been corrective. Lang has pushed the romantic theory

to humorous exaggeration at times; but his main contention for

breadth and health and sanity in the presentation of life through art

forms is sound enough, and such criticism is especially welcome now-

adays.

FROM <A BOOKMAN'S PURGATORY >

In < Books and Bookmen*

THOMAS Blinton had discovered a new sin, so to speak, in the

collecting way. Aristophanes says of one of his favorite

blackguards, "Not only is he a villain, but he has invented

an original villainy." Blinton was like this. He maintained that

every man who came to notoriety had, at some period, published

a volume of poems which he had afterwards repented of and

withdrawn. It was Blinton's hideous pleasure to collect stray

copies of these unhappy volumes, these picMs de jeunesse, which

always and invariably bear a gushing inscription from the author

to a friend. He haa all Lord John Manners's poems, and even

Mr. Ruskin's. He had the 'Ode to Despair' of Smith (now a

comic writer) ; and the * Love Lyrics ' of Brown, who is now a

permanent under-secretary, than which nothing can be less gay

nor more permanent. He had the revolutionary songs which a

dignitary of the Church published and withdrew from circulation.

Blinton was wont to say he expected to come across 'Triolets of

a Tribune' by Mr. John Bright, and 'Original Hymns for Infant

Minds' by Mr. Henry Labouchere, if he only hunted long

enough.

On the day of which I speak he had secured a volume of love

poems which the author had done his best to destroy; and he had

gone to his club and read all the funniest passages aloud to

friends of the author, who was on the club committee. Ah, was

this a kind action ? In short, Blinton had filled up the cup of

his iniquities; and nobody will be surprised to hear that he met
the appropriate punishment of his offense. Blinton had passed,

on the whole, a happy day, notwithstanding the error about the

Elzevir. He dined well at his club, went home, slept well, and

started next morning for his office in the city; walking, as usual,

and intending to pursue the pleasures of the chase at all the

book-stalls. At the very first, in the Brompton Road, .he saw a

man turning over the rubbish in the cheap-box. Blinton stared
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at him, fancied he knew him, thought he didn't, and then became

a prey to the glittering eye of the other. The Stranger, who
wore the conventional cloak and slouched soft hat of Strangers,

was apparently an accomplished mesmerist or thought-reader, or

adept, or esoteric Buddhist. He resembled Mr. Isaacs, Zanoni

(in the novel of that name), Mendoza (in ' Codlingsby'), the soul-

less man in *A Strange Story,' Mr. Home, Mr. Irving Bishop,

a Buddhist adept in the astral body, and most other mysterious

characters of history and fiction. Before his Awful Will, Blinton's

mere modern obstinacy shrank back like a child abashed. The
Stranger glided to him and whispered, "Buy these.*

" These " were a complete set of Auerbach's novels in Eng-

lish; which, I need not say, Blinton would never have dreamt of

purchasing had he been left to his own devices.

" Buy these !

" repeated the Adept, or whatever he was, in a

cruel whisper. Paying the sum demanded, and trailing his vast

load of German romance, poor Blinton followed the fiend.

They reached a stall where, amongst much trash, Glatigny's

<Jour de I'An d'un Vagabond' was exposed.

" Look, " said Blinton :
" there is a book I have wanted some

time. Glatignys are getting rather scarce, and it is an amusing

trifle."

" Nay, buy that, " said the implacable Stranger, pointing with

a hooked forefinger at Alison's ' History of Europe ' in an indefi-

nite number of volumes. Blinton shuddered.

"What, buy that— and why? In Heaven's name, what could

I do with it?"

"Buy it," repeated the persecutor, "and thaf" (indicating the

'Ilios' of Dr. Schliemann,— a bulky work), "and these'''' (pointing

to all Theodore Alois Buckley's translations of the classics), "and

these'''' (glancing at the collected writings of the late Mr. Hain

Friswell, and at a *Life,' in more than one volume, of Mr. Glad-

stone).

The miserable Blinton paid, and trudged along, carrying the

bargains under his arm. Now one book fell out, now another

dropped by the way. Sometimes a portion of Alison came pon-

derously to earth; sometimes the 'Gentle Life' sank resignedly

to the ground. The Adept kept picking them up again, and

packing them under the arm of the weary Blinton.

The victim now attempted to put on an air of geniality, and

tried to enter into conversation with his tormentor.
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" He does know about books, " thought Blinton, " and he must

have a weak spot somewhere."

So the wretched amateur made play in his best conversational

style. He talked of bindings, of Maioli, of Grolier, of De Thou,

of Derome, of Clovis Eve, of Roger Payne, of Trautz, and eke of

Bauzonnet. He discoursed of first editions, of black-letter, and

even of illustrations and vignettes. He approached the topic of

Bibles; but here his tyrant, with a fierce yet timid glance, inter-

rupted him.

" Buy those !
" he hissed through his teeth!

" Those " were the complete publications of the Folk-Lore

Society.

Blinton did not care for folk-lore (very bad men never do);

but he had to act as he was told.

Then, without pause or remorse, he was charged to acquire

the ' Ethics * of Aristotle in the agreeable versions of Williams

and Chace. Next he secured ' Strathmore,' 'Chandos,' * Under

Two Flags,* and 'Two Little Wooden Shoes,* and several dozen

more of Ouida's novels. The next stall was entirely filled with

school-books, old geographies, Livys, Delectuses, Arnold's * Greek

Exercises,* Ollendorffs, and what not.

"Buy them all," hissed the fiend. He seized whole boxes and

piled them on Blinton's head.

He tied up Ouida's novels in two parcels with string, and

fastened each to one of the buttons above the tails of Blinton's

coat.

" You are tired ? " asked the tormentor. " Never mind : these

books will soon be off your hands."

So speaking, the Stranger with amazing speed hurried Blinton

back through Holywell Street, along the Strand and up to Picca-

dilly, stopping at last at the door of Blinton's famous and very

expensive binder.

The binder opened his eyes, as well he might, at the vision of

Blinton's treasures. Then the miserable Blinton found himself,

as it were automatically and without the exercise of his will,

speaking thus:—
"Here are some things I have picked up,— extremely rare,

—

and you will oblige me by binding them in your best manner,

regardless of expense. Morocco, of course; crushed levant mo-

rocco, double, every book of them, petits fers, my crest and coat

of arms, plenty of gilding. Spare no cost. Don't keep me
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waiting, as you generally do;" for indeed bookbinders are the

most dilatory of the human species.

Before the astonished binder could ask the most necessary

questions, Blinton's tormentor had hurried that amateur out of

the room.

" Come on to the sale, " he cried.

"What sale?" asked Blinton.

«Why, the Beckford sale; it is the thirteenth day, a lucky

day."

" But I have forgotten my catalogue.

"

« Where is it ?
»

" In the third shelf from the top, on the right-hand side of

the ebony bookcase at home.

"

The Stranger stretched out his arm, which swiftly elongated

itself till the hand disappeared from view round the comer.
In a moment the hand returned with the catalogue. The pair

sped on to Messrs. Sotheby's auction rooms in Wellington Street.

Every one knows the appearance of a great book sale. The
long table, surrounded by eager bidders, resembles from a little

distance a roulette table, and communicates the same sort of

excitement. The amateur is at a loss to know how to conduct

himself. If he bids in his own person some bookseller will out-

bid him; partly because the bookseller knows, after all, he knows
little about books, and suspects that the amateur may in this

case know more. Besides, professionals always dislike amateurs,

and in this game they have a very great advantage. Blinton

knew all this, and was in the habit of giving his commissions to

a broker. But now he felt (and very naturally) as if a demon
had entered into him. 'Tirante il Bianco Valorissimo Cavaliere'

was being competed for: an excessively rare romance of chivalry,

in magnificent red Venetian morocco, from Canevari's library.

The book is one of the rarest of the Aldine Press, and beauti-

fully adorned with Canevari's device,— a simple and elegant affair

in gold and colors. "Apollo is driving his chariot across the

green waves towards the rock, on which winged Pegasus is paw-

ing the ground " ; though why this action of the horse should be

called "pawing" (the animal notoriously not possessing paws), it

is hard to say. Round this graceful design is the inscription

OPdQl' KAI MH AOEQS (straight and not crooked). In his ordinary

mood Blinton could only have admired * Tirante il Bianco ' from

a distance. But now, the demon inspiring him, he rushed into
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the lists, and challenged the great Mr. , the Napoleon of

bookselling. The price had already reached five hundred pounds.

" Six hundred, " cried Blinton.

" Guineas, " said the great Mr. .

« Seven hundred, " screamed Blinton.

"Guineas," replied the other.

This arithmetical dialogue went on till even Mr. struck

his flag, with a sigh, when the maddened Blinton had said " Four

thousand." The cheers of the audience rewarded the largest

bid ever made for any book. As if he had not done enough, the

Stranger now impelled Blinton to contend with Mr. for

every expensive work that appeared. The audience naturally

fancied that Blinton was in the earlier stage of softening of the

brain, when a man conceives himself to have inherited boundless

wealth, and is determined to live up to it. The hammer fell for

the last time. Blinton owed some fifty thousand pounds; and

exclaimed audibly, as the influence of the fiend died out, " I am
a ruined man."

"Then your books must be sold," cried the Stranger; and

leaping on a chair, he addressed the audience:—
" Gentlemen, I invite you to Mr. Blinton's sale, which will

immediately take place. The collection contains some very re-

markable early English poets, many first editions of the French

classics, most of the, rarer Aldines, and a singular assortment of

Americana.

"

In a moment, ab if by magic, the shelves round the room

were filled with Blinton's books, all tied up in big lots of some

thirty volumes each. His early Moliferes were fastened to old

French dictionaries and school-books. His Shakespeare quartos

were in the same lot with tattered railway novels. His copy

(happily almost unique) of Richard Barnfield's 'Affectionate Shep-

heard ' was coupled with two old volumes of ' Chips from a Ger-

man Workshop ' and a cheap, imperfect example of ' Tom Brown's

School Days.' Hooke's *Amanda' was at the bottom of a lot

of American devotional works, where it kept company with an

Elzevir Tacitus and the Aldine * Hypnerotomachia. ' The auc-

tioneer put up lot after lot, and Blinton plainly saw that the

whole affair was a "knock-out." His most treasured spoils were

parted with at the price of waste paper. It is an awful thing

to be present at one's own sale. No man would bid above a

few shillings. Well did BUnton know that after the knock-out the
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plunder would be shared among the grinning bidders. At last

his 'Adonais,* uncut, bound by Lortic, went in company with
some old <Bradshaws,> the 'Court Guide' of 1881, and an odd
volume of the Sunday at Home, for sixpence. The Stranger
smiled a smile of peculiar malignity. Blinton leaped up to pro-

test; the room seemed to shake around him, but words would not

come to his lips.

Then he heard a familiar voice observe, as a familiar grasp
shook his shoulder:—

"Tom, Tom, what a nightmare you are enjoying!*'

He was in his own arm-chair, where he had fallen asleep

after dinner; and Mrs. Blinton was doing her best to arouse him
from his awful vision. Beside him lay < L'Enfer du Bibliophile,

vu et decrit par Charles Asselineau' (Paris: Tardieu, MDCCCLX.).

FROM 'LETTER TO MONSIEUR DE MOLI^RE, VALET DE
CHAMBRE DU ROI>

In < Letters to Dead Authors'
Monsieur:

WITH what awe does a writer venture into the presence of

the great Molifere! As a courtier in your time would
scratch humbly (with his comb!) at the door of the Grand

Monarch, so I presume to draw near your dwelling among the

Immortals. You, like the King who among all his titl'es has now
none so proud as that of the friend of Molifere— you found your

dominions small, humble, and distracted; you raised them to the

dignity of an empire: what Louis the XIV. did for France you

achieved for French comedy; and the baton of Scapin still wields

its sway, though the sword of Louis was broken at Blenheim.

For the King the Pyrenees (or so he fancied) ceased to exist;

by a more magnificent conquest you overcame the Channel. If

England vanquished your country's arms, it was through you that

France ferum victorem cepit, and restored the dynasty of Comedy
to the land whence she had been driven. Ever since Dryden

borrowed 'L'Etourdi,' our tardy apish nation has lived (in mat-

ters theatrical) on the spoils of the wits of France.

In one respect, to be sure, times and manners have altered.

While you lived, taste kept the French drama pure; and it was

the congenial business of English playwrights to foist their rustic
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grossness and their large Fescennine jests into the urban page of

MoHfere. Now they are diversely occupied; and it is their aflEair

to lend modesty where they borrow wit, and to spare a blush to

the cheek of the Lord Chamberlain. But still, as has ever been

our wont since Etherege saw and envied and imitated your suc-

cesses— still we pilfer the plays of France, and take our bien, as

you said in your lordly manner, wherever we can find it. We
are the privateers of the stage; and it is rarely, to be sure, that

a comedy pleases the town which has not first been "cut out"

from the countrymen of Molifere. Why this should be, and

what " tenebriferous star '* (as Paracelsus, your companion in the

'Dialogues des Morts,' would have believed) thus darkens the sun

of English humor, we know not; but certainly our dependence

on France is the sincerest tribute to you. Without you, neither

Rotrou, nor Corneille, nor *a wilderness of'monkeys" like Scar-

ron, could ever have given Comedy to France and restored her to

Europe.

While we owe to you, monsieur, the beautiful advent of Com-
edy, fair and beneficent as Peace in the play of Aristophanes, it

is still to you that we must turn when of comedies we desire the

best. If you studied with daily and nightly care the works of

Plautus and Terence, if you " let no musty bouquin escape you

"

(so your enemies declared), it was to some purpose that you

labored. Shakespeare excepted, you eclipsed all who came before

you: and from those that follow, however fresh, we turn; we
turn from Regnard and Beaumarchais, from Sheridan and Gold-

smith, from Musset and Pailleron and Labiche, to that crowded
world of your creation. " Creations " one may well say, for you
anticipated Nature herself: you gave us, before she did, in

Alceste a Rousseau who was a gentleman, not a lacquey; in a

mot of Don' Juan's the secret of the new religion and the watch-

word of Comte, Vamour de I'humanitd.

Before you where can we find, save in Rabelais, a French-

man with humor; and where, unless it be in Montaigne, the wise

philosophy of a secular civilization ? With a heart the most ten-

der, delicate, loving, and generous,— a heart often in agony and

torment,— you had to make life endurable (we cannot doubt it)

without any whisper of promise or hope or warning from reli-

gion. Yes, in an age when the greatest mind of all, the mind of

Pascal, proclaimed that the only hope was in voluntary blindness,

that the only chance was to hazard all on a bet at evens, you.
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monsieur, refused to be blinded, or to pretend to see what you
found invisible.

In religion you beheld no promise of help. When the Jesuits

and Jansenists of your time saw, each of them, in Tartuffe the

portrait of their rivals (as each of the laughable Marquises in

your play conceived that you were girding at his neighbor), you

all the while were mocking every credulous excess of faith. In

the sermons preached to Agnfes we surely hear your private

laughter; in the arguments for credulity which are presented

to Don Juan by his valet we listen to the eternal self-defense of

superstition. Thus, desolate of belief, you sought for the perma-

nent element of life—-precisely where Pascal recognized all that

was most fleeting and unsubstantial— in divertissement; in the

pleasure of looking on, a spectator of the accidents of existence,

an observer of the follies of mankind. Like the gods of the

Epicurean, you seem to regard our life as a play that is played,

as a comedy; yet how often the tragic note comes in! What
pity, and in the laughter what an accent of tears, as of rain in

the wind! No comedian has been so kindly and human as you;

none has had a heart like you to feel for his butts, and to leave

them sometimes, in a sense, superior to their tormentors. Sgan-

arelle, M. de Pourceaugnac, George Dandin, and the rest— our

sympathy somehow is with them, after all; and M. Pourceaugnac

is a gentleman, despite his misadventures.

Though triumphant Youth and malicious Love in your plays

may batter and defeat Jealousy and Old Age, yet they have not

all the victory, or you did not mean that they should win it.

They go oif with laughter, and their victim with a grimace;

but in him we that are past our youth behold an actor in an un-

ending tragedy,— the defeat of a generation. Your sympathy is

not wholly with the dogs that are having their day; you can

throw a bone or a crust to the dog that has had his, and has

been taught that it is over and ended. Yourself not unlearned

in shame, in jealousy, in endurance of the wanton pride of men,

(how could the poor player and the husband of Celimene be

untaught in that experience ?) you never sided quite heartily, as

other comedians have done, with young prosperity and rank and

power.
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LES ROSES DE SADI

From <Ban and Arriere Ban'

HIS morning I vowed I would bring thee my roses;

They were thrust in the band that my bodice incloses,

But the breast-knots were broken, the roses went free.

The breast-knots were broken: the roses together

Floated forth on the wings of the wind and the weather,

And they drifted afar down the streams of the sea.

And the sea was as red as when sunset uncloses;

But my raiment is sweet from the scent of the roses,

—

Thou shalt know, love, how fragrant a memory can be.

THE ODYSSEY

Prefixed to the Butcher-Lang translation

AS ONE that for a weary space has lain

Lulled by the song of Circe and her wine

In gardens near the pale of Proserpine,

Where that JEeeaxi Isle forgets the Main,

And only the low lutes of love complain,

And only shadows of wan lovers pine;

As such an one were glad to know the brine

Salt on his lips, and the large air again,

—

So, gladly from the songs of modern speech

Men turn, and see the stars, and feel the free

Shrill wind beyond the close of heavy flowers;

And through the music of the languid hours.

They hear like ocean on a western beach
The surge and thunder of the Odyssey.
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SIDNEY LANIER

(1842-1881)

BY RICHARD BURTON

fHE quiet steady widening of the influence of Sidney Lanier
since his death is more than a pleasant justification of faith

to those who have loved him and believed in him from the

first. It suggests the comforting thought that good literature, uncon-

ventional in form and original in quality, although for this very

reason slower to get a hearing, is sure to

receive the eventual recognition it deserves.

Sixteen years have elapsed since Lanier's

taking-off; and he is now seen more clearly

every day to be the most important native

singer the Southern United States has pro-

duced, and one of the most distinctive and

lovely of American singers wherever born.

Enthusiastic admirers and followers he has

always attracted to him; now the general

opinion begins to swing round to what

seemed to many, a little time ago, the ex-

travagant encomium of partiality and preju-

dice.

The circumstances of Sidney Lanier's

life furnish a pathetically tragic setting to his pure-souled, beautiful

work. A Georgian, he was born at Macon, February 3d, 1842; his

father was a well-known lawyer of that city. The family on the

male side was of Huguenot French descent; on the maternal side the

stock was Scotch. Sidney was educated at Oglethorpe College in his

native State. The war found him on the Confederate side ; and while

a prisoner he consoled his spirit with his beloved flute and wrote

fugitive verses,— early pledges of the twin master passions of Lanier's

whole life, literature and music. It was while immured thus that

he and Father Tabb, the Maryland poet-priest, struck up' the friend-

ship which the latter has commemorated in more than one loving

song. Lanier's constitution was delicate; and the exposures and hard-

ships of war developed the seeds of the consumption which he fought

heroically through young manhood and into middle life, and finally

Sidney Lanier
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succumbed to. Some years of experimental occupation followed upon

the war experience : he was successively clerk, teacher, and lawyer,

taking up the legal profession at the earnest instigation of his father,

who could not realize that Lanier's vocation was so different from his

own. The letter which the son wrote from Baltimore, taking the

decisive step that made him a literary man and musician for better

or worse, is impressive and revelatory of his character:—
« I have given your last letter the fullest and most careful consideration.

After doing so, I feel sure that Macon is not the place for me. If you could

taste the delicious crystalline air and the champagne breeze that I've just been

rushing about in, I am equally sure that in point of climate you would agree

with me that my chance of life is ten times as great here as in Macon. Then
as to business. Why should I— nay, how can I — settle myself down to be a

third-rate struggling lawyer for the balance of my little life, as long as there

is a certainty almost absolute that I can do some other thing so much better ?

. . . My dear father, think how for twenty years, through poverty, through

pain, through weariness, through sickness, through the uncongenial atmosphere

of a farcical college and of a bare army, and then of an exacting business

life,— through all of the discouragement of being wholly unacquainted with

literary people and literary ways,— I say, think how, in spite of all these

depressing circumstances and of a thousand more which I could enumerate,

these two figures of music and of poetry have kept in my heart so that I

could not banish them. Does it not seem to you as to me, that I begin to

have the right to enroll myself among the devotees of these two sublime arts,

after having followed them so long and so humbly, and through so much
bitterness ?

»

One can well believe that with a man like Lanier, such a choice

had in it the solemnity of a consecration. His ideal of Art in the

broad sense—whether literary or other— was so lofty that a dedica-

tion of himself to the service was the most serious of acts. Nor,

through whatever of set-back, stress, and failure, did he for a moment
swerve from that ideal; he held himself as a very priest of Beauty,

dignifying at once himself and his calling.

Lanier's literary career began with the publishing of a novel,

'Tiger Lilies' (1867), a book founded on his war experiences, and not

a success: fiction was not his natural medium of expression. There

is luxuriant unpruned imagination in the story, however, and it is

evident that a poet in his first ferment of fancy is hiding there.

Meanwhile Lanier was sending his poems to the magazines and get-

ting them back again,— the proverbial editor on the lookout for bud-

ding genius proving mostly chimerical. Gradually a critic here and

there became aware of his worth. 'Corn,* one of his finely repre-

sentative pieces, appeared in Lippincott's Magazine in 1875, and at-

tracted attention which led to his being employed to write the words

for a cantata by Dudley Buck, performed at the Centennial Exhibition
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in the next year. The Centennial year, too, marks the appearance of

the first edition of his poems,— a volume containing tentative imma-
ture verse, though promising much to one of critical foresight. The
Independent and the Century also opened their doors to the South-

ern singer. But these 'chance contributions to periodicals— birds of

passage finding a lodgment as it might hap— were grotesquely in-

adequate for the support of a man with a family;-— for so far back as

1867, the year his first book was published, he had married Miss Mary
H. Day, also of Macon,— a woman who in all the gracious ministries

of heart and home and spirit was his leal mate. Hence was he
forced to do hack-work; a sorry spectacle of Pegasus in harness. He
could only use his pen between hemorrhages; and the slender finan-

cial resources thus heavily taxed would have utterly failed had it not

been for the kind ministries of brother and father. Lanier made a

guide-book on Florida, as unlike the customary manual as an Arabian
blood mare is unlike a dray-horse. He edited Froissart for boys,— a

more congenial task; and did youth the same service with respect to

King Arthur, the ' Mabinogion, > and Bishop Percy. Brave, beautiful

books they are ; for the full-mouthed old words and the bygone deeds

of chivalry both appealed to the poet-editor. Then in 1879 came what
looked like brighter fortune : he was appointed lecturer on English

literature at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, to which city he

had gone in 1873 to take the position of first fiute in the Peabody
Orchestra. It must be remembered that to the end music and poetry

were the beacon stars in Lanier's overcast, uncertain skies. Now a

modest yearly income at least was assured,— for the first time in his

experience. The alleviation was but brief; for two years later, in the

mountains of North Carolina, whither he had wearily gone to make one

more struggle for breath, Sidney Lanier's noble soul was loosened

from its frail tenement of flesh, and, his wife beside him, he fell on

sleep :
—

« From the contagion of the world's slow stain

He is secure."

But that final span of time enabled him to prosecute with diligence

and system his favorite studies in the old English literature, and to

leave two critical volumes of great value and individuality. < The
Science of English "Verse, > published in 1880, is an elaborate and

unique analysis of the technical structure and underlying principles

of the native metric, developing a new and most interesting theory:

that the time quality obtains in English poetry as in music; this

thesis being aptly illustrated from the sister art. < The English Novel

and the Principles of its Development,' which appeared three years

later, in 1883, is made up of lectures delivered at Johns Hopkins, at
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a time when Lanier was obliged to sit down while speaking, so weak
was he. The book is the most philosophic treatment of the develop-

ment of our fiction that has been written, seizing upon the central

fact of the steady growth of the idea of personality in the novel from

Greek days to the present time. It was not tintil 1884, several years

after his death, that his poems were collected finally into a volume,

with an admirable introductory essay upon the man and his work

by Dr. William Hayes Ward. With this book Lanier came into his

own of praise and love.

Lanier's characteristics as a poet—-and despite his achievements

in prose, it is as a poet he must be considered primarily.— are such

as to separate him from other American makers of literature. In the

first place, his v/ork has the glow and color of the South,— an exuber-

ance of imagination and a rhythmic sweep which awaken a kind of

exultant delight in the sensitive reader. A consummate artist, Lanier

showed himself a pioneer in the handling of words and metres: his

richness of rhymes and alliterations, his marvelous feeling for tone-

color, fellow him with an English poet like Swinburne. He opened

new possibilities of metrical and stanzaic arrangements, and there-

with revealed new powers of word-use and combination in modern
English poetry; drawing on the treasures of the older word-hoard

which his study, taste, and instinct suggested. He certainly broad-

ened in this way the technic of verse, and on this side of his art

was truly remarkable. He was too that rare thing, a song-writer.

His < Song of the Chattahoochee,' ^A Song of the Future,' <A Song of

Love,' 'An Evening Song,' and others, are not only to be read but

set to music; they are felt to be songs in the full and literal sense.

The fact that he was a trained musician, a maker in the neighbor

art, qualified him peculiarly in this respect. The musician helped the

poet, the poet enriched the maker of music.

Looking to the essential traits that are to technic as the completed

structure to the scaffolding that makes it possible, Lanier was a man
of fine culture, much read, assimilative, strong of thought, endowed
with sane imagination. He did not take petty conceits or stale and

attenuated ideas and deck them out in the fine garments of art: he

had the modern zest for fact, and was abreast of the times in his

conceptions,— often an intellectual forerunner. On the problems of

State, religion, society, science, art, and literature, his words were

deep and wise; and his work reveals him as an advanced thinker on

the vital themes of his century. And along with this marked breadth

and independency of thought went a profound ethical earnestness,

having in it a subtle spirituality that above all else makes this poet

distinctive and precious. In his own lovely phrase, reversing the

wonted words, he believed in the " holiness of beauty " : he perceived
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that beauty is but one phase of that Triune power, the True, the

Good, and the Beautiful, divinely interplaying into each other, never

to be dissevered without violence to each and all. Lanier applied

the Platonic philosophy to art, and it had for him perfect credence,

absolute allegiance.

These gifts and powers, then,— technical mastery, original thought,

and spiritual perception and fervor,— are to be recognized in his best

poems. In the shorter, simpler lyrics, notice how the characteristic

qualities shine out. How full of the broad spirit of worship is the

•Ballad of Trees and the Master'; how valiantly soul rises above

the failing flesh in ^ The Stirrup Cup >
! What a knightly devotion to

womanhood is expressed in < My Springs, ' as high a strain as was
ever sung to wife ! What a hymning of the ideal relation of word
and deed is heard in the melodious measures of < Life and Song *

!

And when we turn to the larger, more broadly conceived pieces, what

a stanch Americanism blows like a sea-wind through the remarkable
* Psalm of the West ' ; with what exaltation yet fearless fraternity the

Christ is glorified in that noble poem, ' The Crystal > ; and what a les-

son on the mean, sordid standards of trade is preached in ' The Sym-
phony,'— that wonderful creation, which under the allegory of music,

is vital with high suggestions for every aspiring soul. Nor must that

side of the work in which Nature is limned and worshiped be passed

by; for it includes some of the most unforgettable things. Lanier's

attitude towards Nature was that of a passionate lover; a pantheist

who felt God in everything. 'Clover,' * From the Flats,' < Tampa
Robins,' 'Corn,' < The Bee,' < The Dove,' are poems of this class, and

such as have come from no other American singer. They express his

loving observation of the picturesque phenomena of his own and other

Southern States. They transmute Nature in an ideality which fills

the air with voices not of earth, and makes the very grass whisper

immortal words.

The culmination of Lanier's art and thought and spiritual force is

found in the < Hymns of the Marshes ' ; two of which, < Sunrise ' and

'The Marshes of Glynn,' are magnificently imaginative organ-chants

of a dying man, never so strong of soul as when his body hung by

a tenuous thread to life. The finest of this great series, a majestic

swan-song, was written when Lanier lay so weak that he could not

lift hand to mouth. And the marvel of it is, that poetry never was

made through which pulsed and surged a more puissant vitality.

These 'Marsh Hymns' stand among the major productions of modern

poetry.

It may be granted that Sidney Lanier in the full tide of plethoric

utterance sometimes sacrificed lucidity. His teeming fancy was now
and then in surplusage, and ran into the arabesque; though this is
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not true of his latest work. It is possible, ag^ain, that ho pushed to

an extreme his theory of the close inter-relations of music and verse,

claiming for the latter not only l\Tic but sjTnphonic powers,— a view

illustrated to a degxee in his Centennial Ode with its verbal orches-

tration. Poetry is a human product, and subject to human limitations.

Had Lanier lived longer, had he had a freer opporttmity. doubtless

his literary bequest would have been richer and more completely

expressive of himself. Rut as it is. in quality and in accomplishment

Sidney Lanier takes his place as an American poet of distinction.

He is one of those rare illustrations of the union, in a son of genius,

of high character and artistic production in harmony therewith; a

spectacle feeding the heart with tender thoughts and pure ideals:—

"His song was only living aloud.

His work, a singing wth his hand.»

c ^^^'^.<r(?^i

A BALLAD OF TREES AND THE MASTER

Prom <Poems of Sidney Lanier.> Copyright 1SS4 and iSoi, by Maiy D. Lanier

and published by Charles Soribner's Sons

INTO the woods my Master went,

Clean forspent, forspent.

Into the woods my Master came,

Forspent with love and shame.

But the olives they were not blind to him,

The little gray leaves were kind to him;
The thorn-tree had a mind to him

When into the woods he came.

Out of the woods my Master went,

And he was well content.

Out of the woods my Master came.

Content with death and shame.

When Death and Shame would woo him last.

From under the trees they drew him last;

'Twas on a tree they slew him— last,

When out of the woods he came.
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From < Poems of Sidney Lanier.> Copyright 1884 and iSgi, by Mary D. Lanier,

and published by Charles Scribner's Sons

OUT of the hills of Habersham,
Down the valleys of Hall,

I hurry amain to reach the plain.

Run the rapid, and leap the fall,

Split at the rock and together again,

Accept my bed, or narrow or wide,

And flee from folly on every side,

With a lover's pain to attain the plain

Far from the hills of Habersham,
Far from the valleys of Hall.

All down the hills of Habersham,
All through the valleys of Hall,

The rushes cried. Abide, abide.

The willful water-weeds held me thrall.

The laving laurel turned my tide.

The ferns and the fondling grass said Stay,

The dewberry dipped for to work delay,

And the little reeds sighed, Abide, abide.

Here in the hills of Habersham,

Here in the valleys of Hall.

High o'er the hills of Habersham,
Veiling the valleys of Hall,

The hickory told me manifold

Fair tales of shade; the poplar tall

Wrought me her shadowy self to hold;

The chestnut, the oak, the walnut, the pine,

O'erleaning, with flickering meaning and sign.

Said, Pass not, so cold, these manifold

Deep shades of the hills of Habersham,

These glades in tJie valleys of Hall.

And oft in the hills of Habersham,

And oft in the valleys of Hall,

The white quartz shone, and the smooth brook-stone

Did bar me of passage with friendly brawl;

And many a luminous jewel alone-

—

Crystal clear or acloud with mist.

Ruby, garnet, and amethyst—
Made lures with the lights of streaming stone

XV—357
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In the clefts of the hills of Habersham,

In the beds of the valleys of Hall.

But oh, not the hills of Habersham,

And oh, not the valleys of Hall

Avail : I am fain for to water the plain.

Downward the voices" of duty call—
Downward, to toil and be mixed with the main;

The dry fields burn, and the mills are to turn.

And a myriad flowers mortally yearn.

And the lordly main from beyond the plain

Calls o'er the hills of Habersham,

Calls through the valleys of Hall.

TAMPA ROBINS

From <Poems of Sidney Lanier.' Copyright 1884 and 1891, by Mary D. Lanier,

and published by Charles Scribner's Sons

THE robin laughed in the orange-tree :
—

" Ho, windy North, a fig for thee

;

While breasts are red and wings are bold

And green trees wave us globes of gold,

Time's scythe shall reap but bliss for me,

—

Sunlight, song, and the orange-tree.

"Burn, golden globes in leafy sky.

My orange-planets: crimson I

Will shine and shoot among the spheres

(Blithe meteor that no mortal fears).

And thrid the heavenly orange-tree

With orbits bright of minstrelsy.

"If that I hate wild winter's spite,

—

The gibbet trees, the world in white,

The sky but gray wind over a grave,

—

Why should I ache, the season's slave ?

I'll sing from the top of the orange-tree,

Gramercy, winter's tyranny.

"I'll south with the sun, and keep my clinie;

My wing is king of the summer-time

;

My breast to the sun his torch shall hold;

And I'll call down through the green and gold.

Time, take thy scythe, reap bliss for me;

Bestir thee under the orange-tree.'"
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EVENING SONG
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From < Poems of Sidney Lanier.> Copyright 1884 and iSgi, by Mary D. Lanier,

and published by Charles Scribner's Sons

L
OOK off, dear Love, across the sallow sands,

And mark yon meeting of the sun and sea;

How long they kiss in sight of all the lands:

Ah! longer, longer, we.

Now in the sea's red vintage melts the sun,

As Egypt's pearl dissolved in rosy wine.

And Cleopatra night drinks all. 'Tis done

:

Love, lay thine hand in mine.

Come forth, sweet stars, and comfort heaven's heart;

Glimmer, ye waves, round else unlighted sands.

O night! divorce our sun and sky apart

—

Never our lips, our hands.

LIFE AND SONG

From 'Poems of Sidney Lanier.> Copjrright 1884 and 1891, by Mary D. Lanier,

and published by Charles Scribner's Sons

IF
LIFE were caught by a clarionet,

And a wild heart, throbbing in the reed,

Should thrill its joy, and trill its fret.

And utter its heart in every deed.

Then would this breathing clarionet

Type what the poet fain would be;

For none o' the singers ever yet

Has wholly lived his minstrelsy,

Or clearly sung his true, true thought.

Or utterly bodied forth his life,

Or out of life and song has wrought

The perfect one of man and wife

;

Or lived and sung, that Life and Song

Might each express the other's all.

Careless if life or art were long

Since both were one, to stand or fall:

So that the wonder struck the crowd.

Who shouted it about the land:—
His song was only living aloud.

His work, a singing with his hand

!
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FROM <THE MARSHES OF GLYNN >

In < Poems of Sidney Lamer.> Copyright 1884 and 1891, by Mary D. Lanier,

and published by Charles Scribner's Sons

OH, WHAT is abroad in the marsh and the terminal sea?

Somehow my soul seems suddenly free

From the weighing of fate and the sad discussion of sin.

By the length and the breadth and the sweep of the marshes of

Glynn.

Ye marshes, how candid and simple and nothing-withholding and

free

Ye publish yourselves to the sky and offer yourselves to the sea!

Tolerant plains, that suffer the sea and the rains and the sun.

Ye spread and span like the catholic man who hath mightily won
God out of knowledge, and good out of infinite pain,

And sight out of blindness, and purity out of a stain.

As the marsh-hen secretly builds on the watery sod.

Behold I will build me a nest on the greatness of God;

I will fly in the greatness of God as the marsh-hen flies

In the freedom that fills all the space 'twixt the marsh and the skies:

By so many roots as the marsh-grass sends in the sod

I will heartily lay me a-hold on the greatness of God

:

Oh, like to the greatness of God is the greatness within

The range of the marshes, the liberal marshes of Glynn.

And the sea lends large, as the marsh ; lo, out of his plenty the sea

Pours fast; full soon the time of the flood-tide must be:

Look how the grace of the sea doth go

About and about through the intricate channels that flow

Here and there.

Everywhere,

Till his waters have flooded the uttermost creeks and the low-lying

lanes.

And the marsh is meshed with a million veins.

That like as with rosy and silvery essences flow

In the rose-and-silver evening glow.

Farewell, my lord Sun!

The creeks overflow; a thousand rivulets run

'Twixt the roots of the sod; the blades of the marsh-grass stir;

Passeth a hurrying sound of wings that westward whirr;

Passeth, and all is still; and the currents cease to run;

And the sea and the marsh are one.
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How still the plains of the waters be

!

The tide is in his ecstasy.

The tide is at his highest height;

And it is night.

And now from the Vast of the Lord will the waters of sleep

Roll in on the souls of men;
But who will reveal to our waking ken

The forms that swim and the shapes that creep

Under the waters of sleep ?

And I would I could know what swimmeth below when the tide

comes in

On the length and the breadth of the marvelous marshes of Glynn.

FROM THE FLATS

From < Poems of Sidney Lanier.> Copyrighted 1884 and 1891, by Mary D. Lanier,

and published by Charles Scribner's Sons

WHAT heart-ache— ne'er a hill!

Inexorable, vapid, vague and chill

The drear sand-levels drain my spirit low.

With one poor word they tell me all they know;

Whereat their stupid tongues, to tease my pain.

Do drawl it o'er again and o'er again.

They hurt my heart with griefs I cannot name:

Always the same, the same.

Nature hath no surprise;

No ambuscade of beauty 'gainst mine eyes

From brake or lurking dell or deep defile;

No humors, frolic forms— this mile, that mile;

No rich reserves or happy-valley hopes

Beyond the bend of roads, the distant slopes.

Her fancy fails, her wild is all run tame:

Ever the same, the same.

Oh, might I through these tears

But glimpse some hill my Georgia high uprears

Where white the quartz and pink the pebble shine.

The hickory heavenward strives, the muscadine

Swings o'er the slope, the oak's far-falling shade

Darkens the dogwood in the bottom glade.

And down the hollow from a ferny nook

l^ull sings a little brook!
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A SONG OF THE FUTURE

From 'Poems of Sidney Lanier.' Copyright 1884 and iSgi, by Mary D. Lanier,

and published by Charles Scribner's Sons

SAIL fast, sail fast,

Ark of my hopes, Ark of my dreams;

Sweep lordly o'er the drowned Past,

Fly glittering through the sun's sti-ange beams;

Sail fast,. sail fast.

Breaths of new buds from off some drying lea

With news about the Future scent the sea;

My brain is beating like the heart of Haste;

I'll loose me a bird upon this Present waste:

Go, trembling song,

And stay not long; oh, stay not long:

Thou'rt only a gray and sober dove,

But thine eye is faith and thy wing is love.

THE STIRRUP CUP

From 'Poems of Sidney Lanier.' Copyright 1884 and 1891, by Mary D. Lanier,

and published by Charles Scribner's Sons

DEATH, thou'rt a cordial old and rare

:

Look how compounded, with what care!

Time got his wrinkles reaping thee

Sweet herbs from all antiquity.

David to thy distillage went,

Keats, and Gotama excellent,

Omar Khayyam, and Chaucer bright,

And Shakespeare for a king-delight.

Then, Time, let not a drop be spilt;

Hand me the cup whene'er thou wilt:

'Tis thy rich stirrup cup to me;
I'll drink it down right smilingly.
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LATIN-AMERICAN LITERATURE

BY M. M. RAMSEY

3he Rio Bravo del Norte, better known to English-speaking

readers as the Rio Grande, serves as a dividing line between
what may be termed " Saxon America >' and " Latin Amer-

ica." The latter, and now quite familiar, designation might more

aptly take the form Celtiberian America; since the European portion

of its population belongs mainly to the same race that has occupied

the Iberian peninsula from the dawn of history,— a people allied to

and similar to the great Celtic race that has been for untold ages

pushed by men of other mold ever towards the western sea and the

setting sun.

The Carthaginians, the Romans, the Goths, and the Moors became
successively masters of the Iberian soil, while the great body of the

people remained substantially the same in all their inherent charac-

teristics. The spirit of clanship, always a prominent organic feature

among the Celts, and productive of numerous petty principalities, was
the primal cause of the present dialectic divergences, which are so

great as to render the common forms of speech of many of the prov-

inces of Spain mutually unintelligible to their respective inhabitants.

Before the discovery of America the majority of these clans had

become united into what was to be known as the Kingdom of Spain;

while the people inhabiting a strip of territory along the western

coast maintained a separate independence under the crown of Portu-

gal. The modern distinction between Spanish and Portuguese, which

has been perpetuated upon South-American soil, is therefore a purely

political one: no marked geographical features distinguish their terri-

torial boundaries; the Portuguese language is so close to one of the

Spanish dialects that a Gallician can be understood more readily in

Lisbon than in Madrid; and the mental temperament, the tastes and

emotions, the modes of thought,— in short, all that is individual as

distinguished from what is superficial and acquired,— will be found

identical among the people of both nations.

Between these Iberian Celts, or Celtiberians, and the Teutonic

race,— German, Saxon, Scandinavian,— there are marked contrasts

which have an important bearing upon the subject under investi-

gation. The Celt is vivacious, imaginative, impulsive, with strong,

even violent emotions,— a being to love or fear; the Teuton counts
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the cost, relies more upon facts than fancies, and is not so much to

be loved or feared as to be trusted. The Celt is loyal and devout,

prone to reverence God, saint, or secular chief, and will bear a great

weight of law or ceremonial; the Teuton is fond of individual free-

dom, and hates all trammels. Each is brave in his way; but while

the Celt would fight for glory or mere love of fighting, the Teuton

would rather not fight at all unless something were to be accom-

plished.

The Roman dominion in the peninsula lasted about six hundred

and twenty years, and the Gothic kingdom two hundred and ninety-

three; and during these nine centuries the inhabitants had become

Romanized, Latinized, and Christianized,—indeed, intensely orthodox.

In the Moorish invasion they were confronted by a people alien in

race, language, and religion,— abhorred as infidels and polygamists;

and with some intervals of relaxation, there followed seven hundred

and eighty years of a war of races, in which each felt that religion

was the principal point of dispute. At length the Christian succeeded

in expelling the Moors and the Jews and establishing the Inquisition;

and thenceforth, where his hand could reach, no form of unbelief or

misbelief should be tolerated. That long "holy war" furrowed the

face of early Spanish, Portuguese, and Latin-American literature with

lines of thought to be found nowhere else on the globe; and the

effect has not yet entirely passed away.*

Shut off from the rest of the world by the mountain wall of the

Pyrenees, absorbed in religious wars and purgations and distant con-

quests, Spain and Portugal gave little heed to the change that was

coming over the mind of Europe. That change was wide, deep, and

many-sided. It has sometimes been called in English " the Baconian

philosophy." It was turning men's minds from words and notions to

facts and things : the world was no longer to be understood by sitting

down and thinking with closed eyes, or by reading Aristotle and

Ptolemy, but by going into the light of day, observing, experiment-

ing, and above all, measuring. The little learning that existed on

the Iberian peninsula was centuries old, and was in the possession

of the ecclesiastics,— a conservative class, opposed to every change.

The mass of the people were profoundly ignorant, knowing only their

daily labors, their favorite sports, a few prayers and formularies of

the Church, and the legends of the neighborhood. Every further

extension of intelligence was regarded with dread, as opening a way
to the "new knowledge," to heresy and unbelief.

* Vide Hubert Howe Bancroft, Historical Works; Sudrez, <Historia General

de la Republica del Ecuador, > iii. 377; Garcia Cubas, 'Diccionario Hist6r.

Biogr. de los, Estados Unidos Mexicanos,' s'nb voce ' Le6n y Garcia,'
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We of Saxon America are apt to look complacently upon ourselves

as considerably in advance of our neighbors to the South, at least in

material prosperity. But let us consider a moment the difference of

circumstances under which we have g^rown up. From the discovery

of Haiti to the founding of Jamestown was one hundred and twenty-

five years; to the landing of the Pilgrims, one hundred and thirty-

eight. During those years Europe had been gfrowing— England and
Holland quite vigorously. Papal omnipotence had been rejected; and
already the divine right of kings and bishops was in peril. The prel-

ates had been obliged to hold a conference with the Puritans, instead

of burning them. The priority of Spain and Portugal was therefore

a disadvantage : they reached the Western Hemisphere in their intel-

lectual infancy; England in her rough, growing youth.

The American possessions of Spain and Portugal were practically

twice as remote as those of England. A royal edict took seventeen

months to travel from Madrid to Lima ;
* and history has not recorded

the speed of private packages. The English colonists kept close to

the eastern edge of the continent, and to navigable waters; the

most important settlements in Latin America were far inland, and
could communicate with the outer world only by means of pack-mules.

The maritime districts of the tropical regions were scarcely habit-

able by Europeans; and when the colonists moved into the interior,

it was to be shaken by earthquakes and scared by the blaze of volca-

noes, t

The English settlements were private enterprises, undertaken to

find roomy homes for the development of liberty, manhood, and

womanhood ; whereas the colonization of Latin America was a national

project, and all who set out for the New World were under royal

patronage and control. Their prime object was to find gold and

honors for a needy monarch and equally needy adventurers, and gew-

gaws for court ladies. John Smith, indeed, informs us that the Eng-

lish were not without their craze for gold; but fortunately they found

little to encourage it. As the quest for gold was the chief motive

with the Spaniards, they clustered around the old seats of aboriginal

civilization,— the plateau of Mexico, Cundinamarca, Quito, and Lima.

Subsequently communities of Europeans were established at Caracas,

Santiago de Chile, the mouth of the Plata, and at various points along

the Brazilian coast; but these did not attain prominence as literary

centres until far into the eighteenth century. In the mean time, the

intervening portions of the continent were pathless expanses of prairie

*Su4rez, <Historia General de la Repiiblica del Ecuador,' iv. 412.

f In the middle of the seventeenth century there were, within fifty years,

five destructive earthquakes, followed by famines.— Miguel Lobo, <Historia

General de las Antiguas Colonias Hispano-Americanas,'
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and forest traversed by mighty rivers and lofty mountain ranges.

This isolation was extremely unfavorable to progfress.*

We have already referred to the causes which made the Latin-

American colonist of those ages what Mr. Carlyle might have called

«a religious animal"; and in the matter of acquiring and settling the

new continent, the Church naturally took an active part. In addition

to the bishops and the parochial clergy, whose duty was to provide

for the spiritual needs of the European settlers, large numbers of the

monastic orders were assigned to the conversion of the natives. By
far the most important of these religious bodies was the Society of

Jesus, whose members are popularly known as Jesuits. They were the

latest in making their appearance ; but their g^eat business ability

enabled them to outstrip all the rest. They were able, by persuasion

or force, to command all the Indian labor they needed: and they

established gjeat cattle ranches and sheep farms, together with mills,

workshops, warehouses, and routes of trade. Paraguay became in

effect a Jesuit State, until its prosperity raised combinations hostile

to the order.

Although these missionary monks undoubtedly exploited the Indian

to the benefit of their own treasuries, there is yet just reason to honor

their memories. Their influence was peaceful, industrial, civilizing up

to a limit. To preserve that limit uncrossed, the Inquisition was intro-

duced in 1569. It had not only the oversight of faith and morals, but

also the control of education and of the admission of books into the

country.

Such instruction as the " Holy Office " was willing to sanction was

with scarcely an exception imparted by members of the monastic

orders. The frailes in their monasteries taught gratuitously reading

and the prayers of the Church; but these slender advantages were

available only in the towns. Boys might also be taught writing and

the four operations of arithmetic. As to the girls, they were taught

by the nuns reading, prayers, and the use of the needle; a few add^d

music and painting. It was shrewdly objected that if they should

learn to write, they might correspond with their lovers and lead to

no end of complications. Aristides Rojas, the Venezuelan historian,

has related how the first municipal school was established in Caracas.

It was twenty-four years after the founding of the city, and it required

a mission to Spain and two years of lobbying to obtain the royal

*A recent Chilean writer, Jose Bernardo SuArez, complaining of this mu-
tual isolation, remarks: * In Chile we know more about what is going on in

France than we do about occurrences in Venezuela or Ecuador. The several

governments ought to take concerted action to put an end to this state of

affairs, which is highly prejudicial," etc.— < Rasgos Biogrdficos de Mujeres

Q61ebres de America,' page 51.
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permission to have a school at all; and its field of usefulness was at

first limited to Spanish grammar and rhetoric*

Books could be imported onlj' on permits, obtainable with diffi-

culty, after close scrutiny and long delay. An equally strict surveil-

lance was exercised over colonial literary productions: each volume
of each edition had to be registered separately, after donating twenty
copies to the legal and regal authorities; and the publisher had not
even the privilege of fixing the price.

t

The Colonial Period

It was in such arid and sulphurous soil as has been described

that Latin-American literature had to germinate. The first cultivators

had to overcome difBculties unknown to those of happier countries;

and it is with a feeling of wonder mixed with reverence that we
realize how patientlj' and successfully they did overcome them.

Learning made its first appearance— where alone it could—among
the monks. Several lines of research were open to them without
hindrance; and others could occasionally be indulged in surrepti-

tiously.

As their special mission was to convert the Indians, thej' might
study Indian languages, customs, and antiquities; and it is to the

diligence of these men that ethnologists owe nearly all that is known
of the ancient civilizations of Mexico, Peru, and Cundinamarca. Bot-

any and vegetable pharmacy afforded another appropriate field; and
the various colonial governments fitted out at different times as many
as five botanical expeditions. The students of the mathematics found

exercise in geodetic surveys; and a knowledge of mechanics was
essential in the working of the mines.

Clavijero furnishes a long list of those who had made translations

into the native tongues. All with one or two exceptions belonged to

the monastic orders; and their studies embraced fifteen langiiages.

Humboldt himself saw dictionaries and grammars of fourteen. Que-

sada says that printing was introduced into Mexico in 1535, and into

Lima in 1538; J:
and that the first books printed in America were for

the use of the Indians. In the remainder of the centur\' there were

written or printed eighty-two books for the religp^ous instruction of

the aborigines in Mexico, and fifty for learning the native languages. §

*Aristides Rojas, 'Origenes Venezolanos,' i. 308.

tSee 'Recopilacionde las Indias,' Lib. i.. Tit. xxiv.

J Ernesto Quesada, < Discours Prononce au Congres International des

Americanistes, Seance du 24 Septembre, 1879, a Bruxelles,' pages 17-20.

§Atico Selvas Zenen, <Episodios Historicos de America' (Paris, iSgi),

pages 106-117.
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In time higher schools, colleges, and universities were established

in the principal colonies,— the instructors being, with scarcely an

exception, ecclesiastics. The little Jesuit college of Bahia began its

dubious existence in 1543, and another and larger one was established

at Piratininga in 1554; and the roll of alumni of these two schools

contains the most prominent names of early Brazilian literature and

jurisprudence. The University of the City of Mexico opened its doors

to students in June 1553; and two years later saw the establishment

of the University of San Marcos, at Lima. In Ecuador, not to men-

tion several colleges founded in the sixteenth century, the University

of San Gregorio was opened at Quito in 1620; and the famous univer-

sity of Santo Tomas at Bogota dates its existence from the year 1627.

The University of Chuquisaca (the modern Sucre) in Bolivia, the Uni-

versity of Cordoba in what is now the Argentine Republic, and the

College of Santa Rosa which afterwards became the University of

Caracas, were all founded in the seventeenth century.

As the good fathers had abundant leisure, they committed to writ-

ing an enormous amount of details of the matters that chiefly inter-

ested them. During the three centuries of the colonial period, no

part of the world furnished a greater amount of historical material.

The single national library of Santiago de Chile contains a catalogued

collection of 2,740 manuscripts by the Jesuits alone. The material

is indeed somewhat monotonous; and a larger space is devoted to

monastic and episcopal interests, and to miraculous manifestations of

the Virgin and her pictures, than accords with our northern tastes.

In reading these old authors, one is often reminded of the wide dif-

ference between the sixteenth or seventeenth century and some parts of

the world in the nineteenth ; as when Antonio de Leon Pinela, scholar

and poet, historiographer of the Indies, authorized by royal order to

lay three continents and the isles of the ocean under contribution

for light and knowledge, seriously discusses the gravity of the sin of

drinking chocolate on fast days.

Foremost upon the long roll of early chroniclers stands the princely

name of Ixtlilxochitl, the descendant of the ancient- chiefs of'Texcoco.

Three of the family acquired literary reputations; but the one here

meant bore the Christian appellation of Fernando de Alva. His vast

knowledge of native languages, songs, traditions, and pictographs pro-

cured him employment as interpreter to the viceroy; and about the

beginning of the seventeenth century that ruler employed him to

write in Spanish a history of his race. No one was equally qualified.

His style alone has earned for him, from Europeans, the titles of the

Cicero and the Livy of Anahuac. His industry and his opportunities

were equally great. He was personally acquainted with all the Indian

sages— some pver a hundred years old—who had seen the empire of
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Motecuhzoma at the height of its glory. His work, in thirteen books,

began with the oldest traditions, and came down to his own time.

The thirteenth book, dealing with the Spanish conquest, was printed

separately in Mexico in 1829; but the whole is now accessible to the

general reader in the French translation of Ternaux Compans.* Car-

los de Sigiienza y Gongora (1645-1700) acquired a high reputation for

writing a similar history from the materials furnished by Ixtlilxochitl.

Although far from being the only native work of importance, that of

the Indian prince is the most interesting product of the aboriginal

mind. The translator, in his preface, names thirteen other natives

who attempted history. The most successful of these was Tezozo-

moc, who wrote (about 1598) a minute and circumstantial history of

the Aztec nation from its original starting-place. t As he and Ixtlilxo-

chitl were not of the same nation, they had their partialities, and do

not always agree with each other or with the Spanish chroniclers;

but the art of ascertaining and telling the truth was then in its

infancy,— nearly as much in the Old World as in the New.
Of the many writers belonging to the monastic orders who made

valuable contributions to Indian ethnology and early colonial history,

none is more widely known than Francisco Bernardino Sahagtin, who
went to Mexico as a young man in 1529 and died there in 1590, after

spending sixty-one years in teaching the Indians. He acquired such

facility in using the native tongues that he wrote his great work,

* Historia General de las Cosas de Nueva Espaiia,' in one of them.t

It is a fine tribute to his human sympathies and his justice to a

fallen race, that his contemporaries accused him of paganism. In

the latter part of the eighteenth century, Francisco Xavier Clavijero

(1721-93), a Jesuit and a native of Vera Cruz, spent many years as a

missionary among the Indians, acquiring an extensive knowledge of

their languages, customs, and traditions. Upon the suppression of the

Jesuits he was cornpelled to leave his country, and he took refuge in

Italy, where he wrote in Italian his great work < Storia Antica del

Messico' (4 vols., 1780-83). § Although the work is not free from the

inaccuracy that belongs to almost everything written in that age and

from materials so uncertain, it has been the great storehouse of infor-

mation regarding the ancient inhabitants of Mexico.

No American historian of his time surpassed the Brazilian Sebas-

tiao Rocha Pitta (1660-1738), a graduate of the ancient Jesuit college

*<Histoire des Chich6mecas,> 2 vols., Paris, 1840.

f The work of Tezozomoc has also been translated into French by Ternaux

Compans, Paris, 1853.

t His history has been incorporated in Lord Kingsborough's monumental

work on Mexico.

§An English translation in two quarto volumes was made by C. Cullen in

1787.
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of Bahia. His great work 'Historia da America Portugueza desde o

seu Descobrimento Ate o Anno 1724' is the outcome of great labor

and fidelity, involving the special study of the native languages and
the examination of the archives of several European nations. It is

true that the author sometimes failed, as did most of his contempo-

raries, in distinguishing history from legend.

Not a few of the early historical productions were in verse; but

these were usuallj- commemorative of some particular event. One
of the most extensive of these rhyming chronicles was that entitled

'Eleg^as de Varones Ilustres,' written by Jtian de Castellanos, one of

the original conquistadores of Venezuela.

Numerous epics, half history half romance, were written in Latin

America about the episodes of the conquest. Of these the 'Aratico

Dotnado * is one of the earliest and most famotis. Of all the native

American races, the Araucans of Chile possessed in the highest degree

those qualities that make up the ideal of manhood,— bodily strength

and activity, intelligence, honorable truthfulness, indomitable courage,

and love of independence. The Incas had never been able to subdue

them; and they resisted the Spaniards with var\-ing results 186 years,

when in 1732 their independence south of the Bio-Bio River was
acknowledged by treaty. During one of the periods of Spanish suc-

cess, when Santiago and ^""aldi^-ia were founded, Diego Hurtado de

Mendoza led a party to the conquest of Chiloe in 1558. Among his

followers was a young poet, Alonso de Ercilla j- ZMiga, who began

by the nightly camp-fires to write a narrative of the war. Being

afterwards banished for supposed complicity in some attempt at re-

volt, he returned to Spain and lived in gTeat poverty; but completed

his poem ' La Araucana, * which has been praised as one of the truly

great epics of the world. The scenery of that distant country be-

tween the Andes and the ocean, varied by earthquake shocks and

volcanic fires, the trained valor of the Spaniards, the heroic courage

of the natives, the hand-to-hand battles where the Indian women
fought by the side of their husbands, all furnished abundant fresh

material which the poet presented in colors \vnA and deep. A recol-

lection of his own treatment may have contributed to his making the

Araucan the nobler combatant. It was to remedy this defect, and to

render what he thought justice to the Spanish commander, that the

Peruvian poet Pedro de Ona recast the epic and produced the shorter

and inferior 'Arauco Domado,' in which the European is entirely vic-

torious. It is to be regretted that from the fact of their living and

writing in Spain, Ercilla y Zuiiiga, together with Garcilaso de la

Vega, the descendant of the Incas, cannot be reckoned among Amer-

ican authors.

Another famous epic dealing with episodes of the conquest is the

'Lima Ftindada,* composed by the Peruvian poet Pedro de Peralta y
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Bamuevo (i 663-1 743); a man of almost universal genius and attain-

ments, as is attested bj- his numerous writings upon a wide range of

subjects. A Mexican bishop, Bernardo Balbuena, who died in 1627,

left a descriptive patriotic poem of great literary worth, entitled *La
Grandeza de Mexico'; a pastoral called < El Siglo de Oro,* the scene

of which is laid in the Xew World; and <E1 Bernardo,' an epic In

three volumes, which is one of the most finished productions in the

language.

Along with a considerable number of local chroniclers and toler-

able versifiers, Brazil presented in the eighteenth centur}"- two epic

poets of distinction, Jose da Santa-Rita Durao and Jose Basilio da

Gama. The former is best known to the present age by his epic

* Caramurii. ' The hero, Diogo Alvares Correa, is a personage of act-

ual history,— a Portuguese adventurer, who with a number of others

was shipwrecked on the Brazilian coast about 1509. They were able

to save a good part of their effects, including arms and ammunition;

and by the possession of these, Alvares became a powerful chief by

the name of Caramuru (ilan-of-fire), and played an important part in

the history of the early Brazilian settlements. The poet has embroi-

dered the tale with a golden thread of romance by introducing as his

heroine the beautiful Indian maiden Paraguassu, the Brazilian Poca-

hontas. Da Gama's epic, the < Uruguay,' although containing some

fine descriptive passages, is not of equal merit. It is a polemic

against the Jesuits, accusing them of trying to found an ecclesiastical

empire; and fails to do justice to their civilizing influence.

No other American writer of colonial times was surrounded with

such a halo of mystery and glory as Juana Ines de Azbaje y Ramirez

(1651-94), more generally known as Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz. Her

beauty, genius, and learning were alike celebrated in the most exalted

terms; and she was called by her admirers "the Tenth Muse." She

was the one peerless star of the viceregal court of Mexico. Suddenly,

for reasons known to herself, among which may be safely surmised

one of those disappointments to which yotmg women are so greatly

exposed, she forsook domestic ties and the splendors of a court for

the seclusion of a convent. But she could not escape from her fame;

and the highest dignitaries in Church and State sought the wisdom

that dropped from her inspired lips. Her modesty was equal to her

other virtues; and when twice elected abbess she declined the honor.

Yet with all this sanctity and austerity, whenever the vestal veil is

blown aside, the features revealed beneath are not only mortal but

distinctly feminine. Her thoughts dwelt on love, jealousy, desertion,

and disappointment; as is revealed in her drama 'Amor es Labe-

rinto,' based on the legend of Theseus and Ariadne. In < Los Em-

peiios de una Casa,' a drama of intrigue and unrequited affection.
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she herself is evidently the heroine. 'Ovillejos' is a satire on a rival

beauty; and her criticism on a famous sermon has a flavor of modern
free-thinking. So too her sonnets reveal not the incloistered devotee,

but the living, susceptible woman.
As is well known, the *< Golden Era » of the literature of the Iberian

peninsula, which reached its height during the lifetime of Camoens,

of Cervantes, and of Lope de Vega, was followed by a, period of rapid

literary and political decadence extending well into the eighteenth

century. This condition could not fail to be reflected, after a time,

in the colonies; and the close of the seventeenth and the beginning

of the eighteenth centuries mark the centre of a period of intellectual

coma almost as profound as that existing in the mother countries.

But as the eighteenth century advances, we begin to perceive there,

just as in the Peninsula, the signs of a coming change. Numerous
traces are to be found of an early influence, on the one hand of the

Encyclopedists, and on the other of Rousseau. More important still

was the revival of interest in the physical sciences, which was par-

ticularly in evidence on the plateaus of New Granada and Mexico.

The pioneer of this movement was Jose Celestino Mutis, a native

of Cadiz; who came to America in 1760 along with Mesia de la Cerda,

then recently appointed viceroy of New Granada. He was made pro-

fessor of mathematics in the College of Nuestra Senora del Rosario;

and it was due to his efforts that the Observatory of Bogota was
built, at that time the finest in the New World. He devoted forty

years to the botany of those regions, and determined the species that

yield quinine, balsam of tolu, balsam of Peru, and other valuable

products. He was also the patron and instructor of a whole genera-

tion of men whose names are honorable in the history of science. Of

those none was more famous, or more unfortunate, than Francisco Jose

de Caldas. He was one of the earliest scientists in America to make
and record meteorological observations; and he measured with great

accuracy the altitudes of Chimborazo and Tunguragua. He accom-

panied Mutis in his botanical explorations, and in 1804 was made
director of the observatory. In 18 16, when revolution was all abroad

in Spanish America, a Spanish commander, Morillo, took possession

of Bogota. He knew the republican preferences of the professors;

and they knew their consequent fate. On bended knees Caldas

begged for a year of close confinement prior to his execution, in

order that he might finish the great botanical work that had been in

progress half a century, and the plan of which he alone understood;

but he plead to insensate ears, and he and all the savants who had

not effected their escape were butchered.*

* Lino de Pombo, < Vida de Caldas,' page 287.
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Meanwhile in Mexico, the astronomical observations of Velazquez y
Cardenas, Alzate y Ramirez, and Leon y Gama were attracting the

attention of the French Academy and the leading astronomers of

Europe; the Botanic Garden was established; and the Royal School

of Mines and the Academy of Fine Arts were founded,— institutions

which earned the unstinted encomiums of Humboldt.

The accession of Philip V., the grandson of Louis XIV. of France,

to the throne of Spain, was distinguished by the advent of French
influences, and the founding of academies and literary societies. The
Spanish Royal Academy and the Lisbon Royal Academy of Sciences

were established in 17 14, and numerous societies, formed upon French

or Italian models, sprang up in the Peninsula and the colonies,

being especially noticeable in Brazil and the regions of the Plata.

Another phase of the general intellectual revival was in progress in

Caracas, the capital and leading commercial port of Venezuela, where
foreign intercourse was spreading new and revolutionary ideas in

politics.

It is in colonial Venezuela that we first meet, on American soil,

with the Basques of the Pyrenees,— a people that are the living

enigma of ethnology, without known kinship among the races of men.

Shrewd, energetic, sturdy maintainers of liberty, they came over in

great numbers in the eighteenth century, not to dig for gold, but to

clear farms and introduce the culture of cocoa, cotton, cofEee, and

indigo. To them were largely due the material prosperity of Vene-

zuela and its readiness to cast off the Spanish yoke. The liberator

Simon Bolivar was a Basque, as were many of his principal followers.*

For the past hundred years the stream of Basque emigration has

been toward the region of the Plata, where they have contributed to

make the Argentine Republic a second New England :+ but they are

scattered everywhere, and recognized by their industry, thrift, and

un-Castilian names, as Icazbalceta, the Mexican archaeologist; Narciso

Arestegui of Peru, author of the historical novel 'El Padre Orani>;

the brothers Amunategui of Chile, authors of <Los Precursores de la

Independencia de Chile ' ; Anauzamendi, Arrechaveleta, Goicoerrotea,

etc.

Thus we see that many important influences were tending towards

a greater maturity of intelligence and independence of judgment in

the Latin-American colonies, and energy was gradually accumulating

for the next great advance in their national development.

*Aristides Rojas, <Origenes Venezolaiios,> Tomo i., page 125; Antonio de

Trueba, < Venezuela y los Vascos,> in <La Ilustraci6n Espanola y Americana,'

1876.

f Revue des Deux Mondes, 1868.

XV—558
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The Revolutionary Period

The yoke of Spain, however legitimate, had long been felt to be

heavy on the neck of her colonies; and the prostration of the Iberian

peninsula beneath the heel of Napoleon furnished an opportunity

for insurrections, which in 1810 broke out almost simultaneously in

Mexico, Venezuela, New Granada, Quito, Chile, and Buenos Ayres.

The last viceroys of Mexico and Peru departed in 1821; and the inde-

pendent empire of Brazil was proclaimed October 12th, 1822. That

date may be held to close the revolutionary period, considered as a

struggle for national independence.*

The revolutionary period, as thus defined, covered only twelve

years; and during this epoch the constant demands for action were

a check to the powers of reflection. The poet abandoned his pen to

gjasp a flint-lock ; and the diligent consumer of midnight oil now kept

lonely vigil as a sentry on some rugged mountain pathway. There

was neither time nor opportunity for deliberate literary composition;

yet almost every day brought forth some event that served as ma-

terial for writers during the years to come. Wordsworth's statement

that * poetry is the outcome of emotion reflected in tranquillity" finds

here a wider application ; for these stirring scenes proved, in the calm

of later years, to be the most prolific of themes that poet or historian

could desire.

There is little permanent merit in the numerous harangues and

pamphlets that were the "trumpet-call to arms" of the early Ameri-

can patriots ; and the popular rhymes in which some colonial hero was
glorified, or some Peninsular leader ridiculed, lack importance except

as rough embodiments of the sentiment of the hour. It is not until

the waves of the contest begin to recede that the true literature en-

gendered by the revolution comes into evidence.

One poet of the revolution, Jose Joaquin Olmedo of Ecuador

(1781-1847), rises far above all others for the sublimity and classic

finish of his style, which earned for him the epithet of "the Ameri-

can Pindar " ; and it is no exaggeration to say that he possessed a

magnificence of rhetoric and a power of patriotic exaltation such as

few poets besides the great Theban have exhibited. Miguel Luis

Amunategui, the Chilean critic, says of him:^—"He applies in his

writing a system of poetical tactics, as a general employs strategy.

He locates his figures, his comparisons, his thoughts, according to a

* The various so-called " revolutions » that have unhappily so often since

agitated those countries have related to the power and tenure of office of the

chief magfistrate, or to the degree of union to be maintained between the

component parts of the nation, and have nothing to do with the question of

freedom from foreign domination.
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carefully preconceived plan: he places an apostrophe here, a maxim
there; on the one hand an antithesis, on the other an exclamation; he
paves the way for a profound observation by introducing a pleasant

and flowery description; he is careful to place near the sombre por-

tions, colors of a warmer tone in order to diversify impressions; he
selects words that possess imitative harmony; he handles his ideas

and phrases as a general does his men, his horses, and his field-

pieces." Yet the patriotic fervor of Olmedo's verse is such that the

reader sees only the perfection of the finished production, without

discerning the assemblage of its parts. Olmedo's masterpiece is his

* Canto a Junin,'* an epic ode without an equal in the Spanish lan-

guage. Some of the patriotic poems of Numa Pompilio Llona of Peru
are especially fine ; and the sonnet to Bolivar by the Peruvian Adolfo

Garcia is one of the most beautiful compositions of its kind.

The name of Andres Bello recalls all that is ripest and best

in Latin-American scholarship, statesmanship, and patriotism. The
teacher of Bolivar, the personal friend and companion of Humboldt,
in the inception of the revolution Bello took his place by the side

of his illustrious pupil, and was by him sent on a difficult and deli-

cate mission to England. There he labored assiduously, from 1810 to

1829, to strengthen the hands of his compatriots and procure for them
the means of resistance. On the close of the revolutionary struggle

he was induced by the Chileans to make his home in their country;

where, as rector of the University of Santiago, he was universally

recognized until his death in 1865, at the ripe age of eighty-four, as

the brightest intellectual light of the southern continent. Deeply
read in the ancient and modern literatures of Europe, in national and
international affairs, his field of usefulness covered all that concerns

mankind; and every part of Chilean life felt his invigorating infiu-

ence. He prepared the great civil code that became law in 1855; and

wrote treatises on international law, literary history, grammar, rhet-

oric, philology, pedagogics, and mental philosophy. To crown all, his

poetic temperament, added to his clear and comprehensive intellect,

made him one of the greatest masters of Castilian verse. His 'Agri-

cultura en la Zona Torrida' is a magnificent georgic of the remote

south; and not less admired is his < Oracion por Todos,*— suggested

by Victor Hugo's < Priere pour Totis. *

Of the revolutionary heroes who aided the cause of liberty with

the tongue and pen as well as with the sword, one of the most pro-

lific writers was Carlos Maria de Bustamante (1774-1848), the author

of the Mexican "declaration of independence." During the war he

*Junin, the name of a village and lake (and now also of a Department) of

Central Peru, made celebrated by Bolivar's victory over the Spanish in 1824.
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was four times a prisoner, and often a fugitive in peril of his life

His greatest literary work was a history of the Mexican revolution

in six quarto volumes; and he was the author of several other, con-

siderable works on Mexican affairs. He edited eight successive news-

papers; and wrote seventy-eight pamphlets, nearly all relating to

political or other national matters.

The revolution in the region watered by the Plata was illustrated

by the names and writings of Mariano Moreno, the disciple of Adam
Smith; Esteban Lena y Patron, diplomat, editor, and poet, the author

of * La Libertad de Lima ' ; the philosophic Juan Crisostomo Lafinur,

famed for his beautiful elegy on the death of General Belgrano, the

hero of Tucuman ; and Vincente Lopez y Planes, who wrote < El Tri-

unfo Argentino* in honor of the repulse of the English invasion of

Buenos Ayres (1806-7), and also composed the national hymn of the

republic.

During the period under consideration, the literary tone of Brazil

presented a more placid character, due to her exemption from the

violent contests that were agitating the remainder of the continent.

This difference of tone is finely exemplified in the writings of Do-

mingo Borges de Barros, Viscount of Pedra Branca (1783-185 5),

—

more frequently spoken of simply as Pedra Branca Born in afflu-

ence, he was educated in the mother country, where he became the

boon companion of the literary coteries of Lisbon; and his sojourn of

four years in France (1806-10) served to imbue him with the light

Epicureanism of Paris. On his return to his native country, he

showed republican leanings, and even carried them so far as to suf-

fer a brief and genteel imprisonment. That, however, was soon over;

in 1820 he was elected delegate to the Cortes at Lisbon; and on the

establishment of independence he was made a senator of the Empire.

Yet he never took any leading part as a legislator. He was essen-

tially one of those who seek to enliven the brevitj^ of life with the

enjoyments of friendship, wine, gallantry, and song. The song too

was characteristic : no grand epic or solemn ode, but < Poesias oflere-

cidas as Senhoras Brazileiras. > His polished manners, light brilliancy,

and unvarying geniality made him the favorite poet of the young
empire; so that he was as truly a representative man as if he had

been the Moses of a great ernancipation.

The Period of Independence

Of the present sixteen independent republics of Latin America,

three great countries— Chile, the Argentine Republic, and Brazil*

—

*The reader will bear in mind that Brazil, although it achieved its auton-

omy as an empire in 1822, did not become a republic until 1889.
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have attained in this century to greater importance than the early-

seats of aboriginal or viceregal splendor.

Chile had been a doubtful appendage of the empire of the Incas:

after the downfall of that dynasty, the brave Araucans contested its

possession with the Spanish invaders one hundred and eighty years;

and when at length they were driven to the regions south of the

Bio-Bio River, the northern portion was held as a part of the vice-

royalty of Peru until the time of the revolution. Independence was
secured in 1817; and the next few years were taken up with domestic

wrangling and political experiments, until the present constitution

was adopted in 1833. Since that time there has been continuous

progress and prosperity. The great mineral and agricultural resources

have been developed; education has been vigorously advanced; and
in its national organization the republic compares favorably with the

most progressive nations of the northern hemisphere.

The settlements in the region of the Plata and its great tributa-

ries were made fitfully and under unusual disadvantages; and it was
only in 1776 that Buenos Ayres was made, the residence of a viceroy,

whose authority extended over the present Argentine Republic, Bo-

livia, Paraguay, and Uruguay. ' The existence of this government was
neither tranquil nor durable ; and active revolutionary measures were

begun in 18 13. Independence was secured and a federal constitution

adopted in 1825. Half a century of domestic factions and foreign

wars succeeded; and now the country has enjoyed twenty years of

peace and prosperity, during which its growth has been rapid and

healthy. As at present constituted, the Argentine Republic is one

of the best-situated countries in the world, and seems destined to

become in the next century one of the most powerful of nations. It

is as large as Central and Western Europe, and nearly equal in extent

to all of the United States east of the Rocky Mountains; its climate

admits of the full development of man's physical and mental powers;

it has a vast extent of fertile soil; and its future prosperity depends

not on precarious mines of gold, silver, or diamonds, but on steady

labor and the orderly succession of seed-time and harvest.

Brazil is equal in area to the entire United States excluding

Alaska; but its tropical climate is an obstacle to advancement. Be-

fore the present century the settlements in that country had a feeble,

often disturbed existence; and until the discovery of diamonds in 1786,

the peculiar red dye-stuff called "Brazil wood" was about the sole

attraction to Europeans. When Napoleon was turning all European

affairs into chaos and dissolution, Joao VI. left Lisbon in 1807 and

set up his throne in Rio de Janeiro. That seemed to the Brazilians

a great event, as it was the first time in history that a colony had

become the head of a united kingdom. In time, however, they became
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discontented at seeing themselves as subordinate as ever, and that

the Portuguese court retained all the powers and honors. When the

King returned to Portugal in 1821, his son Dom Pedro was left as

regent of the kingdom of Brazil. He became so popular that in the

following year the Cortes at Lisbon ordered him to return home;
but the people of Brazil begged him not to go, and proclaimed him
emperor as Dom Pedro I. Thus Brazil's independence of European

control was attained without bloodshed or display of armed force;

and under the wise direction of a permanent ruler, she was spared

the internal dissensions that long proved a formidable obstacle to the

progress of some of her neighbors.

Politics and literature are much allied in Latin America. The
beginnings of revolution had little to do with theories of government

or abstract rights of man: they aimed at the immediate ends of free

trade and relief from foreign domination. Brazil accepted an em-

peror with enthusiasm; independent Mexico offered the crown to a

Spanish prince, and on his refusal made Iturbide emperor; and Vene-

zuela, Peru, Chile, Paraguay, and the Argentine admitted dictators.

There has always been a tendency to run into dictatorial govern-

ment. There is a permanent party— including the powerful influence

of the Church— in favor of a strong personal government and a large

amount of interference with individual interests. At the same time

there have been large numbers with the apparent ideal of * every

man his own lawgiver, judge, and executioner." The contest has

been between these parties, over the question of how much govern-

ment people require. The Church and the older men generally have

upheld rule and authority; literary men— the young, enthusiastic,

and poetic^ have as generally striven for larger freedom. It is al-

most a stereotyped phrase in any account of a poet that he was **an

ardent advocate of liberty." It is encouraging to observe that the

distance between the two wings is diminishing; that the one party is

becoming less eager to govern, and the other a little more willing to

be governed.

Writers on Political Science.— The necessities arising from the

acquisition of national independence caused such subjects as political

economy, international and constitutional law, and public education,

to occupy a prominent place in the minds of the founders of the new
republics. Early in the century, treatises on these topics began to

appear which won the encomiums of eminent European authorities.

The valuable labors of Andres Bello have been already referred to.

Juan Bautista Alberdi, the Argentine jurist (born 1808), is entitled to

take rank in the class of publicists represented in Europe by Guizot,

De Tocqueville, and the Mills, and by Kent and Story in the United
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States. He' was the author of the Argentine constitution, and of

eight substantial works, of which the most important are < Bases y
Puntos de Partida para la Organizacion de la Repiiblica Argentina >

and 'Sistema Economico y Rentistico de la Confederacion Argentina.'

A slight, delicate man, he was when aroused a powerful writer and
speaker, his power being augmented by a vein of caustic irony. As
polemic articles, his pamphlets are as famous for their aggressive

virility as those of Paul Louis Courier. A celebrated work of more
recent date is * La Reforma Politica * of Dr. Rafael Niinez, recently

president of the republic of Colombia; Nunez is an ultra-conservative,

and his great treatise favors a "paternal despotism." Rafael Seijas

of Venezuela is a distinguished jurist who has written ably upon
international law; he is also a diligent student of English, French,

and Italian literatures, upon which he has given to the public some
interesting articles.

After Andres Bello, few promoters of public education have better

earned the esteem of their countrymen than Domingo Faustino Sar-

miento, an Argentine born in 181 1. He began his career as head of

a female college; and in 1842 he established the first normal school

of South America, at the same time that as an editor he was com-

bating with all his might the " separatist " dictatorship of Rosas and

advocating the union of the several States. While minister to the

United States (1865-67) he made a careful study of the school system;

and the results of his investigations were given to the world in an

essay entitled * Las Escuelas : Base de la Prosperidad de los Estados

Unidos.* He was favored by the personal friendship and assistance

of Horace Mann, who was perhaps the best-known educationalist

that the United States has ever produced. Sarmiento was president

of the Argentine Republic from 1868 to 1874. As a writer he was

gfifted with great originality and vigor of expression, which make his

*Recuerdos de Provincia' one of the most entertaining books of its

kind. His masterpiece is entitled 'Facundo,* in which he presents in

a series of glowing pictures a comprehensive survey of the points of

difference between civilization and barbarism.

Historians.— History has always been well represented in the lit-

erature of Latin America. Most of the States have comprehensive

histories, the fruit of much research, and written with careful regard

to facts and form. There are also numerous historical works of more

limited scope, devoted to certain districts or periods, or gathered

around the achievements of individuals.

The national or State histories often surprise the stranger by the

liberal scale upon which they are constructed. A profusion of material

handed down from the old days of viceregal and monastic supremacy,
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combined with the greater leisure of the southern life, and a certain

tendency to wordiness on the part of writers, have resulted in mak-

ing these histories bulky, if not at times wearisome. We could wish

a broader treatment of essentials, and less space devoted to details.

The authors often lived too near the events they record, or were too

deeply interested in them, to be able to take an impartial, pano-

ramic view; or are weighted by religions, political, or social prepos-

sessions.

Father Suarez informs his readers that in collecting material for

his history of Ecuador, he examined ten thousand packages of papers

filed in the Archives of the Indies in Seville. Leon Fernandez, find-

ing no history of his native State of Costa Rica, set about > collecting

materials; and in 1881-86 he gave to the world 1,917 closely printed

pages of documents, not previously edited, bearing upon the history of

a country of less than a quarter of a million of inhabitants, and whose

first printing-press was set up in 1830. The history of Mexico from

the earliest times to the death of Maximilian, by Niceto de Zamacois,

fills eighteen thick octavo volumes. Lorenzo Montufar's * Reseiia His-

torica de Centre-America *— a mere outline— makes seven volumes

royal octavo; and the recent ^ Historia General de, Chile,' by Diego

Barros Arana, comprises thirteen octavo volumes. Another Chilean

historian, Benjamin Vicuna Mackenna, has written an account of a

single campaign, 'Historia de la Campana de Tarapaca,' in two vol-

umes of a thousand pages each ; his collective historical works fill

fifteen volumes. The government of Venezuela is now publishing the

historical essays of Aristides Rojas relative to that country, and they

are estimated to form thirteen or fourteen volumes. The third stout

volume of the ' Historia General de la Republica del Ecuador, ' by

Suarez, reaches only to the year 17 18. Then there are the exhaustive

works relating to Peru, of which we may mention the magnificent

treatise of Raimondi, cut short in its fourth volume by the author's

death in 1892. The tenth volume of the * Historia de la Republica

Argentina' by Vicente Fidel Lopez has just appeared, and its ven-

erable author is continuing the work with an industry unche'cked by

the weight of his seventy-six years.

Among special historical works which even the briefest enumera^

tion would include, the most widely known are probably the twin

histories of General Bartolome Mitre of Buenos Ayres (born 182 1),

bearing the titles * Historia de Belgrano y de la Independencia

Argentina,' and 'Historia de San Martin y de la Emancipacion Sud-

Americana.' Special mention should be given to the standard work

of Rafael Maria Baralt of Maracaibo (1810-60), entitled 'Resumen

de la Historia Antigua y Moderna de Venezuela,' which Aristides

Rojas has more recently supplemented by seven "studies" on various
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epochs and aspects of the national history. Two histories written by
Colombians rank very high ; namely, the < Historia de la Nueva
Granada > by Jose Antonio de Plaza, and the < Historia de la Revo-
lucion de Colombia' by Jose Manuel Restrepo. The historical works
of Mariano Paz Soldan are characterized by that patient accumulation

of facts which is supposed to distinguish German scholarship; his rep-

utation rests more especially upon his 'Historia del Peru Independi-

ente de 1819 a 1827,* and his < Diccionario Geografico-Estadistico del

Peru.'

Manuel Orozco y Berra gave to the public in 1880 an elaborate

account of the ancient nations of Mexico in his < Historia Antigua y
de la Conquista de Mexico,' in which he goes over the whole subject

treated by Prescott, and adds a profusion of further details. Vicente

Fidel Lopez, the author of the large < History of the Argentine Re-
public ' previously mentioned, has written two historical works of great

interest to the, ethnologist and antiquarian; they are entitled <Las
Razas del Peru Anteriores a la Conquista' and ' Les Races Aryennes
au Perou.'

Brazil has produced several historical writers of merit. The stand-

ard history is by Fr. Antonio de Varnhagen, and is entitled < Historia

Geral do Brazil.' It extends to the last half of the present cen-

tury, but does not reach the abdication of Pedro II. Varnhagen 's

style is lucid and dignified, as required by the subject, and free from
the rhetorical inflation too common among inferior writers in the

southern continent. His descriptive passages are often particularly

fine. He published in i860 an interesting little book, <A Caga no
Brazil,'— the first of the kind that has appeared in South America,—
describing the wild animals and the modes of pursuing them in the

great forests and on the plains of that country. Pereira da Silva's

* Historia da Fundagao do Imperio Brazileiro ' is one of the standard

works of Brazilian history.

Literary Critics.— Opinions on authors and books occupy a larger

relative space in Latin-American literature than in that of Anglo-Saxon

nations. Criticism, among our southern neighbors, deals less with the

views and statements of an author than with his manner of present-

ing them ; so by treating literature as a fine art, along with painting

and music, it becomes in itself a fine art, requiring artistic faculties

carefully cultivated. One of the highest authorities in the southern

continent has said :
<< That which above all other things exalts an

author and enables him to reach posterity, is style." The more staid

people of the north hold that substance is even more important than

form, and that the enduring masterpieces of the world's literature

combine both. It is a question of relative estimate.
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Criticism, as a fine art, has been cultivated in Latin America with

surprising assiduity; and includes among its eminent masters such

men as Torres Caicedo, Miguel Luis Amunategui, and Calixto Oyuela,

the author of 'Estudios y Artlculos Literarios.' A few words must
be spared for Rafael M. Merchan, the Cuban, exile, of whom it has

been elegantly said that he « writes with a gloved hand and a pen of

gold." He made his home in Bogota, one of the foremost literary

centres of the southern continent, and became secretary to the Presi-

dent. His poetic temperament, wide reading, and fine discernment

furnish the qualifications that make him above all a critic, and which
shine conspicuously in his study on Juan Clemente Zenea and in his

'Estudios Criticos.'

Of all this wealth of critical discussion, no part affords more at-

tractive reading than the works of Martin Garcia Merou, the present

Argentine minister to the United States. They show a wide famili-

arity with the literatures of Europe and America, a delicate judg-

ment, and that kind of fairness that can appreciate the merits of one

with whom he does not agree. In addition, his personal acquaint-

ance with the leading contemporary authors of South America imparts

to his writings a peculiar interest that is lacking in the works of less

favored critics. His essay on the poet Echeverria may be cited as

one of his most thorough studies; while in his two recent reminis-

cences, 'Recuerdos Literarios' and * Confidencias Literarias,* he flits

from one author or book to another with all the vivacity and brill-

iancy of a tropical humming-bird.

Those most interested in the subject of Latin-American literature

are now eagerly awaiting the great work in preparation by Professor

Garcia Velloso, of Buenos Ayres. It is to be a comprehensive history

of the literature of the entire southern continent.

Novelists.— The novel, as a means of interesting and influen-

cing the public mind, did not begin to assume prominence in Latin

America until the latter half of the present century; and the class of

writers whose specialty is prose fiction is still relatively small. Jorge

Isaaks, the Colombian poet, is widely known by his 'Maria,' a simple

and pathetic story of rural life, a translation of which has been ex-

tensively read in the United States. His compatriot Julio Arboleda

has given the public a bright contrast to this sombre picture, in his

sparkling romance <Casimiro el Montafies.

'

The collection of stories known as 'La Linterna Magica,' writ-

ten by Jose T. del Cuellar, of Mexico, has been deservedly popular.

Ignacio M. Altamirano, a Mexican lawyer and orator of pure Indian

blood, has left a novel, * Clemencia, ' which for style and pathos has

seldom been surpassed. The Mexican historian Orozco y Berra wrote
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a beautiful novel, 'Escenas de Trainta Anos,^ relating the experiences

of an unfortunate disappointed invalid. Dr. J. J. Fernandez Lizardi,

generally known by the pseudonym of «E1 Pensador Mexicano," has

revived the old Spanish picaresque type of romance in his ' Periquillo

Sarmiento. >

The Argentine historian Vicente Fidel Lopez is the author of a

thrilling historical novel entitled 'La Novia del Hereje,' the scene of

which is laid in Lima in the time of the Inquisition; but the favorite

romance of the region of the Plata is the *Amalia> of Jose Marmol,

one of the most beautiful of modern novels. Chile has produced sev-

eral noted works of fiction, among which the 'Alberto el Jugador' of

the poetess Rosario Orrego de Uribe, 'La Dote de una Joven,* by
Vicente Grez, and the historical novel ' Los Heroes del Pacifico, ' by
Ramon Pacheco, are much admired. 'Contra la Marea,> by the Chi-

lean Alberto del Solar, is one of the most powerful of recent American

novels.

Quite a number of romances have been founded upon Indian

legends, or tell of Indian life and customs, after the manner of

Fenimore Cooper. Two of the best of these are quite recent,— the

'Paine* and 'Relmii* of the Argentine publicist Estanislao S. Zebal-

los, who, still young, combines every form of literary activity. The
' Huincahual, ' by Alberto del Solar, is one of the most able produc-

tions of this class, and gives evidence of a diligent study of Araucan

customs and character. The Brazilian novelist Jose Martiniao Alencar

wrote two famous Indian romances, entitled ' Iracema ' and ' Guarany.

'

' Iracema ' develops the main feature of the story of John Smith and

Pocahontas. The other novel, like Helen Hunt Jackson's 'Ramona,'

tells how a young Indian loves a Portuguese woman. Carlos Gomes
has transformed it into an opera which has become well known in

Europe, retaining the name of ' Guarany.

'

Besides Martiniao Alencar, Brazil has produced during the present

century two highly successful writers of prose fiction,— Joaquim

Manoel de Macedo and Bernardo Guimaraes. Macedo was a doctor of

medicine, a professor in the University of Rio, a member of Congress,

and a prolific writer in prose and verse. His 'Moreninha' (Brunette),

published in 1840, undertook for the first time to portray Brazilian

society as it really was; it enjoyed extraordinary popularity, as did

also his ' Senhora,' which some critics consider superior to 'Moreninha.'

Guimaraes is one of the most powerful and original writers of Brazil.

'Ermitao de Muquem' is considered his best novel. It is written in

three versions or styles: one plain prose, one poetic prose, and one

peculiar to the author, like the styles of Bentham and Carlyle. His

' Seminarista ' is a romance with a tragic outcome, and is directed

against the enforced celibacy of the clergy.
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Poets and Dramatists.— The Spanish and Portuguese languages

lend themselves so readily to versification that the amount of poetry

produced is enormous; indeed, it may almost be assumed that every

South-American writer not a scientific specialist is also a poet. Juan

Leon Mera published in 1868 a critical history of the poets of Ecua-

dor, at a time when many persons were not aware that that coun-

try had ever possessed any. Cortes, in his <Parnaso Peruano,' fills

eight hundred pages with choice extracts from forty-four of the lead-

ing poets of Peru; and the great anthology of Menendez y Pelayo,

consisting of four thick volumes of poetical selections, purports to

give " only the very best that Spanish-Am.erican writers have pro-

duced in verse.*

Four names may represent the different styles of poetry cultivated

in Mexico. Manuel Carpio, a physician by profession, was well read

in Greek and Roman literatures, and a still more diligent student of

Jewish lore. His * Tierra Santa ' is a work of great learning, not

inferior to Robinson's 'Biblical Researches.' He is best known,

however, by his poems; one of which, 'La Cena de Baltasar,' shows

remarkable descriptive power. Fernando Calderon is distinguished

rather by the sweetness than the strength of his verse. The tender-

ness of his sentiments is well displayed in ' Herman, 6 la Vuelta del

Cruzado.* He was the author of a comedy entitled <A Ninguna de

las Tres,' intended as a satire on those who return from foreign

travel only to find fault with everything at home. Jose Joaquin

Pesado has at once tenderness, sublimity, and classic finish. In <La

Revelacion ' he has essayed to wake anew the harp which Dante

swept; and he has given to his countrymen in their own tongue the

odes of Horace and the psalms of David, along with some minor

poems of rare beauty. Last of all, in ' Los Aztecas ' he has sought

to restore and interpret the hymns, chants, and lost lore of the prim-

itive races of Anahuac. Manuel Acuiia, whose unhappy life extended

only from 1849 to 1873, holds the place among Mexican poets that

Edgar A. Poe does among those of the United States. In his nerv-

ous, delicate nature, poetry was a morbid secretion, like the pearl in

the oyster; and he became the self-appointed priest and prophet of

sorrow and disappointment. His most noted poems are 'El Pasado,*

'A Rosario,' and a drama entitled 'Gloria.'

One of the most enduring masterpieces of Spanish-American verse

is 'Gonzalo de Oyon,' a beautifully wrought tale based upon an epi-

sode in the early history of the country. Its author, Julio Arboleda

(1817-62), held the foremost rank among the Colombian writers of

the first half of this century. Another Colombian writer who reflects

the sentiments of the past is Silveria Espinosa de Rendon, who
laments the expulsion of the Jesuits in her 'Lagrimas i Recuerdos.'
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Among the young and hopeful spirits that enliven the brilliant society

of Bogota at the present time, Antonio Jose Restrepo is the poet lau-

reate. The most celebrated of his longer poems are < Un Canto > and
<E1 Dios Pan'; in which the author shows himself to be a liberalist

of the most pronounced type, who writes in utter fearlessness of all

absolute rulers for man's mind, body, or estate.

The extensive writings of Esteban Echeverria (1809-51) contain

many passages that are weak and commonplace; but he stands forth

as the national poet of the Argentine Republic, reflecting the life and
thought found on its vast plains and along its mighty rivers. The
productions to which his fame is chiefly due are "Avellaneda, ' < La
Revolucion del Sur,> and 'La Cautiva.> The last-named poem, an
Indian story of the Pampas, deserves a place by the side of < Hia-

watha,' which it resembles in the unaffected beauty of its descriptive

passages and the flowing simplicity of its versification. Martin Coro-

nado and Rafael Obligado, two of the leading poets of Buenos Ayres,

are disciples of Echeverria, though of different types. Coronado's

verse is impassioned and dazzling; while Obligado's muse loves the

contentment of the family hearth or the shady banks of the majestic

Parana, where the stillness is broken only by the cry, of a wild bird

or the lazy dip of an oar.

The poems of Arnaldo Marquez and Clemente Althaus of Peru

take a very high rank for their beauty and tenderness of sentiment

as well as purity of style. The <Noche de Dolor en las Montanas'

and the ' Canto de la Vida ' of the Peruvian Numa Pompilio Llona

are compositions which will be admired for centuries. The < Romances
Americanos ' of the Chilean poet Carlos Walker Martinez, and the

' Flores del Aire ' of Dr. Adan Quiroga of Argentina, are collections

of poems of great merit and originality. Compositions of remark-

able beauty will be found in the ' Brisas del Mar ' of the Peruvian

Manuel Nicolas Corpancho, the 'Armonias ' of Guillermo Blest Gana
of Chile, and the ' Flores Silvestres ' of Francisco Javier de Acha of

Uruguay.

Jose Batres y Montufar of Guatemala, a lyric poet of merit, is

one of the most noted satirists of America. Matlas Cordoba and Gar-

cia Goyena of Guatemala have been justly compared, as fabulists, to

uSIsop and La Fontaine.

Among Brazilian Writers of the present century, two representative

poets may be selected: Antonio Gongalves Dias and Domingos Jose

Gongalves Magalhaes. Dias was even more esteemed as a patriot

than as a poet; and was much employed by the late emperor in

carrying out educational and other reforms, in which that estimable

sovereign was deeply interested. The successive issues of miscella-

neous poems by Dias are now known collectively as his 'Canteiros,*
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and won the enthusiastic commendation of the Portuguese critic Her-

culao. He also left some Indian epics, and the two dramas ' Leonor

de Mendonga' and <Sextilhas de Frei Antao.> He was so far honored

in his own country that his fellow-townsmen erected a statue to his

memory, with an inscription declaring him the foremost poet of

Brazil. The best productions of Magalhaes are a tragedy entitled

*Antonio Jose ou o Poeta e a Inquisigao,' and, 'A Confederagao dos

Tamayos,' the latter an epic founded on an outbreak of the Tamayo
and other Indians.

SUMMARY

On looking across the Rio Grande at authors and books beyond,

one is struck by some points that contrast ' with our northern life.

There, public men are writers. Whether it be that political life

stimulates literary activity, or that the latter is a passport to the

former, presidents, senators, cabinet officers, judges, and ministers

plenipotentiary all write. Many of them read, write, and speak a

number of languages,— an accomplishment so rare in Saxon America

that an envoy is sometimes sent on an important mission without

being able to speak the language of the country to which he is

accredited.

Again, the literary men of the far South, with scarce an exception,

write poetry as readily as prose. Nothing could be more incongruous

than the idea of the average public man in the United States writing

poetry. Something is due to the character of the language, that a

stranger does not readily appreciate. In Spanish and Portuguese

verse the words roll and swell, liquid and lengthy, like the waves of

the sea, and tempt one to prolong the billowy movement. An excel-

lent critic has said on this point, « The seeming ease of the versifica-

tion is constantly enticing the poet on."* The result is that we get

not only good measure in the length of words, but liberal coimt in

their number. Furthermore, we of the north are actively looking

around, watching the chances; the man of the south is reflective,

introspective, and he commits his soliloquies to paper. He is often

more intent on photographing his own mind than' on reaching the

minds of others. Latin-American verse is glowingly descriptive, or

plaintive and tender, with an occasional tinge of melancholy; but it

all possesses a healthy and natural tone, and has not yet been in-

fected by the morbid unrest and hopeless cynicism that characterizes

much of the recent poetry of older nations.

* Martin Garcia M6rou, <Ensayo sobre Echeverria,' page 174.
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In most Latin-American countries the persons of unmixed European
descent are still in a minority. This alone would lead to a marked
distinction of classes. Actually the difference between the highest

and the lowest is still extreme. On the one hand there are learn-

ing and careful education — somewhat different from ours in kind, but

by no means inferior in degree ; on the other, the densest ignorance

and superstition. The great bulk of the people from Texas to Cape
Horn cannot read and write. Great efforts are put forth to remedy
this state of things by general education, and much has already been
accomplished; but the task is immense and will occupy several gen-

erations. In the United States, books are intended for a reading class

numbering many millions, and are made as cheap as possible, so as

to come within their reach. This is still more conspicuously the case

in Germany. In Latin America there are no millions to read, and
the best books are addressed to a relatively small class. As sales are

limited, large works of general interest or permanent value are pub-

lished or aided by the governments, or by wealthy and public-spirited

individuals. Lesser works are often put forth in small editions at the

cost of the author. No pains or expense is spared to make some of

these masterpieces of their kind; and combinations of paper, typogra-

phy, and binding are produced whose elegance is nowhere surpassed.

Of the lighter literature of the southern republics, a large part first

appears in the various revistas and other literary periodicals main-

tained in all the principal cities. It consists principally of odes, son-

nets, short stories, and essays. These- essays embrace every variety

of subject: the authors traverse— often literally — the Old World and

the New, view them geographically, ethnologically, sociologically, and

write under such captions as 'A "Winter in Russia, > < The Bedouins of

the City,' < The Literature of Slang,* or '.The History of an Umbrella.'

The subjects are generally treated in a light, sketchy style, so as

to be pleasant reading, and afford at least as much entertainment as

information.

Novelists and dramatists are under a great disadvantage, having no

protective tariff to save them from European, and especially French,

competition. Editors and managers find translations cheaper and

easier to obtain than native productions. There is happily a growing

reaction in favor of native writers who represent American subjects

as seen by American eyes. When the cultivated public becomes fully

aware of the greater genuineness of these domestic productions, native

talent will have an ampler field; and there is every reason to believe

that it will be prepared to satisfy the fullest demand.

Authorities.—-J. M. Pereira da Silva, 'Os Varoes Illustres do

Brazil durante os Tempos Coloniaes,' Paris, 1858. Ferdinand Wolff,
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'Histoire de la Litterature Bresilienne, > Berlin, 1863. < Lira Americana,*

by R. Palma, Paris, 1865. Domingo Cortes, <America Poetica,' Paris,

1875; and 'Diccionario Biografico Americano,' Paris, 1875. Juan Leon
Mera, 'Ojeada historico-critica sobre la Poesia Ecuatoriana, * Quito,

1868. Francisco Largomaggiore, 'America Literaria,> Buenos Ayres,

1883. Francisco Pimentel, 'Historia Critica de la Literatura y de las

Ciencias en Mexico.' J. M. Torres Caicedo, 'Ensayos Biogfraficos i de

Critica Literaria sobre los Principales Publicistas i Literates de la

America Latina.' Marcelino Menendez y Pelayo, 'Antologia de Poetas

Hispano-Americanos, ' 4 vols., Madrid, 1893-95.
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WILLIAM EDWARD HARTPOLE LECKY

(1 838-)

BY JOHN WHITE CHADWICK

IfECKY, whose rank among English historians is so well assured

by what he has done already as to be quite independent

of anything he may do hereafter, was born in the neigh-

borhood of Dublin, Ireland, March 26th, 1838. Trinity College, Dub-

lin, which gave him his first degree in 1859, has since united with

Oxford and other universities in crowning him with the highest

honors. His inclination to historical literature was pronounced while

he was still in college; and found its first public expression in 1861,

when he published anonymously < The Lead-

ers of Public Opinion in Ireland,' four elab-

orate studies of Swift, Flood, Grattan, and

O'Connell. The secret of his authorship

was not well kept; and the book attracted

so much attention, read in the light of cur-

rent Irish politics, that it was republished

in 1 87 1 under Mr. Lecky's name, with an

important introduction from his hand. This

maiden book had much of the promise of

his later writing in its face. Without read-

ing into it what is not there, it is easy to

divine that the writer's predilection was for

history Bather than for biography, for causes

and relations rather than for mere events,

and for history as literature, not as a catalogue or grouping of things

exactly verified. Moreover, in this early book we have that warm
humanity which has been the dominant note of Mr. Lecky's literary

work, and which has proved quite as attractive as his streaming and

pellucid style.

The years from 1861 to 1865 must have been exceedingly labori-

ous, including as they did the preparation for the < History of the

Rise and Influence of the Spirit of Rationalism in Europe,' two large

volumes full of such matter as must have required a vast amount

of careful study and research for its separation from the innumerable

documents in which it was imbedded. Without a sign of Buckle's

XV—559

W. E. H. Lecky
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wanton display of his authorities, both text and notes revealed a mar-

velous patience and persistency in the search for even the smallest

farthing candle that might shed a ray of light upon his theme. The
only deduction from this aspect of the work was the comparatively

limited extent of the demand made on German sources, which were

no doubt incomparably rich. No historical work since Buckle's 'His-

tory of Civilization in Europe' (1857) had attracted so much attention,

nor has any from its publication in 1865 until now. It was like

Buckle's book in the clarity though not in the quality of its style;

and also like it in a more important sense, in that it was a history

after the manner of Montesquieu's * Spirit of Laws ' and Voltaire's

'Essay on Manners.' It was a philosophic history, not an annalist's.

It was moreover the work of a historical essayist rather than a his-

torian. The subjects treated made this a necessity; but either the

writing of this book made the historical essay the habit of Mr. Lecky's

mind, or his instinctive tendency to it was not to be escaped. We
have first an essay on * Magic and Witchcraft, ' next one on ' Church
Miracles,' then a more extended one on <jEsthetic, Scientific, and

Moral Developments of Rationalism,' a still more extended one on
' Persecution, ' one on the * Secularization of Politics, ' and one on the

•Industrial History of Rationalism.' All of these subjects are treated

with a fascinating directness and simplicity, which is the more remark-

able because the essays take up into themselves such a multitude of

facts and observations. The text is not impoverished to enrich the

notes, but a sure instinct seems to decide what can be assimilated

and what had better be left in the rough.

The object of the work, as declared in the introduction, was to

trace the history of the Spirit of Rationalism, not as a class of defi-

nite doctrines,

« but rather as a certain cast of thought, or bias of reasoning, which has
during the last three centuries gained a marked ascendency in Europe";
which « leads men on all occasions to subordinate dogmatic theology to the

dictates of reason and conscience, and as a necessary consequence, greatly to

restrict its influence upon life. It predisposes men, in history, to attribute all

kinds of phenomena to natural rather than miraculous causes; in theology, to

esteem succeeding systems the expressions of the wants and aspirations of

that religious sentiment which is planted in all men ; and in ethics, to regard

as duties only those which conscience reveals to be such.»

Mr. Lecky traced this history with a fairness that went far to disarm
the prejudices of those least disposed to go along with him. He ex-

hibited a remarkable power of entering sympathetically into states

of mind entirely foreign to his own, and of disengaging in particular

characters— that of Voltaire, for example— the better elements from
the worse. But he could not be content to trace a process, however
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congenial to his sympathies. He had a doctrine to maintain, as defi-

nite as Buckle's doctrines of the determinism of natural conditions and
the unprogressive character of morality. It was, that the progress of

rationalism was "mainly silent, unargumentative, and insensible";

that it « appeared first of all in those least subject to theological in-

fluences, soon spread through the educated laity, and last of all took

possession of the clergy." Indeed, the rationalistic spirit seemed to

have for him the realistic character which ideas had for the school-

rtien before the Nominalists won their victory. If his doctrine had
been as true as he imagined it, much of his book would have been
superfluous. His great thinkers would have been merely marking
time, not leading the advance. The truth which it contained was,

that the effect of- argument is not immediate; that it falls into the

ground and dies, and afterward bears fruit. Fortunately the value

of his work was quite as independent of his pet theory as was that

of Buckle's of his. It contains many tributes to the influence of one
thinker or another which are widely at variance with the doctrine of

their practical inefficiency ; the tribute to Voltaire for « having done
more to destroy the greatest of human curses [persecution] than any
other of the sons of men" being one of the most eloquent.

Mr. Lecky's * History of European Rationalism' is the work which
has done more than any other for his immediate reputation and to

perpetuate his fame; but hardly less significant was his 'History of

European Morals from Augustus to Charlemagne,' which appeared in

1869. Had not his previous studies put him on the track of many
things which here are hunted down, four years would have been all

too short for the making of a book which covers so much ground.

Surely something of Mr. Lecky's praise of Gibbon's diligence may
be credited to his own account, when what he did in four years is

compared with what Gibbon did in twenty-four; especially when
we remember that what he has remarked as true of Gibbon must
have been true of his own methods of investigation. « Some of his

most valuable materials will be found in literatures that have no art-

istic merit; in writers who without theory, and almost without criti-

cism, simply relate the facts which they have seen, and express in

unsophisticated language the beliefs and impressions of their time."

Such literatures and writers must have been the main region of Mr.

Lecky's studies for his 'European Morals.' In this book, as in the

' Rationalism, ' he had a thesis to maintain. Here it was the intuitive

character of morality; and it was maintained at great length, its dis-

cussion consuming more than one-third of his first volume. It was an

essay which was not intimately related to the matters following; and

while many of its criticisms of utilitarian ethics were well conceived

as against its earlier and grosser forms, they lose their point when
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turned against such writers as Sidgwick and Stephen and others of

the present generation. In this preliminary discussion the formal

character of the whole work was foreshadowed. Again we have a

series of historical essays and not a continuous history. But these

essays are remarkable for their scope, and for their intelligent appre-

ciation of different systems of morality, pagan and Christian. One

of them, on the Pagan Empire, had for an essay within an essay a

thoroughly sympathetic study of Stoicism. The bias of Mr. Lecky's

intuitive morality was shown in his less adequate appreciation of what

was best in the Epicureans. Subsequent studies have done something

to modify the conclusions which he draws concerning the corruption

of the Empire.

Another essay in this book is on the 'Conversion, of Rome.' This

was the essay which did more than any other to make the book

a subject of wide popular interest, and much scholarly and theo-

logical debate. It coincided with the famous chapters of Gibbon on

the same subject; and while finding operative and important all

the causes which Gibbon named, found them inadequate to account

for the conversion of the Empire as it was actually accomplished.

At the same time Mr. Lecky finds this great event, or series of

events, "easily explicable* by purely natural causes. "The apparent

anomalies of history are not inconsiderable, but they must be sought

in other quarters. . . . Never before was a religious transforma-

tion so manifestly inevitable. No other religion ever combined so

many forms of attraction as Christianity, both from its intrinsic excel-

lence and from its manifest adaptation to the special wants of the

time."

The stress of the second volume, excepting a concluding chapter

on the * Position of Women,' was upon the growth of asceticism and

the monastic orders. With a full appreciation of the distinctive ex-

cellences of the ascetic period, and the contributions that it made to

European civilization, Mr. Lecky has been thought by certain critics

to fail in comprehension of the "saints of the desert"; and it must
be admitted that where a saint had not washed himself for thirty

years, he found it difficult to identify his body as the temple of God
or to see the light of heaven shining in his face: but in general he

is remarkable for his sympathetic realization of the most various

manifestations of the religious spirit. He sees with equal clearness

what was most beautiful and noble in the pagan ethics, and what
was more tender and compassionate in the ethics of Christianity in

its earlier course. In the chapter on the < Position of Women,' a

tentative argument for the public control of sexual vice excited much
contemporary discussion. The argument was strangely utilitarian

for an intuitive moralist, and many averred that it was not soundly
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Utilitarian. For once at least Mr. Lecky waxed sentimental when lie

said of the prostitute, " Herself the supreme type of vice, she is ulti-

mately the most efficient guardian of virtue. . . . She remains,

while creeds and civilizations rise and fall, the eternal priestess of

humanity, blasted for the sins of the people."

Nine -years elapsed after the publication of ' European Morals >

before Mr. Lecky again challenged the attention of the reading world.

In 1878 he published the first two volumes of his ' History of Eng-
land in the Eighteenth Century.' Six more volumes, completing the

work, appeared in the course of the next ten years. It was now
more evident than ever before that Mr. Lecky's habit as a historical

essayist rather than a historian was inherent in the constitution of

his mind, and not in the particular subjects to which he might hap-

pen to apply himself. His object was, as he states it, " to disengage

from the great mass of facts those which relate to the permanent
forces of the nation, or which indicate some of the more enduring

features of national life." To this object in the earlier volumes he

was earnestly devoted; with distinct and admirable success discussing

in separate chapters, which were virtually separate essays, such

questions as the nature and po"wer of the monarchy, the aristocracy,

the growth of democracy, the history of political ideas, the increas-

ing power of Parliament and the press, amusements, manners, and
beliefs. One of the best of these monographs was on religious

liberty; another on the causes of the French Revolution, which he

declared was not inevitable ; another on the rise of Methodism, so

sympathetic as to be more flattering than such a Methodist history

as that of Tyerman. In the early volumes certain chapters were

devoted to Ireland; but midway of the sixth he returned to this sub-

ject and did not again leave it. In all we have about three volumes

devoted to Ireland, which were afterwards printed separately in five

smaller volumes as a history of Ireland. In these volumes Mr. Lecky

appears more distinctly as a historian than anywhere else. The

period covered, barring a brief introduction, is only five years long:

from 1795 to 1800, the period of the Rebellion and the Union. Even

here he cares much less for dramatic personalities and the regular suc-

cession of events than for the analysis of the policies and motives,

that were at work in that unhappy time. Here his work stands in as

vivid contrast with that of Froude, treating the same subjects, as his

severe impartiality with Froude's blind and brutal partisanship. But

Froude is nothing if not picturesque, while Lecky hardly sees the

circumstances, so bent is he on the ideas they involve. His fairness

is the more remarkable because before his history was finished he

had left the Liberals and joined the Unionists, at the time of the

schism in 1886. Yet only a few passages bear any trace of party
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spirit. The failure of England to govern Ireland wisely and success-

fully is not in the least disg^uised; and it is compared with her suc-

cess in governing India, with a population of 200,000,000 over against

Ireland's 5,000,000. The key of the enigma is found in the fact that

" Irish affairs have been in the very vortex of English party politics,

while India has hitherto lain outside theit sphere."

In 1 89 1 Lecky published a volume of poems which added noth-

ing to his reputation; and in 1896 a two-volume work, 'Democracy

and Liberty. > A seat in Parliament had proved for him "the seat

of the scorner" so far as democracy is concerned. The work pro-

vokes comparison \\-ith Sir Henry Sumner Maine's ' Popular Govern-

ment.' Like that, it is more of a political pamphlet than a dis-

passionate study of the great subjects with which it is concerned;

and it is related to Lecky's ' History of Rationalism ' and * Euro-

pean Morals > very much as Maine's ' Popular Government * is related

to his 'Ancient Law.* It contains much wholesome and important

criticism on democratic institutions and tendencies; but it has a

much keener eye for their defects than for their advantages, and it

measures them rather by the standard of an ideal Utopia than by

that of any political success which has been as yet accomplished.

But it would be unjust to compare a book which is so manifestly

the outcome of the author's immediate political irritation, with the

more serious performances of his unbiased scholarship, when he was
"beholding the bright countenance of Truth in the quiet and still air

of delightful studies."

Waiving for the present the claims of this passionate arraignment

of democracy, we find in Mr. Lecky a historical writer whose works

are among the most interesting and significant literary products of

his time. His place is neither with the annalists nor with the polit-

ical historians, but \\dth those for whom the philosophy of history

has had a perennial fascination. And while it is pre-eminently with

such literary historians as Macaulay and Froude and Green,— in so

far as he has written to the end of being read, in a style which

has merits of its own comparing favorably with theirs,— he is widely

separated from these respectively : with less continuity than Macaulay,

far less dramatic energy than Froude, and nothing of Green's archi-

tectonic faculty. But few historians have excelled his diligence or

carefulness, or chosen greater themes, or -handled them with a more
evident desire to bring the truth of history to bear upon our personal

and social life.

/^^^ ^^^iu:tt:^^?^'^^^:^<.
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The following extracts are taken from < History of European Morals from
Augustus to Charlemagne, > with the approval of D. Appleton & Co.,

publishers.

THE MORAL INFLUENCE OF GLADIATORIAL SHOWS ON THE
ROMAN PEOPLE

THE gladiatorial games form, indeed, the one feature of Roman
society which to a modem mind is almost inconceivable in

its atrocity. That not only men, but women, in an advanced

period of civilization,—men and women who not only professed

but very frequently acted upon a high code of morals,— should

have made the carnage of men their habitual amusement, that all

this should have continued for centuries with scarcely a protest,

is one of the most startling facts in moral history. It is how-
ever perfectly normal, and in no degree inconsistent with the

doctrine of natural moral perceptions; while it opens out fields

of ethical inquiry of a very deep though painful interest.

These games, which long eclipsed, both in interest and in

influence, every other form of public amusement at Rome, were
originally religious ceremonies celebrated at the tombs of the

great, and intended as human sacrifices to appease the manes of

the dead. They were afterwards defended as a means of sustain-

ing the military spirit by the constant spectacle of courageous

death; and with this object it was customary to give a gladiatorial

show to soldiers before their departure to a war. In addition to

these functions they had a considerable political importance; for

at a time when all the regfular organs of liberty were paralyzed

or abolished, the ruler was accustomed in the arena to meet tens

of thousands of his subjects, who availed themselves of the oppor-

tunity to present their petitions, to declare their grievances, and

to censiire freely the sovereign or his ministers. The games are

said to have been of Etruscan origin; they were first introduced

into Rome B. C. 264, when the two sons of a man named Brutus

compelled three pair of gladiators to fight at the funeral of their

father; and before the close of the Republic they were common
on great public occasions, and, what appears even more horrible,

at the banquets of the nobles. The rivalry of Caesar and Pompey
greatly multiplied them, for each sought by this means to ingra-

tiate himself with the people. Pompey introduced a new form

of combat between men and animals. Cassar abolished the old

custom of restricting the mortuary games to the funerals of men;
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and his daughter was the first Roman lady whose tomb was dese-

crated by human blood. Besides this innovation, Cassar replaced

the temporary edifices in which the games had hitherto been

held by a permanent wooden amphitheatre, shaded the spectators

by an awning of precious silk, compelled the condemned persons

on one occasion to fight with silver lances, and drew so many
gladiators into the city that the Senate was obliged to issue

an enactment restricting their number. In the earliest years of

the Empire, Statilius Taurus erected the first amphitheatre of

stone. Augustus ordered that not more than one hundred and

twenty men should fight on a single occasion, and that no praetor

should give more than two spectacles in a single year; and Tibe-

rius agajn fixed the maximum of combatants: but notwithstanding

these attempts to limit them, the games soon acquired the most

gigantic proportions. They, were celebrated habitually by great

men in honor of their dead relatives, by officials on coming into

office, by conquerors to secure popularity, and on every occasion

of public rejoicing, and by rich tradesmen who were desirous

of acquiring a social position. They were also among the attrac-

tions of the public baths. Schools of gladiators— often the private

property of rich citizens-— existed in every leading city of Italy;

and besides slaves and criminals, they were thronged with free-

men who voluntarily hired themselves for a term of years. In

the eyes of multitudes, the large sums that were paid to the

victor, the patronage of nobles and often of emperors, and still

more the delirium of popular enthusiasm that centred upon the

successful gladiator,' outweighed all the dangers of the profession.

A complete recklessness of life was soon engendered both in the

spectators and the combatants. The 'lanistse,* or purveyors of

gladiators, became an important profession. Wandering bands

of gladiators traversed Italy, hiring themselves for the provincial

amphitheatres. The influence of the games gradually pervaded

the whole texture of Roman life. They became the common-
place of conversation. The children imitated them in their play.

The philosophers drew from them their metaphors and illustra-

tions. The artists portrayed them in every variety of ornament.

The Vestal Virgins had a seat of honor in the arena. The Colos-

seum, which is said to have been capable of containing more than

eighty thousand spectators, eclipsed every other monument of

Imperial splendor, and is even now at once the most imposing

and the most characteristic relic of pagan Rome.
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In the provinces the same passion was displayed. From Gaul
to Syria, wherever the Roman influence extended, the spectacles

of blood were introduced; and the gigantic remains of amphi-

theatres in many lands still attest by their ruined grandeur the

scale on which they were pursued. In the reign of Tiberius,

more than twenty thousand persons are said to have perished by
the fall of the amphitheatre at the suburban town of Fidenae.

Under Nero, the Syracusans obtained as a special favor an
exemption from the law which limited the number of gladiators.

Of the vast train of prisoners brought by Titus from Judea, a

large proportion were destined by the conqueror for the provin-

cial games. In Syria, where they were introduced by Antiochus

Epiphanes, they at first produced rather terror than pleasure; but

the effeminate Syrians soon learned to contemplate them with a

passionate enjoyment, and on a single occasion Agrippa caused

fourteen hundred men to fight in the amphitheatre at Berytus.

Greece alone was in some degree an exception. When an attempt

was made to introduce the spectacle into Athens, the cynic phi-

losopher Demonax appealed successfully to the better feelings of

the people by exclaiming:— *You must first overthrow the altar

of Pity.' The games are said to have afterwards penetrated to

Athens, and to have been suppressed by ApoUonius of Tyana;

but with the exception of Corinth, where a very large foreign

population existed, Greece never appears to have shared the

general enthusiasm.

One of the first consequences of this taste was to render the

people absolutely unfit for those tranquil and refined amusements

which usually accompany civilization. To men who were accus-

tomed to witness the fierce vicissitudes of deadly combat, any

spectacle that did not elicit the strongest excitement "was insipid.

The only amusements that at all rivaled the spectacles of the

amphitheatre and the circus were those which appealed strongly

to the sensual passions; such as the games of Flora, the pos-

tures of the pantomimes, and the ballet. Roman comedy, indeed,

flourished for a short period; but only by throwing itself into

the same career. The pander and the courtesan are the lead-,

ing characters of Plautus, and the more modest Terence never

attained an equal popularity. The different forms of vice have a

continual tendency to act and react upon one another; and the

intense craving after excitement which the amphitheatre must

necessarily have produced, had probably no small influence in
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stimulating the orgies of sensuality which Tacitus and Suetonius

describe.

But if comedy could to a certain extent flourish with the

gladiatorial games, it was not so with tragedy. It is indeed true

that the tragic actor can exhibit displays of more intense agony

and of a grander heroism than were ever witnessed in the arena.

His mission is not to paint nature as it exists in the light of

day, but nature as it exists in the heart of man. His gestures,

his tones, his looks, are such as would never have been exhibited

by the person he represents ; but they display to the audience the

full intensity of the emotions which that person would have felt,

but which he would have been unable adequately to reveal. But

to those who were habituated to the intense realism of the amphi-

theatre, the idealized suffering of the stage was unimpressive.

All the genius of a Siddons or a Ristori would fail to move an

audience who had continually seen living men fall bleeding and

mangled at their feet. One of the first functions of the stage is

to raise to the highest point the susceptibility to disgust. When
Horace said that Medea should not kill her children upon the

stage, he enunciated not a mere arbitrary rule, but one which

grows necessarily out of the development of the drama. It is

an essential" characteristic of a refined and cultivated taste to

be shocked and offended at the spectacle of bloodshed; and the

theatre, which somewhat dangerously dissociates sentiment from

action, and causes men to waste their compassion on ideal suffer-

ings, is at least a barrier against the extreme forms of cruelty by

developing this stisceptibility to the highest degree. The gladia-

torial games, on the other hand, destroyed all sense of disgust,

and therefore all refinement of taste; and they rendered the per-

manent triumph of the drama impossible.

It is abundantly evident, both from history and from present

experience, that the instinctive shock or natural feeling of disgust

caused by the sight of the sufferings of men is not generically

different from that which is caused by the sight of the sufferings

of animals. The latter, to those who are not accustomed to it,

is intensely painful. The former continually becomes by use a

matter of absolute indifference. If the repugnance which is felt

in the one case appears greater than in the other, it is not on

account of any innate sentiment which commands us to reverence

our species, but simply becaiise our imagination finds less diffi-

culty in realizing human than animal suffering, and also because
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education has strengthened our feelings in the one case much
more than in the other. There is, however, no fact more clearly-

established than that when men have regarded it as not a crime

to kill some class of their fellow-men, they have soon learnt to

do so with no more natural compunction or hesitation than they

would exhibit in killing a wild animal. This is the normal con-

dition of savage men. Colonists and Red Indians even now often

shoot each other with precisely the same indifference as they

shoot beasts of prey; and the whole history of warfare— especially

when warfare was conducted on more savage principles than at

present— is an illustration of the fact. Startling, therefore, as

it may now appear, it is in no degree unnatural that Roman
spectators should have contemplated with perfect equanimity the

slaughter of men. The Spaniard, who is brought in infancy to

the bull-ring, soon learns to gaze with indifference or with pleasure

upon sights before which the unpracticed eye of the stranger

quails with horror; and the same process would be equally effica-

cious had the spectacle been the sufferings of men.

We now look back with indignation upon this indifference;

but yet, although it may be. hard to realize, it is probably true

that there is scarcely a human being who might not by custom

be so indurated as to share it. Had the most benevolent person

lived in a country in which the innocence of these games was

deemed axiomatic, had he been taken to them in his very child-

hood and accustomed to associate them with his earliest dreams

of romance, and had he then been left simply to the play of the

emotions, the first paroxysm of horror would have soon subsided,

the shrinking repugnance that followed would have grown weaker

and weaker, the feeling of interest would have been aroused, and

the time would probably come in which it would reign alone.

But even this absolute indifference to the sight of human suffer-

ing does not represent the full evil resulting from the gladiatorial

games. That some men are so constituted as to be capable of

taking a real and lively pleasure in the simple contemplation of

suffering as suffering, and without any reference to their own

interests, is a proposition which has been strenuously denied by

those in whose eyes vice is nothing more than a displacement,

or exaggeration, of lawful self-regarding feelings; and others,

who have admitted the reality of the phenomenon, have treated

it as a very rare and exceptional disease. That it is so— at least

in its ejctreine forrns— in the present condition of society, may
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reasonably be hoped; though I imagine that few persons who
have watched the habits of boys would question that to take pleas-

ure in giving at least some degree of pain is sufficiently common,

and though it is not quite certain that all the sports of adult men
would be entered into with exactly the same zest if their victims

were not sentient beings. But in every society in which atrocious

punishments have been common, this side of human nature has

acquired an undoubted prominence. It is related of Claudius that

his special delight at the gladiatorial shows was in watching the

countenances of the dying; for he had learnt to take an artistic

pleasure in observing the variations of their agony. When the

gladiator lay prostrate it was customary for the spectators to give

the sign with their thumbs, indicating whether they desired him

to be spared or slain; and the giver of the show reaped most

popularity when, in the latter case, he permitted no consideration

of economy to make him hesitate to sanction the popular award.

Besides this, the mere desire for novelty impelled the people

to every excess or refinement of barbarity. The simple combat

became at last insipid, and every variety of atrocity was devised

to stimulate the flagging interest. At one time a bear and a

bull, chained together, rolled in fierce contest along the sand; at

another, criminals dressed in the skins of wild beasts were thrown

to bulls, which were maddened by red-hot irons or by darts

tipped with burning pitch. Four hundred bears were killed on a

single day under Caligula; three hundred on another dajr under

Claudius. Under Nero, four hundred tigers fought with bulls and

elephants; four hundred bears and three hundred lions were

slaughtered by his Soldiers. In a single day, at the dedication of

the Colosseum by Titus, five thousand animals perished. Under

Trajah, the games continued for one hundred and twenty-three

successive days. Lions, tigers, elephants, rhinoceroses, hippo-

potami, giraffes, bulls, stags, even crocodiles and serpents, were

employed to give novelty to the spectacle. Nor was any form of

human suffering wanting. The first Gordian, when edile, gave

twelve spectacles, in each of which from one hundred and fifty

to five hundred pair of gladiators appeared. Eight hundred pair

fought at the triumph of Aurelian. Ten thousand men fought

during the games of Trajan. Nero illumined his gardens during

the night by Christians burning in their pitchy shirts. Under

Domitian, an army of feeble dwarfs was compelled to fight;

and more than once, female gladiators descended to perish in tji?
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arena. A criminal personating a fictitious character was nailed

to 'a cross, and there torn by a bear. Another, representing Scse-

vola, was compelled to hold his hand in a real flame. A third,

as Hercules, was burnt alive upon the pile. So intense was the

craving for blood, that a prince was less unpopular if he neg-

lected the distribution of corn than if he neglected the games;

and Nero himself, on account of his munificence in this respect,

was probably the sovereign who was most beloved by the Roman
multitude. Heliogabalus and Galerius are reported, when dining,

to have regaled themselves with the sight of criminals torn by

wild beasts. It was said of the latter that "he never supped

without human blood."

It is well for us to look steadily on such facts as these. They
display more vividly than any mere philosophical disquisition the

abyss of depravity into which it is possible for human nature to

sink. They furnish us- with striking proofs of the reality of the

moral progress we have attained; and they enable us in some

degree to estimate the regenerating influence that Christianity has

exercised in the world. For the destruction of the gladiatorial

games is all its work. Philosophers indeed might deplore them,

gentle natures might shrink from their contagion; but to the

multitude they possessed a fascination which nothing but the new
religion could overcome.

SYSTEMATIC CHARITY AS A MORAL OUTGROWTH, PAST AND
PRESENT

THE history of charity presents so few salient features, so little

that can strike the imagination or arrest the attention, that

it is usually almost wholly neglected by historians; and it

is easy to conceive what inadequate notions of our existing chari-

ties could be gleaned from the casual allusions in plays or poems,

in political histories or court menjoirs. There can, however, be

no question that neither in practice nor in theory, neither in the

institutions that were founded nor in the place that was assigned

to it in the scale of duties, did charity in antiquity occupy a posi-

tion at all comparable to that which it has obtained by Christian-

ity. Nearly all relief was a State measure, dictated much more

by policy than by benevolence; and the habit of selling young

children, the innumerable expositions, the readiness of the poor
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to enroll themselves as gladiators, and the frequent famines, show

how large was the measure of unrelieved distress. A very few

pagan examples of charity have indeed descended to us. Among
the Greeks we find Epaminondas ransoming captives, and collect-

ing dowers for poor girls; Cimon feeding the hungry and cloth-

ing the naked; Bias purchasing, emancipating, and furnishing

with dowers some captive girls of Messina. Tacitus has described

with enthusiasm how, after a catastrophe near Rome, the rich

threw open their houses and taxed all their resources to relieve

the sufferers. There existed too among the poor, both of Greece

and Rome, mutual insurance societies, which undertook to provide

for their sick and infirm members. The very frequent reference

to mendicancy in the Latin writers shows that beggars, and there-

fore those who relieved beggars, were numerous. The duty of

hospitality was also strongly enjoined; and was placed under the

special protection of the supreme Deity. But the active, habitual,

and detailed charity of private persons, which is so conspicuous a

feature in all Christian societies, was scarcely known in antiquity,

and there are not more than two or three moralists who have

even noticed it: Of these the chief rank belongs to Cicero, who
devoted two very judicious but somewhat cold chapters to the

subject. Nothing, he said, is more suitable to the nature of man
than beneficence or liberality; but there are many cautions to be

urged in practicing it. We must take care that our bounty is a

real blessing to the person we relieve; that it does not exceed

our own means; that it is not, as was the case with Sylla and

Csesar, derived from the spoliation of others; that it springs from

the heart and not from ostentation; that the claims of gratitude

are preferred to the mere impulses of compassion; and that due

regard is paid both to the character and to the wants of the

recipient.

Christianity for the first time made charity a rudimentary vir-

tue, giving it a leading place in the moral type and in the exhort-

ations of its teachers. Besides its general influence in stimulating

the affections, it efifected a complete revolution in this sphere,- by
regarding the poor as the special representatives of the Christian

Founder; and thus making the love of Christ, rather than the love

of man, the principle of charity. Even in the days of persecu-

tion, collections for the relief of the poor were made at the Sun-

day meetings. The agapse, or feasts of love, were intended mainly

for the poor; and food that was saved by the fasts was devoted to
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their benefit. A vast organization of charity, presided over by the

bishops, and actively directed by the deacons, soon ramified over

Christendom, till the bond of charity became the bond of unity,

and the most distant sections of the Christian Church corre-

sponded by the interchange of mercy. Long before the era of

Constantine, it was observed that the charities of the Christians

were so extensive— it may perhaps be said so excessive— that

they drew very many impostors to the Church; and when the

victory of Christianity was achieved, the enthusiasm for charity

displayed itself in the erection of numerous institutions that were

altogether unknown to the pagan world. A Roman lady named
Fabiola, in the fourth century, founded in Rome as an act of

penance the first public hospital; and the charity planted by that

woman's hand overspread the world, and will alleviate to the

end of -time the darkest anguish of humanity. Another hospi-

tal was soon after founded by St. Pammachus; another of great

celebrity by St. Basil, at Caesarea. St. Basil also erected at Caesa-

rea what was probably the first asylum for lepers. Xenodochia,

or refuges for strangers, speedily arose, especially along the

paths of the pilgrims. St. Pammachus founded one at Ostia;

Paula and Melania founded others at Jerusalem. The Council of

Nice ordered that one should be erected in every city. In the

time of St. Chrysostom the Church of Antioch supported three

thousand widows and virgins, besides strangers and sick. Lega-

cies for the poor became common; and it was not unfrequent

for men and women who desired to live a life of peculiar sanc-

tity, and especially for priests who attained the episcopacy, to

bestow their entire properties in charity. Even the early Orien-

tal monks, who for the most part were extremely removed from

the active and social virtues, supplied many noble examples of

charity. St. Ephrem, in a time of pestilence, emerged from his

solitude to found and superintend a hospital at Edessa. A monk
named Thalasius collected blind beggars in an asylum on the

banks of the Euphrates. A merchant named ApoUonius founded

on Mount Nitria a gratuitous dispensary for the monks. The,

monks often assisted by their labors, provinces that were suffer-

ing from pestilence or famine. We may trace the remains of the

pure socialism that marked the first phase of the Christian com-

munity, in the emphatic language with which some of the Fathers

proclaimed charity to be a matter not of mercy but of justice;

maintaining that all property is based on usurpation, that the
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earth by right is common to all men, and that no man can claim

a superabundant supply of its goods except as an administrator

for others. A Christian, it was maintained, should devote at

least one-tenth of his profits to the poor.

The enthusiasm of charity thus manifested in the Church

speedily attracted the attention of the pagans. The ridicule of

Lucian, and the vain efforts of Julian to produce a rival system

of charity within the limits of paganism, emphatically attested

both its pre-eminence and its catholicity. During the pestilences

that desolated Carthage in A. D. 326, and Alexandria in the

reigns of Gallienus and of Maximian, while the pagans fled panic-

stricken from the contagion, the Christians extorted the admiration

of their fellow-countrymen by the courage with which they rallied

around their bishops, consoled the last hours of the sufferers, and

buried the abandoned dead. In the rapid increase of pauperism

arising from the emancipation of numerous slaves, their charity

found free scope for action, and its resources were soon taxed to

the utmost by the horrors of the barbarian invasions. The con-

quest of Africa by Genseric deprived Italy of the supply of corn

upon which it almost wholly depended, arrested the gratuitous

distribution by which the Roman poor were mainly supported,

and produced all over the land the most appalling calamities.

The history of Italy became one monotonous tale of famine and

pestilence, of starving populations and ruined cities. But every-

where amid this chaos of dissolution we may detect the majestic

form of the Christian priest mediating between the hostile forces,

straining every nerve to lighten the calamities around him.

When the imperial cit}' was captured and plundered by the

hosts of Alaric, a Christian church remained a secure sanctuary,

which neither the passions nor the avarice of the Goths trans-

gressed. When a fiercer than Alaric had marked out Rome for

his prey, the pope St. Leo, arrayed in his sacerdotal robes,

confronted the victorious Hun as the ambassador of his fellow-

countrymen; and Attila, overpowered by religious awe, turned

aside in his course. When, two years later, Rome lay at the

mercy of Genseric, the same pope interposed with the Vandal con-

queror, and obtained from him a partial cessation of the massa-

cre. The archdeacon Pelagius interceded with similar humanity

and similar success, when Rome had been captured by Totila.

In Gaul, Troyes is said to have been saved from destruction

by the influence of St. Lupus, and Orleans by the influence of
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St. Agnan. In Britain an invasion of the Picts was averted by
St. Germain of Auxerre. The relations of rulers to their sub-

jects, and of tribunals to the poor, were modified by the same
intervention. When Antioch was threatened with destruction on
account of its rebellion against Theodosius, the anchorites poured

forth from the neighboring deserts to intercede with the minis-

ters of the Emperor, while the archbishop Flavian went himself

as a suppliant to Constantinople. St. Ambrose imposed public

penance on Theodosius, on account of the massacre of Thessa-

lonica. Synesius excommunicated for his oppressions a governor

named Andronicus; and two French Councils, in the sixth cen-

tury, imposed the same penalty on all great men who arbitrarily

ejected the poor. Special laws were found necessary to restrain

the turbulent charity of some priests and monks, who impeded

the course of justice, and even snatched criminals from the hands

of the law. St. Abraham, St. Epiphanius, and St. Basil are all

said to have obtained the remission or reduction of oppressive

imposts. To provide for the interests of widows and orphans

was part of the official ecclesiastical duty, and a Council of Ma-

con anathematized any ruler who brought them to trial without

first apprising the bishop of the diocese. A Council of Toledo,

in the fifth century, threatened with excommunication all who
robbed priests, monks, or poor men, or refused to listen to their

expostulations. One of the chief causes of the inordinate power

acquired by the clergy was their mediatorial office; and their

gigantic wealth was in a great degree due to. the legacies of

those who regarded them as the trustees of the poor. As time

rolled on, charity assumed many forms, and every monastery be-

came a centre from which it radiated. By the monks the nobles

were overawed, the .poor protected, the sick tended, travelers

sheltered, prisoners ransomed, the remotest spheres of suffering

explored. During the darkest period of the Middle Ages, monks
founded a refuge for pilgrims amid the horrors of the Alpine

snows. A solitary hermit often planted himself, with his little

boat, by a bridgeless stream, and the charity of his life was to

ferry over the traveler. When the hideous disease of leprosy

extended its ravages over Europe, when the minds of men were

filled with terror, not only by its loathsomeness and its contagion,

but also by the notion that it was in a peculiar sense supernat-

ural, new hospitals and refuges overspread Europe, and monks

flocked in multitudes to serve in them. Sometimes, the legends

XV—560
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say, the leper's form was in a moment transfigured; and he who
came to tend the most loathsome of mankind received his reward,

for he found himself in the presence of his Lord.

There is no fact of which an historian becomes more speedily

or more painfully conscious than the great difference between the

importance and the dramatic interest of the subjects he treats.

Wars or massacres, the horrors of martyrdom or the splendors of

individual prowess, are susceptible of such brilliant coloring that

with but little literary skill they can be so portrayed that their

importance is adequately realized, and they appeal powerfully to

the emotions of the reader. But this vast and unostentatious

movement of charity, operating in the village hamlet and in

the lonely hospital, stanching the widow's tears and following all

the windings of the poor man's griefs, presents few features the

imagination can grasp, and leaves no deep impression upon the

mind. The greatest things are often those which are most

imperfectly realized; and surely no achievements of the Christian

Church are more truly great than those which it has effected in

the sphere of charity. For the first time in the history of man-

kind, it has inspired many thousands of men and women, at the

sacrifice of all worldly interests, and often under circumstances

of extreme discomfort or danger, to devote their entire lives to

the single object of assuaging the sufferings of humanity. It

has covered the globe with countless institutions of mercy, abso-

lutely unknown to the whole pagan world. It has indissolubly

united, in the minds of men, the idea of supreme goodness with

that of active and constant benevolence. It has placed in every

parish a religious minister, who, whatever may be his other func-

tions, has at least been officially charged with the superintendence

of an organization of charity, and who finds in this office one of

the most important as well as one of the most legitimate sources

of his power.

THE MORAL AND INTELLECTUAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
THE SEXES

THERE are few more curious subjects of inquiry than the dis-

tinctive differences between the sexes, and the manner in

which those differences have affected the ideal types of

different ages, nations, philosophies, and religions. Physically,

men have the indisputable superiority in strength, and women in
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beauty. Intellectually, a certain inferiority of the female sex can

hardly be denied when we remember how almost exclusively the

foremost places in every department of science, literature, and

art have been occupied by men, how infinitesimally small is the

number of women who have shown in any form the very highest

order of genius, how many of the greatest men have achieved

their greatness in defiance of the most adverse circumstances, and

how completely women have failed in obtaining the first position

even in music or painting, for the cultivation of which their cir-

cumstances would appear most propitious. It is as impossible to

find a female Raphael or a female Handel as a female Shake-

speare or Newton. Women are intellectually more desultory and

volatile than men; they are more occupied with particular in-

stances than with general principles; they judge rather by intui-

tive perceptions than by deliberate reasoning or past experience.

They are, however, usually superior to men in nimbleness and

rapidity of thought, and in the gift of tact or the power of seiz-

ing speedily and faithfully the finer inflections of feeling ; and

they have therefore often attained very great eminence in con-

versation, as letter-writers, as actresses, and as novelists.

Morally, the general superiority of women over men is, I

think, unquestionable. If we take the somewhat coarse and in-

adequate criterion of police statistics, we find that while the male

and female populations are nearly the same in number, the

crimes committed by men are usually rather more than five times

as numerous as those committed by women; and although it may
be justly observed that men, as the stronger sex, and the sex

upon whom the burden of supporting the family is thrown, have

more temptations than women, it must be remembered, on the

other hand, that extreme poverty which verges upon starvation

is most common among women, whose means of livelihood are

most restricted, and whose earnings are smallest and most pre-

carious. Self-sacrifice is the most conspicuous element of a vir-

tuous and religious character; and it is certainly far less common

among men than among women, whose whole lives are usually

spent in yielding to the will and consulting the pleasures of

another. There are two great departments of virtue,— the im-

pulsive, or that which springs spontaneously from the emotions;

and the deliberative, or that which is performed in obedience to

the sense of duty; and in both of these I imagine women are

superior to men. Their sensibiHty is greater, they are more chaste
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both in thought and act, more tender to the erring, more com-

passionate to the snfftering, more, affectionate to all about them.

On the other hand, those who have traced the course of the

wives of the poor, and of many who though in narrow circum-

stances can hai-dly be called poor, will probably admit that in no

other class do we so often find entire lives spent in daily per-

sistent self-denial, in the patient endurance of coiuitless trials,

in the ceaseless and deliberate sacrifice of their own enjoyments

to the well-being or the prospects of others. Women, however,

though less prone than men to intemperance and bnitality, are

in general more addicted to the petty foi-ms of vanity, jealousy,

spitefulness, and ambition; and they are also inferior to men in

active courage. In tlie courage of endurance they are eonmionly

superior; bvit their passive courage is not so mueh fortitude

which bears and defies, as resignation which hears and bends.

In the ethics of intellect they are decidedly inferior. To repeat

an expression I have already employed, women very rarely love

truth; though tliey love passionately what they call "the truth,"

— or opinions they have received from others,— and hate vehe-

mently those who differ from them. They arc little capable of

impartiality or of doubt; their thinking is chieily a mode of

feeling; though very generous in their acts, they are rarely g'en-

erous in their opinions or in their judgments. They persuade

rather than convince, and value belief rather as a source of con-

solation than as a faithfiil expression of the realit\- of things.

They are less capable than men of perceiving qtialifying circum-

stances, of admitting the existence of elements of good in s\-s-

tems to which they ai-e opposed, of distinguishing the personal

chai-acter of an opponent from the opinions he maintains. Men
lean most to jiistice and women to nierc)'. Men excel in energy,

self-reliance, perseverance, and magnanimity; women in hxunility,

gentleness, modesty, and endiirance. The realizing- imagination

which causes us to pity and to love is more sensitive in women
than in men, and it is especially more capable of dwelling on

the unseen. Their religious or devotional realizations are incon-

testably more vivid; and it is probable that while a father is

most moved by the death of a child in his presence, a mother

generally feels most the death of a child in some distant land.

But though more intense, the sympathies of women are commonly
less wide than those of men. Their imaginations individualize

more; their affections are in consetiuenee concentrated rather on
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leaders than on causes; and if they care for a great cause, it is

generally because it is represented by a great man, or connected
with some one whom they love. In politics, their enthusiasm is

more naturally loyalty than patriotism. In histon,-, they are

even more inclined than men to dwell exclusively upon biograph-

ical incidents or characteristics as distinguished from the march
of general causes. In benevolence, they excel in charitj^, which
alleviates individual suffering, rather than in philanthropy, which
deals with large masses and is more frequently employed in pre-

venting than, in allaying calamity.

It was a remark of Winckelmann that "the supreme beaut}'

of Greek art is rather male than female"; and the justice of this

remark has been amply corroborated by the greater knowledge

we have of late 3-ears attained of the works of the Phidian period,

in which art achieved its highest perfection, and in which, at the

same time, force and freedom and masculine grandeur were its

pre-eminent characteristics. A similar observation may be made
of the moral ideal of which ancient art was simply the expres-

sion. In antiquity the virtues that were most admired were

almost exclusively those which are distinctively masculine. Cour-

age, self-assertion, magnanimity, and above all. patriotism, were

the leading features of the ideal t}-pe; and chastity, modesty, and

charity, the gentler and the domestic virtues, which are especially

feminine, were greatly undervalued. With the single exception

of conjugal fidelity, none of the virtues that were very highly

prized were virtues distinctively or pre-eminently feminine. With

this exception, nearly all the most illustrious women of antiquity

were illustrious chiefly because they overcame the natural con-

ditions of their sex. It is a characteristic fact that the favorite

female ideal of the artists appears to have been the Amazon. We
may admire the Spartan mother and the mother of the Gracchi,

repressing every sign of grief when their children were sacrificed

upon the altar of their country; we may wonder at the majestic

courage of a Porcia and an Arria: but we extol them chiefly

because, being women, they emancipated themselves from the

frailty of their sex, and displayed an heroic fortitude worthy of

the strongest and the bravest of men. We may bestow an equal

admiration upon the noble devotion and charitj- of a St. EUzabeth

of Hungary or of a Mrs. Fr%-; but we do not admire them because

they displayed these virtues, although they were women, for we

feel that their virtues were of the kind which the female nature
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is most fitted to produce. The change from the heroic to the

saintly ideal, from the ideal of paganism to the ideal of Christ-

ianity, was a change from a type which was essentially male to

one which was essentially feminine. Of all the great schools of

philosophy, no other reflected so faithfully the Roman concep-

tion of moral excellence as Stoicisrn; and the greatest Roman
exponent of Stoicism summed up its character in a single sen-

tence when he pronounced it to be beyond all other sects the

most emphatically masculine. On the other hand, an ideal type

in which meekness, gentleness, patience, humility, faith, and

love are the most prominent features, is not naturally male but

female. A reason probably deeper than the historical ones which

are commonly alleged, why sculpture has always been peculiarly

pagan and painting peculiarly Christian, may be found in the

fact that sculpture is especially suited to represent male beauty,

or the beauty of strength, and painting female beauty, or the

beauty of softness; and that pagan sentiment was chiefly a glori-

fication of the masculine qualities of strength and courage and

conscious virtue, while Christian sentiment is chiefly a glorifica-

tion of the feminine qualities of gentleness, humility, and love.

The painters whom the religious feeling of Christendom has

recognized as the most faithful exponents of Christian sentiment

have always been those who infused a large measure of feminine

beauty even into their male characters; and we never, or scarcely

ever, find that the same artist has been conspicuously successful

in delineating both Christian and pagan types. Michael Angelo,

whose genius loved to expatiate on the sublimity of strength and

defiance, failed signally in his representations of the Christian

ideal; and Perugino was equally unsuccessful when he sought

to portray the features of the heroes of antiquity. The position

that was gradually assigned to the Virgin, as the female ideal

in the belief and the devotion of Christendom, was a consecration

or an expression of the new value that was attached to the femi-

nine virtues.

The general superiority of women to men in the strength of

their religious emotions, and their natural attraction to a reli-

gion which made personal attachment to its Founder its. central

duty, and which imparted an unprecedented dignity and afforded

an unprecedented scope to their characteristic virtues, account

for the very conspicuous position that female influence assumed in

the great work of the conversion of the Roman Empire. In no
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other important movement of thought was it so powerful or so

acknowledged. In the ages of persecution, female figures occupy
many of the foremost places in the ranks of martyrdom; and
pagan and Christian writers alike attest the alacrity with which
women flocked to the Church, and the influence they exercised

in its favor over the male members of their families. The
mothers of St. Augustine, St. Chrysostom, St. Basil, St. Gregory
Nazianzen, and Theodoret, had all a leading part in the conver-

sion of their sons. St. Helena the mother of Constantine, Fla-

cilla the wife of Theodosius the Great, St. Pulcheria the sister

of Theodosius the Younger, and Placidia the mother of Valen-

tinian III., were among the most conspicuous defenders of the

faith. In the heretical sects the same zeal* was manifested; and

Arius, Priscillian, and Montanus were all supported by troops of

zealous female devotees. In the career of asceticism, women
took a part little if at all inferior to men; while in the organ-

ization of the great work of charity they were pre-eminent. For

no other field of active labor are women so admirably suited as

for this; and although we may trace from the earliest period, in

many creeds and ages, individual instances of their influence in

allajdng the sufferings of the distressed, it may be truly said that

their instinct and genius of charity had never before the dawn
of Christianity obtained full scope for action. Fabiola, Paula,

Melania, and a host of other noble ladies devoted their time and

fortunes mainly to founding and extending vast institutions of

charity, some of them of a kind before unknown in the world.

The Empress Flacilla was accustomed to tend with her own
hands the sick in the hospitals; and a readiness to discharge such

offices was deemed the first duty of a Christian wife. From age

to age the impulse thus communicated has been felt. There

has been no period however corrupt, there has been no church

however superstitious, that has not been adorned by many Christ-

ian women devoting their entire lives to assuaging the suffer-

ings of men; and the mission of charity thus instituted has not

been more efficacious in diminishing the sum of human wretch-

edness, than in promoting the moral dignity of those by whom
it was conducted.
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CHARLES MARIE RENE LECONTE DE LISLE

(1818-1894)

jfECONTE DE LiSLE, according to the "judgment of Jiis fellow-

poets, will live in French literature for the classic perfection

of his verse. Yet he has never been popular, although he

longed to touch men's hearts. His distinction is the rare imaginative

pleasure he offers those who can enjoy abstract beauty.

Charles Marie Rene Leconte de Lisle was born in 181 8 on the

Island of Bourbon, where the luxuriance of the tropics fostered his

passion for natural beauty. His education finished, his father wished

him to become a planter like himself; but

the son longed to see the world. He went

to France; studied law at Rennes; traveled

for some time; and when nearly thirty,

settled at Paris. He was an ardent classi-

cist. To his knowledge of antique art and

literature he had added his personal im-

pressions of many lands, many peoples, and

many religions. Now he became intimately

acquainted with agitated, worldly Paris;

and she repelled him.

His circumstances aided to depress him.

His parents had never understood his im-

practical aspirations ; and possibly the deter-

mined self-repression evident in his poems

results in part from his lack of home sympathy. Soon after his

arrival in Paris, he earnestly supported an insurrection of slaves in

his island home. This rash generosity provoked his father to stop

his allowance; and he was obliged to teach for his living.

The remainder of his life was outwardly uneventful,—its chief

events the distinctions which gradually came to him. Created an

officer of the Legion of Honor, in 1886 he was chosen to the French

Academy as the successor of Victor Hugo. Nine years earlier, when
defeated, he had proudly declared that the vote received from Hugo
meant as much to him as election. From 1873 until his death in 1894

he was assistant librarian at the Library of the Luxembourg; and

there, in the fine old Palace set in the ancient garden, he drew con-

genial friends about him and spoke with the authority of a master to

young disciples in poetry.

Leconte de Lisle
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He first became known for skillful translations of Homer, Theo-

critus, Horace, and Sophocles, for which he was not well paid.' But

the reputation they brought him induced Napoleon III. to offer him
a handsome pension if he would dedicate his work to the Prince

Imperial. This De Lisle refused to do; and he was then granted a

pension of three hundred francs a month, which he drew until the

fall of the Empire. With a brilliant group of young poets, who,

surfeited with the exaggerated romanticism which had had its day,

were seeking finer, more artistic forms of expression, he published

<Le Parnasse Ctintemporain ' (Mo4ern Parnassus), several volumes of

verse, which gained its authors the title of Parnassians, and consti-

tuted theirs a distinct school of poetry. Its primary tenet was the

impersonality of art. The Parnassians maintained that Rousseau-like

confessions of joys and sins and sufferings— egotistic demands for

sympathy— should not be thrust upon the public. They agreed that

the emotional element in poetry did not mean individual vagaries,

but universal human experience expressed with all possible beauty

and delicacy of form, and with convincing truth. This creed was

abused ; but unquestionably < Le Parnasse Contemporain ' refined pub-

lic taste and inspired poets with more definite ideals.

Among the first to note De Lisle's merit was Sainte-Beuve, who
gave a reception in his honor, and introduced him to the poet La-

prade; from whom, as from Gautier, he learned a lesson of vivid

description, and of the exquisite precision which, as Brunetiere says,

makes his verse as imperishable as marble.

He was too painstaking a craftsman to compose rapidly; and even

after they were written, the * Poemes Antiques ' awaited a publisher

for several years. From its appearance in 1852, this volume received

distinguished treatment from critics and fellow-poets. In it, as in

'Poemes et Podsies (1854), <Poemes Barbares* (1862),— to which the

Academy awarded the Jean Regnard prize of ten thousand francs,

—

and * Poemes Tragiques* (1884), De Lisle sought his theme in the re-

mote; for he had a bitterly disillusioned spirit, and knew the solitary

suffering of a nature unfitted for modern society. It was because he

was tortured by self-consciousness that this " first of the Impassives

»

longed to forget himself, and make his poems an impersonal reflec-

tion of universal life. Hence the relief with which his imagination

escapes to the mere physical sensation of brute creation. Hence the

glowing power with which he draws the dying lion, the sleeping con-

dor, and the stealthy beasts of the jungle.

Because he could not bear the imperfection of his actual envi-

ronment, he searched in Greece and India, in the far north and

in southern seas, among primitive savages as in ancient art, for a

nourishing dream of beauty. He loved the simple, positive beauty of
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color and form in the outward world. He is the poet of nature;

not Nature personified, but rather a great resistless energy which was
one day to absorb him. Beauty was his only religion; for his mod-
ern' science forbade him faith, while making him crave truth at all

costs. He was savant as well as poet, whose researches led him, in

spite of his own wishes, to regard all religions as transitory stages in

human development. Like Renan, he had sympathy for the underly-

ing ideal of each; and his imagination helped him to temporary self-

forgetfulness in each, although he could find nothing final.

THE MANCHY

From <Poemes Barbares>

CLOTHED in your filmy muslin gown,
Every Sunday morning, you
Would come in your manchy of bamboo

Down the footpaths to the town.

The church-bell rang out noisily;

The salt breeze waved the lofty cane;

The sun shook out a golden rain

On the savannah's grassy sea.

With rings on wrist and ankle flat.

And yellow kerchief on the crown.

Your two telingas carried down
Your litter of Manila mat.

Slim, in tunics white, they sang

As 'neath the pole of bamboo bent,

With hands upon their hips, they went
Steadily by the long Etang.

Past banks where Creoles used to come
To smoke their ancient pipes; past bands
Of blacks disporting on the sands

To the sound of the Madagascar drum.

The tamarind's breath was on the air;

Out in the glittering surf the flocks

Of birds swung through the billow's shocks
And plunged beneath the foaming blare.
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While hung— your sandal loosed— the tips

Of one pink foot at the manchy's side.

In the shade of the letchi branching wide
With fruit less purple than your lips;

While like a flower, a butterfly

Of blue and scarlet fluttered on

Your skin an instant, and was gone,
'

Leaving his colors in good-by.

We saw between the cambric's mist

Your earrings on the pillows lain;

While your long lashes veiled in vain

Your eyes of sombre amethyst.

'Twas thus you came, those mornings sweet.

With grace so gentle, to High Mass,

Borne slowly down the mountain pass

By your faithful Hindoos' steady feet.

But now where our dry sand-bar gleams

Beneath the dog-grass near the sea.

You rest with dead ones dear to me,

O charm of my first tender dreams!

PAN

From <Poemes Antiques >

ROISTERING Pan, the Arcadian shepherd's god.

Crested like ram and like the wild goat shod,

Makes soft complaint upon his oaten horn.

When hill and valley turn to gold with morn,

He wanders joying with the dancing band
Of nymphs across the moss and flowering land.

The lynx-skin clothes his back; his brows are crowned

With hyacinth and crocus interwound.

And with his glee the echoes long rejoice.

The barefoot nymphs assemble at the voice,

And lightly by the crystal fountain's side,

Surrounding Pan in rhythmic circles glide.

In vine-bound grottoes, in remote retreats.

At noon the god sleeps out the parching heats

Beside some hidden brook, below the domes

Of swaying oaks, where sunlight never comes-
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But when the night, with starry girdle bound,

Wafts her long veils across the blue profound.

Pan, passion-flushed, tracks through the shadowy glade

In swift pursuit the nimble-footed maid;

Clasps her in flight, and with exulting cries

Through the white moonlight carries off his prize.

THE BULLS

From <Poemes Barbaras

'

THE sea's broad desert makes a bar of gold

Against the blue of heaven's unruffled fold.

Alone, a roseate loiterer in the sky

Wreathes like a languid reptile stretched on high

Above the surg^ing of the mountain-chain.

O'er the savannah breathes a dreamy strain

To where the bulls, with massive horns high dressed

And shining coat, deep eye and muscled breast.

Crop at their will the salt gjass of the coast.

Two negroes of Antongil, still engrossed

In the long day's dull stupor, at their ease

With chin in hands and elbows on their knees,

Smoke their black pipes. But in the changing sky
The herd's fierce chieftain scents the nightfall nigh.

Lifts his square muzzle flecked with silver foam
And bellows o'er the sea his summons home.

Translations made for <A Library of the World's Best Literature, > by Thomas
Walsh.
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RICHARD LE GALLIENNE
(1866-)

^NE of the younger school of English literary workers, who
stand for the newer methods and aims, is Richard Le Gal-
lienne, of repute as poet and essayist. Bom in Liverpool

in 1866, he got his education at the college of that city; then came
to London and took the position of secretary to Wilson Barrett, the
actor-playwright, holding it for several years. Later he became
literary critic of the London Star, and by
his writing for this and other publications

became identified with the new in art

and letters,— one of the fellowship of the

j'ounger literati.

Le Gallienne has done, prose and verse,

nearly a dozen volumes alreadj- ; a consider-

able literary baggage for so young a man.
* Prose Fancies, * in two series, contain the

main qualities of his essay work : grace,

poetry, sometimes running into sentiment-

ality, something of preciosit}- in seeking for

the fine phrase, delicate fancy, and now and
then genuine tenderness and beautj-. The
faults seem partly those of immaturity,

partly- due to a tendency to pose. 'Retrospective Re\aews' and <The
Book-Bills of Narcissus* are further illustrations of his style and con-

tent; the latter being a decidedly happy piece of whimsy. By far

the strongest prose work Le Gallienne has done is his * Religion of a

Literary Man ' ; full of suggestive and thoughtful things, testifying

to wide reading, and revealing the more earnest side of the man.

A critical work of value is Le Gallienne 's < George Meredith : Some
Characteristics,* on the whole the most perceptive appreciation of the

great novelist that has appeared. The latest prose work, *The Quest

of the Golden Girl,* w^hich describes the adventures of a young man
who goes a-seeking the ideal feminine, to find her in a happy mar-

riage, has charm and many poetic touches, though marked by sins

against both aesthetics and ethics. It is very autobiographic, too,

—

this being a characteristic of Le Gallienne in all he writes,—

a

tendency pushed to the limit of taste. That he has attraction in

the essay when at his best, cannot be denied; and in the main he

Richard Le Galliexxe
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expresses the romantic, chivalric, ideal aspects of life. His blemishes

are not fundamental.

In his books of verse— 'English Poems,* <My Lady's Sonnets,'

'Robert Louis Stevenson, and Other Poems*— Le Gallienne exhibits

the modern phenomenon of a writer of romantic impulse striving to

be realistic withal. This is illustrated in his poems which have

London for motive; and in truth some of his most virile conceptions

are those describing the streets and sights of the mighty English

capital. But most readers will like best his purely fanciful or dain-

tily imaginative verse, playful yet tender, with song in it and the

smile that is not far from tears.

In fine, Richard Le Gallienne may be regarded as a pleasing writer

and a promising one, who is likely to rid himself of certain man-
nerisms and lose himself entirely in the art which beyond doubt he

loves.

DEDICATION

From <Prose Fancies' (Second Series). Copyright 1895, by Stone & Kimball,

Chicago

POOR are the gifts of the poet,

—

Nothing but words!

The gifts of kings are gold.

Silver and flocks and herds,

Garments of strange, soft silk,

Feathers of wonderful birds.

Jewels and precious stones.

And horses white as the milk,

—

These are the gifts of kings;

But the gifts that the poet brings

Are nothing but words.

Forty thousand words!

Take them,— a gift of flies!

Words that should have been birds.

Words that should have been flowers.

Words that should have been stars
,

In the eternal skies.

Forty thousand words!

Forty thousand tears—
All out of two sad eyes.
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A SEAPORT IN THE MOON

8959

From < Prose Fancies > (Second Series). Copyright 1895, by Stone & Kimball,

Chicago

NO ONE is SO hopelessly wrong about the stars as the astrono-

mer; and I trust that you never pay any attention to his

remarks on the moon. He knows as much about the

moon as a coiffeur knows of the dreams of the fair lady whose
beautiful neck he makes still more beautiful. There is but one

opinion upon the moon,— namely, our own. And if you think

that science is thus wronged, reflect a moment upon what science

makes of things near at hand. Love, it says, is merely a play

of pistil and stamen; our most fascinating poetry and art is

" degeneration '^
; and human life, generally speaking, is sufficiently

explained by the "carbon compounds." God-a-mercy! if science

makes such grotesque blunders about radiant matters right under

its nose, how can one think of taking its opinion upon matters

so remote as the stars— or even the moon, which is compara-

tively near at hand ?

Science says that the moon is a dead world; a cosmic ship

littered with the skeletons of its crew, and from which every rat

of vitality has long since escaped. It is the ghost that rises

from its tomb every night to haunt its faithless lover, the world.

It is a country of ancient silver mines, unworked for centuries.

You may see the gaping mouths of the dark old shafts through

your telescopes. You may even see the rusting pit tackle, the

ruinous engine-houses, and the idle pick and shovel. Or you

may say that it is counterfeit silver, coined to take in the young

fools who love to gaze upon it. It is, so to speak, a bad half-a-

crown.

As you will! but I am of Endjonion's belief— and no one was

ever more intimate with the moon. For me the moon is a coun-

try of great seaports, whither all the ships of our dreams come

home. From all quarters of the world, every day of the week,

there are ships sailing to the moon. They are the ships that sail

just when and where you please. You take your passage on that

condition. And it is ridiculous to think for what a trifle the cap-

tain will take you on so long a journey. If you want to come

back, just to take an excursion and no more, just to take a lighted

look at those coasts of rose and pearl, he will ask no more than

a glass or two of bright wine;— indeed, when the captain is very
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kind, a flower will take you there and back in no time; if you

want to stay whole days there, but still come back dreamy and

strange, you may take a little dark root and smoke it in a silver

pipe, or you may drink a little phial of poppy-juice, and thus you

shall find the Lands of Heart's Desire; but if you are wise and

would stay in that land forever, the terms are even easier,— a

little powder shaken into a phial of water, a little piece of lead

no bigger than a pea and a farthing's worth of explosive fire,

and thus also you are in the Land of Heart's Desire forever.

I dreamed last night that I stood on the blustering windy

wharf, and the dark ship was there. It was impatient, like all of

us, to leave the world. Its funnels belched black smoke, its

engines throbbed against the quay like arms that vfeve eager to

strike and be done, and a bell was beating impatient summons
to be gone. The dark captain stood ready on the bridge, and he

looked into each of our faces as we passed on board. " Is it for

the long voyage ? " he said. * Yes ! the long voyage, " I said ; and

his stern eyes seemed to soften as I answered.

At last we were all aboard, and in the twinkling of an eye

were out of sight of land. Yet, once afloat, it seemed as though

we should never reach our port in the moon. So it seemed to

me as I lay awake in my little cabin, listening to the patient

thud and throb of the great screws beating in the ship's side like

a human heart.

Talking with my fellow voyagers, I was surprised to find that

we were not all volunteers. Some in fact complained pitifully.

They had, they said, been going about their business a day or

two before, and suddenly a mysterious captain had laid hold of

them, and pressed them to sail this unknown sea. Thus, without

a word of warning they had been compelled to leave behind them
all they held dear. This, one felt, was a little hard of the cap-

tain; but those of us whose position was exactly the reverse—
who had friends on the other side, all whose hopes indeed were

invested there— were too selfishly expectant of port to be severe

on the captain who was taking us thither.

There were three friends I had especially set out to see: two

young lovers who had emigrated to those colonies in the moon
just after their marriage; and there was another. What a sur-

prise it would be to all three! for I had written no letter to say

I was coming. Indeed, it was just a sudden impulse, the pistol

flash of a long desire.
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I tried to imagine what the town would be like in which they

were now living. I asked the captain, and he answered with a

sad smile that it would be just exactly as I cared to dream it.

" Oh, well then, " I thought, '* I know what it will be like.

There shall be a great restless tossing estuary, with Atlantic winds

forever ruffling the sails of busy ships,— ships coming home with

laughter, ships leaving home with sad sea-gull crie§ of farewell.

And the shaggy tossing water shall be bounded on either bank

with high granite walls, and on one bank shall be a fretted spire

soaring, with a jangle of bells, from amid a tangle of masts, and

underneath the bells and the masts shall go streets rising up from

the strand; streets full of faces, and sweet with the smell of tar

and the sea. O captain, will it be morning or night when we
come to my city ? In the morning my city is like a sea-blown

rose; in the night it is bright as a sailor's star.

" If it be early morning, what shall I do ? I will run to the

house in which my friends lie in happy sleep, never to be parted

again, and kiss my hand to their shrouded window; and then I

will run on and on till the city is behind and the sweetness of

country lanes is about me, and I will gather flowers as I run,

from sheer wantonness of joy, and then at last, flushed and

breathless, I will stand beneath her window. I shall stand and

listen, and I shall hear her breathing right through the heavy

curtains; and the hushed garden and the sleeping house will bid

me keep silence, but I Shall cry a great cry up to the morning

star, and say, ' No, I will not keep silence. Mine is the voice she

listens for in her sleep. She will wake again for no voice but

mine. Dear one, awake ; the morning of all mornings has come !
> "

As I write, the moon looks down at me like a Madonna from

the great canvas of the sky. She seems beautiful with the beauty

of all the eyes that have looked up at her, sad with all the tears

of all those eyes; like a silvered bowl brimming with the tears

of dead lovers she seems. Yes, there are seaports in the moon;

there are ships to take us there.

XV—561
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ESSAY-WRITING

Prom < RetrospectiN-e Reviews >

THE necessity of gi\'ing pleasure to the writer is paramount;

for in no form of literature is it so true that both the

sowing and the reaping must be in gladness. This is, of

course, true more or less of all writing; but especially true of

the essay. The essay-writer must be pleased with himself, his

tlieme, and the world. The moment he loses his amour propit\

his inspiration flags. "When in disgrace witla fortune and men's

eyes," the poet is often stung to write his finest poems; but not

so the essayist. The jug of wine, tlie loaf of bread, the volume

of old verses, a gaiTulous fire (sind metaphorically speaking, a

cheering bundle from Romeike), are the necessar}' conditions of

his art. . . .

Facts to the essayist are indeed but thin excuses for his

covertlj'' talking about himself. Few essayists have the courage

to say outright, like Whitman, "Myself I sing," or even with the

French critic, " I propose to talk of myself, apropos of Shake-

speare, Moli^re, Hugo, etc.": they still keep up the decency

of pretending that they are to talk about the trivial subject

with which they label each new chapter of 'The Story of My
Heart.* . . .

The essayist, though he need not be leanied, must have read

and generally picked \\^ a good deal; his mind must be stored

with a motley collection of recollections and associations, which

before he makes magic of tlieni may well seem the merest rub-

bish. His mind, in fact, is like a boy's pocket, stuffed with dis-

carded treasures of which his elders are not worthy: string,

marbles, peg-tops, strange shells, bits of colored pebble, a few

old coins of no value at the numismatist's; treasures strictly

personal to himself, a chaos of which— with glee he knows it—
none can make a cosmos but himself. . . . It is not till it has

been realized that in and for itself learning is merely absurd, and

solely valuable so far as the writer is concerned for the artistic

use to be made of it, does the essayist become possible. In

short, the essayist's great gift, whether playing on the surface

like a meny flame, or operating beneath as an unseen leaven, is

humor. Humor, more even than religion, will save us from ten

thousand snares.
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HE history of French literature," says a fine observer, "is

that of the perpetual storming of Paris by a handful of

young adventurers, whose object is to demolish the exist-

ing formulae of an always incomplete art, and to enthrone themselves
victoriously in a new edifice which they propose to build upon the

ruins. But no sooner has one set of innovators achieved success than

another band begins to attack the victors of yesterday; and so battle

follows battle, and revolution revolution." Thus have appeared in

turn the classicists, the romanticists, the

naturalists, the Parnassians, the mystics, the

symbolists, the decadents, the neo-Catholics,

with the schismatics from each new cult.

In such an environment, criticism must
not only flourish but become a fine art.

From Boileau to Sainte-Beuve, from Mon-
taigne to Jules Janin, the line of literary

critics is rich in shining names. In our own
day, the objective and the subjective school

of criticism has each its able adherents

and proselytizers. Of the objective or scien-

tific method, M. Brunetiere may be called

the foremost exemplar, the great Darwinian.

Of the subjective or imaginative camp, the

Renanists, M. Jules Lemaitre is the authoritative interpreter, unless

the charming and subtle Anatole France may be allowed an equal

rank.

«As it seems to me,» writes M. France, "criticism, like philosophy, like his-

tory, is in a way a novel, for the use of cautious and earnest minds; as every

novel, rightly understood, becomes an autobiography. The good critic is he

who makes you comprehend the adventures of his own soul in the midst of

masterpieces. There can be no objective criticism, as there can be no object-

ive art. Whoever imagines that he puts into his work anything whatever

except himself is the victim of illusion. We can never get outside ourselves.

. . . We are imprisoned for life, as it were, in our own personality. Let

us then make the best of it,—which is to admit with a good grace our lament-

able state, and to acknowledge that we are talking about otu-selves whenever

LemaItrk
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we have not the strength of mind not to talk at all. To be entirely candid the

critic ought to say, 'Gentlemen, it is my intention to speak about my attitude

towards Shakespeare, Racine, Pascal, or Goethe. They furnish me a very

good excuse. >» To which Lemaitre himself adds: «A critic inevitably puts his

temperament and his personal conception of life into his commentaries; for it

is with his own mind that he deals with other men's minds. Criticism is in

reality a representation of the world, which is as personal, as relative, as base-

less, and therefore as interesting, as that representation in any other branch

of literature.

»

Jules Lemaitre was born at Vennecy, Department of the Loire, in

1853. He was educated for the profession of teaching; gfraduating

with high honors from the Ecole Normale in 1875, ^''^^ filling the

chair of rhetoric at Havre for the next five years. Two years in

Alg^iers and a year at Besangon prepared him for a professorship

in the faculty of Grenoble. But the Muse would have her own. In

another year he resigned the safe dignity of the scholar's chair for

the uncertain shelter of the author's garret. He had already pub-

lished two volumes of poems— described by the reviewers as verses

of the rhymer rather than the poet— and a few essays and stories,

which obtained him a hearing in the Revue Bleue. In the course of

three months he contributed three critical reviews on Renan, Ohnet,

and Zola. The freshness, the insight, and the daring frankness of

these papers conquered a place for him. A year or two later he was
appointed dramatic critic to the Journal des Debats. Indefatigably

industrious, he wrote critical essays, dramatic reviews, poems, stories,

novels, and plays; and grew constantly in the favor of the public.

Six volumes of his critical essays have been collected under the title

<Les Contemporains ' (Men of the Time), and two volumes of dra-

matic criticism called 'Impressions de Theatre.' His method is one of

extreme directness and simplicity; he is the most vivacious of cen-

sors, and so dexterous and accomplished is his use of the elegant

tongue to which he had the good fortune to be born, that his fellow-

critics call him the "virtuoso.*

They criticize him, moreover, on the ground that he is inconclus-

ive, having no "absolute shall," but presenting many points of view,

and leaving the reader to form his own conclusions,— a process, as

Bagehot says, intensely painful to the multitude. He is accused of

inconsistency, of cynicism, and of indifference. To these allegations

he replies, in effect, that consistency is the vice of little minds, that

the candid observer cannot help taking a judicial interest in both

sides, and that in a world of illusions there is danger in finality.

M. Lemaitre scored Ohnet without mercy, as the apostle of *smug
routine and things allowed"; he arraigned Zola for misconceiving

life; and he is unsparing to ofiEenses against literature. His attacks
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are the more formidable for their very grace and lightness. Yet
he is one of the kindest of accusers, and he thus describes his own
feeling :

—
«To an author who has ever given me this immense pleasure [of sincere

and able work] I am ready to pardon much. It is certainly a mark of stu-

pidity to say to a critic who seems to you unduly severe toward a writer

whom you love, < Attempt his work yourself— and see!> But I could wish

that that critic would say it to himself! Of course I acknowledge that authors,

on their part, have too often a somewhat unintelligent contempt for critics.

I have known a novelist to maintain, with less esprit than assurance, that the

least of novelists and dramatists is greater than the first of critics and histori-

ans; and that, for example, the purveyor to the Petit Journal carries off the

prize from M. Taine, who invents no stories. This young man did not know
even that there are many kinds of invention. I bear him no ill-will on that

account. It enters into the definition of a good critic, to comprehend more

things than a young novelist, and to be more indulgent. Thus it is in a

spirit of sympathy and charity that we should approach such of our contem-

poraries as are not wholly beneath criticism. First we should analyze the

impression we receive from a book; then try to < define' the author, describe

his style, show what is permanent, what he seeks from preference, what the

world means to him, what are his opinions on life, what the kind and degree

of his sensibility,— in fact, how his brain is made! We should try to deter-

mine, according to the impression we receive from him, what is the impres-

sion he himself received from things. Thus we may arrive at so complete

an identification with the author that although his faults cause us pain, real

pain, we shall yet see how he allowed himself to fall into them, and how his

defects make a part of himself, so that they will appear at first inevitable,

and soon better than excusable— amusing.

»

ON THE INFLUENCE OF RECENT NORTHERN LITERATURE

From <Les Contemporains

'

ONCE more the Saxons and Germans, the ThraKians and peo-

ples of snow-covered Thule, have conquered Gaul: an im-

portant but not a surprising event.

One of our most pardon'able faults is acknowledged to be a

certain coquettish yet generous intellectual hospitality. As soon

as a Frenchman has succeeded in acquiring not alone national

and classical culture, but European culture as well, it is marvel-

ous to see how, at one stroke, he sets himself free from all liter-

ary chauvinism. At this point the most serious clasp hands, so

to speak, with the most frivolous; with the class emancipated

from prejudices in favor of clean linen, as well as with those
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who, to use an expression henceforth symbolical, are "laundered

in London."

It is evident that Renan, for instance, who as a matter of fact

understood only superficially contemporary French literature, was

always dominated by German science and genius, and placed

Goethe, and even Herder, above all that is best among us.

Taine also concludes that we have nothing comparable not only

to Shakespeare,— we must grant him this,— but to contempora-

neous English poets and novelists.

While in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the South—
Spain and Italy— attracted us, for the past two centuries we
have been captivated by the literature of the North.

This attraction has had its accessions and its intervals; but

our last attack of septentriomania shows itself particularly violent

and prolonged, for it still endures. It began I think about a

dozen years ago, in the revolution against the so-called "natural-

ist" brutalities and pretensions, and in the taste, now perhaps

partially forgotten, for George Eliot.

At this time M. Edmond Sch^rer and M. Emile Mont^gut

vied with each other in demonstrating in profound and eloquent

essays that George Eliot far surpassed all our realistic novelists.

Since then M. de Vogue has magnificently revealed to us

Tolstoi and Dostoiewski ; and compared with them, again, our poor

romancers are but dust in the balance. All the world worshiped

the Russian gospel, and set itself to " tolstoiser. " At the same

time the "Theatre Libre" set before us the dramas of Dostoiew-

ski. Finally Ibsen had his turn of apotheosis, and all his later

plays were translated. We have seen at the theatres, beside the

plays of these two writers, those of the Norwegian Bjornson,

the German Hauptmann, the Swede Strindberg, and the Belgian

Maeterlinck. The fury and intolerance of admiration on the part

of young men and certain women for these products of the North

is hardly to be imagined. "Yes," they say, "these polar souls

truly speak to our souls; they penetrate them deeply; they stir

them to their profoundest depths." And I read with melancholy

this page of M. de Vogue, in the preface of his * Russian Ro-

mance*:— "There has been created in our day, wider than the

preferences of coteries or national prejudice, a European spirit,

—

a fund of culture, ideas, and tendencies common to all intelligent

societies. We find this spirit, the same in essence, the same in

impressionability, in London, Petersburg, Rome, and Berlin. But
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as yet it eludes us; the literature and philosophy of our rivals

make conquest of us but slowly: we are not imparting it, we are

towed along by it more or less successfully. But to follow is

not to guide;— the prevailing ideas which are transforming Eu-

rope no longer emanate from the French soul."

Possibly this may be because they issued from that soul fifty

years ago!

I must here premise that in speaking of the works of George

Eliot, George Sand, and some other authors, it is necessarily from

a somewhat remote reading of them, and from impressions imme-
diately following that reading. ... I shall consider solely

on what ground these novelists stand; what are the dominating

ideas, the guiding sentiments, what the substratum of their

works.

That which strikes us in these romances [of George Eliot], all

of them being histories of conscience, is the constant moral pre-

occupation by which every page is marked, as well as the con-

stant cordial and observant sympathy with the most humble and

ordinary phases of human life. To consider, in passing, this

second characteristic only: it is indubitably to be found, with a

fullness that leaves nothing to be desired, in the works of George

Sand. . . . Read < La Mare au Diable' [The Devil's Pool],

<La Petite Fadette > [Little Fadette], < Frangois le Champi,>

you will find as much robust and charming good-nature, as sin-

cere a liking for simple life and homely details, as much delight

and skill in making us feel the essential interest and dignity of

a human soul, its environment and social condition, as in the

writings of the George beyond the Channel. There is no more,

for that I believe to be impossible. . . . Let us pass on to

Ibsen. . . . Save in two or three instances, where he seems

to defy his own visions, and to jeer at them, the dramas of

Ibsen are crises of conscience, histories of revolt, and struggles

towards moral enfranchisement. That which he preaches or

dreams is the love of truth, the hatred of falsehood. Sometimes

it is the reaction of the pagan conception of life against the

Christian conception; of the "joy of living," as he terms it,

against religious melancholy. It is, beyond and above all else,

that which has been called individualism. It is the assertion of

the rights of the individual conscience against written laws which

do not provide for individual cases; against social conventions
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often hypocritical, and respecting appearances only. Often too

it is the redemption and purification of suffering. It is, in our

relations with others, the exercise of individual compassion, the

pardon of certain sins which phariseeism never pardons. It is in

marriage the perfect union of souls,— a union based only upon

the liberty and absolute sincerity of husband and wife, and the

entire understanding and appreciation each has of the other. It

is, in short, the conformity of life to the ideal— an ideal which

Ibsen rarely defines in set terms; in which is to be found some-

thing of antique naturalism, something of judicial and haughty

evangelicism, of aristocratic dilettantism, and covering all, a film

of pessimism.

I can make these definitions no more precise than Ibsen him-

self does. But it is undeniably into a general sentiment of revolt

that the elements of which his " dream " is composed resolve

themselves. He is in fact a mighty rebel, a malcontent, at odds

with his own genius. Now, in the work of these Northern men,

is there not the very substance of the early romances of George

Sand ? If I name her anew, it is because she had a marvelous

gift of receptivity, and because she reflected all the ideas and

chimeras of her time. She had already told us, long before

these others spoke, that marriage is an oppressive institution if it

be not the union of two free wills, and if woman be not treated

as a moral being. Already we had heard from her of the con-

flict of religious and civil law with that other and greater law,

not inscribed on Tables of Stone. And already among us the

rights of the individual had been declared to be opposed to those

of society.

We listened to these sayings as long ago as 1830, and I doubt

if even then they were entirely new.

I admit that I have not re-read the eighty volumes of George

Sand, but I know their contents, and have been long imbued

with their spirit. I open her first romance and I read the pro-

test of Indiana. Indiana is Ibsen's Nora. She flees from Colonel

Delmare in the same mood that drives Nora out of Helmer's

house. That which Nora goes to seek, Indiana meets. Indiana

espousing Ralph in the presence of Nature and of God is Nora
after her flight finding the husband of her soul, and choosing

him in her freedom. . . .

If Henrik Ibsen is not found complete, as to his ideas, in

Oeorge Sand, it is in the dramas of Dumas fils— preceding, let
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it be remembered, those of the Norwegian writer— that we shall

finally discover him.

The protest of the individual against law, of the moral senti-

ments of the heart against the moral code and worldly conven-

tionality,— this is the very soul of most of the dramas of M.
Dumas. Only, while the revolts of Ibsen are against law and
society in general, the insurrections of M. Dumas strike almost

always at some particular article of the civil code or of social

prejudice. And I do not see that this limitation is necessarily

an inferiority. . . .

Let us go on to the Russian novelists, to Tolstoi and to Dos-

toiewski. M. de Vogue tells us that they are distinguished from

our realists by two traits:—
" First, the vague, undefined Russian spirit draws its life from

all philosophies and all vagaries. It pauses now in nihilism and

pessimism. A superficial reader might sometimes confound Tol-

stoi and Flaubert. But Tolstoi's nihilism is never accepted with-

out revolt ; this spirit is never impenitent ; we constantly listen to

its groanings and searchings, and it finally redeems and saves

itself by love,— love more or less active in Tolstoi and Tourge-

nief, in Dostoiewski refined and introspective until it becomes a

painful passion. Second, equally with sympathy the distinctive

characteristic of these realists is the comprehension of that which

lies beneath and surrounds life. In them the study of the real

is pressed more closely than ever before. They seem imprisoned

within its limits, and yet they meditate upon the invisible. Be-

yond the known, which they describe minutely, they accord a

secret study to the unknown, which they suspect. The person-

ages of their creation are disquieted concerning the universal

mystery; and no matter how absorbed they may appear in the

drama of the moment, they lend an ear to the murmur of ab-

stract ideas— the ideas which people the profound atmosphere

where breathe the creations of Tourgenief, Tolstoi, and Dosto-

iewski." . . .

" The things lying below life " of which these Russians talk

— what is meant by these? Do they concern those obscure

and fatal powers of the flesh, those hereditary and physiological

instincts that govern us without our knowledge ? But this con-

stitutes nearly half of Balzac, and the whole of M. Zola. And
" the environment of life " ? Does this mean the influences of the

domestic surroundings ? Who has better known and expressed
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these than the author of the 'Com^die Humaine,' or the author

of * Madame Bovary ' ? Or should we accord to these foreigners

alone the privilege of knowing how to render " the environment

of life " ? Should we say that " while the French novelist selects,

separates a character or an act from the chaos of beings and

actions, to study the isolated subject of his choice, the Russian,

dominated by the feeling of universal interdependence, does not

sever the thousand ties which attach a man, a ,deed, a thought,

to the total sum of the world, and does not forget that each is

constituted by all " ?

I recognize and I admire the abounding fullness, almost equal-

ing that of life itself, in that complex romance, 'War and Peace';

but have we not novels corresponding to the complexities of the

world, in which the interweaving of moral and material things

answers to that of reality, and which also contain in an equal

degree the all of life ? I say, after due reflection, that all this

is true of ' Les Miserables,' and perhaps more profoundly so of

'L'Education Sentimentale. > And after all, what is this disquiet-

ude of universal mystery, of which the honor of discovery is

exclusively ascribed to the Slav novelists ? This *' mystery * can

only be that of our destiny, of our souls, of God, of the origin

and end of the universe. Btit who does not know that nearly

all our writers, from 1825 to 1850 especially, professed themselves

as disquieted over these things ? Of this disquietude Victor

Hugo is full; he overflows with it.

If it is said that what is meant is less a philosophical dis-

quiet than a feeling of the formidable unknown which surrounds

us, a feeling which is perhaps evoked by some accidental sensa-

tion, I answer that I quite understand that there are moments
when this thought alone-—-that one is in the world, and that the

world exists, appears utterly incomprehensible and strikes us

dumb. But in the first place, this astonishment at living, this

sort of " sacred horror, " is inconsistent in its very nature with

any expression at all except, the briefest, and can be prolonged

only by repeating itself. In the second place, we had assuredly

experienced this mysterious shudder before we ever opened a

Russian or Norwegian book. Tolstoi's phrase " The eternal

silence of infinite space affrights me," is one which does not

date from yesterday.

If, then, all that we admire in the recent writers of the North

was already ours, how does it happen that, visible in them, it
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appears to so many of us new and original ? Is it because

these writers are greater artists than ours, their literary form

superior to that of our poets and novelists ? The question seems

to me insoluble: for he alone could discern the exact value of

literary form who should comprehend all the languages of Europe

as profoundly as he comprehends his own; that is, sufficiently

to perceive in its most delicate shades that which constitutes the

style of each writer. This, I imagine, can never be; for I find

that the most learned and accomplished of foreign linguists never

arrive at the power of feeling as we do the phrase of a Flaubert

or a Renan. The incapacity is made evident by their classifica-

tion of our authors, where they put together without discrimina-

tion the great and the inferior. In the same way the style of

foreign writers must always to a great extent escape us. I am
inclined to believe that a man may know several languages well,

but only one profoundly. It is certain that neither Eliot, nor

Ibsen, nor Tolstoi will ever afford to us that kind or degree of

pleasure which is aroused in us by the literary form of our own
great authors.

Norway has interminable winters almost without day, alter-

nating with short and violent summers almost without night :
—

marvelous conditions either for the slow and patient working

out of one's inner visions, or for the sudden and overpowering

impulses of passion.

London, compared with which Paris is but a pretty little town,

is the capital of effort and will; and an English fog seems to me
an excellent atmosphere for reflection. I have never seen a

steppe; but to picture it to the eye of the mind, I multiply in

my imagination the melancholy stretches of heath, the pools and

woods of Sologne in winter.

To understand their literature we must add to these physical

characteristics the Past of Norway, England, and Russia; their

traditions, their public and private manners, their religions, and

the furrows traced by them all in the Norwegian, English, and

Russian brain.

Briefly, it may be said that the writers of the North return

to us (and this is the secret of their charm) the substance of

our own literature of forty or fifty years ago, modified, renewed,

and enriched by its passage through minds notably different

from our own. In rethinking our thoughts, they rediscover them

for us.
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They have, it seems to me, less art than we, less knowledge

of the rules of composition. Such works as ' Middlemarch ' are

discouraging by their prolixity. Eight days of constant reading

are necessary for <War and Peace'; and such dimensions are in

themselves inartistic. . . .

Furthermore, I am by no means persuaded that these writers

have more emotion than ours: certainly they have no more

general ideas. But they have to a greater degree than we the

perception of the inner religious life.

More patient than we; not perhaps more penetrating, but

capable of greater persistence, if I may so say, in meditation and

observation; more able than we to dispense with diversions,

—

they address themselves to readers who have less need than we of

being amused. The long and monotonous conversations of Ibsen,

his indefatigable accumulation of familiar details, at first over-

whelm us, but little by little envelop us, and form around each

of his dramas an atmosphere peculiar to itself, by which the

appearance of truth in the characters is greatly augmented. We
see them living their slow mysterious lives. They are intensely

serious: and they exhibit this peculiarity,—^that all the incidents

of their existence stir their soul's depths, and reveal these depths

to us; that their domestic dramas become dramas of conscience

in which their whole spiritual life is involved. A woman who
finds that her husband does not understand her, or that her

son is attacked by an incurable malady, instantly asks herself if

Martin Luther was not too conservative, whether paganism or

Christianity is really right, and if all our laws do not rest upon

falsehood and hypocrisy.

Perhaps the author forgets that these questions, absorbing

when discussed by a great philosopher or poet, can be solved only

in commonplace fashion by narrow townspeople and well-meaning

clergymen. Perhaps too he surfeits us with the restless meta-

physics of ordinary humanity, and its tendency to philosophize.

But as it is really his own thought that he thus translates, it is

possible after all to take in it a true and lively interest.

One dominating idea in the romances of George Eliot is the

idea of responsibility, accepted in its most rigid sense: the idea

that no act is indifferent or inoffensive-; that all have infinite con-

sequences, and reverberations either within or without our own
souls, and that thus we are always more responsible, or responsi-

ble for more, than we realize. The consequence of this idea is
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a moral surveillance constantly exercised by her characters over
themselves, or by the author over her characters. Most of them
hold the idea of sin, and of an inner life at least as fully devel-

oped as the life of their social relations. They make frequent
examinations of conscience; they repent, they improve. Certainly

all this is more rare in our romances, doubtless because it is

more rare in our conduct. I have noticed, on the other hand,

that George Sand's heroes almost never repent. If Mauprat ad-

vances in goodness, it is in virtue of his love for Edm^e, and
not as the result of probing for his sins. Others learn the les-

sons of events, and grow better through experience. The nobler

characters of Sand and Hugo dwell more upon the happiness of

humanity than upon their own moral perfection. I grant at once

that they are inconsequent persons, apt to begin at the wrong
end of things, and that their gospel is often a gospel of revolu-

tion. . . .

. I must of course admit that the realism of these foreigners is

more chaste than ours has been. The deeds of the flesh hold

small place in their works, for which I willingly praise them. I

observe, however, that if the actual state of things in France is

less unblushing than it is made to appear in some of our realistic

novels, it is surely, throughout Europe, less refined than" English

and Russian romances would lead us to believe. We are more
frank in these matters. I do not know that this is a mark of

superiority; but our realism, more sensual perhaps, is also more
disenchanting. Northern writers surely do not recoil from depict-

ing the suffering, cruelty, and squalor of human life; but it can-

not be denied that they diminish their own power by avoiding a

certain class of infamies. They do not tell the whole truth. You
will never find in them such pages as certain of those of Flau-

bert or Maupassant. They are well able to show us the world as

infinitely sad and pitiful; but hesitate to exhibit it as simply dis-

gusting, which nevertheless it often is. Their pessimism is never

as radical as they pretend.

This prudishness, this reserve, this incurable scrupulousness is

explained by that religious spirit with which they are still im-

pregnated; and thus we arrive at this truism, that the differences

of literatures are rooted in the fundamental differences of race.

The books of Ibsen and Eliot remain, in spite of the intel-

lectual emancipation of these writers, Protestant books. For to

abandon, after unrestricted examination, as Eliot and Ibsen have
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done, a religion of which unrestricted examination is an inherent

attribute, is not, properly speaking, to abandon at all. Only that

can be really thrown off which is really a yoke: insurrection is

only veritably made against a religion which interdicts freedom of

spirit. In the other religions one may remain by expanding them.

It is only where prohibition is radical that schism can be abso-

lute. That which Protestant liberty forbids is not intellectual

enfranchisement, but if I may say so, enfranchisement of language

and manner. Among Protestant peoples, where the faithful soul

depends only upon his conscience, and allows no intermediary

between himself and God, the universal habits of thought and

discussion which result, cause a mingling of religious sentiment

and anxiety in all their literature,— even profane,— and unbe-

lievers retain at least the manner and tone of believers. On the

contrary, among us emancipated Catholics— or even practicing

Catholics whom sacramental confession absolves in part from the

care of administering our own conscience— there is a religious

or rather ecclesiastical literature with which we are but little

acquainted, and a literature entirely profane and laic; each one

playing its own part. To certain reflections on the inner nature

of souls, certain bits of moral casuistry, certain effusions of reli-

gious sentiment, which strike us in Eliot and Ibsen, we could

find analogous examples only in the works of priests and monks,

whom we ignore, or in Bossuet, Lacordaire, or Veuillot, where it

does not occur to us to look for them. Our two literatures do

not mingle, and thereby the secular loses something of moral

depth.

Finally, we see in what measure these foreigners have been of

service to us. We have welcomed their idealism through weari-

ness or disgust with naturalism. It is true that they have led us

to put more exactness and sincerity into the expression of ideas

and sentiments which were formerly familiar to us; to give pre-

cision to our romanticism, and at the same time to moderate our

realism.

But once again, if we have heartily and readily accepted this

foreign literature, is it not proved that in reality we possess, if

not the cosmopolitan spirit, at least the cosmopolitan manners ?

An Englishman travels over the whole world, and remains every-

where an Englishman. We do not quit our own firesides; but

from this corner we adapt ourselves without difficulty to the

moods and manner of thought of all nations, even the most
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remote. Yes! ours are the writers whom I term the true cos-

mopoUtans; for a cosmopolitan— that is to say, a European— lit-

erature should be common and intelligible to all the people of

Europe, and can only become cosmopolitan by the order, sym-

metry, and lucidity which have for centuries been accepted as our

national qualities. They are so still; as is proved by the large

human sympathy which we are to-day supposing that we discover

among foreigners, but which nevertheless has always been one of

our most eminent characteristics. We love to approve; ours is

perhaps the only nation disposed to prefer others to itself. But

this very enthusiasm with which we have fostered and extolled

the tender humanity of the Russian romance and the Norwegian

drama— does it not prove that we ourselves possess the same

quality, and that in them we have only recognized it ? . . .

These exchanges—^this give-and-take of ideas between na-

tions—have existed in all times, more especially since the close-

ness of commercial relations has involved that of intellectual

relations as well. At times we have borrowed from other peo-

ples, and have impressed upon that which we took a European

character. Such are the appropriations of Corneille or Le Sage

from the Spaniards. At times, and oftener, being inquisitive

and kindly, we have taken from them unconsciously that which

we ourselves had previously loaned them. Thus, in the eigh-

teenth century we discovered the novels of Richardson, who had

imitated Marivaux. Thus we have found again in Lessing that

which was in Diderot, and in Goethe much that was in Jean

Jacques; and we have believed that we owed to the Germans
and English the romanticism which we ourselves had originated.

For is not romanticism more than mediaeval decoration, or in the

drama more than the suppression of the three unities, or the

mingling of tragedy and comedy ? It is the feeling for nature,

the recognition of the rights of passion; it is the spirit of revolt,

the exaltation of the individual: all, things of which the germs

and more than the germs were in the * Nouvelle H^loise, ' in the

* Confessions, ' and in the *Lettres de la Montague.'

In this constant circulation of ideas, we are less and less cer-

tain to whom they belong. Each nation imposes upon them its

own character, and each of the characters seems necessarily the

most original and the best.

It is only of the present moment that I write, and who knows

how fleeting that may be ? This restless septentriomania—how
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long will it endure ? Does it not already begin to languish ?

And as to the rest,— to come to the regulating of this debit

and credit account opened between races, does it not remain to

be seen whether the pietism of George Eliot, the contradictory

and rebellious idealism of Ibsen, the mystic fatalism of Tolstoi,

are necessarily superior to the humanitarianism or the realism of

French authors ? Who can affirm that the ardor of our scientific

faith and revolutionizing charity, moderately subjective as they

are and inclined rather to social reform, do not compensate in

the sight of God for the greater aptitude of the Northern races

for meditation and subjective perfection ? Who will swear that

largely and humanly understood, the positive philosophy, to call

it by its name,— the philosophy of Taine, that which is held to

be responsible for the brutalities and aridities of naturalistic lit-

erature,— does not represent a more advanced moment in human
development than Protestant and septentrional religiosity ? Do
not books like those of J. H. Rosny, to cite no others, presage

the reconciliation of two sorts of intelligence which among us

have been too often separated ? And do we not recognize in

them both the enthusiasm for science and the enthusiasm for

moral beauty, and see already how these two religions accord

and become fruitful ? Who lives shall see ! Meantime, make
haste to enjoy these writers from regions of snows and fogs;

enjoy them while they are in favor, while they are believed in,

and while they can still influence you,— as it is best to avail one's

self of the methods in vogue, so long as they can cure.

For it may be that a reaction of the Latin spirit is at hand.

Translated for <A Library of the World's Best Literature. >
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GIACOMO LEOPARDI

(1798-1837)

BY KATHARINE HILLARD

fiKE Byron, Leopardi came of an ancient and patrician but im-

poverished family. His mother, who seems to have been the

real head of the house, had so absorbed herself in the task

of repairing its fallen fortunes, that she had little time and less ten-

derness left to lavish upon her children. His father. Count Monaldo

Leopardi, was a mere figure-head in his own household, and spent

most of his tiriie shut up in his library. He lived at Recanati, a little

mountain village of Tuscany, high up in the Apennines, near Loreto;

and there, in the stifling dullness of a small provincial town, Giacomo

Leopardi was born, on the 29th of June, 1798. His father was as con-

servative as an ordinary mind bred up under the restraints of a little

village in the Italy of that day naturally would be. He was bigoted,

narrow-minded, bitterly opposed to progress, seeing nothing good out-

side of the precincts of the Church. He even preferred the costume

of an earlier period, and dressed himself and his wife in mediseval

attire. The young Leopardi, nervous, sickly, and deformed, was

brought up in his father's library, having no companions except his

sister and his brothers. He spent his time among dictionaries and

gframmars; and with little or no assistance contrived to make him-

self master of Latin, Greek, Hebrew, French, Spanish, and English,

by the time he was sixteen.

At that age he composed a Latin treatise on the Roman rhetori-

cians of the second century, a history of astronomy, and a Latin

translation and comment on Plotinus, of which Sainte-Beuve said that

"one who had studied Plotinus his whole life could find something

useful in this work of a boy." At seventeen he wrote on the popular

errors of the ancients, and quoted more than four hundred authors.

His next achievement was two odes in the manner of Anacreon,

which imposed upon the first scholars in Italy. At eighteen he wrote

a long poem called <The Approach of Death,' which was lost for

many years, but finally discovered and published. It is a vision of

the omnipotence of death, that offers a remarkable resemblance in

many ways to Shelley's 'Triumph of Life,' written six years later.

Then in 18 19, when the young poet was but twenty years old, came

the two poems which gave him his place among the Italian classics:

XV—562
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the <Ode to Italy,' and that to the Dante monument then being

erected in Florence.

These poems were so full of the spirit of the hour, and gave such

complete expression to the anguish of a country awakened from the

sleep of centuries to find herself among the despised and rejected

nations of the world,— her political p'restige gone, her intellectual

standing lost, even her poetry and her art sunk into the lowest

depths of degradation,— that they fired the Italian people like a voice

from their glorious past. Leopardi had emerged from the seclusion

of his father's library a perfect Greek in spirit and in style; and only

Landor could compare with him for classic purity, precision, and

force. The rich harmonies of the Italian language lent to his poetry

a charm that no English translation can possibly give, and the un-

rhymed lines fall cold and dead upon the ear in our less musical

tongue.

The revolutionary spirit of these odes and the bitter disappoint-

ment that they breathed made the bigoted and narrow-minded father

furious, and he denied his son almost the necessaries of life. Because

the poet refused to become a priest, he was loaded with labors that

his frail health was not able to support; nor would the father allow

him to leave Recanati, where ennui, to use Leopardi's own words, not

merely oppressed and wearied him, but agonized and lacerated like a

cruel pain. He had suffered there a disappointment in love; having

cherished a romantic passion for a young girl whom he scarcely knew,

but whose voice he heard continually as she sang at her work in a

house opposite his father's palace. Probably had he known her bet-

ter he might have loved her less ; but the count promptly crushed the

dawning passion, and shortly afterwards the young girl died. Her

memory represented for the poet all that he ever knew of love.

At the age of twenty-four he broke away at last from his paternal

prison-house and went to Rome; only to carry his melancholy with

him, his morbid contempt for his fellows, his physical weakness and

sufferings. Rome proved to him only a larger Recanati, where fri-

volity and dissipation reigned supreme. A few foreigners, principally

Germans, and among them Niebuhr, alone redeemed the social degra-

dation. Niebuhr, who considered Leopardi by far the first, if not the

only, Greek philologist in Italy, would have procured him a profes-

sorship of Greek philosophy in Berlin; but Leopardi would not leave

his own country. For some years he drifted about rather aimlessly,

always the prey of ill health, from Rome to Milan, to Bologna, to

Recanati again, to Pisa, and to Florence. Many men loved him ; nota-

bly Antonio Ranieri, a young Neapolitan whose acquaintance Leopardi

made in 1832, and at whose house at Capodimonte, carefully tended

by Ranieri and his sister, the poet spent the last years of his unhappy
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life. Here he met the German Platen, and wrote one of his finest

poems, ' La Ginestra > (The Broom-flower). It was at Naples also that

Leopardi wrote a satire in ottava rima upon the abortive Neapolitan

revolution of 1820; a poem clever in its way, but like much of the

verse of Giusti, too full of local allusions to be comprehensible except

by the Neapolitans of the early thirties. After four years of hopeless

invalidism, Leopardi died very suddenly, on the eve of departure for

the country, on June 15th, 1837. His remains were deposited at a

little church on the road to Pozzuoli.

That genial critic, De Sanctis, tells us that «love, inexhaustible

and almost ideal, was- the supreme craving of Leopardi's heart, and

never left it through life"; and that "it may in truth be said that

pain and- love form the twofold poetry of his existence.* Except for

the society of his commonplace brothers' and sisters he was absolutely

without companionship until he went to Rome. The pettiness of its

social ambitions swept away his last illusion. To quote De Sanctis

again: «The objects of our desire he called idols; our labors, idleness;

and everything, vanity. . . . Inertia ^— rust, as it were— even more
than pain consumed his life, alone in what he called * this formidable

desert of the world.'" Like most pessimists, he demanded everything

and gave nothing. He desired the love of mankind, but he hated

and despised his fellows; and insisted upon what they owed him, for-

getting his debt to them. Like another Prometheus, Leopardi lay

bound to the rock of suffering, with a vulture gnawing at his heart;

but the vulture was of his own nurture, and his tortures were self-

imposed. It is to his praise however as a patriot, that his voice was

one of the first to arouse Italy from her shameful sleep to the desire

of better things. As a poet the beautiful purity of his style, and the

exquisite melody of his unrhymed or irregularly rhymed verse, have

never been surpassed.

Opinions differ as to the crowning expression of his genius; but

the popular verdict seems to settle upon * Sylvia,' and the noble

poem 'La Ginestra,' or the Broom-flower. The lyric beauty of * Syl-

via' can never be rendered in English irregular verse: it belongs to

the Italian language. The < Night-Song of a Wandering Shepherd of

Asia' is one of the most charming of his longer poems; though it

may be considered doubtful whether any wandering shepherd ever

felt that the crowning happiness of his flocks was their incapacity

for feeling bored. Other fine poems of Leopardi are 'Aspasia,' 'The

Song-Sparrow,' <Bento Minore,' and <The Dominant Thought.'
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SYLVIA

SYLVIA, canst thou still remember
That time in thy brief existence

When a beauty all-resplendent

Shone from thine eyes, with their fleeting, smiling glances,

Wh^t time, pensive yet gay, thou wert crossing

The boundaries of thy youth ?

Resounded all thy quiet

Dwelling, and the lanes around it.

With the music of thy singing.

As intent on the tasks of women
Thou wert pond'ring, lost in contentment.

All the vague future fancy held before thee.

It was May, the month of fragrance ; and thus ever

Didst thou dream out the hours.

And I, my fairest studies

At times forsaking, and the well-thumbed volumes

Over whose weary pages

I spent myself, and the best part of my youth.

Leaned from the terrace of my father's dwelling.

To listen to the music of thy voice;

And to watch thy busy fingers

As they flew o'er the tiresome sewing.

While I gazed on the placid heavens.

The golden lanes and the gardens.

And there the far-off sea, and here the mountains,

—

No mortal tongue could utter

The feelings that rose in me.

Sylvia mine, what visions.

What hopes, what hearts, were ours!

Under what beautiful seeming

Lay human life and fate

!

When I remember those fancies,

1 am seized by a mortal sorrow,

Bitter, devoid of comfort.

And I return to grieve over all my misfortune.

O Nature, O Mother Nature,

Why dost thou never give us

That we were promised at first ? Alas, why so often

Dost thou deceive thy children ?

Thee, ere the grass had faded with winter.

Insidious death had vanquished;

Thy tender beauty perished. And never saw'st thou
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The flower of thy maiden years.

Thy heart was never melted

Or by the praises of thy raven tresses,

Or of thy loving glances, swift and bashful.

Nor at their feast-days with thy young companions,

Could'st thou discourse of love.

And shortly also perished

The sweet hope that treasured; even youth itself

The cruel fates denied me.

Alas, alas! how utterly has vanished

The dear companion of my early years,

The hope I mourn forever!

Is this the world we pictured? Can these be

The dear delights, the love, the deeds, the events,

That long ago we talked about so fondly ?

Is this the destiny of all mankind ?

When the truth dawned upon thee.

Poor child, thou sank'st before it; thy cold hand pointing

To where the naked tomb and pallid Death

Waited me from afar.

Translation of Katharine Hillard.

NIGHT-SONG

Of a Wandering Asian Shepherd

HAT dost thou, moon in heaven; tell me, what dost thou,

O silent moon ?

Rising with evening, and slowly pacing

The skies, contemplating the desert; then setting.

Oh, art thou not yet weary

Of still retracing the everlasting pathways?

Art thou not yet rebellious? dost still delight

In gazing at these valleys ?

Like thy life

The shepherd's life, methinks.

With earliest dawn he rises.

Drives his flock far afield, and watches

The flock, the brooks, the pastures;.

Then wearied out, lies down to rest at evening.

Nor to aught else aspires.

Tell me, O moon, what value

§UQh a life to the shepherd,
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Such a life, moon, to thee ? tell me where leadeth

This brief existence of mine.

And thy eternal journeys ?

An old man hoary and delicate.

Half clad, and going barefoot.

Bearing a heavy burden upon his shoulders,

—

Over mountains and over valleys.

Over sharp rocks, deep sands, and thorny places,

In wind, in tempest, or when the lightning

Flashes, or the hailstones strike him,

—

Still hurries on, hurries on panting.

Traverses torrents and marshes,

Falls and rises again, and faster and faster hastens;

Without or rest or refreshment.

Torn and bleeding he goes: and at last arriveth

There where the pathway
And his struggles alike have ending;

Where yawns the abyss, bottomless, terrible,

—

There he flings himself down, and findeth oblivion.

Such, O virgin moon,

Such is mortal existence.

Often, thus gazing upon thee.

Standing so silent above these, the desert regions,

Whereto with distant arch the heavens confine thee.

Or as my flock I follow.

Step by step, as we travel slowly together,

And when I gaze at the stars, that above me are burning,-

I say to myself, as I'm thinking,

Why all these starry fires?

What means this infinite air, and what the

Depths of the heavens ? What is the meaning
Of all this solitude boundless ? And I, what am I ?

Thus I discourse with myself, and of all my surroundings,

Sky and earth, endless and splendid.

With all their offspring unnumbered;
Of all their relations and movements,

Of all things celestial, terrestrial.

Sweeping on still, without resting,

Ever returning to fill their places appointed.

Of all things, no purpose,

No real fruit can I see.

But thou at least, maiden immortal, thou

Knowest all things.
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This thing I know, and I feel it:

That out of this endless motion,

Out of this frail human nature.

Some slight good and contentment

Others may get, perchance; to me our life is but evil.

O flock of mine, at rest here! O happy creatures,

That know not your fate, I believe you unconscious of sorrow!

What envy to you I bear!

Not only that even of suff'ring

Almost unheeding ye go,

—

That hunger or terror

Seizing upon you, is ever as swiftly forgotten,

—

But still more because tedium never o'ertakes you.

And when ye rest in the shade on sweet grasses.

Content and quiet bide with you.

Had I wings like a bird, peradventure.

To bear me on high through the heavens.

And one by one to number the planets,

Or, like the thunder, leap from one peak to another.

Happier I'd be, sweet my flock.

Happier I'd be, fairest moon.

Perchance, though, my wandering fancy

Strays from the truth, in dreaming of fortunes not mine.

Perchance in every fate, in every form,

Whether within the cradle or the fold.

To all the fatal day is that of birth.

Translation of Katharine HiUard.
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ALAIN RENE LE SAGE
(1668-1747)

BY JANE GROSVENOR COOKE

|n Prance the seventeenth century was a time of dreams.

Imagination reveled in the grotesque and fantastic, and

craved the exuberant sentiment, the ideal emotion, expressed

in the romances of d'Urfe and Madame de La Fayette. Toward the

end of the 'century this, mood was followed by reaction. People

stopped dreaming to study the real life before their eyes; and litera-

ture reflected the change. The first great realist in faction was Alain

Le Sage.

Le Sage was a sturdy, self-willed Breton, with keen interest in

human afEairs, and more than usual skill in drawing conclusions from

them. He was an optimist, taught by experience to distrust men's

motives. Left an orphan at fourteen, under guardianship of an

uncle who squandered his small patrimony, he accepted poverty with

characteristic cheerfulness. His seems to have been a sensible, con-

trolled nature, with slight inclination towards irregular ways. At
twenty-six he married a prettjr girl of the bourgeoisie, went to writing,

and was the first Frenchman to earn a living by authorship.

Unlike the authors who preceded him, this honest bourgeois had

no powerful patronage to insure his success. He knew little of court

and salon, depended on his own exertions, and hence experienced

many disappointments before he found his place. His need of money
forced him to inferior production, and much of his work is now
valueless.

He had studied law; but Antoine Danchet— a successful young
dramatist, and his chum and fellow-student of the,Quartier Latin—
urged him to write. Undoubtedly he liked the suggestion, although

his was no evident vocation nor immediate success. His early at-

tempts were pot-boilers, efforts toward self-discovery; and the first—
a translation from the Greek, 'Letters of Aristsenetus '— a failure.

But he was warmly encouraged by the Abbe de Lyonne,— eccentric

drinker of twenty-two daily pints of Seine water, and probable original

of the Sangrado of < Gil Blas.> He took Le Sage under his protec-

tion ; made his perseverance in authorship possible by bestowing upon
him a pension of six hundred livres; and is said to have interested
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him in Spanish literature, to which he may also have been attracted

by the fact that his wife's mother was a Spaniard. For years he
groped on, translating Spanish plays and stories,— unoriginal plodder.

Le Sage was curiously unambitious. His aspirations never seem
to have been of a highly emotional order, and he had no kinship

with the exalted sentiment of French classic drama and romance.

Sainte-Beuve calls him a man without any ideality; but it is truer to

define his ideal as the rule of good sense. He scorned to affect emo-
tion which he ignored, and was quick to detect and expose social

hypocrisies. Kindly in spite of many disillusions, he is the genius

of the commonplace; picturing with humorous satire and dramatic

force the actuating sentiments of ordinary men and women.
He required the stimulus of outside suggestion ; and like Shake-

speare, loved to tra,nsform a ready-made tale. The plot and scene

remain Spanish, like the originals from which he borrowed ; the atmo-

sphere and characterization are French.

When nearly forty he won his first brilliant success with two

dramas,—'Crispin Rival de son Maitre,' and 'Don Cesar Ursin,'

—

which were played upon one occasion at the Theatre Frangais. The
first was a lively improbable one-act lever de rideau, in which a valet

in masquerade courts his master's daughter. The audience applauded

it enthusiastically, but were indifferent to the longer play. Oddly

enough, the situation was reversed at Versailles, where Don Cesar

succeeded and the lever de rideaic failed. The Parisians had shown

the keener judgment, for ' Crispin ' has become a classic.

< Turcaret, * his one great drama, was refused by the Theatre

Frangais under its first title, ' Les Etrennes'; but when remodeled

introduced a daring innovation in stage tradition. Turcaret, shrewd

and unscrupulous, has made money as a government contractor and

come to Paris to enjoy it, ordering his countrified wife to remain at

home. He falls in love with a baroness, who flatters and fleeces him

and promptly bestows his gifts upon a younger lover. The valet*

and grisettes flatter their master's foibles, pilfer when they can, and

better their condition by all clever knavery. The keen exposure of

human pettiness ends in the discomfiture of the vulgar hero. His

low-bred wife claims him at an evening reception; his coarse-grained

sister comes to sell finery to the baroness; he is swindled out of his

ill-gotten wealth and bundled off to prison. In the period of the

Spanish war, this typical portrayal of a class whose unscrupulous

dealings stirred up wrath and fear was even more daring than the

realism of Le Sage's great predeces'sor, Moliere. For a time the play

was in danger of suppression, which it only escaped through the

intervention of royal authority. Even then the ridiculed class reviled

it hotly, hired men to hiss it down, and offered the author large
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bribes for its withdrawal : an opposition which only determined Le
Sage to continue it.

In spite of this success, he did not go on producing regular drama,

but devoted himself to the more profitable work of writing little

plays and operettas to be acted out of doors at the fairs of Paris.

These pikces de la foire, given in booths set up along the streets,

attracted a humbler audience, which received his satire more cor-

dially and oifered him more certain recompense than the regular

theatres. In one of these plays he introduced a woman doctor; and

the idea of such an anomaly was greatly enjoyed as an impossible

burlesque.

His first noteworthy story, < Le Diable Boiteux,'— founded on the

Spanish < Diablo Cojuelo' of Guevara, to whom it was dedicated,

—

appeared in 1707, and was the most immediately popular of Le Sage's

works. The spirit, liberated from a bottle in a magician's laboratory,

entertains his rescuer with the secret sights of a great city at night;

and unroofing the buildings, explains the sufferings, transports, and

agitations revealed. On this thread of story is strung a succession of

vivid satiric little dramas. Often compared with ' Les Caracteres ' of

La Bruyere in general idea, ' Le Diable ' has greater continuity ; for

while the former is a series of detached sketches, the latter continu-

ally recalls the interest to a central plot.

English readers know Le Sage best from his great novel, ' Gil

Bias,* over which he worked for more than twenty years. After a

long and bitter controversy as to his indebtedness to Spanish liter-

ature, the idea of a romance of which < Gil Bias > is a translation was
disproved. The central idea is Spanish, as often in his work; the

development his own.

Le Sage had no exalted opinion of reason as a controlling power;

but regarded a human being as an impressionable mass, capable of

recording and of being transformed by sensation. Gil Bias, the young
. Spaniard who starts out to seek his fortune, is not remarkable for

vice or virtue. He is a shrewd, good-hearted youth, easily influenced

by his surroundings. But the power of good is impressed upon him
without conscious moralizing; and in middle life, after many follies

and mistakes, he becomes a staid, trustworthy citizen. He tells the

story of his adventures with witty candor and good-humor. He is a

shifty politic fellow, "with a racquet for every ball." When he hears

of a relative whom he had never met— "Yet nature will prevail: as

soon as I had heard that he was in a fair way, I was tempted to call

upon him." While a valet, Gil Bias finds it necessary to leave his

place at short notice. "I made a bundle of my own goods, incident-

ally slipping in some odd articles belonging to my master." He is

a knave certainly, but never a serious villain. Society, he finds, is
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composed of people who live by their wits, and who think a great

deal about good things to eat and drink. So he scrambles with the

others. In the four volumes of Gil Bias's adventures, with the long
digressions about his acquaintances, there is no more plot than in a
man's life. There is no preaching. Yet the effect is of unity, and
the tale as " moral as experience itself.

"

The distinctive quality of Le Sage is unprejudiced exposition.

«My purpose was to represent human life historically as it exists,"

he says in the preface to Gil Bias. " God forbid I should hold myself
out as a portrait-painter." Nevertheless he is a portrait-painter, seiz-

ing the outward visible fact with little psychological effort. His is

the hearty spontaneity of the simple story-teller.

In spite of his love of Spanish models, Le Sage breaks away from
the popular picaresque literature,— sensational tales recording the suc-

cess of low-born, witty rogues. He represents plenty of knavery; but

after all, Gil Bias finds honesty the best policy.

The work of Le Sage marks the transition from the spirit of the

seventeenth to that of the eighteenth century. In his large and gen-

eral view of life, of society en masse, and in his taste for foreign lit-

erature, he belongs to the seventeenth century. But his realism is

more modern; and in his lack of conscious moral motive, and in his

fatalistic acceptance of the conditions of human life, a grain of Vol-

tairean unbelief is already germinating.

Curiously enough, Le Sage exercised more influence abroad than

at home. Before his fellow-countrymen had learned to appreciate

him, Smollett had translated Gil Bias into English ; and it had become
the model after which Fielding and his contemporaries sought to

shape the English novel.

The great charm of Le Sage lies in the strong and rapid style of

his witty narration. Occasionally he shows an appreciation of nature,

but his interest in life is almost wholly social. Whatever he has to

say is expressed with characteristic grace and strength. The words

are so ready and so apt, the phrase so just yet easy, the whole effect

so animated, that in his instinctive pleasure the reader hardly realizes

the great literary skill which created this masterpiece of precise and

vigorous French.

(i^K^^ //i^-^^i^^ytt yJ^^lT/^^^ '
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GIL BLAS ENTERS THE SERVICE OF DR. SANGRADO

From <Gil Blas>

1
DETERMINED to throw Hiyself in the way of Sigfior Arias de

Londona, and to look out for a new berth in his register; but

as I was on my way to No Thoroughfare, who should come

across me but Doctor Sangrado, whom I had not seen since the

day of my master's death. I took the liberty of touching my
hat. He. kenned me in a twinkling, though I had changed my
dress; and with as much warmth as his temperament would

allow him, * Heyday ! " said he, " the very lad 1 wanted to see

;

you have never been out of my thought. I have occasion for a

clever fellow about me, and pitched upon you as the very thing,

if you can read and write. " " Sir, " replied I, " if that is all you

require, I am your man." * In that case," rejoined he,- "we
need look no further. Come home with me: it will be all com-

fort; I shall behave to you like a brother. You will have no

wages, but everything will be found you. You shall eat and

drink according to the true faith, and be taught to cure all dis-

eases. In a word, you shall rather be my young Sangrado than

my footman."

I closed in with 'the doctor's proposal, in the hope of becom-

ing an Esculapius under so inspired a master. He carried me
home on the spur of the occasion, to install me in my honorable

employment; which honorable employment consisted in writing

down the name and residence of the patients who sent for him

in his absence. There had indeed been a register for this pur-

pose, kept by an old domestic; but she had not the gift of spell-

ing accurately, and wrote a most perplexing hand. This account

I was to keep. It might truly be called a bill of mortality; for

my members all went from bad to worse during the short time

they continued in this system. I was a sort of bookkeeper for

the other world, to take places in the stage, and to see that the

first come were the first served. My pen was always in my
hand, for Doctor Sangrado had more practice than any physician

of his time in Valladolid. He had got into reputation with the

public by a certain professional slang, humored by a medical face,

and some extraordinary cases more honored by implicit faith than

scrupulous investigation.

He was in no want of patients, nor consequently of property.

He did not keep the best house in the world: we lived with some
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little attention to economy. The usual bill of fare consisted of

peas, beans, boiled apples or cheese. He considered this food as

best suited to the human stomach; that is to say, as most ame-
nable to the grinders, whence it was to encounter the process of

digestion. Nevertheless, easy as was their passage, he was not

for stopping the way with too much of them ; and to be sure,

he was in the right. But though he cautioned the maid and me
against repletion in respect of solids, it was made up by free per-

mission to drink as much water as we liked. Far from prescrib-

ing us any limits in that direction, he would tell us sometimes:
« Drink, my children : health consists in the pliability and moisture

of the parts. Drink water by pailfuls: it is a universal dissolv-

ent; water liquefies all the salts. Is the course of the blood a

little sluggish ? this grand principle sets it forward : too ij-apid ?

its career is checked." Our doctor was so orthodox on this head
that though advanced in years, he drank nothing himself but

water. He defined old age to be a natural consumption which

dries us up and wastes us away: on this principle he deplored

the ignorance of those who call wine "old men's milk.'* He
maintained that wine wears them out and corrodes them; and

pleaded with all the force of his eloquence against that liquor,

fatal in common both to the young and old,— that friend with

a serpent in its bosom,— that pleasure with a dagger under its

girdle.

In spite of these fine arguments, at the end of a week a loose-

ness ensued, with some twinges, which I was blasphemous enough

to saddle on the universal dissolvent and the new-fangled diet.

I stated my symptoms to my master, in the hope that he would

relax the rigor of his regimen and qualify my meals with a

little wine; but his hostility to that liquor was inflexible. *If

you have not philosophy enough," said he, "for pure water, there

are innocent infusions to strengthen the stomach against the nau-

sea of aqueous quaffings. Sage, for example, has a very pretty

flavor; and if you wish to heighten it into a debauch, it is only

mixing rosemary, wild poppy, and other simples with it,— but no

compounds.

"

In vain did he crack off his water, and teach me the secret of

composing delicious messes. I was so abstemious that, remark-

ing my moderation, he said :— "In good sooth, Gil Bias, I mar-

vel not that you are no better than you are: you do not drink

enough, my friend. Water taken in a small quantity serves only
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to separate the particles of bile and set them in action; but our

practice is to drown them in a copious drench. Fear not, my
good lad, lest a superabundance of liquid should either weaken

or chill your stomach; far from thy better judgment be that silly

fear of unadulterated drink. I will insure you against all conse-

quences; and if my authority will not serve your turn, read Cel-

sus. That oracle of the ancients makes an admirable panegyric

on water; in short, he says in plain terms that those who plead

an inconstant stomach in favor of wine, publish a libel on their

own viscera, and make their constitution a pretense for their

sensuality."

As it would have been ungenteel in me to run riot on my
entrance into the career of practice, I affected thorough con-

viction; indeed I thought there was something in it. I therefore

went on drinking water on the authority of Celsus, or to speak

in. scientific terms, I began to drown the bile in copious drenches

of that unadulterated liquor; and though I. felt myself more out

of order from day to day, prejudice won the cause against expe-

rience. It is evident therefore that I was in the right road to

the practice of physic. Yet I could not always be insensible

to the qualms which increased in my frame, to that degree as

to determine me on quitting Doctor Sangrado. But he invested

me with a new office which changed my tone. " Hark you, my
child," said he to me one day: "I am not one of those hard and

ungrateful masters, who leave their household to grow gray in

service without a suitable reward. I am well pleased with you,

I have a regard for you; and without waiting till you have

served your time, I will make your fortune. Without more ado,

I will initiate you in the healing art, of which I have for so

many years been at the head. Other physicians make the science

to consist of various unintelligible branches; but I will shorten

the road for you, and dispense with the drudgery of studying

natural philosophy, pharmacy, botany, and anatomy. Remember,
my friend, that bleeding and drinking warm water are the two

grand principles,— the true secret of curing all the distempers

incident to humanity. Yes, this marvelous secret which I reveal

to you, and which Nature, beyond the reach of my colleagues,

has failed in rescuing from my pen, is comprehended in these

two articles; namely, bleeding and drenching. Here you have

the sum total of my philosophy; you are thoroughly bottomed in

medicine, and may raise yourself to the summit of fame on the
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shoulders of my long experience. You may enter into partner-

ship at once, by keeping the books in the morning and going

out to visit patients in the afternoon. While I dose the nobility

and clergy, you shall' labor in your vocation among the lower

orders; and when you have felt your ground a little, I will get

you admitted into our body. You are a philosopher, Gil Bias,

though you have never graduated; the common herd of them,

though they have graduated in due form and order, are likely to

run out the length of their tether without knowing their right

hand from their left."

I thanked the doctor for having so speedily enabled me to

serve as his deputy; and by way of acknowledging his goodness,

promised to follow his system to the end of my career, with a

magnanimous indifference about the aphorisms of Hippocrates.

But that engagement was not to be taken to the letter. This

tender attachment to water went against the grain, and I had a

scheme for drinking wine every day snugly among the patients.

I left off wearing my own suit a second time, to take up one

of my master's and look like an experienced practitioner. After

which I brought my medical theories into play, leaving those it

might concern to look to the event. I began on an alguazil

in a pleurisy; he was condemned to be bled with the utmost

rigor of the law, at the same time that the system was to be

replenished copiously with water. Next I made a lodgment in

the veins of a gouty pastry-cook, who roared like a lion by rea-

son of gouty spasms. I stood on no more ceremony with his

blood than with that of the alguazil, and laid no restriction on

his taste for simple liquids. My prescriptions brought me in

twelve rials: an incident so auspicious in my professional career,

that I only wished for the plagues of Egypt on all the hale sub-

jects of Valladolid. ... .

I was no sooner at home than Doctor Sangrado came in. I

talked to him about the patients I had seen, and paid into his

hands eight remaining rials of the twelve I had received for my
prescriptions.

« Eight rials ! " said he, as he counted them :
" mighty little for

two visits! But we must take things as we find them." In the

spirit of taking things as he found them, he laid violent hands

on six, giving me the other two. « Here, Gil Bias," continued

he, "see what a foundation to build upon. I make over to you

the fourth of all you may bring me. You will soon feather your
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nest, my friend; for by the blessing of Providence, there will be

a great deal of ill health this year."

I had reason to be content with my dividend; since, having

determined to keep back the third part of what I received in my
rounds, and afterwards touching another fourth of the remain-

der,— then half of the whole, if arithmetic is anything more

than a deception, would become my perquisite. This inspired me
with new zeal for my profession. The next day, as soon as I

had dined, I resumed my medical paraphernalia and took the

field once more. I visited several patients on the list, and

treated their several complaints in one invariable routine. Hith-

erto things went on under the rose ; and no individual, thank

Heaven, had risen up in rebellion against my prescriptions. But

let a physician's cures be as extraordinary as they will, some

quack or other is always ready to rip up his reputation. I was

called in to a grocer's son in a dropsy. , Whom should I find

there before me but a little black-looking physician, by name
Doctor Cuchillo, introduced by a relation of the family. T bowed
round most profoundly, but dipped lowest to the personage whom
I took to have been invited to a consultation with me. He re-

turned my compliment with a distant air; then, having stared

me in the face for a few seconds,—'' Signor Doctor," said he, "I

beg pardon for being inquisitive: I, thought I was acquainted

with all my brethren in Valladolid, but I confess your physi-

ognomy is altogether new. You must have been settled but a

short time in town." I avowed myself a young practitioner, act-

ing as yet under the direction of Doctor Sangrado. " I wish you

joy," replied he politely; "you are studying under a great man.

You must doubtless have seen a vast deal of sound practice,

young as you appear to be." He spoke this with so easy an

assurance that I was at a loss whether he meant it seriously,

or was laughing at me. While I was conning over my reply,

the grocer, seizing on the opportunity, said, " Gentlemen, I am
persuaded of your both- being perfectly competent in your

art: have the goodness without ado to take the case in hand,

and devise some effectual means for the restoration of my
son's health."

Thereupon the little pulse-counter set himself about reviewing

the patient's situation; and after having dilated to me on all the

symptoms, asked me what I thought the fittest method of treat-

ment. "I am of opinion," replied I, "that he should be bled
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once a day, and drink as much warm water as he can swallow."
At these words, our diminutive doctor said to me, with a ma-
licious simper, "And so you think such a course will save the
patient?* « Not a doubt of it,» exclaimed I in a confident tone:
"it must produce that effect, because it is a certain method of
cure for all distempers. Ask Signor Sangrado.» «At that rate,"

retorted he, «Celsus is altogether in the wrong; for he contends
that the readiest way to cure a dropsical subject is to let him
almost die of hunger and thirst." « Oh, as for Celsus," inter-

rupted I, «he is no oracle of mine; as fallible as the meanest of
us: I often have occasion to bless myself for going contrary to

his dogmas." «I discover by your language," said Cuchillo, "the
safe and sure method of practice Doctor Sangrado instills into his

pupils. Bleeding and drenching are the extent of his resources.

No wonder so many worthy people are cut off under' his direc-

tion."— "No defamation!" interrupted I with some acrimony:
"a member of the faculty had better not begin throwing stones.

Come, come, my learned doctor, patients can get to the other
world without bleeding and warm water; and I question, whether
the most deadly of us has ever signed more passports than your-
self. If you have any crow to pluck with Signor Sangrado, write

against him; he will answer you, and we shall soon see who will

have the best of the battle. " " By all the saints in the calendar !
"

swore he in a transport of passion, "you little know whom you
are talking to. I have a tongue and a fist, my friend; and am
not afraid of Sangrado, who with all his arrogance and affecta-

tion is but a ninny." The size of the little death-dealer made
me hold his anger cheap. I gave him a sharp retort; he sent

back as good as I brought, till at last we came to cuffs. We had
pulled a few handfuls of hair from each other's head before the

'

grocer and his kinsman could part us. When they had brought

this about, they fee'd me for my attendance, and retained my
antagonist, whom they thought the more skillful of the two.

Another adventure succeeded close on the heels of this. I

went to see a huge chanter in a fever. As soon as he heard me
talk of warm water, he showed himself so averse to this specific

as to fall into a fit of swearing. He abused me in all possible

shapes, and threatened to throw me out at window. I was in a

greater hurry to get out of his house than to get in. I did not

choose to see any more patients that day, and repaired to the

inn where I had agreed to meet Fabricio. He was there first.

XV—563
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As we found ourselves in a tippling humor, we drank hard, and

returned to our employers in a pretty pickle; that is to say, so-so

in the upper story. Signor Sangrado was not aware of my being

drunk, because he took the lively gestures which accompanied

the relation of my quarrel with the little doctor for an effect of

the agitaltion not yet subsided after the battle. Besides, he came

in for his share in my report; and feeling himself nettled by

Cuchillo,— "You have done well, Gil Bias," said he, "to defend

the character of our practice against this little abortion of the

faculty. So he takes upon him to set his face against watery

drenches in dropsical cases ? An ignorant fellow ! I maintain, I

do, in my own person, that the use of them may be reconciled

to the best theories. Yes, water is a cure for all sorts of drop-

sies, just as it is good for rheumatisms and the green-sickness.

It is excellent, too, in those fevers where the effect is at once

to parch and to chill; and even miraculous in those disorders

ascribed to cold, thin, phlegmatic, and pituitous humors. This

opinion may appear strange to young practitioners like Cuchillo,

but it is right orthodox in the best and soundest systems; so

that if persons of that description were capable of taking a

philosophical view, instead of crying me down they would become
my most zealous advocates.*

In his rage, he never suspected me of drinking: for to ex-

asperate him still more against the little doctor, I had thrown

into my recital some circumstances of my own addition. Yet

engrossed as he was by what I had told him, he could not help

taking notice that I drank more water than usual that evening.

In fact, the wine had made me very thirsty. Any one but

Sangrado would have distrusted my being so very dry as. to

swallow down glass after glass; but as for him, he took it for

granted in the simplicity of his heart that I began to acquire

a relish for aqueous potations. "Apparently, Gil Bias," said he,

with a gracious smile, "you have no longer such a dislike to

water. As Heaven is my judge, you quaff it off like nectar! It

is no wonder, my friend; I was certain you would take a liking

to that liquor. " ' " Sir, " replied I, " there is a tide in the affairs

of men: with my present lights I would give all the wine in

Valladolid for a pint of water." This answer delighted the

doctor, who would not lose so fine an opportunity of expatiating

on the excellence of water. He undertook to ring the changes
once more in its praise; not like a hireling pleader, but as an
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enthusiast in the cause. «A thousand times," exclaimed he, "a
thousand and a thousand times of greater value, as being more
innocent than our modern taverns, were those baths of ages past,

whither the people went, not shamefully to squander their for-

tunes and expose their lives by swilling themselves with wine, but

assembled there for the decent and economical amusement of

drinking warm water. It is difficult to admire enough the patri-

otic forecast of those ancient politicians who established places of

public resort where water was dealt out gratis to all comers, and

who confined wine to the shops of the apothecaries, that its use

might be prohibited save under the direction of physicians. What
a stroke of wisdom! It is doubtless to preserve the seeds of

that antique frugality, emblematic of the golden age, that persons

are found to this day, like you and me, who drink nothing but

water, and are persuaded they possess a prevention or a cure for

every ailment, provided our warm water has never boiled; for I

have observed that water when it is boiled is heavier, and sits

less easily on the stomach."

While he was holding forth thus eloquently, I was in danger

more than once of splitting my sides with laughing. But I con-

trived to keep my countenance; nay, more, to chime in with the

doctor's theory. I found fault with the use of wine, and pitied

mankind for having contracted an untoward relish for so perni-

cious a beverage. Then, finding my thirst not sufficiently allayed,

I filled a large goblet with water, and after having swilled it like

a horse,— " Come, sir, " said I to my master, " let us drink plen-

tifully of this beneficial liquor. Let us make those early estab-

lishments of dilution you so much regret, live again in your

house." He clapped his hands in ecstasy at these words, and

preached to me for a whole hour about suffering no liquid but

water to pass my lips. To confirm the habit, I promised to

drink a large quantity every evening; and to keep my word with

less violence to my private inclinations, I went to bed with a

determined purpose of going to the tavern every day.
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GIL BLAS BECOMES THE ARCHBISHOP'S FAVORITE, AND THE
CHANNEL OF ALL HIS FAVORS

From <Gil Blas>

I

HAD been after dinner to get together my baggage, and take

my horse from the inn where I had put up; and afterwards

returned to supper at the archbishop's palace, where a neatly

furnished room was got ready for me, and such a bed" as was

more likely to pamper than to mortify the flesh. The day fol-

lowing, his Grace sent for me quite as soon as I was ready to go

to him. It was to give me a homily to transcribe. He made a

point of having it copied with all possible accuracy. It was done

to please him; for I omitted neither accent, nor comma, nor the

minutest tittle of all he had markted down. His satisfaction at

observing this was heightened by its being unexpected. " Eternal

Father!" exclaimed he in a holy rapture, when he had glanced

his eye over all the folios of my copy, "was ever anything seen

so correct? You are too good a transcriber not to have some

little smattering of the grammarian. Now tell me with the free-

dom of a friend: in writing it over, have you been struck with

nothing that grated upon your feelings ? Some little careless

idiom, or some word used in an improper sense ? * " Oh, may it

please your Grace," answered I with a modest air, "it is not for

me, with my confined education and coarse taste, to aim at mak-

ing critical remarks. And though ever so well qualified, I am
satisfied that your Grace's works would come out pure from the

essay." The successor of the Apostles smiled at my answer.

He made no observation on it ; but it was easy to see through all

his piety that he was an arrant author at the bottom: there is

something in that dye that not heaven itself can wash out.

I seemed to have purchased the fee simple of his good graces

by my flattery. Day after day did I get a step farther in his

esteem; and Don Ferdinand, who came to see him very often,

told me my footing was so firm that there could not be a doubt

but my fortune was made. Of this my master himself gave me
a proof some little time afterwards; and the occasion was as fol-

lows:— One evening in his closet he rehearsed before me, with

appropriate emphasis and action, a homily which he was to deliver

the next day in the cathedral. He did not content himself with

asking me what I thought of it in the gross, but insisted on my
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telling him what passages struck me most. I had the good for-

tune to pick out those which were nearest to his own taste,^ his

favorite commonplaces. Thus, as luck would have it, I passed in

his estimation for a man who had a quick and natural relish of

the real and less obvious beauties in a work. "This indeed,"

exclaimed he, "is what you may call having discernment and
feeling in perfection! Well, well, my friend! it cannot be said of

you,—
'Boeotum in crasso jurares aere naturti.*"*

In a word, he was so highly pleased with me as to add in a

tone of extraordinary emotion, " Never mind, Gil Bias ! hencefor-

ward take no care about hereafter: I shall make it my business

to please you among the favored children of my bounty. You
have my best wishes ; and to prove to you that you have them, I

shall take you into my inmost confidence."

These words were no sooner out of his mouth, than I fell at

his Grace's feet, quite overwhelmed with gratitude. I embraced

his elliptical legs with almost pagan idolatry, and considered

myself as a man on the high-road to a very handsome fortune.

" Yes, my child, " resumed the archbishop, whose speech had been

cut short by the rapidity of my prostration, " I mean to make
you the receiver-general of all my inmost ruminations. Hearken

attentively to what I am going to say. I have a great pleasure

in preaching. The Lord sheds a blessing on my homilies; they

sink deep into the hearts of sinners; set up a glass in which vice

sees its own image, and bring back many from the paths of error

into the high-road of repentance. What a heavenly sight, when
a miser, scared at the hideous picture of his avarice drawn by my
eloquence, opens his coffers to the poor and needy, and dispenses

the accumulated store with a liberal hand! The voluptuary too

is snatched from the pleasures of the table; ambition flies at my
command to the wholesome discipline of the monastic cell; while

female frailty, tottering on the brink of ruin, with one ear open

to the siren voice of the seducer and the other to my saintly

correctives, is restored to domestic happiness and the approving

smile of heaven, by the timely warnings of the pulpit. These

miraculous conversions, which happen almost every Sunday,

ought of themselves to goad me on in the career of saving souls:

Nevertheless, to conceal no part of my weakness from my mon-

itor, there is another reward on which my heart is intent,—

a

*«You would have sworn he was born in the wit-dulUng air of Boeotia."
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reward which the seraphic scrupulousness of my virtue to little

purpose condemns as too carnal,— a literary reputation for a sub-

lime and elegant style. The honor of being, handed down to

posterity as a perfect pulpit orator has its irresistible attractions.

My compositions are generally thought to be equally powerful and

persuasive; but I could wish of all things to steer clear of the

rock on which good authors split who are too long before the

public, and to retire from professional life with my reputation in

undiminished lustre. To this end, my dear Gil Bias," continued

the prelate, "there is one thing requisite from your zeal and

friendship. Whenever it shall strike you that my pen begins to

contract, as it were, the ossification of old age, whenever you see

my genius in its climacteric, do not fail to give me a hint. There

is no trusting to one's self in such a case : pride and conceit were

the original sin of man. The probe of criticism must be intrusted

to an impartial stander-by, of fine talents and unshaken probity.

Both those requisites centre in you: you are my choice, and I

give myself up to your direction. "— '^ Heaven be praised, my
lord,* said I, "there is no need to trouble yourself with any such

thoughts yet. Besides, an understanding of your Grace's mold and

calibre will last out double the time of a common genius; or to

speak with more certainty and truth, it will never be the worse

for wear, if you live to the age of Methusalem. I consider you

as a second Cardinal Ximenes, whose powers, superior to decay,

instead of flagging with years -seemed to derive new vigor from

their approximation with the heavenly regions. " " No fiattery,

my friend ! " interrupted he. " I know myself to be in danger

of failing all at once. At my age one begins to be sensible of

infirmities, and those of the body communicate with the mind.

I repeat it to you, Gil Bias, as soon as you shall be of opinion

that my head is not so clear as usual, give me warning of it

instantly. Do not be afraid of offending by frankness and sincer-

ity: to put me in mind of my own frailty will be the strongest

proof of your affection for me. Besides, your very interest is

concerned in it ; for if it should, by any spite of chance towards

you, come to my ears that the people say in town, * His Grace's

sermons produce no longer their accustomed impression; it is

time for him to abandon his pulpit to younger candidates,*

—

I do assure you, most seriously and solemnly, you will lose not

only my friendship, but the provision for life that I have prom-
ised you. Such will be the result of your silly tampering with

truth."
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Here my patron left off to wait for my answer, which was an
echo of his speech, and a promise of obeying him in all things.

From that moment there were no secrets from me; I became the

prime favorite. All the household, except Melchior de la Ronda,
looked at me with an eye of envy. It was curious to observe

the manner in which the whole establishment, from the highest

to the lowest, thought it necessary to demean themselves towards

his Grace's confidential secretary; there was no meanness to

which they would not stoop to curry favor with me: I could

scarcely believe they were Spaniards. I left no stone unturned

to be of service to them, without being taken in by their inter-

ested assiduities. . . .

Two months after this worthy gentleman had left us, in the

luxuriant harvest of my highest favor, a lowering storm came
suddenly over the episcopal palace: the archbishop had a stroke

of apoplexy. By dint of immediate applications and good nurs-

ing, in a few days there was no bodily appearance of disease

remaining. But his reverend intellects did not so easily recover

from their lethargy. I could not help observing it to myself in

the very first discourse that he composed. Yet there was not

such a wide gap between the merits of the present and the

former ones as to warrant the inference that the sun of oratory

was many degrees advanced in its post-meridian course. A
second homily was worth waiting for, because that would clearly

determine the line of my conduct. Alas, and well-a-day! when

that second homily came, it was a knock-down argument. Some-

times the good prelate moved forward, and sometimes he moved
backward; sometimes he mounted up into the garret, and some-

times dipped down into the cellar. It was a composition of more

sound than meaning; something like a superannuated schoolmas-

ter's theme when he attempts to give his boys more sense than

he possesses of his own, or like a capuchin's sermon which only

scatters a few artificial flowers of paltry rhetoric over a barren

desert of doctrine.

I was not the only person whom the alteration struck. The

audience at large, when he delivered it, as if they too had been

pledged to watch the advances of dotage, said to one another in a

whisper all around the church, * Here is a sermon with symp-

toms of apoplexy in every paragraph. " " Come, my good Cory-

phaeus of the public taste in homilies," said I then to myself,

" prepare to do your office. You see that my lord archbishop is

going very fast,— you ought to warn him of it, not only as his
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bosom friend on whose sincerity he relies, but lest some blunt

fellow should anticipate you and bolt out the truth in an offens-

ive manner; in that case you know the consequence: you would

be struck out of his will, where, no doubt, you have a more
convertible bequest than the licentiate Sedillo's library."

But as reason, like Janus, looks at things with two faces, I

began to consider the other side of the question: the hint seemed

difBcult to wrap up so as to make it palatable. Authors in gen-

eral are stark mad on the subject of their own works, and such

an author might be more testy, than the common herd of the

irritable race; but that suspicion seemed illiberal on my part,

for it was impossible that my freedom should be taken amiss

when it had been forced upon me by so positive an injunction.

Add to this, that I reckoned upon handling the subject skillfully,

and cramming discretion down his throat like a high-seasoned

epicurean dish. After all my pro and con, finding that I risked

more by keeping silence than by breaking it, I determined to

venture on the delicate duty of speaking my mind.

Now there was but one difficulty,— a difficulty indeed !
—

how to open the business. Luckily the orator himself extricated

me from that embarrassment, by asking what they said of him
in the world at large, and whether people were tolerably well

pleased with his last discourse. I answered that there could be
but one opinion about his homilies; but that it should seem as if

the last had not quite struck home to the hearts of the audience,

like those which had gone before. " Do you really mean what
you say, my friend ? " replied he, with a sort of wriggling sur-

prise. *Then my congregation are more in the temper of Aris-

tarchus than of Longinus!" "No, may it please your Grace,"

rejoined I: "quite the contrary. Performances of that order

are above the reach of vulgar criticism: there is not a soul but
expects to be saved by their influence. Nevertheless, since you
have made it my duty to be sincere and unreserved, I shall take

the liberty of just stating that your last discourse is not written

with quite the overpowering eloquence and conclusive argument
of your former ones. Does not your Grace feel just as I do on
the subject ?

"

This ignorant and stupid frankness of mine completely
blanched my master's cheek; but he forced a fretful smile, and
said, « Then, good Master Gil Bias, that piece does not exactly hit

your fancy ? " * I did not mean to say that, your Grace, " inter-

rupted I, looking very foolish. « It is very far superior to what
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any one else could produce, though a little below par with re-

spect to your own works in general. * " I know what you mean,

"

replied he. "You think I am going down-hill, do you not? Out
with it at once. It is your opinion that it is time for me to

think of retiring ? » <* I should never have had the presumption,

"

said I, "to deliver myself with so little reserve, if it had not

been your Grace's express command. I act in entire obedience to

your Grace's orders; and I most obsequiously implore your Grace

not to take offense at my boldness. " " I were unfit to live in a

Christian land," interrupted he, with stammering impatience,— "I

were unfit to live in a Christian land if I liked you the less for

such a Christian virtue as sincerity. A man who does not love

sincerity sets his face against the distinguishing mark between a

friend and a flatterer. I should have given you infinite credit for

speaking what you thought, if you had thought anything that

deserved to be spoken. I have been finely taken in by your out-

side show of cleverness, without any solid foundation of sober

judgment !

"

Though completely unhorsed, and at the enemy's mercy, I

wanted to make terms of decent capitulation, and to go unmo-

lested into winter quarters; but let those who think to appease

an exasperated author, and especially an author whose ear has

been long attuned to the music of his own praises, take warning

by my fate. " Let us talk no more on the subject, my very

young friend,* said he. "You are as yet scarcely in the rudi-

ments of good taste, and utterly incompetent to distinguish be-

tween gold and tinsel. You are yet to learn that I never in all

my life composed a finer homily than that unfortunate one which

had not the honor of your approbation. The immortal part of

me, by the blessing of heaven on me and my congregation, is

less weighed down by human infirmity than when the flesh was

stronger. We all grow wiser as we grow older, and I shall in

future select the people about me with more caution; nor submit

the castigation of my works but to a much abler critic than your-

self. Get about your business ! » pursued he, giving me an angry

shove by the shoulders out of his closet; "go and tell my treas-

urer to pay you a hundred ducats, and take my priestly blessing

in addition to that sum. God speed you, good Master Gil Bias!

I heartily pray that you may do well in the world! There is

nothing to stand in your way but the want of a little better

taste.
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THE VINTNER'S STORY

From 'The Devil upon Two Sticks

>

" T TNDER the closet there is a dungeon that serves for a lodging

^_J to a young vintner. '*— " What, my host again ? " cried

Leandro ; " sure these people have a mind to poison all

the world. " " This man's case is not the same, * replied Asmodeus ;

"he v^as seized yesterday, and is likewise claimed by the Inquisi-

tion. I will in few words relate to you the subject of his com-

mitment.

"An old soldier, by his courage, or rather patience, having

mounted to the post of a sergeant in his company, came to raise

recruits in this city. He inquired for a lodging at an inn, where

he was answered that they had indeed empty rooms, but that

they could not recommend any of them to him, because the house

was haunted every night by a spirit, which treated all strangers

very ill that were rash enough to lodge there. This did not at

all balk the sergeant. *Put me in what chamber you please,'

said he, 'but give me a candle, wine, pipes, and tobacco; and as

for the spirit, never trouble yourself about it,— ghosts have a

respect for men of war who are grown old in the service.'

"As he seemed so resolute, he was shown into a chamber,

where all that he desired was brought to him. He fell to drink-

ing and smoking till midnight, and no spirit had yet disturbed

the profound silence that reigned in the house. One would have

imagined he feared this new guest; but betwixt one and two, the

sergeant all of a sudden heard a terrible noise like the rattling

of old iron, and immediately saw entering his chamber an appari-

tion clothed in black and laden all round with iron chains. Our
smoker, not in the least affrighted at this sight, drew his sword,

advanced towards the spirit, and with the flat side of it gave him
a very severe blow on the head.

" The apparition, not much used to meet with such bold guests,

cried out; and perceiving the soldier going to begin with him
again, he most humbly prostrated himself at his feet. ' Mr.

Sergeant,* said he, 'for God's sake do not give me any more;
but have mercy on a poor devil that casts himself at your feet.

I conjure you by St. James, who, as you are, was a great soldier.

'

' If you are willing to save your life, * answered the soldier, < you
must tell me who you are, and speak without the least prevarica-

tion; or else this moment I cut you down the middle, as your
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knights of old were used to serve the giants they encountered.'

At these words, the ghost, finding what sort of man he had to do

with, resolved to own all.

" * I am the principal servant of this inn, ' replied the spirit

;

* my name is Guillermo ; I am in love with my master's only

daughter, and she does not dislike me: but the father and mother

having a better match in view, the girl and I have agreed, in

order to compel them to make me their son-in-law, that I shall

every night act the part which I now do. I wrap myself up in a

long black cloak and hang the jack-chain about my neck. Thus
equipped, I run up and down the house from the cellar to the

garret, and make all the noise which you have heard. When I

am at my master's and mistress's chamber-door, I stop and cry

out :
" Do not hope that I will ever let you rest till you marry

Juanna to Guillermo, your upper drawer." 'After having pro-

nounced these words with a hoarse, broken voice, I continue my
noise, and at a window enter the closet where Juanna lies alone,

to give her an account of what I have done.— Mr. Sergeant,' con-

tinued Guillermo, 'you see I have told you the whole truth. I

know that after this confession you may ruin me by discovering

it to my master; but if you please to serve instead of undoing

me, I swear that my acknowledgments—

'

" 'Alas, what service can I do thee ? ' interrupted the soldier.

'You need do no more,* returned Guillermo, 'than to say to-

morrow that you have seen the spirit, that it so terribly affrighted

you— ' ' How ? terribly affrighted !
' interrupted the soldier

;

'would you have Sergeant Annibal Antonio Quebrantador own
such a thing as fear ? I had rather ten thousand devils should—

'

' That's not absolutely necessary, ' interrupted Guillermo ;
' and

after all it is not much matter what you say, provided you

second my design. And when I have married Juanna and am
settled, I promise to treat you and all your friends nobly for

nothing every day.'— 'You are a very tempting person, Mr.

Guillermo,' said the soldier. 'You propose to me to support a

tribe: it is a serious affair, which requires mature deliberation;

but the consequences hurry me on. So continue your noise; give

your account to Juanna, and I will take care of the rest.'

"Accordingly, next morning he said to his landlord and land-

lady :
' I have seen the spirit and have talked with it. It is a

very honest fellow. "I am," said he, "the great-grandfather of

the master of this house. I had a daughter whom I promised to
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the father of the grandfather of this drawer. However, neglecting

the word I had given him, I married her to another, and died

soon after, and ever since am tormented as the punishment of

my perjury, and shall never be at rest till one of my family

shall marry one of Guillermo's; and it is for this reason I walk

here every night. Yet it is to no purpose that I bid them marry

Juanna to their head drawer. The son of my grandson and his

wife turn the deaf ear to all I can say. But tell them, if you

please, Mr. Sergeant, that if they do not immediately comply

with my desires, I shall proceed to action and will torment them
both in an extraordinary manner."^

" The host, being silly enough, was terrified at this discourse

;

but the hostess, yet more silly than her husband, fancying that

the spirit was always at her heels, consented to the match, and

Guillermo married Juanna the next day, and set up in another

part of the town. Sergeant Quebrantador did not fail to visit

him often; and he, in acknowledgment of the service he had done

him, gave him as much wine as he cared for. This so pleased

the soldier that he brought thither not only all his friends, but

listed his men there, and made all his recruits drunk.

" But at last Guillermo, grown weary of satiating such a crew

of drunkards, told his mind to the soldier; who, without ever

thinking that he had exceeded his agreement, was so unjust as to

call Guillermo a little ungrateful rascal. The host answered; the

sergeant replied; and the dialogue ended with several strokes

with the fiat side of the sword, which Guillermo received. Sev-

eral persons passing by took the vintner's part; the sergeant

wounded three or four, but was suddenly fallen on by a crowd

of alguazils, who seized him as a disturber of the public peace

and carried him to prison. He there declared what I have told

you: and upon his deposition, the ofiicers have also seized Guil-

lermo; the father-in-law requires the annulling of the marriage.;

and the Holy Office being informed that Guillermo is rich, have

thought fit to take cognizance of it."

**As I hope to be saved," said Don Cleofas, "this same Holy
Inquisition is very alert. The moment they see the least glimpse

of profit— "

"Softly," interrupted the cripple; "have a care what freedom
you take with this tribunal, for it has its spies everywhere,

even of things that were never spoken. I myself dare not speak

of it without trembling."
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